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ABSTRACT

"The Battered Women’s Movement in the U.S. c.1973-1993:
a Micro-Macro Analysis"

by Brandy M. Britton
Dissertation Chair: Adele Clarke, Ph. D.

The dissertation examines the battered women’s movement

in the United States, focusing upon the period from 1980 to

the present. Historical and qualitative methods of data

collection and analyses were employed to address major

research questions. In-depth interviews with 27 activists in

the battered women’s movement were conducted, field research

was undertaken in two battered women’s organizations, and

original federal, state, and media documents were reviewed as

part of the research. The first major aim of the

dissertation was to answer specific questions regarding the

relationship between the battered women’s movement and the

state. The development and implementation of state and

federal policies aimed at assisting battered women were

examined and the schism between policy goals and actual

outcomes discussed. Marxist-feminist theories of the state

were employed to explain this schism and to understand the

complex mechanisms through which state actors support and

maintain gender, class, and racial stratification. The

second major objective of the research was to investigate how

and why women become involved in political activism.
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Interviews with current and ex-activists revealed that entry

into the battered women’s movement was a complex process which

involved: learning the role of activist; experiencing

interpersonal violence; defining these experiences as

political events; and perceiving benefits as a result of

movement participation. This complex process of becoming an

activist was mediated by women’s childhood and adult social

classes, race, and the intersections between these

characteristics.
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Chapter One

Introduction and Theoretical Overview

INTRODUCTION

Battered women or "domestic violence" has become one of

the most talked about and publicized issues of the 1980s and

1990s. Over the past five years, hundreds of news articles

have been written on the subject, the medical community has

begun to investigate this issue, and primetime television has

aired countless movies and talk shows about wife beating.

Much of the credit for bringing the issue of battered women

into the public arena belongs to the battered women’s

movement. Since the early 1970s, an organized effort by

activists to bring wife abuse to the public’s attention, and

to effect social change on behalf of battered women has been

underway.

This dissertation examines the battered women’s movement

in the United States, focusing upon the period from 1980 to

the present. While there has been some previous research on

the battered women’s movement in the U.S., several major areas

have not been investigated, while research on others is now

outdated. This project addresses a number of gaps in the

literature concerning the battered women’s movement and ties

these findings into theories of social movements, to theories

l



of individual participation and recruitment into social

movements, and to theories of the state.

The objectives of the research presented in the

dissertation are twofold. The first major aim of the research

is to answer specific questions concerning the battered

women's movement. These research questions include: What

have been the effects of the political economy of the 1980s on

public policy concerning domestic violence? How and why did

activists come to be involved in the battered women's

movement? What has been the effect of the historical

circumstances facing the movement on organizational practices

and policies of the social movement organizations (SMOs) of

the battered women's movement? What are the struggles faced

by activists in the movement in the current era? What are the

conditions and circumstances surrounding activists' decisions

to leave the movement? The second major aim of the

dissertation is to shed light on theories which address the

relationship between social movements and the state and upon

theories of women and the state using data from the battered

women's movement as a case study.

In the dissertation, I have employed historical and

qualitative methods of data collection and analyses. In-depth

interviews with 27 activists presently working in the battered

women's movement or who have recently left the movement were

completed to answer questions concerning entry into the

movement, the phenomenon of activism, problems encountered by



activists, and reasons women left the movement. Field

research in two battered women's shelter organizations was

undertaken as well in order to gain a fuller understanding of

organizational life for activists and battered women served by

these organizations. Focused interviews were conducted with

an additional 20 activists concerning specific topics such as

organizational practices and policies in shelters, and

strategies of grass-roots organizing among national domestic

violence organizations. Original documents have also been

read and analyzed as part of the research including: drafts

of federal initiatives; transcripts of testimony before

Congress concerning battered women; battered women's

organizations newsletters; and shelter training manuals.

Appendix A provides an in-depth discussion of my methodologies

including recruitment and sampling procedures, interviewing

protocol, data analyses techniques, and some of the problems

encountered during the research including my own unexpected

emotions which emerged during the course of the research.

The remainder of Chapter One begins by outlining

political economy or class-based perspectives on the state.

Employing feminist theories of the welfare state, class

centered paradigms are critiqued for failing to fully

incorporate the relationship between gender, race, and the

state. This section ends with a call for a micro-macro,

historically specific theory and analysis of the state and

state action.



Next, state-based theories of feminist social movements

and cooptation and professionalization of these movements are

outlined. These processes have been found to manifest

themselves in feminist social movement organizations (SMOs)

and may serve to blunt the political edge of a movement.

The complex relationships between women's social movements,

the media, and the state are then considered, as the media

have been found to be key actors in social movements and in

the public construction of social problems.

In another section, theories of individual recruitment

and participation in social movements are reviewed. Class and

race based analyses of why individuals enter political

activities are discussed. As an extension and critique of

these perspectives, more micro, interpretive and processual

theories of actor participation are reviewed.

As the battered women's movement address the issue of

violence against women, theories of violence against women are

examined. Feminist perspectives open this section and are

critiqued and complicated by the addition of social class and

race. Scholarship by women of color and studies of class and

race differences of victimization are employed to expand

existing perspectives on violence against women.

Finally the literature on struggles among activists in

gender-based social movements are considered. Special

attention is given to the issues of diversity and difference

among women and how this may contribute to dissention among



activists in a social movement.

Theories of the State

Class Perspectives on the State

While there are a number of variants upon and refinements

of class perspectives on the state, the major defining feature

of the paradigm is that economic, political, and therefore

historic conditions set the stage for state activity. In

capitalist societies, the state is considered a central

institution in maintaining a class-based economic system in

which the means of production are privately owned and

controlled (Block, 1980; Engels, 1942; Gramsci, 1971; Marx,

1852, 1885, 1894; Miliband, 1970; 1973, 1974; Navarro, 1977,

1984, 1986; O'Connor, 1973, 1974; Offe, 1975, 1985; Offe and

Ronge, 1982; Poulantzas, 1969, 1973, 1975; Quandagno, 1987,

1990; Quandagno and Meyer, 1989; Skocpol, 1992; Skocpol and

Amenta, 1986).

While the state is considered a site of class struggle

and may mediate the relationship between labor and capital,

within this paradigm, it is assumed that state institutions

and state actors ultimately act in way that reinforces class

stratification, private ownership of the means of production,

and capital accumulation.



Navarro (1977:266) defines the state as:

... the configuration of public institutions and their
relationships whose primary role is the reproduction of
an economic system based on private ownership of the
means of production, i.e., the capitalist economy...And
the primary role of the state is to establish the
conditions for the survival and flourishing of that
economic system.

French structuralist including Miliband (1970) and

Poulantzas (1973, 1975) hold that the state in capitalist

societies is an instrument of the bourgeois and its actions

are determined exclusively by the needs and logic of capital.

With an emphasis on the economic needs of capital and the

economic basis of state action, the structuralists downplay

the importance of the ideological component of state action

and all but eliminate the possibility of agency (Navarro,

1977).

Other political economy theories of the state maintain

the importance of the economic base in understanding the

nature and activity of the state, but allow for the

possibility of a relatively "autonomous" state (Block, 1980).

In this view, the state is seen as having interests of its own

above and beyond those of the capitalist class. While class

power seriously constricts the way in which state managers may

act, Block (1980: 279) contends that state actors are

"collectively self-interested maximizers interested in

maximizing their power, prestige and wealth."

As self-interested maximizers, state managers are able

under certain historical circumstances to act in ways which



are relatively independent of bourgeois pressure and control.

In this sense then, the state should be viewed as a power "sui

generis" and not reducible to class power (Block, 1980: 229).

Block points to the considerable struggle between and among

different state institutions as evidence of the self

interested state actors hypotheses.

However, as Carnoy (1984) and Navarro (1977) have pointed

out, the "autonomous state" hypothesis rests on the assumption

that state actors are non-elites, or on the assumption that if

they are members of the upper-class, they have no class

consciousness informing their actions. The fact that state

actors and various branches of the state come into conflict

over strategy does not mean that the ultimate outcome of

actions are not the support of the capitalist class. "It

would certainly be a mistake to confuse disagreement on

strategies with differences in class interests, or intraclass

conflict with lack of class consciousness" (Carnoy, 1984:221).

Further, as the work of Domhoff (1978, 1990) has demonstrated,

the majority of state actors are in fact elites who have a

collective elite consciousness and have installed a number of

mechanisms for maintaining elite dominance of state

institutions.

Domhoff (1967, 1978, 1990) has documented that the vast

majority of state positions are occupied by what he terms the

"governing class," or corporate elites---primarily successful

businessmen and attorneys. The governing class is "a social



upper-class which owns a disproportionate amount of the

country's wealth, receives a disproportionate amount of a

country's yearly income, and contributes a disproportionate

number of its members to the controlling institutions and key

decision-making groups of the country" (1967:5).

Because of its interests in maintaining its class

position and ownership and control of a disproportionate

amount of wealth and capital, the governing class manipulates

the economy, the media, and key state institutions. Domhoff

demonstrates that indeed the American elite "controls the

major banks and corporations, the foundations, the elite

universities, the largest mass media, such important opinion

molding organizations as the Council on Foreign Relations, the

Foreign Policy Association, the Committee for Economic

Development, the Business Advisory Council, and the National

Advertising Council" (Carnoy, 1984). While unable to

completely and directly control all government bodies, the

governing class indirectly influences key state agencies.

Responding to arguments concerning the autonomous/self

interested state perspective, Offe (1985) and Navarro (1977)

point out that the state must appear autonomous or "classless"

in order to better serve the needs of capital. In order to

achieve legitimacy, the state must appear autonomous, but

this does not equate with state independence in any sense.

While the state is not predominantly or necessarily directly

controlled by the bourgeois, it is the underlying set of



class-based relationships that drive state action.

The alternative view is that the state does not patronize
certain interests, and is not allied with certain
classes. Rather, what the state protects and sanctions
is a set of rules and relationships which are presupposed
by the class rule of the capitalist class. The state
does not defend the interests of one class but the common
interest of all members of a capitalist class society."
(Offe and Ronge, 1982: 252, emphasis in original).

According to Navarro (1977), it is precisely the state's

apparently classless nature that makes its functioning in a

capitalist system so effective: "Actually, the state is

better able to represent the interests of the capitalist class

as a whole when it can be politically autonomous from specific

short or even long-term economic interests of particular

fractions of that class (Navarro, 1977:269).

The Functions of the State

A clearer understanding of the class-based nature of

state activity can be gained by examining the ways in which

the state functions. The work of O'Connor (1973, 1975) and

Offe (1972; 1974; 1985) are particularly relevant to

understanding the actions of the state in late capitalist

societies. In this paradigm, the state is seen as a mediator

between the contradictory needs of capital and labor. Because

the state (as it is currently organized) is dependent upon the

continued existence of capital (Offe, 1972; 1974) it must

subsidize the process of capital accumulation in order to

maintain or expand profit margins. Because the logic of
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capital leads to diminished profit as a result of

overproduction', the state must increasingly intervene to

maintain the economy, and thus itself (McKinlay, 1984).

There are two major avenues through which the state

underwrites the cost of capital. The first mechanism is

through "social investment" in which the state finances

products or services which directly increase the rate of

profit (O'Connor, 1974:7). Social investment includes such

things as industrial-development parks without which a given

industry would not be profitable and tax credits to

corporations. Navarro (1977:268) refers to these expenditures

on the part of the state as the "infrastructure of production,

i.e., those goods and services that are the preconditions of

the working capitalist system" such as roads, railways, a

stable currency system, and an educational system." The

second way in which the state funds the expenses of capital is

through financing "social consumption" (O'Connor, 1973).

These social expenses consist of the "products and services

which are required to maintain harmony" (O'Connor, 1973: 7).

State allocation for social consumption often may take the

form of concessions to the working-class, or a number of other

material and ideological interventions to maintain the state's

* While the "crisis of capitalism as the result of
overproduction" argument is the one generally made by orthodox
Marxists, O'Connor (1973) argues that it is actually under
production under capitalism that leads to crisis. For a more in
depth discussion of this issue, see O'Connor (1973) and McKinlay
(1984).
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legitimacy. These are discussed in depth in the following two

sections.

Another major function (and thus expense) of the

capitalist state is the production and control of physical

force to be employed against "internal and external threats"

to capitalism (Navarro, 1977:268). These mechanisms consist

primarily of the police and criminal justice system and the

military. As the crisis of capital grows on both domestic

and foreign fronts, a strong military presence is required to

ensure that major revolts which may threaten the system of

distribution do not succeed. State sponsored military

activities have a twofold benefit for capitalism: the state

helps generate private profits via monies funneled to private

industries involved in the production of war machinery and

weaponry; once these machines and weaponry are produced they

may be employed domestically or internationally to stave off

anti-capitalist or worker based social movements. State

financing of domestic military and/or the police are essential

for capitalism as these institutions are avenues employed to

stave off revolt or unrest at home. The Los Angeles riots of

1992 are a prime example of how the state may function in this

capacity. While the police failed initially to contain the

rioting, the National Guard was called upon to contain the

revolt. Further, a strong police presence was put into place

as a preventative measure in cities around the country after

the riots broke out in Los Angeles.
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The Ideological Component of the State

In addition to financing the accumulation processes

through the aforementioned mechanisms and maintaining police

and military forces, the state has another key function in

capitalist societies, that of "legitimation" (Navarro, 1977,

1984, 1986; O'Connor, 1973, 1974; Offe, 1975). In its

legitimation function the state is called upon to smooth out

the contradictions and material conditions (primarily the

disenfranchisement of the working-class) created by the

operation and logic of the capitalist economy. The state

attempts to smooth these contradictions and thus maintain the

legitimacy of capitalism (and therefore the legitimacy of the

state) by: supporting, creating, and disseminating ideologies

which favor capitalism (Binney and Estes, 1988; Estes, 1984;

Gramsci, 1971; McKinlay, 1984; Minkler, 1984; Navarro, 1977,

1984, 1986; Therborn, 1980; ) and by making concessions on

behalf of labor (O'Connor, 1973; Quandagno, 1989, 1990)

(generally in the form of social programs or regulatory laws).

The ideological component of the state has received

increasing attention in recent years. The failure of the

labor/left segment to develop a party of its own in the U.S.

(as exists in most European capitalist countries) has led

political economists to reconsider the salience of and

implications of Marx and Engels' "The German Ideology" (1846).

Navarro (1977:268) explains the ideological component of

12



the state as: "The development and/or maintenance of the value

generation institutions such as the media, academia, and

others which sustain a system of values that, while appearing

natural, universal or commune, are actually the values (i.e.,

individualism and competitiveness) most convenient to the

survival of that economic system."

Ideologies that have seen a resurgence during the 1980s

and have been supported by the state during the past twelve

years include individualization, or the ideology that

individuals are responsible for their life situations and

problems (Estes, 1984, Minkler, 1984; Navarro, 1984, 1986;

Ryan, 1976). Others include medicalization, processes

through which medical research and intervention are used to

construct individual "causes" of illnesses which have their

foundations in social conditions (Conrad and Schneider, 1980;

Dutton, 1989; Smith, 1989; Syme and Berkman, 1986).

According the Navarro (1984) medical ideologies and

explanations are powerful mechanisms for blaming the victim

or, in the very least, taking pressure off the state and

capital for the underlying social patterns which have been

found to produce a certain malady. According to Navarro

(1984:113):

In medicine, that self-centered approach appears in the
strongly pushed message that most health improvements
will come from individuals changing their own patterns of
behavior. The assumption made in that position is that
individuals are responsible for their own health or
disease. Whether people are sick or not is their own
fault. This victim-blaming philosophy reaches extreme
forms in some branches of medicine, such as in

13



occupational health with the current genetic screening
programs carried out by the largest petrochemical
industries among their workers. The aim of those
programs is to detect those workers whose genetic
structure assumingly makes them particularly sensitive to
certain toxins. The assumption made in these programs is
that a worker gets sick primarily because of his or her
genetic liability rather than exposure to the toxic
[sic] .

Other forms of medical/genetic victim-blaming have grown

during the 1980s. In particular, genetic explanations of drug

and alcohol problems (see Fillmore et al., 1993; Fingarette,

1988; Peele, 1989) have risen in popularity during the past

twelve years. Although research has established that patterns

of drug and alcohol use and problems associated with use are

quite tied to social class, race, and gender (Duster, 1973;

Lester, 1989; Murphy and Rosenbaum, 1992; Zinberg, 1984),

medicalization processes create new markets for biomedicine

where payment is possible for extraordinary services--boutique

medicine. From cosmetic surgeries to organ transplants to

elaborate infertility treatment, biomedicine has sought to

expand where individuals, insurance companies and/or the state

will afford new interventions beneficial to these segments of

capital.

Class-Struggle and the Expansion of the Welfare State

Having established the nature and functioning of the

state as a body of related institutions whose primary function

is too support capital through financing accumulation
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processes and legitimating the capitalist economic system, we

turn to the relationships between social movements and the

state. In the previous discussion, I considered the way in

which the state in capitalist societies functions and its

three primary roles: financing accumulation, supporting a

military-industrial complex; and legitimation of the system

itself. Thus far, I have emphasized the constraints

capitalism places upon state action and activity, with little

attention to the possibility of state response to working

class pressure or social movements. However, historical

evidence concerning the expansion and contraction of the

welfare state supports that the state does in fact respond to

working-class movements or "pressure from below" (Esping

Anderson, 1985; Forsyth, 1973; McKinlay, 1984; Navarro, 1977;

Piven and Cloward, 1971; 1978; 1984 Quandagno, 1990;

Quandagno and Meyer, 1989; Wilensky, 1975).

The actual delivery of goods and services in response to
different pressures mediated in the political process, of
which the most important pressures are those generated
from the class struggle. . . Thus, for example, social
legislation historically has been implemented at moments
of labor unrest (Navarro, 1977: 267).

Piven and Cloward (1971, 1978) note that the welfare

state has been most expansive in response to labor movement

activity and that major concessions by the state on behalf of

the working-class are most often made as a result or perceived

threat of violent upheaval. In their study of the unemployed

workers' movement in the U.S. in the 1930s, Piven and Cloward

(1978) found that the state extended relief concessions as a
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result of protest and political lobbying by the working-class.

In Forsyth's (1973) analysis of the creation of the

National Health Service (NHS) in Britain, he also notes the

importance of working-class organization and political

mobilization in creating state support for the NHS. Post-war

dissatisfaction and upheaval among the masses threatened the

legitimacy and survival of capitalism. In an attempt to

reassure the working-class that economic conditions would

improve after the war, the NHS was implemented.

Quandagno and Meyer (1989) and Skocpol (1992) have argued

that historically the labor party has been important in

determining the distribution of benefits across different

countries. Quandagno and Meyer (1989) also found that

working-class struggle and organization was a major

contributor to the implementation of Old Age Assistance in

Ohio between 1916 and 1940. In the U.S., unlike its European

counterparts, the welfare state developed into a bifurcated

system which provided social insurance for the majority and

social assistance for the poor (Quandagno, 1987). The absence

of a strong labor party in the U.S. is seen as primarily

responsible for the lack of social benefits and human

entitlement programs (Oppenheimer, 1985).

While it is important to note that the state does in fact

respond to working-class pressure through concessions and

redistributive policies, it is also important to consider

other ways in which the state responds to social movements and
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the ultimate outcomes of state responses to working-class

pressures. Navarro (1977:286) points out that welfare state

expands and contracts due to both working-class movements and

concern for the legitimacy of capital: "The much heralded

consensus on the need for a national health service that

existed about Labor and Conservative politicians was the

result of the radicalization of the working-class on the one

hand, and the concern for the survival of capitalism by the

capitalist class and the state on the other." (Navarro,

1977:286).

Mechanisms of State Intervention

Navarro (1977) has outlined two primary mechanisms

through which the state intervenes in response to pressure

from the working-class: negative selection mechanisms and

positive intervention mechanisms. Negative selection entails

the exclusion of intervention strategies and social policies

which conflict with the class structure. Negative

intervention by the state occurs through four major avenues:

structural selective mechanisms, ideological mechanisms,

decision-making mechanisms, and repressive coercion

mechanisms.

Negative structural selection mechanisms include the

exclusion of policies which would conflict with capitalism or

interfere with the processes of accumulation. Navarro cites
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the implementation of the NHS in Britain as an example. While

the NHS was implemented and considered a victory for the

working-class, it did not disrupt the structure of capitalism

and failed to call into question class relations. "Indeed,

the creation of the NHS was seen as taking place within the

structure of capitalist Britain in 1948, respecting the class

distribution of power both outside and within the health

section. . . The strategy of using the nationalization of the

health sector to break the class structure outside and within

the health sector, as Lenin did in the Soviet Union, was not

even considered." (1977: 278).

Like negative structural selective mechanisms, negative

ideological interventions are implemented by the state in

response to social movement activity through the exclusion of

beliefs and values that conflict with capitalism. Therborn

(1980) and Lukes (1977) have also noted the importance of

considering not only dominant discourses but the suppression

or absence of certain discourses. The analysis of "missing"

discourses illuminate power relations, as the ability to

suppress certain world views requires power and may reflect

dominance (Lukes, 1977; Therborn, 1980).

Navarro cites as an example of a negative ideological

mechanism the almost universal exclusion of social class as a

variable in state sponsored research on health and illness.

He points out that while social class and related work

conditions have been found to explain (and to be predictors
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of) a much larger portion of the variance in the epidemiology

of major illnesses such as heart disease (also see Dutton,

1989; House, 1986; Smith, 1986; Schnall and Kern, 1986), there

is almost no consideration of this variable in state sponsored

medical research. Rather, research concerning individual

etiologies predominant, despite their trivial explanatory

power.

Referring to the power of negative ideological mechanisms

Navarro states: "Ideological mechanisms insure the exclusion

from the realm of debate ideologies that conflicts with the

system. . . it is not only programs and policies. . . that are being

automatically excluded but, more importantly ideologies which

question or threaten the basic assumptions of the capitalist

system, i.e., the exclusion as unthinkable of any alternatives

to that system, is a most prevalent mechanism of state

intervention" (1977:279).

Positive intervention mechanisms by the state in response

to social movement activity consist of the sponsorship of

policies which favor (either directly or indirectly) capital

accumulation. In what Navarro terms "allocative intervention

policies," rather than excluding alternatives which conflict

with capitalism, the state actively supports concessionary

policies in response to class-struggle which appear to (or are

constructed as) ameliorate but ultimately function to support

the status quo. Allocative intervention policies encompass

both aspects of/are somewhat akin to Lowi's (1964) classic
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discussion of regulatory and redistributive policies in that

they redistribute wealth and resources as well as mandate

certain actions or behaviors as legal and others not. Such

polices are often administered by state bodies (such as

unemployment or workers compensation benefits offices) or

enforced (or purported to be enforced) by institutions of the

state through the use (or threat of use) of the police,

criminal justice system, and/or the military.

Production intervention policies are those in which, "the

state directly participates in the production of resources"

(Navarro, 1977:280). This includes such things as the

management of public hospitals and the production of knowledge

through sponsorship of education and research. For example,

by sponsoring medical research which focuses upon nonclass

related variables and individual or biological variables (such

as blood pressure) without the accompanying investigation of

social and occupational stress which predicts these biological

outcomes, the state participates in the "production" of

certain kinds of medical knowledge to the exclusion of others.

It is important to note that the state may respond to a

given social movement through several of the mechanisms

outlined above, and in fact is likely to do so. By combining
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material interventions (such as the development of a social

program to address a movement campaign) with ideological ones,

the state is best able to respond to movements without

structurally altering or disrupting the accumulation processes

and class stratification.

Outcomes of State Intervention

The previous section outlined ways in which the state has

historically responded to social movements. I began by noting

that the capitalist state does not act only in ways which

benefit the dominant class, but may make concessions in

response to mass turmoil, which benefit the working-class.

While such concessions are made, they are made in a ways that

do not conflict with capital. Further, material or allocative

concessions or policies have most often been accompanied by an

"ideological offensive" which reconstructs the problem and its

solution in a way that does not significantly disrupt

accumulation processes. Thus, the implementation of "liberal"

social policies, which seem to contradict the immediate

interests of capital, ultimately function to maintain the

legitimacy of both the state and capital. "The need to
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legitimate the existing social order may at times require

ignoring the interest of some fraction of business, so that

"some capitalist interest may be forgone or harmed in the

short run". In the long run, however, the capitalist social

order is preserved." (Quandagno, 1990:12)

Social Movements, the State, and Cooptation

One of the outcomes associated with state intervention

in response to social movements is cooptation (McCarthy and

Zald, 1987, Morgan, 1980; Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1978,

1992). Cooptation has been defined by social movement

theorists as the methods employed by the state to blunt the

political edge of a movement (Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1978).

Because the state is seen to be an embodiment of and

subservient to the needs of capitalism, it often employs

mechanisms to stifle and coopt struggles from below which aim

to alter the social order. Cooptation is generally carried

out by offering funding to political organizations that

potentially threaten the class based power of the state. As

organizations accept and come to depend upon state monies for

survival, they are subject to bureaucratic and regulatory

powers which disallow or discourage certain types of political

activity.

Piven and Cloward (1978) have observed that while relief

programs were created by the state as a result of the
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unemployed workers movement of the 1930s, the implementation

of these policies ultimately coopted, bureaucratized, and

fragmented the movement. They posit that social movements

make substantial gains as a result of mass defiance, such as

taking to the streets, during revolt. However, they argue

that building permanent membership organizations is

counterproductive as such organizations form a cooptable

structure for the state and elites to target and minimize or

eliminate more effective movement activity. Cooptation takes

place primarily through organizational reliance on state

monies for their continued existence. Once established, such

organizations come to rely on the state for support and the

state is then able to impose rules of operation which are less

radical than the movement's original goals:

. . . when insurgency wells up, apparently uncontrollable,
elites respond. And one of their responses is to
cultivate those lower-class organizations which begin to
emerge in such periods, for they have little to fear from
organizations, especially from organizations which come
to depend on them for support. Thus, however
unwittingly, leaders and organizers of the lower classes
act in the end to facilitate the efforts of elites to
channel the insurgent masses into normal political,
believing all the while that they are taking the long and
arduous but certain path to power (Piven and Cloward,
1978:22).

Another mechanism through which the state may coopt

social movements is professionalization (Dobash and Dobash,

1992; Johnson, 1981; Morgan, 1980). Professionalization takes

place when state sponsored SMOs are subject to regulations

concerning the creditialing of what have become employees (as

opposed to activists). The process is problematic of social
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movements as the education and training processes of

credentialed professions (such as medicine and social work)

tend to define social problems as individual pathologies and

thereby to depoliticize the issue at hand. Morgan (1980:19)

describes professionalization as:

. . . the process whereby collective non-capitalist forms of
organization become hierarchically stratified through the
use (or misuse) of science. The ability to determine
one's own health, safety and welfare--the fulfillment of
social needs--becomes the property of the state and is
funnelled into the community instead of being an integral
part of it. In this way, definitions of problems (or
social needs) and the methods used to address them become
compatible with capitalist social relations rather than
threatening.

The Feminist Critique of a Class Analysis of the State

Before beginning my discussion of key paradigms of women

and the state, it is necessary to begin with a brief

discussion of the of the feminist critique of Marxist theory.

This has implications for feminist scholarship on the nature

and functioning of the state.

While Marxists hold that one of the major organizing

principles of society, and thus the state, is the economic

system or mode of production, feminist scholars hold that a

second, and equally fundamental organizing principle of

culture is the sex/gender system (Hartmann, 1981; Rubin,

1975). The includes the social arrangements, relations, and

institutions employed to transform biological humans into

gendered social actors. This entails and includes all those
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processes relevant to the reproduction and maintenance of

human life.

Thus, in addition to the centrality of the mode of

production and ownership of such, Marxist-feminists theorists

hold that the means and control of reproduction of the species

are key in any comprehensive social theory.

Economic production (what marxist are used to referring
to as the mode of production) and the production of
people in the sex/gender sphere both determine the social
organization under which the people of a particular
historical epoch and a particular country live according
to Engels. The whole society, then, can be understood by
looking at both of these types of production and
reproduction, people and things (Hartmann, 1981: 17).

Theoretically, there are a number of ways in which

biological human beings may be transformed into social actors.

However, historically, the task of gendering has often been

accomplished by the strict division of labor by sex (Hartmann,

1981; Rosaldo, 1974; Rubin, 1975). Again, although it is

theoretically possible for the division of labor to be such

that men perform the nurturing or reproductive work, with

women participating primarily in wage labor outside the home,

this has not been the case historically in most cultures.

Rather, since the rise of industrial capitalism in the U.S.,

men have more often worked in the paid labor force, and women

have provided caregiving in the home (Abramovitz, 1988;

Showstack Sasson, 1987). In addition to the long history of

the division of labor by gender, the set of tasks assigned to

women have usually been accorded lower status than those of

their male counterparts (Rubin, 1975).
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Feminist critiques of Marxist theory argue that

although the category of gender has not been altogether

excluded from Marxist theory (and thus class-perspectives of

state), gender and the sex/gender system have been discussed

solely in relation to, and as part of the larger capitalist

systems. While women's oppression has been acknowledged

within some political economy paradigms, women's lower status

in the public and private spheres have been understood as

serving the needs of capital by providing a reserve army of

cheap laborers and by furnishing unpaid labor necessary to

sustain capitalism (Hartmann, 1981; Zaretsky, 1973, 1976,

1986).

Proponents of the reserve army perspective (Zaretsky,

1986) argue that family structure serves the needs of

capitalism by providing a reserve army of wage laborers who

can been pulled into, and pushed from the work force as

capital requires. In contrast, the free labor for capital

theorists emphasize that the work of the reproduction of the

labor force (caring, nurturance, producing human beings) done

by women in the family and uncompensated for by capital is

necessary to keep the wheels of the economic system turning.

In these two ways, then, classical or traditional Marxist

theory have dealt with and analyzed the position of women in

society.

Although the Marxist discussions of women's roles in

serving the needs of capitalism are useful, and I will return
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to these in a later section, there are also serious

shortcomings in explaining the position of women in society

and action (or nonaction) by the state with respect to women.

In a now classic discussion of the "woman question" in Marxist

theory, Hartmann critiqued Marxist perspectives on gender as

inadequate and "sex-blind." Hartmann argues that while

Marxist theory is useful in illuminating the historical

development and functioning of capitalism, and that the labor

of women in the home and women's exclusion or marginalization

in the paid economy or public sphere has indeed served to

reinforce and maintain capitalism there is a separate, but

related system of oppression/stratification, that of

patriarchy.

Like capitalism, patriarchy is a system of domination

with a material base (Harding, 1989; Hartmann, 1981).

However, in patriarchy, the domination and power distribution

are based upon gender, rather than class. Hartmann defines

patriarchy as "a set of social relationships between men,

which have a material base, and which, through hierarchy,

establish or create interdependence and solidarity among men

that enable them to dominate women." (Hartmann, 1981: 14) The

material base of patriarchy is twofold: men's control over

women's labor power in and outside of the home, and men's

control over women's sexuality as exercised through the

institution of heterosexual marriage (Abramovitz, 1988;

Hartmann, 1981; Showstack Sasson, 1987).
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By denying women access to subsistence level wages in

the paid labor force (through male dominated institutions such

as the state and private industry) women come to depend on men

for economic survival. This dependence allows men to control

women's labor inside the home as well as women's sexuality and

reproductive functions. Once women are dependent upon a

male's access to economic resources, men are able to impose

their will upon women in the home. Hartmann (1981) posits

that men accomplish this in the private sphere by making women

serve their personal and sexual needs and through women's

bearing of children. Rearing children further enforces

women's dependent status by making the possibility of gaining

subsistence level employment in the public realm even more

difficult.

Hartmann agrees with Marxists such as Zaretsky (1973,

1976) who argue that women's labor in and outside of the

family do indeed serve the needs of capitalism. However,

arguments concerning women as the reserve army and women's

reproductive labor as necessary to the sustenance of capital

and the accumulation process do not explain why women who are

denied access to the public sphere and subsistence level wages

as opposed to men? Theoretically, men could provide unpaid

labor in the private sphere and serve as capital's reserve

army. However, historically this has not been the case. This
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social fact concerning the division of labor by gender is

considered a serious oversight on the part of Marxist

scholars.

. . . Zaretsky largely denies the existence and importance
of inequality between men and women. His focus is on the
relationship of women, the family, and the private sphere
to capitalism. Moreover, even if capitalism created the
private sphere, as Zaretsky argues, why did it happen
that women work there, and men in the labor force?
Surely this cannot be explained without reference to a
patriarchy, the systematic dominance of men over
women. . . the categories of marxist analysis, class,
reserve army of labor, wage-laborer, do not explain why
particular people fill particular places. They give no
clues about why women are subordinate to men inside and
outside the family and why it is not the other way around
(Hartmann, 1981: 10-11).

Hartmann and other Marxist-Feminists (Abramovitz, 1988;

Showstack Sasson, 1987) have examined the historical

relationship between capitalism and patriarchy beginning with

the rise of the industrial revolution and the subsequent

implementation of the "family wage." Hartmann notes that the

relationship between patriarchy and capitalism was not

inevitable as the needs of each system may in fact sometimes

contradict one another. Initially, with the rise of

industrialization it was in the interests of capital to pull

both women and children into the paid work force. Increasing

the pool of workers created competition among labor and

lowered the cost of wages capital paid to workers. However,

the entrance of women into the labor force usurped male power

and authority in the family as women earning wages were less

dependent upon male breadwinners for subsistence.

The combination of the cheap competition in the labor
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market which women's entry into wage work created, and the

loss of women's labor (and thus male control via economic

dependence) in the home led men to lobby for two major changes

in these material conditions. Increased unionization among

male workers and the enactment of "protective" labor laws for

women and children served to limit women's participation

employments and the description of some jobs as male

(Abramovitz, 1988; Brown, 1992; Hartmann, 1981).

As Hartmann (1981) points out, the problem of cheap

competition in the labor market might have been solved by

organizing both male and female workers against capital for

higher wages, however, the threat to patriarchy would not have

been addressed. The fact that men organized into workers'

unions, largely excluding women from their organizational

efforts (Evans, 1980; Freeman, 1973; 1975) and lobbied for

policies which limited women's participation in the paid labor

force offer critical historical insights into patriarchy and

the relationships between capitalism and male dominance.

As part of their lobbying efforts against capitalism,

working-class men argued for the provision of a "family wage"

or a male wage high enough to support an entire family. It

was during the rise of the industrial revolution that the

notion of the "family wage" emerged (Abramovitz, 1988;

Hartmann, 1981). The acceptance and implementation of the

family wage for men (and only men) meant that families could

"afford" for women (and only women) to stay at home and
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perform unpaid labor and reproductive functions in the home.

The male breadwinner could serve as the sole source of family

income.

This "family wage" system gradually came to be the norm
for stable working-class families at the end of the
nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth.
Several observers have declared the non wage-working wife
to be part of the standard of living of male workers.
Instead of fighting for equal wages for men and women,
male workers sought the family wage, wanting to retain
their wives' services at home. In the absence of

patriarchy a unified working-class might have confronted
capitalism, but patriarchal social relations divided the
working-class, allowing one part (men) to be bought off
at the expense of the other (women) (Hartmann, 1981:21).

Gender, Race, and the State

One way in which the historical division of labor by

gender, the divisions between the public world of wage labor

and the private realm of the household, and the family wage

have been maintained is through state action (Brown, 1992;

Piven, 1990; Showstack Sasson, 1987). According to the

Marxist-feminist perspective, the state regulates the needs of

both capitalism and patriarchy, and manages tensions between

these two systems when they conflict or contradict each other.

Building on the Marxist analysis of capitalism and the
radical feminist analysis of patriarchy, socialist
feminism maintains that the state is nether a neutral
mediator of interest group conflict nor simply pro
capital. Rather, the state protects the interests of
both capital and patriarchy by institutionalizing
capitalist class and property relations and upholding
patriarchal distinctions. . . . From this perspective, the
welfare state operates to uphold patriarchy and to
enforce female subordination in both the spheres of
production and reproduction, to mediate the contradictory
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demands for women's home and market labor, and to support
the nuclear family structure at the expense of all others
(Abramovitz, 1988: 31-32).

Historical research concerning the development of the

welfare state demonstrates that indeed, the underlying

assumptions of state policies toward women assume a nuclear

family with a male breadwinner and a female caregiver

(Abramovitz, 1988; Gordon, 1990; Sapiro, 1990). While the

enactment of welfare state policies beginning with the Social

Security Act of 1935 provided some relief for poor women and

some "protection" for women from harsh working conditions,

they were also punitive in nature. Relief polices such as

Mothers Pensions made public relief so denigrating and

punitive that poor women were subject to constant intervention

by the state in exchange for such monies. Further, such

programs rarely provided enough income to pull mothers out of

poverty. Mothers who lost their husbands or were deserted

were viewed as more "deserving" of aid than those who had

never tried to reach the gold standard of the male-headed

nuclear family, such as women who gave birth out of wedlock

(Abramovitz, 1988). This kept firmly rooted the definition of

female headed households as aberrant and helped to ensure that

the option of single motherhood and state dependence not

become too attractive to women (McIntosh, 1978).

As the welfare state developed with industrial

capitalism, much of the control of patriarchy shifted from

individual male partners in the home to the "patriarchal
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state" or public sphere (Brown, 1992). So, while women may

have appeared to gain some level of emancipation from male

control of their labor and sexual functions in the home, in

fact the locus of control simply shifted.

Public or social patriarchy became stronger as the rise
of industrial capitalism began to weaken the economic and
political underpinnings of male authority. The
separation of production and reproduction, the growth of
factories, the creation of a wage labor force (which
employed women and children as well as men), and the
emergence of new ideas about individual freedom,
equality, and opportunity shifted the basis of patriarchy
authority from the male head of household to the employer
and the state (Abramovitz, 1988:32).

In addition to the role the state has played in

maintaining capitalism and patriarchy and monitoring the

contradictory needs of these two systems, scholars of the

welfare state have also pointed out the race based nature of

U.S. welfare policy (Amott, 1990; Brown, 1992; Gordon, 1990;

Mink, 1990; Quandagno, 1990). While activism on the part of

white women was key in pushing the state to establish benefits

to replace the white male wage (Skocpol, 1992), the needs of

women and children of color have often been ignored or

minimized in these efforts. Although Black women have a long

history of activism (Hine, 1990; hooks, 1990; King, 1989;

Rodriquez, 1990) they have often been torn between the need to

engage in civil rights activism and welfare rights struggles

(Amott, 1990; King, 1989).

Black feminist scholars of the state have pointed out

that the male-breadwinner model assumed by so many welfare

Programs is in fact a white, male wage earner model (Amott,
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1990; Mink, 1990). As the welfare state was developing in the

U.S., the material conditions of women of color were often

very different from their white counterparts. Black women

were more likely to work in the paid labor force, as their

male partners were subjected to racism, high unemployment and

low pay. Even when compared to white women who worked outside

the home, women of color worked in very different jobs

(Gordon, 1990). Domestic work and agricultural labor were

much more common for women of color as they were excluded from

the "better of the worst" female occupations held by white
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Afro-American reformers were also committed to the family
wage ideal, but minority women activists were
considerably more likely than whites to accept women's
and even mothers' employment as a long-term reality and
to seek programs that would make it easier, such as
child-care facilities or protection against sexual
harassment. This history suggests how racially specific
have been what whites regard as mainstream welfare
proposals; how deeply our welfare debates have taken
place within a uniquely white set of political, economic,
and familial assumptions. Moreover, the white women's
welfarist activity played a role in maintaining, even
reinforcing, class and race exclusions (Gordon, 1990:25).

With the role of the state in maintaining capitalism,

patriarchy and the race based constructions of the "family"

outlined, new scholarship on women and the state has moved

toward illuminating what Piven (1990) has termed the

"emancipatory" potential of the state. Piven argues that

although the state has created and enforced women's

subordination in the private and public sphere's, women have

increasingly come to rely on the state for survival as their
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positions in the economy and in the family have deteriorated

historically. In this reliance, Piven (1990) and Ehrenreich

and Piven (1983) assert, lies the potential for power and

political organization. The state has allowed women some

freedom from unpleasant and even dangerous male relationships

by providing minimal benefits. Further, Piven argues, as the

welfare state has expanded historically, growing numbers of

women have become employees of the state as well as "clients"

of the state. It is precisely in their roles as both

employees and clients of the state that Piven believes the

potential for political mobilization on behalf of women lies:

On the one hand there is the possibility of power and
autonomy; on the other, dependence on a controlling
state. But these polarities are unreal: All social
relationships involve elements of social control, and yet
there is no possibility for power except in social
relationships. In fact, I think the main opportunities
for women to exercise power today inhere precisely in
their "dependent" relationships with the state. . . (Piven,
1990:251).

Brown (1992) has provided a critique of Piven's (1990)

and Ehrenreich and Piven's (1983) assertions concerning the

emancipatory potential of the state. In her recent article

"Finding the Man in the State," Brown cogently argues that the

state still remains a primarily repressive and coercive

apparatus for women. Brown points out that over the past

decade, the state has withdrawn or curtailed many of its

already minimal and punitively distributed benefits to women,

and in particular from women of color.
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Largely due to state policy and retrenchment, women's

situations has worsened considerably during the 1980s. From

housing to health care to income policies, Brown (1992) points

out that the state has not been a good "provider" or

replacement for the male wage, for white women or women of

color. Brown cautions against a state-centered feminist

politics, as it may contribute in the subordination of women

and the construction and reconstruction of what are ultimately

oppressive boundaries between public and private spheres.

Brown notes that the politics of protection, which have

historically been centerpieces of feminist politics of the

state, is particularly problematic for women. Inevitably the

state intervenes in ways which limit the possibility for

women's autonomy and which reinforce women's subordination in

the home and in the public sphere. Brown warns that

"protection" is tenuous for all women when provided by the

state, and particularly nebulous for women of color.

Historically, only some women have been constructed as

possible "victims" or real "mothers" deserving of either

protection or benefits by state policy makers:

Operating simultaneously to link "femininity" to the
privileged races and classes, protection codes are also
markers and vehicles of such divisions among women,
distinguishing those women constructed as violable and
hence protectable from those women who are their
violation, logically inviolable because marked sexually
available, marked as sexuality. Protection codes are
thus key technologies in regulating privileged women as
well as in intensifying the vulnerability and degradation
of those on the unprotected side of the constructed
divide between light and dark, wives and prostitutes,
good girls and bad ones (Brown, 1992:9).
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Women, Social Movements and the State:
Cooptation and Professionalization

Like Piven and Cloward's discussions (1971, 1978) of

cooptation in class based social movements in the U.S.,

feminist scholars have explored the phenomena of cooptation

within feminist social movement organizations. Feminist

organizations in the women's liberation, women's health, anti

rape, and battered women's movements have all encountered

processes of cooptation (Ahrens, 1980; Andler and Sullivan,

1980; DeVries, 1980; Dixon, 1977; Evans, 1980; Freeman, 1975;

Morgan, 1980; Morgen, 1986; Rothchild-Whitt, 1979; Ruzek,

1980; Tierney, 1982; West, 1986; Yancey-Martin, 1990).

Feminist social movement organizations which accept and often

then come to depend upon state monies for survival may curb

their emphases on social and structural change on behalf of

women in order to survive (Johnson, 1981; Tierney, 1982;

Morgen, 1986).

However, other feminist organizational scholars have

noted that dependency upon state monies does not necessarily

diminish an organization's feminist goals (Gornick, Burt, and

Pittman, 1985; Rodriquez, 1988; Simon, 1982). In her analysis

of the issue of cooptation in a feminist anti-rape

organization, Simon (1982) notes that the acceptance of

federal and state monies did not result in loss of political

direction or feminist orientation of the organization. Using

STOP as a case study, Simon argues that the acceptance of
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state funding ensured organizational stability and allowed

program personnel to offer material, symbolic and emotional

rewards which fostered organizational loyalty and unity.

Simon asserts that institutionalization of the organization

suppressed the emergence of "informal elites" within the

organization and facilitated the maintenance of a non

hierarchical and feminist orientation within STOP. In her

early work on the women's liberation movement, Freeman (1975)

noted the tendency for informal leaders to emerge and wield

control over other organizational actors in feminist, or non

hierarchial organizations. Formalizing the distribution

processes of power in a SMO through adherence to state

regulations may circumvent this potential.

Scholars of feminist social movement organizations have

also noted that processes of professionalization in women's

organizations can act as depoliticizing forces (Dobash and

Dobash, 1992; Ferraro, 1983; Johnson, 1981; Loeske and

Cahill, 1984; Morgan, 1980; Schecter, 1982; Tierney, 1982).

As with class based social movements, professionalization in

women's organizations may serve to individualize and

depoliticize social and structural problems which movements

aim to redress.

For example, professionalization in the battered women's

movement took place in some organizations as they began to

hire shelter workers and administrators with college degrees,

MFCC certificates and other formal credentials in order to
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either meet funders' requirements or in order to be on par

with other shelters that had "professionalized" their staffs

(Ferraro, 1983; Morgan, 1980). The original movement

philosophy, which held that battered women and formerly

battered women were the "experts" on the issue of domestic

violence and whose voices should be given equal if not

dominant credibility in the movement, was diminished in this

process. Battered women's organizations began to hire

degreed professionals to work in shelters and to administrate

programs rather than maintaining the movement's early

commitment to hiring formerly battered women to staff shelters

(Dobash and Dobash, 1992; Johnson, 1981; Tierney, 1982).

Professionalization was problematic for the movement as

the education and training of credentialing agencies tended to

define domestic violence as an individual problem rather than

a structural and political one. The surge of "professionals"

into the movement who then constructed battered women

primarily as "clients" in need of treatment was a

conservatizing force; this often resulted in the labeling of

battered women as "helpless" or "co-dependent" (Morgan, 1980;

National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 1992). Power

issues between clients and activists in the battered women's

movement began to manifest themselves in this way.
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Women and the State--Toward a

Micro-Macro Feminist Perspective

Though little of Foucault's work directly addressed the

issue of gender or women and the state, a number of feminist

scholars have argued that Foucault has much to contribute to

a feminist analysis of the state (Comack, 1991; Eisenstein,

1989; Pringle and Watson, 1992). Foucault's works on power

(1980, 1981a, 1981b) are particularly relevant for a micro

macro, feminist theory of the state.

Foucault argues that while power and domination are

central features of societies, these are not imposed only from

the top of hierarchies upon less powerful actors. Social

actors actively engage in resistance against the imposition of

power or coercion. According to Smart (1985: 122) : . . . power is

not conceived to be imposed for the apex of a social

hierarchy, nor derived from a foundational binary opposition

between a ruling and ruled class, rather it operates in a

capillary fashion from below.

Further, Foucault points out the "the state" is not a

monolithic machine which always operates in a pre-determined

fashion. Power, and the power of government and the military

incorporated within the state are relational and situationally

specific. The particular historical context within which

state activity and resistance by actors occurs must be fully

considered. The relative "power" of each of the players in

these historical analyses are central. For Foucault, the
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state is not an isolated center of power, but rather a

"decentered" apparatus with a number of means and mechanisms

for action.

While Foucault (1980) called attention to contextually

specific resistance strategies engaged in by social actors

with respect to the state, he still maintained his emphasis on

the power of state regulation techniques. One of the major

emphases running throughout Foucault and other post

structuralists work (Laclau and Moffe, 1985) is upon dominate

discourses. Foucault outlines the discourses Of

"govermentality" (1980: 20) which include the dominance of the

social sciences in the policing and surveillance of the

masses. While Foucault himself does not assert that these

discourses and practices of govermentality are masculine,

feminists employing a Foucaultian analyses of the state do

make this assertion (Comack, 1991; Pringle and Watson, 1992).

Foucault calls for micro, historically informed analyses

of power in order to capture specific contexts as well as

resistance strategies and outcomes associated with the state.

Pringle and Watson (1992) and Hawkesworth (1989) have

expressed the concerns of a number of feminists regarding the

dangerous possibility for the feminist enterprise of slipping

off into relativism by not clearly identifying the historic

privileging of some discourses over others and the material

outcomes of these privileging processes. Nonetheless, with

caution, feminists have successfully moved forward with
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meaningful and informative Foucaultian analyses of the state.

Referring to the potential for relativism and the

possibilities for successfully employing Foucault in micro

macro analyses of the state, Pringle and Watson (1992:54)

assert:

While these are real problems, we nonetheless argue that
they are outweighed by the benefits of engaging with
post-structuralist approaches to the state. These
include the ability to respond more contextually and
strategically to shifting frameworks of power and
resistance; and a fuller recognition of multiplicity and
difference amongst women. A consideration of the ways
the state has been discursively constructed creates the
possibility of deconstructing existing discourses,
including feminist ones, as well as an assessment of the
strategic possibilities open to feminism in different
frameworks.

Estes and Edmonds (1981) have also contributed to the

understanding of micro-macro linkages in sociological

investigation. Focusing on social policy analysis, they argue

that a social construction of reality perspective can include

issues of power and can be used to delineate wider social

patterns than the perspective has traditionally accomplished.

"To the extent that inquiry is oriented to delineating the

definition of the situation, it focuses on power--among other

things; for power resides in the ability to control the

definition of the situation" (Estes and Edmonds, 1981: 75).

"Power" is not a static thing out there--owned forever by one

group of actors in every situation. Rather, power is a fluid

and negotiated phenomenon.

Social policy development is seen as processual and

emergent--constantly negotiated through reaffirmation or
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resistance (Estes and Edmonds, 1981). The constraints imposed

by historically specific social structures are acknowledged in

their work, while the negotiation that takes place in human

interaction is also viewed as salient. Employing a micro

macro perspective, Estes (1979) uses an "institutional

contextual-social worlds analysis" in her study of the role of

the newly emerged aging elites.

State and Area Agencies on Aging personnel, when
confronted by a policy structure of ambiguous and
sometimes contradictory policy directives, are unable to
respond with coordinated, nonredundant service delivery,
thereby creating or perpetuating fiscal waste and undue
profits for poor service delivery. The historical
development and the consequences of such structures are
particularly well illuminated in their negotiated,
interactive quality by such analyses. At the same time,
the study of social structure is freed from a rigid,
timeless reification while the limits of negotiation
become apparent (emphasis in original) (Estes and
Edmonds, 1981: 84).

The promising developments in micro-macro sociology

have important implications for the study of women, social

movements, and the state. There are several common threads

running throughout micro-macro theories. These perspectives

are both historical and processual in nature. Both change and

stasis are examined and accounted for by these micro-macro

theorists. Further, constraints as well as negotiations in

human interaction are acknowledged.

Issues of power and domination, as well as resistance to

both, are a part of such perspectives. At the same time

"power" is not a given or taken for granted--it is

deconstructed in a micro-macro paradigm and seen to exist in
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many forms and to be historically and situationally specific

(Collins, 1988). Power may be a part of and derived from

individual actors, social situations, organizations, and

institutions.

Social actors and their claims-making activities are

central to a micro-macro paradigm of women's political

activity and the state. At the same time, the economic and

political contexts within which these activities take place

must also be included. The meanings actors give to the world,

as well as the ways in which the world affects the meanings

they give it, are both fundamental aspects of a micro-macro

study of women and the state.

Social Movements, the State, and the Media

Another way in which the state intervenes in social

movements to curb their political edge is through the use of

the media to shape public opinion (Gamson, 1989; Gamson and

Modigliani, 1989; Gitlin, 1979, 1980; Klandermans, 1992;

McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald, 1988; Ryan, 1991). While the

public does not passively absorb media constructions of

events, there are relationships between public opinions and

concern over issues and media coverage of the issues (Mazur,

1981). In Stallings (1990: 80) research, he found that the

news media were key actors in the public construction of

"risk: *
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News organizations are one of the most significant actors
involved in the social construction of risk. . . Their role
is neither trivial nor decisive. By selecting events to
report, by interviewing and quoting experts who interpret
those events, and by assembling and distributing news
products, news organizations create an important
component of public discourse. . .

The media's construction of a social problem as a problem

is, in itself, significant for a social movement (Gamson and

Modigliani, 1989). In addition to the selection and

elimination processes, the way in which the media constructs

and presents an issue has consequences for a movement and its

mobilization efforts. There are several ways in which the

media may respond to social movement actors. Media discourse

and practices can either be detrimental or beneficial to

social movements (Gamson, 1992; Ryan, 1991).

However, Herman (1986) and Herman and Chomsky (1988)

argue that the media are primarily conservative institutions

with many direct and indirect ties to both the state and

private enterprise. Loyalty to state bodies and dependency

upon state funded "experts" concerning social movement topics

from the environment to domestic violence both lead the media

to construct events in ways that benefit both capital and the

capitalist state (Gans, 1979; Gitlin, 1980; Herman, 1986;

Herman and Chomsky, 1988; Molotch and Lester, 1975).

Ryan's work (1991: 7) concerning relations between social

movements and the media has also documented the power

relations inherent in the construction of events related to

social movements. According to Ryan (1991: 7):
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Today, the mass media, especially TV, are among the most
important institutions maintaining, reinforcing, and
reproducing the existing inequalities in power. Since
media controls the range of views which audiences are
exposed, media coverage can obscure--and can even
reverse--public opinion toward repressive social
policies. Mainstream media promote visions of society
that endorse the status quo while silencing,
marginalizing, and/or absorbing alternative and
opposition voices.

As major proponents of a power or political economy

perspective of the mass media, Herman and Chomsky (1986, 1988)

have outlined a number of both direct and indirect mechanisms

or "filters" through which the media marginalize opposition

groups and their constructions of events while bolstering

constructions which benefit elite groups. First, the content

of the television and news media are controlled through the

direct ownership and increasing monopolization of media

organizations by profit generating corporations. Herman and

Chomsky (1988) and others (Bagikian, 1990; Faludi, 1990;

Herman, 1986) have pointed out how the "independent" press is

in fact owned by big business and has become increasingly

monopolized during the 1980s. According to Bagdikian

(1990:264): "currently... twenty-three corporations control

most of the business in daily newspapers, television, books

and motions pictures--down from 46 in 1983."

A second mechanism or filter through which elites monitor

and direct the content of television programming and the news

is through advertising. Because the primary source of support

for both the television and print news media is corporate

advertising, the media's survival depends upon satisfying
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advertisers. As Bagdikian (1978) and Herman and Chomsky

(1988) have argued corporate advertisers are concerned about

the content of the programming or print media with which their

advertisements appear. According to Gamson et al.,

(1992: 378): "... large corporate advertisers will have little

interest in sponsoring media content that targets audiences

with little buying power or that produces images critical of

corporations. Steinam (1990) found that advertisers make

explicit demands about the content of media programming that

they will and will not support. It was these direct demands

from corporate advertisers for "complementary copy," and a

"supportive editorial atmosphere" that led Ms. magazine to

abandon the use of advertisements altogether. Referring to

Steinam's findings and the influence of advertising on the

selection and presentation of media issues Gamson et al.

(1992: 378) explain:

She describes the 'insertion orders' given to advertising
salespecple from various manufacturers. S. C. Johnson and
Son, makers of Johnson wax and numbers other products,
ordered that its ads "should not be opposite extremely
controversial features or material antithetical to the

nature/copy of the advertised product." Proctor and
Gamble, a powerful and diversified advertiser, ordered
that "its products weren't to be placed in any issue that
included any material on gun control, abortion, the
occult, cults, or the disparagement of religion. Caution
was also demanded in any issue covering sex or drugs,
even for education purposes (emphasis in original)
(1992: 378).

A third way in which information to the media is

filtered is through the use of "experts" by journalists as

primary sources (Herman and Chomsky, 1988; Ryan, 1991;
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Stallings, 1990). Both the television and news media rely

heavily on business or government funded experts in the

construction of news and television stories. Such experts,

because of their ties to the state or business have a vested

interested in explaining events and attributing causation in

a way that does not fundamentally challenge class structure

and elite dominance.

In his research on the social construction of risk by the

media and the attribution of responsibility for accidents,

Stallings (1990) notes that media sources/experts play a key

role in these processes. He argues that government and

corporate "experts" are more likely to be sought out as

primary sources for news stories than are movement activists

or other social actors because these experts have more

cultural prestige and because they reduce the probability of

libel suits against the media. Further, Stallings argues that

government and business experts make good media sources for

story construction and responsibility attribution because they

produce succinct, easily citable reports for journalists with

severe time constraints.

In an analysis of the media's construction of the 1969

oil spill in Santa Barbara which received national attention,

Molotch and Lester (1975) also found that federal officials

and business spokesman had greater access to the media and

greater influence upon the attribution of responsibility for

this event than did conservation activists. Molotch and
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Lester are careful to explain that these findings do not

implicate a conspiracy theory of the media and media access,

but rather point to the structural system of checks and

balances that help to insure that certain constructions of

reality are consistently privilege over others in the media:

We are not necessarily suggesting that there was a
concerted effort on the part of the oil companies and the
federal government (with the help of the media) to block
access to conservation groups, although there are
indications that such an effort did occur on a least one
occasion. Instead, our view is that federal executives
and large corporations, among other groups, have routine
access to the event-creating processes. Their greater
newsworthiness, their place in the "hierarchy of
credibility" . . . is built into the organization of the news
and of news agencies. The oil spill certainly did the
oil companies no good; the best coverage from their
standpoint would have been no coverage at all. But the
actual pattern of coverage likely had the effect of
minimizing the damage from publicity and thus minimizing
the impact on the public's belief in the legitimacy of
the present mode of resource exploitation in the United
States (1975:257-8).

Summarizing the role of experts in the construction of

the media and public events and pointing to the need to

incorporate issues of power into the analysis of the news and

television media Molotch and Lester argue:

We see media as reflecting not a world out there, but the
practices of those having the power to determine the
experience of others. . . . Seen in this way, one approach to
mass media is to look not for reality, but for purposes
which underlie the strategies of creating one reality
instead of another" (Molotch and Lester, 1974:111).

The work of the late 20th century italian philosopher

Antonio Gramcsi (1971) is particularly relevant to

understanding the role of the media in advanced capitalist

societies. Imprisoned after the failure of the Northern
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Italian workers movement by the Italian Fascist regime, it was

Gramsci’s self-determined task to explain why the movement had

failed. Gramsci sought to understand how fascism had not only

risen to power, but had come to be accepted and even actively

supported by the working-class it sought to exploit. Revising

the economic emphasis of Marx (1842-44), Gramsci argued that

the political and ideological realms of society and culture

required further development and analysis that Marx had given

it.

Gramsci posited that there were two major/main mechanisms

through which the dominant class imposed its will on the

working-class: coercion, which was mainly the province of the

state, and ; ideological domination or hegemony, which was

achieved primarily through the institutions of civil society

such as the family and the church. For Gramsci, ideological

hegemony, the "bourgeois domination of the thought, the common

sense, the life ways and everyday assumptions of the working

class" (Gitlin, 1979:251), was a more effective means of

control than blatant coercion in late capitalist societies as

the subtle and pervasive nature of ideologies allowed them to

go largely unrecognized by the masses for the most part.

According to Gamson and colleagues (1992: 379) :

We walk around with media-generated images of the world,
using them to construct meaning about political and
social issues. The lens through which we receive these
images in not neutral but evinces the power and point of
view of the political and economic elites who operate and
focus it. And the special genius of this system is to
make the whole process seem so normal and natural that
the very art of social construction is invisible.
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Gramsci’s notions of ideological hegemony has been

applied in an analysis of both the news and television media

(Gitlin, 1979, 1980). Gitlin points out that the notion of

hegemony is active and processual, as actors are not passive

recipients of ideology through the media but actively

collaborate in the construction of events. He posits that

there are a number of avenues through which the media directly

and indirectly support and reinforce class structure in the

presentation and construction of prime-time network programs.

Two of these mechanisms are particularly relevant for a

discussion of the public construction of social problems.

First, Gitlin (1979) argues that through the construction

of storyline or "slant," the media either legitimate

depoliticized forms of movement activity or delegitimate

threatening or radical activity. In this way, the television

media reinforce class, gender, and race stratification which

social movements are attempting to address.

Second, by proposing Or implying a specific

individualist/non-structural solution to issues, the media

steers the public away from political activity toward victim

blaming or individualistic solutions to public problems.

Gitlin argues that these mechanisms are quite powerful as they

manage to address and incorporate controversial issues while

at the same time directing/influencing discourse around them.

Ignoring fundamental conflicts ongoing in particular

historical period is not nearly as effective:
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... that hegemonic ideology is systematically preferred by
certain features of TV programs, and that at the same
time alternative and oppositional values are brought into
the cultural system, and domesticated into hegemonic
forms. . . the hegemonic ideology is maintained. . . by
domesticating divisive issues where in the fifties it
would have simply been ignored (Gitlin, 1979:255-56).

Like Gitlin, a number of other sociologists have pointed

out that the public construction of a social problem has

important implications for the solutions proposed for the

issue (Edelman, 1964, 1977; Gusfield, 1989). The way in which

the media constructs a social problem has implications for

lines of action, ownership and responsibility of the problem.

In The Symbolic Use of Politics, Edelman (1964) argues that

elites construct problems and cue mass publics to define

issues in ways to which elites can later "respond."

Importantly, he notes the inconsistency between public

discourse around a social problem and the material impact of

a policy to address it. While the actual policy favors

dominant groups, the language and symbolic aspects of the

policy "falsely reassure mass publics that their interests are

protected against the rapaciousness of powerful groups"

(Edelman, 1977:21).

In Estes' (1984) work on the social construction of the

aging "problem" in the U.S., she demonstrates that public

definitions of the elderly are tied to lines of action and

public policies. Tracing the changing definition of the

elderly since the 1950s, Estes points out the way in which the

social construction of aging and its solutions is tied to the
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economic and political environment. In periods of relative

economic growth and prosperity aging was defined as a time of

health, activity and mobility. Social policies during this

time period were aimed at increasing access to services and

the standard of living for the elderly. As the economy

deteriorated and recession set in the late 1970s and early

1980s, the social construction of the elderly shifted to that

of sickly, problematic, expensive consumers of vast amounts of

Iºes OUll"CeS • In fact, the definition shifted so far as to

blame the elderly for the declining economic situation the in

the U.S. during this period in history. This definition was

then invoked to rationalize and support a shift of resources

away from the elderly. "Definitions of the 'social problem'

of old age and of the appropriate policy solutions for this

problem have reflected the ups and downs of the U.S. economy

and shifting bases of political power during the past thirty

years" (Estes, 1984: 242).

Women, Social Movements, and the Media

While the political economy perspectives discussed

previously have concentrated on the role of the media in

maintaining class and state dominance, work on women and the

media has pointed to the way in which the media reinforces

gender roles and gender hierarchy (Butler, 1978; Faludi, 1991;

Gallager, 1981; Howell, 1990; Linden, 1990; Tuchman, Kaplan
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Daniels, and Benet, 1978). In her recent widely acclaimed

work on the presentation of women in the media, Faludi (1991)

has documented what she call the "war against women" waged in

the media in the 1980s. She argues that due to the gains made

by the women's movements of the 1960s and 1970s (although they

are few), the media have engaged in a conservative

reconstruction of women's lives and "problems." Presenting

select pieces of "data," the media have created and supported

the contention that women's unhappiness is primarily due to

their participation in the labor force and feminism.

According to Faludi (1991: 454), during the 1980s, the press

engaged in ". . . one long, painful, and unremitting campaign to

thwart women's progress."

In an analysis of the role of the mass media in

constructing women and women's problems, Blum (1982) notes the

tendency of the media to turn radical or threatening

definitions of gender issues into more mainstream, apolitical

constructions of the situation. By analyzing the media

presentation or the topics addressed in the popular novel The

Women's Room by French (1977) Blum points to the

depoliticizing tendency of the mass media with respect to

feminist issues:

The Women's Room written by Marilyn French, published in
1977, became a bestseller, and as the cover of the latest
paperback edition boasts, it sold over three million
copies. . . . This popular novel was subsequently made into
a special television production, which appeared in
September of 1980. . . . We argue that the more radical, or
far-reaching indictment Of contemporary gender
arrangements of the novel was undercut, and transformed
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into a literal statement. . . In addition, we would pose the
case of The Women's Room as an illustrative example of
the more general tendency of the mass media to present
feminism and feminist themes, critical of the existing
male dominated sex/gender system, in a liberal frame
(Blum, 1982:2)

Women of Color and the Media

In addition to the way in which the media construct

gender issues, a number of scholars have also pointed out that

the media have historically constructed women of color in a

particular way (Gates, 1986; Higginbotham, 1992; hooks, 1990;

Maher, 1991). Higginbotham argues that a number of state

institutions including the media have constructed women of

color as unwilling to work, lazy, and oversexed.

Higginbotham points out that such constructions are often

quite subtle, formless, and nebulous and therefore harder to

recognize than more blatant forms of racism. What she has

termed the "metalanguage of race" is one of the most powerful

and effective mechanisms of constructing women of color in

ways which reinforce, support, and legitimate their

disadvantaged social positions.

Through the use of a metalanguage of race, negative

cultural issues, events and social problems become signposts

for race:

For example, the metaphoric and metonymic identification
of welfare with the [B] lack population in American has
resulted in tremendous generalization about the supposed
unwillingness of many blacks to work. Welfare
immediately conjures up images of [B] lack female-headed
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households. . . Likewise, the drug problem too often is
depicted in the mass media as a pathology of [B] lack
lower class life set in motion by drug dealers, youthful
drug runners, and addicted victims of the ghetto. The
drug problem is less often portrayed as an underground
economy that mirrors and reproduces the exploitative
relations of the dominant economy. The ‘supply-side"
executives who make "big" money are neither black nor
residents of urban ghettos (Higginbotham, 1992:254).

Over the past decade in particular, as women of color's

economic and social positions have declined as a result of

changes in public policy and the growing crisis of capital

including high rates of unemployment the media has engaged in

negative, victim-blaming constructions of women of color.

Constructions of women of color as lazy, oversexed, unwilling

or unable to "control their fertility" have been widely used

to explain their growing disenfranchisement. Through the use

of media constructions, attention has been shifted from social

and economic systems and policies which oppress women of color

to the women themselves as the "cause" of their own downfall.

Summary of Relevant Theoretical Perspectives
of Women, the State, and the Media

Any comprehensive theory of women, social movements and

the state will need to address several key issues. First, the

relationship between the state and capitalism and patriarchy,

and the contradictions and intersections between this two

historic systems is central to a discussion of women, social

movements and the state. The role the state may play in

maintaining these systems of stratification that women's
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movements aim to tear down should be addressed in an

examination of women's political activity. The shape and form

of the social movement organizations, the activities within

these organizations, and the relationships between feminist

SMOs and the state is also central to an understanding of

women's social movements. The ways in which state funding

potentially impact feminist social movement organizations,

including the possibilities Of cooptation and

professionalization, must also be considered. The

interactions among activists and between activists and other

significant actors affected by social movements and the state

are also of interest. In particular, power differences

between significant movement actors within feminist

organizations are central. The role the media play in

constructing events and issues addressed by women's movements

must be incorporated in analysis of these movements, as the

media are key actors in the public construction of "problems"

and of appropriate policy "solutions" to redress such

problems.

The historical, political, and economic conditions facing

a movement are critically important as they shape all of the

issues outlined above, from funding for social movement

organizations, to the activities within movements, to the

individual lives of activists and clients in these movements.

It is these broader historical conditions that shape social
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movements on behalf of women. As Gordon (1990: 29-30) has

pointed out:

The most sophisticated studies of welfare will have to
improve on what is now available in several respects.
One need is a better specification of the balance between
*structure and agency, " that is, between the long-term
economic and ideological patterns that organize societies
and the more short-term influences of political elites
and political subordinates. More particularly this will
require synthesizing structural and functionalist
critiques of the operation of welfare programs with
detailed histories of their development. These . . . needs
in turn suggest a needed advance in gender analysis:
examining not only the relationships between women and
other family members, and between women and the state,
but among women as well. Women are not only divided by
class, race, and other "differences' but may enter actual
conflicts of interest with other women that directly
affect their views on welfare policy. The concept of
* difference' does not capture what is at issue because it
implies a pluralist multiplicity of stories that benignly
coexist or interact; it may obscure relations of
inequality, domination, and even exploitation among
WOI■ ler, e.

Theories of Actor Participation in Social Movements

While a major portion of the dissertation is devoted to

examining the role of the state, the media and historical

context in shaping activities within the battered women's

movement, Chapter Three examines the contexts and processes

surrounding individual participation in social movements. A

number of sociologists have investigated the contexts and

motivations underlying actors involvement in social movements

(Ferree and Miller, 1985; Smelser, 1963; Snow, 1986; Snow,

Zurcher, and Ekland-Olson, 1980).
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As with the analyses of activity within the movement

examined in Chapters Two, Four and Five, the processes of

becoming an activist can also be seen as historically

specific, micro-macro processes. While movements must be

established and secure resources for actors to become

involved, social movements could not sustain themselves over

any length of time without the ability to recruit activists.

Political sociologists (Lane, 1969; Orum, 1988; Verba and

Nie, 1972) who have developed explanations for social movement

participation and political activism argue that such activity

is largely a result of one's location in the social structure.

Specifically, they argue that social class is an important

determinant of political activism, with middle-class and elite

groups more likely to participate in social movements than

their working-class counterparts.

Flacks (1967) study of movement participation among

student radicals of the 1960s also suggests a link between

social class and political action. He argues that the middle

class participants in the radical student activities of the

late 1960s and 1970s became involved in these movements

because of a desire to actualize the values of their middle

class parents.

Further, according to Orum (1988) in an in depth review

of social movement participation, social class has

consistently been found to predict participation in political

activity. Orum (1988: 413) explains:
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Virtually every study ever done of the correspondence
between social class, in the Weberian sense of
socioeconomic status, and participation finds that the
more privileged segments of the population participate
far more heavily. . . The most exacting research on this
matter by Verbra and Nie (1972) finds, moreover, a very
marked difference in the rates of participation of people
from less privileged backgrounds. Socioeconomic status,
as it turns out, explains fully 25% of the variation
among individuals in their rates of participation.

Referring to these theories as the "biographical

availability" hypothesis, McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald (1988)

note that middle-class and wealthier social groups have fewer

time and material constraints which may prevent them from

political action. In his study of recruitment to the Freedom

Summer project, McAdam (1986: 83) observes that activists were

"remarkably free of personal constraints that might have

inhibited participation."

In contrast to theories which highlight an individual's

place in the social structure and its association with

activism, other paradigms have focused upon the social process

involved in recruitment to collective movements. The work of

Lofland (1977) on participation in social movements suggests

that activism is a learned role, much like other key social

roles. Lofland argues that actors are socialized into the

role of "activist" in the course of movement activities. Part

of the process of recruitment, then, entails the socialization

of new recruits to the meanings and behaviors associated with

activism.

The work of Gamson, Fireman and Rytina (1982) also

indicates activism may be a learned or acquired social role.
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In their laboratory simulation of activism, they found

individuals with a history of prior activism were more likely

to become involved in "social movements" or "rebellious

groups" within the experimental context than individuals with

no such prior experience.

Although resource mobilization perspectives have

traditionally focused upon the ways in which movements garner

resources to sustain activities (Gamson, 1975; McCarthy and

Zald, 1977), resource mobilization theorists have also

attempted to address the motivations for individual

participation in activism (Perrow, 1979). Here resource

mobilization theory has stressed the importance of the

incentives organizations and movements offer actors for

their participation (McCarthy and Zald, 1973, 1977).

The unit of analysis in these investigations has commonly

been the social movement organization rather than individual

social actors. In their emphases on incentives and benefits

offered by organizations, resource mobilization perspectives

have glossed over the possibility that actors may define

"costs" and "benefits" differently based on their own varied

definitions of situations.

Ferree and Miller (1985) have recently developed a

theoretical hybrid between resource mobilization theory and

social psychology as a way of connecting "mobilization and

meaning." Employing social movement organizations as their

units of analysis, they posit a social psychology based on
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attribution theory and the sociology of knowledge to explain

the way in which objective social relations are translated

into collective grievances.

Ferree and Miller offer a cognitive social psychology that

stresses actors' goal directed behavior as an alternative to

deviance social psychology (Davies, 1963; Gurr, 1970) and

collective behavior approaches (Smelser, 1963) to the study of

social movements. "They differ from both incentive and

deviance models in their emphasis on the importance of

attention and comprehension in processing information and

guiding action by reasoned, if not always strictly rational

means" (Ferree and Miller, 1985: 43).

The development and dissemination of ideology is central

to the mobilization and meaning perspective. Western

ideology--which attributes social outcomes to individual

efforts--is redirected through recruitment to social

movements. "Movement recruiting provides people with a basis

for seeing their outcomes as the result of controllable forces

external to themselves" (Ferree and Miller, 1985:44). This

process of redefinition, or the development of a "proactive

ideology," is the first step to sustained action for change.

Social actors must attribute causality for a set of social

relationships as outside of themselves, originating in social

conditions, in order to view movement participation as

worthwhile. As actors begin this process of attribution, they
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come to see their own situations as shared with other actors

or groups of actors rather than as idiosyncratic.

In addition to this proactive ideology, groups

challenging social arrangements require a material base in

order to effectively assert their claims. The assets

delineated by resource mobilization theorists, such as social

movement organizations, are of primary importance for

effective movement development. It is through these resources

that a proactive ideology is transmitted from the group which

formulated it to a wider audience. There are three key

process by which actors disseminate and press a proactive

ideology around a particular issue: coalition, conversion, and

direct action.

A coalition strategy focuses on the mobilization of pre

existing groups who hold similar ideological commitments.

"Rather than seeking a new mass base, the movement identifies

its constituency with those who already have clearly defined

interests and tries to place its problem on their agenda"

(Ferree and Miller, 1985:49). This strategy favors groups who

already wield at least some power, as existing organizations

are coopted and new ones need not be developed. While the

underlying sociological process is organizational cooptation,

the driving psychological mechanism is attitude constraint.

Attitude constraint entails group members attaching new

concerns to their existing attitude structure. They are

receptive to the ideology of the movement because it is
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compatible with the beliefs individuals already hold.

Conversion involves the creation of new and different

ideological commitments in individuals. "With a conversion

strategy the initial group uses existing social networks as

channels to catch the attention of potential recruits and to

initiate an attitude change process" (Ferree and Miller,

1985: 50). Informal friendship networks are used to

communicate with potential participants. The psychological

process underlying this strategy is an attitude change that is

most effective with groups whose attitude toward the issue is

neutral. Groups who are strongly opposed to movement ideology

are not likely to be converted. This assertion is consistent

with Luker's (1984) work on the anti-abortion movement. She

asserts that recruiting neutral groups, or the "middle

ground," is a principal factor in both the pro-choice movement

and its countermovement's successes.

The final strategy for mobilizing movement participants

is direct action. This tactic depends on rewards and

constraints as inducements to participation. Ferree and

Miller argue that such rewards and constraints may override an

actor's antagonistic ideology. After individuals have

participated in a particular action, they may revise their

belief systems to be consistent with their actions. This

process of self-reperception often leads individuals to adopt

the ideology of the movement. Retention of participants is a

central organizational problem with a direct action strategy:
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Because beliefs and attributions generated on the basis
of one or two actions are likely to be loosely held,
people mobilized by direct action often drift away from
the movement unless their recruitment is followed by a
conversion effort that solidifies recruits' ideological
commitment and integrates them into organizational roles
(Ferree and Miller, 1985:52).

Each of the three strategies outlined by Ferree and

Miller have both social-psychological and organizational

foundations and consequences. By tying the organizational

components to individual social actors, a meso level theory of

movement participation emerges. "Our model stresses the role

of ideology and perception in recruitment without discarding

the resource mobilization emphasis on movement organizations

as the key actors" (Ferree and Miller, 1985:54).

Another recent micro-macro perspective on social

movements examines differential recruitment and participation

into movements (Snow, Zurcher, and Ekland-Olson, 1980). Snow

and his colleagues reject the notion that differential

recruitment into social movements is attributable to

individual susceptibility and psychological states. They

argue that recruitment is tied to effective interaction with

other movement participants.

The differential recruitment perspective examines the

role of sociospatial factors such as contact and communication

with movement participants as well as the location where this

interaction takes place. Based on their analysis of ten

different data sets, Snow and his colleagues found that

communication through social networks (primarily relatives and
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friends) is the most effective means of recruiting activists.

The overwhelming majority of movement participants reported

that prior contact with a friend or family member who was

involved in the movement compelled them to participate.

Again, social movement organizations are key components of

this micro-macro perspective. SMOs provide the context for

interaction and are determinants of recruitment strategies and

movement growth. Both the type of social networks that

organizations tap into and the arenas within which they focus

recruitment efforts have consequences for movement success.

Organizations that recruit in public places and through

friendship and kin networks are more successful at increasing

their constituencies than are movements who focus recruitment

efforts among strangers (Snow, Zurcher, and Ekland-Olson,

1980). Further, movements which have preexisting ties to

social networks and other movements will grow more rapidly

than movements without such ties. This assertion is supported

by resource mobilization theorists (McCarthy, McAdam, and

Zald, 1988) as well as empirical work on the women's movement

(Evans, 1980, Freeman, 1975), the women's health movement

(Marieskind, 1975), and the battered women's movement

(Schecter, 1980; Tierney, 1982).

In Snow and his colleagues' more recent work (1986), they

elaborated on their theoretical bridge between social

psychology and resource mobilization theory. Expanding Erving

Goffman's frame analysis, they delineate "frame alignment"
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processes necessary for individuals to become active in social

movements. A frame, or world view, legitimates a social

movement and is created or transformed in collective settings.

The frame alignment process is employed by activists to

construct legitimating accounts of their own and others'

participation in movement activities. Because participation

in a social movement entails some break with established

behavioral routines, ideological rationales are necessary in

order to "legitimate the movement's behavioral proscriptions"

(McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald, 1988).

The process of frame alignment is seen as an interactive

one in which individual participants interpret and react to

group claims. Rather than conceptualizing claim acceptance

and movement participation as stagnant and passive, they see

these as on-going, active, and interpretive phenomena.

Evaluating social movements theories, Snow and his colleagues

argue:

Too much attention is focused on grievances per se, and
on their social psychological manifestations (e.g.
relative deprivation, alienation), to the neglect of the
fact that grievances or discontents are subject to
differential interpretation, and the fact that variations
in their interpretation across individuals, social
movement organizations, and time can affect whether and
how they are acted upon (1986: 465).

They offer four types of frame alignment processes by

which actors interpret, adopt, and act upon group claims:

frame bridging, frame amplification, frame extension, and

frame transformation. Each of these process has corresponding

micromobilization tasks and processes.
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Frame bridging is the process by which two or more

"ideologically congruent but structurally unconnected" frames

around a specific issue are merged. Individuals already hold

ideologies consistent with a movement but lack the context

within which to express or act upon it. The social movement

organization is the place where such bridging usually occurs.

Technological innovations, such as computerized mass mailings,

that allow rapid contact of large numbers of individuals aid

this process. The micromobilization task here is to contact

individuals and pull them into a social movement organization.

Common Cause, the National Rifle Association, and the anti

abortion and pro-choice movements are cited as examples of

movements that rely heavily on the frame bridging process.

Snow and his colleagues (1986) suggest two avenues of

frame amplification, value amplification and belief

amplification, both of which involve the "clarification or

invigoration" of an existing interpretive frame or world view.

Value amplification involves the identification and elevation

of an individual's existing values to a level that inspires

him or her to collective action. The amplified values match

those supported by the social movement in which the individual

becomes involved. The values were held by the individual

prior to amplification, but were impeded from expression for

a variety of reasons, including repression from authority

structures (Tilly, 1978), or the lack of an organizational

context within which to express them. Belief amplification
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refers to the amplification of ideas about the relationship

between two things or situations. Snow cites beliefs such as

"God is dead, the Second Coming is imminent, capitalists are

exploiters, and Black is beautiful," as examples of beliefs

about relationships that can be amplified. The amplification

of beliefs can serve to support or impede social movement

participation.

Frame extension involves the expansion of value or belief

boundaries on the part of social movement organizations.

SMO's extend their boundaries beyond those values thought to

be primary to the movement in order to reach potential

recruits. "In effect, the movement is attempting to enlarge

its adherent pool by portraying its objectives or activities

as attending to or being congruent with the values or

interests of potential adherents" (Snow et. al., 1986:472).

The micromobilization task associated with frame extension is

the identification of potential unaligned recruits and

incorporation of their values and beliefs into movement goals.

The final process is frame transformation, which takes

place when the complete replacement of old values and meanings

by new ones is required for individuals to become involved in

movement activities. Individuals whose beliefs are not

compatible with movement values and goals undergo a

redefinition process in which their world view of some

situation is radically altered. A common transformation

involved in social movements that seek change at the
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sociopolitical level is the shift from self or individual

blaming frames to structural-blaming frames. Movements that

have involved such shifts in frames include the unemployed

workers movement in the U.S., the civil rights movement, and

the women's movement. For example, participants in the

women's movement recount developing a "feminist consciousness"

in which they came to see their problems and life situations

not as the results of their own behavior, but as results of a

system of gender stratification.

Snow and his colleagues (1986) suggest that the different

frame alignment processes are associated with different kinds

of social movements and different types of social movement

organizations. While the focus of their theory is on the way

in which individuals interpret and react to claims making,

they also include the context within which each frame

alignment process takes place and is most effective.

Additionally, on the macro side, they include the mobilization

tasks for organizations and movements associated with each of

the four alignment processes.

Another theorist who can be considered micro-macro in his

orientation is Antonio Gramsci. One of Gramsci’s (1971) major

theoretical tasks was the analysis of why actors participate,

and fail to participate in social movements. Imprisoned for

his attempts to facilitate a communist revolution in Italy in

the 1920s, Gramsci spent a number of years studying the

development of political consciousness of the masses.
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Gramsci (1971) argued that the development of a

"collective will" or a structural and political perspective

was necessary prerequisite for actor's participation in social

movements (Adamson, 1980; Gramsci, 1971; Showstack Sasson,

1980, 1987). Gramsci asserted that in order to become

involved in political activity individuals must overcome

historically specific hegemonic or "common sense" explanations

of the functioning of society and of the explanation actors

life problems.

For Gramsci, most individuals held contradictory

explanations or consciousness about society and their place in

it. The distribution of bourgeois ideology, although

contradictory to the experiences of the working-class, was

frequently absorbed and accepted by them in the absence of

other, more accurate explanations of their situations.

According to Gramsci (quoted in Adamson, 1980: 152):

The active man-in-the-mass has a practical activity, but
has no clear theoretical consciousness of his practical
activity, which nonetheless involves understanding the
world in so far as he transforms it. His theoretical
consciousness can indeed be historically in opposition to
his activity. One might almost say that he has two
theoretical consciounesses (or one contradictory
consciousness) : one which is implicit in his activity
and which in reality unites him with all his fellow
workers in the practical transformation of the real
world; and one, superficially explicit or verbal, which
he has inherited from the past and uncritically absorbed.

Hegemonic or common sense definitions of human problems

include that actors material situations and experiences of

life problems are individual in nature and cause and unrelated

to social, economic, or political conditions (Binney and
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Estes, 1988; Estes, 1984; Minkler, 1984, Ryan, 1976).”

Gramsci asserted that hegemonic or common sense definitions of

"private" troubles which were actually political and economic

in nature, were produced, supported, and distributed by the

state as well as the ruling class for the purposes of

maintaining class stratification.

Gramsci viewed common sense or hegemonic explanations of

events and material conditions as the major barrier to social

movement participation by the masses. While related to the

historical conditions within which individuals are emersed,

Gramsci believed that historical circumstances alone were not

enough to stimulate mass revolt. Rather, social actors had to

come to define their situations as caused by their lack of

access to the means of production and by the exploitation of

labor by owners of capital. According to Adamson (1980: 141) :

Thus, while Gramsci always set out from the objective
conditions in analyzing revolutionary movements, he also
placed little emphasis on objective conditions as sources
of proletarian action. He was never impressed, for
instance, by the radicalizing potential of economic
crises, even when they reached depression levels. The
best that such events could do was to "create a terrain
more favorable to the dissemination of certain modes of
thought. " . . . development of thought or definition of the
situation that matters.

For Gramsci, overcoming common sense or hegemonic ideas

and explanations of the world and of one's life circumstances

took place primarily through the process of political

-
* For a further discussion of the development and

dissemination of dominant individual or "victim-blaming" ideologies
see Chapters One, Two, and Five.
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education. Gramsci did not conceptualize political education

in the traditional sense of formal education, rather it was a

process of learning one's own place and interests in the world

vis-a-vis the class structure through interactions with either

organic or traditional intellectuals.

Gramsci conceptualized traditional intellectuals largely

as scholars and philosophers who were not tied directly to the

proletarian, and in fact was more likely to sympathize with

elites, where many of these traditional intellectuals had

their roots. However, with the advancement of capitalism and

the growing ranks of the proletarian, Gramsci hypothesized

that "organic" intellectuals would largely supplant

traditional scholars.

The rise of organic intellectuals was central to the

transmission of counter-hegemonic ideas, aS organic

intellectuals were comprised of individuals who were tied to,

arose from, and were sympathetic towards the proletariat.

These individuals were viewed by Gramsci as all those

concerned with creating a new proletarian culture and

transmitting counter-hegemonic ideas. In the new society,

organic intellectual would range from doctors to lawyers to

journalists to shop foreman and trade union leaders.

In Prison Notebooks (1971) Gramsci articulated the

moment of realization or transition from a hegemonic or common

sense understanding of the world to a critical and structural

perspective as a "catharsis" which "alleviates primordially
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understood doubts, fears, and contradictions." These fears

and doubts held by actors prior to their cathartic adoption of

a political perspective had been produced by actors acceptance

Of individual explanations of the social world, which

inevitably contradicted their lived experiences (Adamson,

1980: 153).

Although sometimes accused of overstating his hegemony

hypothesis (see Adamson, 1980), Gramsci argued that hegemony

was not a static concept, but an active process in which

different actors incorporated and/or rejected hegemonic or

dominant cultural definitions of society to differing degrees.

He posited that in fact some actors do reject part or all of

dominant social constructs and definitions, and that such

rejection is in fact one of the avenues thorough which

counter-hegemonic or political definitions of the situation

may develop:

Passages [which suggest] ‘totalitarianism" lurking in
Gramsci’s concept of hegemony are unfounded. Hegemonic
rule--whether by the bourgeoisie or the proletariat--is
never a closed, static empire of thought and
culture. . . . For Gramsci’s hegemony is not a static concept
but a process of continuous creation which, given its
massive scale, is bound to be uneven in the degree of
legitimacy it commands and to leave room for some
antagonistic cultural expressions to develop (Adamson,
1980: 174).

Gramsci pointed out that there are likely to be class

differences with respect to the exposure to and acceptance of

non-hegemonic forms of expression and definitions. Because

the role of the intellectual and individuals exposure to these

elites will vary according to their place in the class
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structure, so too will their experiences with, views of, and

level of acceptance or rejection hegemonic definitions.

Although Gramsci did not directly address the issue of gender

and the development Of a gender-related political

consciousness, others have extrapolated from his work to

understand women's place in the world and the development of

hegemonic ideologies about women's roles (Sasson, 1987). In

theory, according to Gramsci, it is possible for any and all

actors, regardless of social class to absorb and adhere to

counter-hegemonic and political definitions of situations as

long as they are exposed to them (primarily by intellectuals)

and these counter-hegemonic definitions are grounded in and

make sense to the lived experiences and material conditions of

actors.

... it is clear that there is a convergence between a
major achievement of the women's movement and an
important aspect of Gramsci’s ideas. The women's
movement has insisted that women's personal experience is
political, be it articulated in consciousness-raising
grounds or more informally. . . This coincides with a lesson
from Gramsci’s writings. He argues that the necessary
starting point for a better understanding of the world be
a critical analysis of people's common sense. . . he focuses
On the relationship between people's material
circumstances and social relations and their ideas

(Showstack Sasson, 1987: 16, 20).

Gender, Race, and Class and Violence Against Women

As the battered women's movement addresses the issue of

violence against women, it is important to briefly review

theories of violence against women. A number of feminist
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theories of violence against women (Dobash and Dobash, 1979;

Dobash and Dobash, 1992; Gordon, 1988; Kurz, 1993; MacKinnon,

1993; Yllo, 1988) assert that this phenomenon stems from

patriarchal social institutions and women's disadvantaged

position relative to their male counterparts. From this

perspective, violence against women is viewed as a

manifestation of culturally based power differences between

the genders.

Marxist-feminist theories of violence against women tie

women's victimization to the dual and complimentary systems of

patriarchy and capitalism (Blumberg, 1978; Dobash and Dobash,

1979; Eisenstein, 1979; Zaretsky, 1976). Within this paradigm

it is women's disadvantaged position in the economy and within

political structures that leads them to have less power in the

private sphere. Their lack of power based on macro structures

such as the economic system and the state are often manifest

in the micro world of the family. Men use their advantaged

position vis-a-vis women to impose their wills upon their

partners. Women who refuse to acquiesce to male authority in

the home are often physically assaulted (Dobash and Dobash,

1979).

Social institutions which might intervene on behalf of

women who are assaulted, such as the criminal justice system,

often refuse to do so or are apathetic in their response to

victims. Marxist-feminist theories posit that the state is

negligent in this arena because it has a vested interest in
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maintaining the status quo with respect to gender

stratification within capitalism.

Cross cultural analyses of violence against women support

these contentions (Blumberg, 1978; Mitchell, 1986). Cultures

in which women have increased access to the means of

production, are less economically disadvantaged vis-a-vis men,

and have higher rates of participation in political life are

characterized by lower rates of female victimization. In a

study of wife abuse in the U.S., Yllo (1983, 1984a, 1984b)

also found that larger macro structural variables are

predictive of rates of violence against women. Comparing

across states, Yllo found that in locales in which women had

higher rates of labor force participation and were closer to

their male counterparts with respect to income, women were

less likely to be the victims of battery than in states where

women's economic status was lower.

While Marxist-feminist analyses of violence against women

are useful and in understanding the phenomenon, they have not

examined differences in the experiences of violence across

diverse groups of women. Marxist-feminist theories have

tended to assume that structural and economic systems impact

women as a group and have failed to note that individual

women's locations in the class and race structure may lead to

differential risk for violent victimization.

Work by feminist scholars of color have pointed out that

the intersections of gender, race, and class are important to
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consider in theorizing about violence against women (Davis,

1984, 1989; Hill-Collins, 1993; Hine, 1990). Poor women and

women of color may be at higher risk for abuse because of

their disadvantaged economic status and racism in a number of

social institutions. These issues are not commonly faced by

white, middle-class women who are battered.

Women of color may be at higher risk than white women via

two main avenues. First, women of color are more likely to be

poor in the U.S. than are white women (Abramovitz, 1988).

During the 1980s, the number of women of color living in

poverty increased faster than the number of poor white women,

and exacerbated this preexisting schism. As poverty is

related to the likelihood of gendered violent victimization,

and women of color are disproportionately likely to be poor

when compared to white women, they are more at risk for

violence.

Secondly in studies which examine racial differences in

wife abuse, Black women were found to be more at risk than

white women (Straus, 1979; Straus et al., 1980). When income

was controlled for in these investigations, the highest levels

of abuse were found among poor women of color.

A number of studies of wife abuse or battery have also

linked victimization to social class (Collins, 1985;

Farrington, 1977; Steinmetz, 1977a; Straus et al., 1980).

Although violence against women and battery does cut across

all social classes, women in working-class and poor families
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are more likely to experience frequent and severe violence and

to sustain injuries as a result. Farrington (1977) and

Johnson and Morse (1968) point out that women in higher income

families are more likely to be educated themselves and to have

greater access to contraception and abortion and to limit

their fertility, a factor that Blumberg (1978) has linked to

violence against women.

Both poor women and women of color who are battered have

less access to support, coping mechanisms and avenues of

escape than their white, middle-class counterparts including

employment and personal and family economic resources

(Prescott and Letko, 1977). Additionally, racism within the

criminal justice system may complicate and limit the ability

of women of color to seek help through this avenue (Davis,

1984, 1989, Hill-Collins, 1993). Violent and discriminatory

treatment of Black offenders, and general cultural myths

concerning Black men as violent may prevent women of color

from turning to the police when they are violated. Further,

battered women of color are themselves commonly revictimized

and treated poorly in the criminal justice system, making help

seeking difficult. This limited access to systems of support

or protection may force battered women of color to remain in

abusive relationships or sustain life threatening injuries

when they are unable to escape.
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Struggles Among Activists in Women's Social Movements

Chapter Four examines the issue of conflict and struggles

among activists in the battered women's movement. In

addition to the problems of cooptation faced by women's

movements outlined previously, feminist movements have also

encountered internal strife over issues related to class,

race, and sexual orientation (Cavin, 1990; Davis, 1981;

Dubois, 1990; Geraci, 1986; Giddings, 1984; Glazer, 1991;

Gordon, 1976; Hewitt, 1990; hooks, 1990; Joseph and Lewis,

1981; King, 1989; Schecter, 1982; Lobel, 1986; Walker, 1986).

Privileged white middle-class heterosexual activists have

sometimes limited participation in gender-based social

movements by women of color, working-class women and lesbians.

Although women of color, poor women, and lesbians have a long

history of political activism (Baer and Matthews, 1976; Bush,

1992; Cantarow, 1980; Cavin, 1990; Davis, 1981; Giddings,

1984; Hill-Collins, 1990; hooks, 1990; King, 1989; Lobel,

1986; Rodique, 1990), they have often been excluded from

mainstream, predominately white, middle-class women's

movements. For instance, the largely white and middle-class

women's liberation, women's health, and battered women's

movements in the U.S. over the past 20 years have at times

failed to incorporate diverse groups of women and issues faced

by these women in movement political agendas.
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Further, because women of color, poor women, and

lesbians face different material conditions than white women

including higher rates of poverty, restriction to poorly paid

jobs, and/or discrimination in a number of state institutions

including the criminal justice system”, the issues they are

compelled to address in their political activism are quite

complex (Hill-Collins, 1990; hooks, 1990; King, 1989; Lobel,

1986).

Failing to recruit diverse groups of women into gender

based social movements and failing to address the multiple and

simultaneous victimizations these women face (in addition to

sexism) once they have joined a women's movement, has led to

dissention, factionalization, and attrition of activists from

women's movements.

* See chapter Two for a fuller discussion of the criminal
justice systems response to battered women generally and
battered women of color in particular.
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Chapter Two

Domestic Violence and Public Policy in the 1980s:
The Battered Women's Movement and the Plight of

Battered Women Under Reagan and Bush

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I examine the rise of the battered

women's movement in the U.S. and policy changes around

domestic violence sought by leaders of the movement. Using

several illustrative policies, the way in which the state

responded to grievances and policy proposals by activists in
the movement are examined.

I begin by briefly reviewing Marxist and feminist

theories of the state. Efforts by activists to construct

domestic violence as a social problem and the conditions

surrounding the emergence of the battered women's movement are

then outlined. The political economy of the 1980s is

discussed, as these historical conditions set the stage for

the states response to policy changes sought by movement

leaders.

Next, I provide an overview of several pieces of major

domestic violence legislation in the 1980s and 1990s in the

United States. Three major areas of domestic violence

legislation are discussed and the conditions surrounding their

outcomes examined. The first area of legislation examined are

criminal justice initiatives. I argue that criminal justice
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legislation has been one area in which the battered women's

movement has managed to enact formal legal change because such

policies do not fundamentally challenge gender, class, or

racial dominance. Further, such policies have as their tacit

underpinnings apolitical and individual explanations of wife

assault.

The second major area of domestic violence legislation

discussed is federal funding proposals aimed at providing

income, permanent housing, and funding for shelters for

battered women. The Domestic Violence Services Prevention Act

(DVSPA) and Congressional resistance to this bill are

examined. I posit that early proposals for federal assistance

for battered women such as DVSPA failed in Congress because

they presented a challenge to the male-headed nuclear family.

Another bill, the Family Violence Service Prevention Act

(FVSPA) passed Congress in 1984. This bill was enacted, I

argue, in part due to the constructions of domestic violence

underlying it. Unlike its earlier counterpart the DVSPA, the

definitions of wife assault which undergirded this bill were

apolitical and individual in nature. The problem of wife

assault was connected to a number of other types of "family

violence" including elder abuse and child abuse. Further,

feminist constructions as well as structural solutions to the

problem of battered women were not part of the FVSPA.

A final area of public policy which affected battered

women in the 1980s is federal funding for income and housing
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programs. I have termed these "emancipatory" policies for

battered women, and they failed or were diminished

substantially during the 1980s. Removed from the DVSPA of

1980, and cut in general over the past 12 years, income and

housing programs which potentially lead to long-term or

permanent emancipation for women from abusive relationships

were distinctly absent from state supported "solutions" to the

problem of wife abuse enacted during this era.

The role of the media in constructing the problem and

solutions to domestic violence is also examined. I argue that

dominant media discourses during the 1980s individualized and

depoliticized the issue of battered women. These

constructions interacted with and supported state responses to

domestic violence, primarily criminal justice interventions as

a solution to wife assault.

Theories of the State'

Navarro (1977:266) defines the state as:

... the configuration of public institutions and
their relationships whose primary role is the
reproduction of an economic system based on private
ownership of the means of production, i.e. on the
capitalist economy...And condition for the survival
and flourishing of that economic system.

While one of the primary roles of the state in the U.S.

*s the maintenance of the capitalist economic system, feminist
T

1

here All of the theories of the state which are briefly reviewed
**e discussed in depth in chapter one.
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scholars have noted that the state also plays a key role in

maintaining the system of male dominance in the public and

private spheres, or patriarchy (Brown, 1992; Harding, 1989;

Hartmann, 1981). According to Marxist feminist scholars, the

state regulates both the needs of capitalism and of patriarchy

as well as the tensions between these two systems when they

come into conflict with one another (Abramovitz, 1988).

Given the major functions of the state, social movements

which aim to redistribute power and resources along class

and/or gender lines are problematic as they challenge the

fundamental systems of stratification which the state

supports. However, the state must somehow respond to

organized protest, as social movements left unaddressed may

erupt into violence and/or threaten the legitimacy of the

state (Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1978; Navarro, 1977; O'Connor,

1973).

One way the state may respond to social movements is by

making concessions to aggrieved groups. Historical research

concerning the expansion and contraction of the welfare state

has found that the state does in fact respond to social

movements or "pressure from below" by altering public policy

(Esping-Anderson, 1985; Forsyth, 1973; Navarro, 1977, 1984;

Piven and Cloward, 1971; 1978; Quandagno, 1990; Quandagno and

Meyer, 1989). However, a number of scholars have pointed out

that while the state has historically responded to social

*ovements, it does so in ways which do not conflict with the
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accumulation processes or with systems of male dominance

within and outside of the home (Abramovitz, 1988; Forsyth,

1973; Navarro, 1977; Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1978).

Material or allocative policies on behalf of social

movements have most often been accompanied by "ideological

offensives" which reconstruct problems addressed by movements

as well as their solutions into individual, or nonsystem

issues (Navarro, 1977, 1984). Thus, the implementation of

"liberal" social policies, which seem to contradict the

immediate interests of capital or patriarchy, ultimately

functions to maintain the legitimacy of the state as well as

these two historic systems of stratification and domination.

According to Quandagno, (1990: 120): "The need to legitimate

the existing social order may at times require ignoring

the interest of some fraction of business so that "some

capitalist interest may be forgone or harmed in the short

run." In the long run, however, the capitalist social order

is preserved.

The Rise of the Battered Women's Movement in the U.S.
and The Construction of Wife Abuse as a Social Problem

Prior to 1974, there were few public discussions and

little media attention to the issue of battered women. The

topic of "wife assault" did not exist in the major media index

* The New York Times until 1975 (Tierney, 1982). Television

"as uninterested in the subject, and the medical literature
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all but ignored the issue of battered women. Until 1973,

there were no shelters for battered women and their children

in the U.S., and none of the fifty states had enacted mandatory

arrest statues to protect victims of domestic assault.

It would thus ironically appear that the home was not a

violent place for women until fairly recently. However, both

historical evidence and the social constructionist paradigm

provide alternative views. There is a plethora of evidence to

suggest that violence against wives existed long before the

1970s (Stark, Flitcraft and Frazier, 1979; Gordon, 1990;

Pleck, 1987). Historical examinations of patterns of domestic

assault against women document its existence in the as early

as fourteenth century New England (Pleck, 1987).

In her analysis of violence against women from pre

colonial times to the present, Pleck notes that wife beating,

including husbands murdering their wives dates back more than

900 years in the historical record. Using court and police

records from England beginning in 1227, Pleck finds that the

family homicide rate per 100,000 was as high as 2.0, higher

than the national rate of 1.6 per 100,000 in the U.S. in 1976

when the surge of public attention to the issue materialized.

Despite these extensive historical records of domestic

violence, it was not constructed as a legitimate social

problem until the 1970s in the U.S. What accounts for the

tremendous attention to and services aimed at the issue of

wife abuse in the U.S. over the past 18 years if not an actual
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increase in the incidence of wife beating? The

constructionist paradigm and recent social problems and

feminist theories help address this issue.

Beginning in the mid 1970s, a national” movement emerged

to construct the issue of wife assault as a social problem and

a public issue (Schecter, 1982; Tierney, 1982). The battered

women's movement, with the help of the media, successfully

catapulted the issue of battered women into the public arena.

While there have been previous attempts by women in the

U.S. to mobilize around the issue of wife assault,” the most

recent, and arguably the most successful campaign against

domestic violence in the U.S. emerged in about 1974 (Britton,

1993; Bush, 1992; Dobash and Dobash, 1992; Loeske, 1992;

National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 1992; Pleck,

1987; Schecter, 1982; Tierney, 1982; Wermuth, 1982; Wharton,

1987).

Although the material circumstances of wife abuse did

not change substantially in the early 1970s, the social

problem was "discovered" when women's abilities to mobilize

around this issue were facilitated by a number of historical

circumstances. Specifically, three social movements already

well underway when the battered women's movement began set the

* For a fuller discussion of the rise of a battered women's
movement in other countries see Beckwith (1987) on Italy, Bush
(1992) on India, and Dobash and Dobash (1992) on Great Britain.

* For a fuller discussion of earlier efforts to mobilize
around wife assault in the U.S. see Gordon (1990) and Pleck (1987).
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stage for mobilization against wife abuse: the women's

liberation, women's health, and anti-rape movements (Freeman,

1975; Ruzek, 1980; Schecter, 1982; Tierney, 1982). The

battered women's movement was able to draw upon the political

organizations and communication networks already established

by these three pre-existing women's movements. As resource

mobilization theorists have pointed out, such networks are

invaluable in catalyzing social movements during their infancy

(McCarthy and Zald, 1987; McCarthy, McAdam, and Zald, 1988).

Initially, calls from battered women to anti-rape

hotlines lead these emergent feminist organizations to begin

to incorporate the issue of wife assault into their political

agendas (Schecter, 1982). Anti-rape organizations began to

include the issue of domestic violence in their public

speaking engagements, volunteer trainings, and organizational

newsletters. As activists in the embryonic battered women's

movement began to define battery as an important women's

health issue, the more established women's health movement

also began to incorporate this form of violence against women

in their political agenda and communications (Boston Women's

Health Collective, 1984). For example, in the second edition

of the book Our Bodies, Ourselves, one of the major

publications to come out of the women's health movement, an
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entire chapter was devoted to violence against women (Boston

Women's Health Collective, 1984).

All three of these pre-existing movements which fueled

the battered women's movement embraced women's autonomy and

personal freedom as their goals. The shared cultural emphasis

of these movements acted in a synergistic way in a number of

public arenas (Bosk and Hilgartner, 1988), creating interest

in the topic of wife abuse and resulting in the allocation of

scarce public resources such as media attention and public

funding to the issue. The shared cultural emphases as well as

cooptable networks of resources provided by these pre-existing

movements were key in the success of the battered women's

movement in the U.S.

Since its inception the battered women's movement has

pursued two major goals: to secure resources for victims of

domestic assault, and to enact social change on behalf of

battered women and their children (National Coalition Against

Domestic Violence, 1992; Schecter, 1982). As part of their

efforts, leaders in the battered women's movement have sought

a number of policy changes for victims on the state and

federal levels.

The Historical Circumstances Faced by The Battered Women's
Movement: The Political Economy of the 1980s

The historical conditions faced by the battered women's

movement over the past decade must be considered in order to
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understand the development and enactment of policies

concerning domestic violence over the during this time. In

this section, I outline the political economy of the 1980s

generally, as it set the stage for the state's response to

policies pursued by activists in the battered women's

movement.

The 1980s in the U.S. was marked by the shrinking of the

welfare state and diminished funding for a myriad of social

programs (Binney and Estes, 1988; Estes, 1984; McKinlay, 1984;

Navarro, 1984, 1986). The rapidly expanding economy of the

1950s and 1960s depleted the reserve army of labor in the U.S.

and other capitalist countries and lead to strengthened labor

movements around the world. These movements were able to

press for increases in social benefits provided by the state

and private industry (Abramovitz, 1988; Navarro, 1984).

The growing crisis of capitalism combined with gains made

by social movements to decrease the profit margins of major

corporations during the 1960s and early 1970s (Abramovitz,

1988; McKinlay, 1984; Navarro, 1984, 1986). The decreased

profit margins lead business to pressure the state to decrease

collective consumption and increase federal spending in areas

that would increase profits. While political elites held that

the economic recession that began in the late 1970s was due to

the expansion of the welfare state and an overextension of

benefits to workers Navarro (1984: 108) points out that: "The

actual cause of the crisis is the decline in the profitability
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of the largest industrial and commercial companies of the

capitalist world. In popular parlance, the propelling

industries of western capitalism have not been making enough

profits and they have triggered the present crisis in order to

recreate the condition for those profits to rise again."

Part of the conditions sought to increase profits was

pressure for the state to funnel monies to capital through

regressive taxation policies and state financing of private

enterprise." As the state attempted to absorb the cost of

accumulation and profit generation and to ameliorate the

contradictions of capital through allocations for social

programs, it spent itself into a fiscal crisis by the late

1970s (O'Connor, 1973; 1975; Offe, 1985).

The level of social consumption, and the advances made by

the working class and by women during the 1960s and 1970s were

held responsible for the state of the economy and the level of

the national debt by the Reagan administration. Initiated

during the Carter administration and dramatically elevated

under the Reagan and Bush administrations, cuts in social

programs provided by the state were implemented. Under the

auspices of "fiscal austerity" the Reagan administration

called for massive cuts in social spending and increased

responsibility on the part of individuals and families for

* For a fuller discussion of these mechanisms see McKinlay
(1984) and Navarro (1984, 1986).
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programs and services previously provided by the state (Binney

and Estes, 1988; Estes, 1984).

The resurgent ideologies of individualism, family and
filial responsibility, and free market competition, as
manifested in the call for self-help and the return to
the "autonomous family," have been employed to justify
the retreat of the state from inter-generational
responsibility. The success of this ideological retreat
is manifested in the popularity in the media of themes of
inter-generational strife and in the implementation of
major police changes in income assistance, the provision
of health care, and the transfer of work from the formal
service sector to the informal, private sphere. ... (Binney
and Estes, 1988: 85).

While funding cuts to social programs were purportedly

implemented as a means to "balancing the budget" and

diminishing federal spending, a closer examination of spending

reveals that federal monies were actually shifted rather than

overall spending diminished during the 1980s (McKinlay, 1984;

Navarro, 1984, 1986). As federally financed social programs

underwent massive defunding, federal spending on behalf of

capital increased sharply during the 1980s.

During the first four years of Reagan, for example,

cumulative cuts to social programs totaled $214 billion, while

during the same period "give away" programs to U.S.

corporations increased by $286 billion and military

expenditures increased four times that amount (Navarro, 1984).

Referring to the shift in fiscal priorities from social needs

to the needs of capital in the U.S. during the 1980s Navarro

explains that, "A last point that needs to be stressed is that

the cutting of state expenditures is not uniform across the

board. While there are dramatic cuts in health and social
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expenditures, there are more substantial increases in funds

for state military expenditures, state agencies of law and

e e aid
-

ise" (1984: 110).

The Ideological Offensive Against Women in the 1980s

The diminished male control over women's sexuality and

reproductive labor in the household that resulted from the

expansionary welfare period of the 1960s and 70s and women's

increased participation in the labor force during this period

also lead to an ideological offensive against women during the

1980s.

The New Right and other conservative groups called for

"traditional values" and strengthening of the nuclear, male

headed family in an attempt to shift the balance of power back

toward patriarchy (Katzenstein and Mueller, 1987; Ryan, 1992).

The 1980s saw an assault on abortion rights, and affirmative

action legislation, and numerous other laws that the women's

movement had struggled for (Ryan, 1992).

The anti-feminism that was so apparent in the 1980s under
Reagan and Bush had its roots in the 1970s. . . . A return to
traditional ethics, values, and lifestyles became the
response to disruption and decay. By the end of the
1970s the "Moral Majority" pro-family movement was
organized to coalesce a wide range of interests into a
political right-wing agenda for the nation. An indicator
of the success of this impetus was the expansion
throughout the 1980s of fundamentalist religious groups
espousing traditional roles for women and men (Ryan,
1992: 101).
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Public Policy and Domestic Violence in the 1980s

Since its inception, the battered women's movement has

constructed domestic violence as a social and political

problem. Inequities between the genders including differences

in economic and political power are held to be major

structural forces which create and perpetuate violence against

women in the home. A recent newsletter from a battered

women's organization illustrates a typical movement definition

of the situation with respect to battered women:

Feminist analysts and activists against violence. . .
insist that violence against women must no longer be
defined solely as a crime against an individual who
happens to be female and is unfortunate enough to become
a victim. . . Contrary to the argument that such violence is
only personal or cultural, it is profoundly political.
It results from the structural relationships of power,
domination, and privilege between men and women in
society. Violence against women is central to
maintaining those political relations in the home, at
work, and in all public spheres (Bunch, Quoted in MAWS
Monthly, September/October, 1992).

In addition to economic and political inequities between

the genders, activists in the battered women's movement held

that social institutions such as the criminal justice system

were apathetic to, and thus indirectly supportive on wife

abuse as well. In order to redress the problem of domestic

violence leaders in the battered women's movement have pursued

two major goals: to enact broad based social change on behalf

of battered women including improving women's political and

economic status, and to secure resources and protection for
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victims of domestic assault and their children (National

Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 1991; Schecter, 1982).

While there were numerous policy proposals concerning

battered women during the past twelve years, these initiatives

are categorized into three meaningful groups for the

discussion that follows: criminal justice legislation;

federal funding initiatives; and "emancipatory" policies for

battered women such as income and housing. The first area of

domestic violence legislation discussed, criminal justice

policies, includes mandatory arrest laws for batterers, and

clemency proposals for battered women who kill their abusers.

Criminal Justice Legislation

Mandatory Arrest Laws

One of the regulatory policies pursued by activists in

the battered women's movement has been state level legislation

that mandates arrest in domestic violence complaints.

Leaders in the battered women's movement argued that such

legislation was necessary because police called to a domestic

violence scene often refused to arrest an assailant because of

his relationship to the victim (Berk and Loeske, 1981; Hamner,

Radford, and Stanko, 1989; Police Foundation, 1976). Police
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response to domestic violence was at best inconsistent and at

worse dangerous to the victim (Black, 1980; Brown, 1984,

Davis, 1983).

Activists and victims reported that police called to the

scene or a domestic assault had settled for reassurances by

the batterer that the violence would cease or had encouraged

the couple to "get counseling" for their marital or

relationship problems (Schecter, 1982). In general police did

not view wife abuse as a criminal offense, but treated it as

a private matter between a husband and wife. This response

left victims with little recourse or protection from their

abuser and conveyed the message that spouse abuse was not a

"serious crime" (Police Foundation, 1976).

Victims were sometimes severely re-assaulted by their

partner once the police left the scene, as he was angered

because she had called for helped and/or because attempted to

have him arrested. According to Schecter (1982:25):

In case after case, women recounted that the police did
nothing to help and often made the situation worse by
encouraging the man's violence of by minimizing and
trivalizing her injuries and fears. Police officers
frequently walked the husband around the block and then
sent him home, leaving the woman vulnerable to his fury
because she had dared to phone for help.

The lack of response and thus danger for victims was

often exacerbated for poor women and women of color. Police

indifference to even severe injuries and death threats against

disenfranchised women were not uncommon (Schecter, 1982).
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While legislation which made arresting a batterer, when

probable cause existed (without the officer having to witness

the event) was passed in nearly every state early in the

battered women's movement, lack of enforcement and police

discretion still plagued victims. Backed by state coalitions

activists sought to take the discretion out of policing

domestic violence by enacting mandatory arrest statues in a

number of states.

The first mandatory arrest law in the country was passed

in Oregon in 1977. Additionally, eleven other states passed

mandatory arrest legislation during the 1980s. The most

recent states to enact legislation are New Jersey and

Wisconsin, who passed statues in 1988. Forty-seven large city

police departments also adopted mandatory arrest policies for

domestic violence disputes by 1986 (Criminal Control

Institute, 1986). These laws require that an arrest be made

if the police have probable cause to believe that an assault

has occurred within the recent past (usually defined as within

four hours prior to calling the police) (Center of Women's

Policy Studies, 1988).

Enactment Versus Enforcement

Despite the creation of mandatory arrest laws, actual

enforcement of these policies remains problematic.

"Enforcement" of mandatory arrest laws provide evidence of the
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patriarchal, class, and race-based nature of state policies

and state responses to social movements. According to Brown

(1992) policing and the criminal justice systems are simply

extensions of the capitalist, patriarchal, racist state

apparatus. As such, they are rarely employed (in actual

practice) in ways which would disrupt male domination in the

home or public sphere. Historically the criminal justice

system in the U.S. has been employed to discipline the working

class and people of color (Brown, 1992; Morgan, 1980). Brown

(1992) points out, in its "protective" practices, the state

inevitably intervenes in ways which limit women's autonomy

reinforce male dominance, and marginalize claims made by women

of color.

Research on the actual enforcement of mandatory arrest

has documented that there is widespread resistance to the

actual implementation of these laws (Edwards, 1991; Ferraro,

1989; Schecter, 1982; Hamner, Radford, and Stanko, 1990). In

a study of policing woman battering in a city where mandatory

arrest legislation had been passed, Ferraro (1989) found that

police often failed to arrest batterers despite the existence

of such statues. In her observations of actual on the scene

police practice, Ferraro found that in only 18 percent of the

assaults involving intimate partners where police were called

did the police arrest the perpetrator. She notes that:

While laws and policies regarding woman battering have
changed, the police response to battering relies heavily
On extra-legal factors in police decision
making... Observation studies of police work have
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consistently supported Black's (1971) early finding that
the closer the relationship between victim and assailant,
the less likely police are to arrest. Thus, even when
departmental policies instruct police to arrest, officers
continue to rely on victim and offender characteristics
in deciding whether a law has been broken (1989: 62).

A number of activists interviewed who worked in states or

cities where mandatory arrest policies existed said that they

had experienced resistance and lack of cooperation by police

with respect to these laws. Activists picking up battered

women to bring them to a shelter reported experiencing policy

resistance and lack or cooperation first hand. Other

activists who worked with police departments, training

officers and providing information concerning handling of

domestic violence calls explained that they had also

encountered resistance and even hostility toward mandatory

arrest policies. Finally, activists explained that battered

women who had come into contact with their organization had

complained of the police response to domestic violence. One

activists explained that police resistance to mandatory arrest

in the state of Oregon had been quite strong:

The police department here is trying to teach Uls a

lesson. Some of the officers don't agree with the
mandatory arrest policy and they let us know by refusing
to arrest or arresting the victim instead. One guy told
me "hey... you want me to take someone in, I'll take
someone in, but it's gonna be her.' We need the police
on our side... they still have a lot of decision making
power in these situations.

Another activist explained the inconsistency among

officers with respect to enforcing mandatory arrest laws:

Some of the police are pro-arrest and others are not. If
they don't want to arrest or they don't think the
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situation calls for it, they won't do it, even if the law
says they have to. Battered women tell me all kinds of
horror stories about their interactions with the police.
One woman told me that her husband had beat her pretty
badly and she called the police. It was the third time
in a week they'd been called and I guess they had had it
with the whole thing. They told this woman they couldn't
arrest him cause her injuries weren't bad enough. Then
they told her that they might have to take her baby to
CPS next time she called because being in an abusive
environment was bad for her baby.

Not surprisingly, there is evidence to suggest that poor

women and women of color have been afforded even less police

protection under mandatory arrest legislation than their

white, middle-class counterparts. In a study of poor, drug

involved battered women, Britton (forthcoming) found that

police may arrest or threaten to arrest the victim instead of

the perpetrator, even when evidence of assault exists. Poor

and minority in the study explained that police were often

hostile, even violent and/or sexually assaultive toward poor

and minority battered women when they called for help when

they were being beaten.

Activists in the battered women's movement explained that

they had experienced racism from police in their response to

battered women of color. Police were either reluctant to

arrest the men who batter women of color or treated women of

color who called the police for protection poorly. Further,

activists explained that the history of racism within the

criminal justice system often makes women of color reluctant

to call the police, as they may be physically abusive to the

batterer when they do decide to arrest. One black activist
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explained the bind that battered women of color she has worked

with have run into when dealing with the police and the

criminal justice system:

Well first, there is the whole decision a black battered
woman must go through to call the police in the first
place. Our community is not fond of police intervention,
they don't have a good record of dealing fairly with
people of color--either victims or batterers. Many times
members of the black community may pressure her not to
involve the police because of their racist practices.
They have a point. . . but where does this leave her? Like
this whole thing recently with Mike Tyson and Willie
Smith is a perfect example. Willie Smith got off--he
raped that woman. Well, Tyson raped his victim to, but
look at where he is, they prosecute him to the full
extent of the law. . . there are enough of our men in jail.
But on the other hand, if he's beating her, something
needs to be done, she has a right to non-racist policing
and she doesn't get it.

Another activist explained the way in which the police

often treat women of color who are battered and call for help:

I was working with this Latina woman a couple months ago
who came to the shelter. My God, the way the police
treated her. Her husband had beat her and then left the

house. She called the police. She had three
children. . . . The police arrive and they start making
statements about her being a "baby machine" and saying
"why do you people have so many kids anyway. . . . How do you
expect to get away from him if you keep getting
pregnant. " It was just awful, and I've heard it before.
She told me that she didn't want to call the police
anymore and that she didn't want to press charges against
him because of her experience with the police. Can you
blame her?

In addition to the apathetic, inconsistent, and racist

practices enforcing mandatory arrest legislation, Bush has

pointed out that the aim of most police interventions has not

been the break-up of the nuclear family, nor has such

intervention encouraged a critical analysis of the structural

underpinnings of wife assault (Bush, 1992). Criminal justice
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interventions are inherently individualist in nature as they

focus upon arresting and incarcerating a few, or relatively

small group of deviant individuals. As Bush (1992: 599)

argues:

. . . criminalization does not necessarily locate the root
of the problem in gender inequality in the family and in
the polity. . . . Police intervention in "dysfunctional"
families is justified as a way of dealing with "problem
people, " or the unfortunate outcomes of "inappropriate"
"sex-role" socialization, not gender inequalities.

Granting Clemency to Battered Women Who Kill

In addition to mandatory arrest legislation, the state

has responded to pressure from the battered women's movement

has been through granting clemency to some battered imprisoned

for killing their abusers. The National Clearinghouse for the

Defense of Battered Women (NCDBW), formed in 1987, has

spearheaded the efforts to free battered women in prison.

Clemency has been granted to over forty women across the

country and clemency organizing projects are currently

underway in at least 25 states (NCDBW, 1993; Gross, 1991).

As in the case of mandatory arrest legislation, the

focus of calls for clemency for battered women has been the

individual, rather than the political and economic structures

that lead women to kill their abusive partners. Clem ency

hearings and decisions about releasing women convicted of

killing their partners has focused largely upon the woman

herself.
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One of the centerpieces of decisions concerning clemency

and acquittal for battered women has been "the battered woman

syndrome." First employed and made popular by Walker (1979),

the "syndrome" consists of a number of constructed pathologies

purportedly suffered by battered women. One of the principal

components of the battered woman syndrome, and one that has

been repeatedly invoked in clemency petitions is the notion of

"learned helplessness." In order to be granted clemency,

victims of violence have had to demonstrate that they were in

fact "helpless" and suffering from a "syndrome."

Not surprisingly, government financed "experts" on

battered women as well as the medical establishment have

played a key role in confirming the "illness" status of

battered women who kill their batterers. Battered women who

do not fit the narrow constructions of helpless, ill victims

may not be granted clemency. In particular, battered women

who are perceived as angry and/or retaliatory, or competent

actors are not likely to be granted clemency (Comack, 1991).

The following passages from news media articles on battered

women demonstrate the construction of battered women who kill:

That session was the start of a process, encouraged by
the activists and overseen by Robinson, that led the
governor to commute the sentence of eight women he
concluded they had suffered from "battered woman
syndrome... 'The advocates lobbied Robinson intensely
during a meeting early this month and hoped that support
from others on the governor's staff. . . particularly
criminal justice aid Nancy Nowak, would yield a result
that until then had seemed improbable; freedom for the
women they viewed not as aggressors, but as victims (New
York Times, February 22, 1991: 11)
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Feminist scholars have also argued that the constructions

of the "battered woman syndrome" and of "learned helplessness"

are race specific (Comack, 1991). Battered women of color

who do not fit the image of the woman "suffering" from the

syndrome have not been able use this as a legal defense as

successfully as their white counterparts. Expectations of

passivity, compliance, and submission accompany this

construction, and many battered women of color are active and

public about their resistance against their abusive partners.

In a recent article in the New York Times titled,

"Feminists Wonder If It Was Progressive to Become Victims,"

Brooklyn School of Law Professor Elizabeth Schneider points to

the problem with the battered woman syndrome and "learned

helplessness" as a legal defense:

Fifteen years ago, Elizabeth Schneider helped to develop
the legal argument that battered women who killed
husbands who had abused them for years were the victims,
not the aggressors. Now she worries battered women are
victims of their victim status. "Courts and society have
glommed On to the victim image, " said Ms.
Schneider... “But it's a two-edge sword. Many women lost
custody of their children because judges see them as
helpless, paralyzed victims who can't manage daily life.
And if a woman seems to capable, too much in charge of
her life to fit the victim image, she may not be
believed. . . As the "battered woman syndrome' has shown,
victim status and social protection can backfire,
perpetuating the stereotypes Of helpless
womanhood. . . [the] *battered women's syndrome' has also
fed an inaccurate, and legally problematic image of women
who exist solely as victims (New York Times, May 10,
1992: 6-7).

Thus, while the battered woman syndrome defense and

attempts to grant clemency for victims based upon it have

allowed some women to gain freedom from prison, many others
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have not. Further, the gendered constructions which depend on

helplessness and passivity reinforce cultural constructions of

women which may ultimately be oppressive and are often racist.

Federal Initiatives For Funding For
Services For Battered Women

In addition to criminal justice interventions by the

state in response to the battered women's movement, three

major federal funding initiatives came before Congress during

the 1980s which addressed domestic violence; The Domestic

Violence Service Prevention Act (DVSPA) and The Family

Violence Services Prevention Act (FVSPA); and the Violence

Against Women Act (VAWA).

The Defeat of the Domestic Violence
Service and Prevention Act

The first major domestic violence bills which would have

allocated money specifically for shelters for battered women

were introduced in the 1978 congressional session by

Representative Barbara Miluski of Maryland. The bill,

entitled the "Domestic Violence Prevention and Services Act"

failed to make it through the House or the Senate. In the

1980 congressional session, S. 1843 was introduced in the

Senate and its companion bill H.R. 2977 was introduced in the

House of Representatives. The DVSPA called for a three year

appropriation of seed money for shelter services for battered
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women. Fifty percent of the monies were to be distributed

directly to states to use for local shelters, 25% of the

monies were to be distributed through projects funded by the

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), and the

remainder was to support administrative costs at the federal

and state levels. S. 1843, the companion bill to H.R. 2977

entitled the "Domestic Violence Prevention and Treatment Act,"

differed in that it allocated 60% of the total budget to

individual states.

While both of these bills initially passed in the House

and Senate, they were killed shortly afterwards. The bills

were introduced and initially passed Congress shortly before

the November 1980 election. However, the bills were sent to

conference to reconcile the differences between, and they did

not reappear before the Senate until after the election

(Wexler, 1982). Many of the sponsors and supporters of the

bill had been defeated in the election and were not present

when the bill reappeared before the Senate. Republicans

opposing the bill dominated the session and were able to kill

the initiatives. According to Wexler (1982:192):

The report did not come up in the Senate until after the
election. At that time, Republicans threaten to state a
filibuster if the bill was brought to a vote. Sixty
votes would have been needed to prevent a

filibuster. . . Liberals in the Senate experienced great
difficulty marshalling their forces during the lame-duck
session. . . That the bill did not come up until after the
election severely hurt its chances of passage.

The bill was opposed by republicans and the new

administration for a number of reasons. First, because of
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Reagan Administration's promise to shrink the welfare state

and federal spending on social programs, any redistributive

legislation, in particular those which benefitted women,

experienced great difficulty. Fiscal austerity and

retrenchment of the welfare state were the mainstays of the

administrations domestic economy policies (Estes, 1984).

"Ronald Reagan entered office with a strong, ideologically

conservative commitment to cut domestic spending and balance

the budget. He did indeed sharply cut domestic spending,

including many of the programs the women's movement had fought

for" (Boneparth and Stoper, 1988: 4).

As with other social programs during the Reagan Era

(Binney and Estes, 1988), conservative Senators and

Representatives also called for privatization, increased

dependence on family and the community, rather than reliance

on the welfare state when dealing with domestic violence. In

the hearing concerning the fate of the Domestic Violence

Prevention Act, a Senator explains that shelters for domestic

violence should not be funded by the federal government and

calls for increased responsibility by families and the private

sector for the problem:

The methods of S. 1843 are both intrusive and
disingenuous. We are not speaking here of legitimate
police activities, or the responsibility of government to
protect citizens from bodily harm. We are considering
federal entailment with psychosocial techniques and the
ideas of conjugality and on the family. These are the
proper concerns of families, churches, university and
private groups. The federal government has no business
intruding here... (Quoted in Wexler 1982: 194).
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Another factor which contributed to the defeat of the

DVSPA was the way domestic violence had been constructed by

leaders in the battered women's movement. The solution to

domestic violence implied by "feminist" shelters presented a

challenge to the traditional family and patriarchy. The bills

had originated in 1978 under the Carter administration and

were based on an report by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

entitled "Battered Women: Issues of Public Policy." In the

report, domestic violence was constructed as a social and

political problem stemming from inequalities between the

genders and male dominance. The report called not only for

funding for shelters but for other measures such as increases

in AFDC, affirmative action, and federally sponsored day care

as part of the necessary solution to wife abuse.

The commission identified six major areas of nonlegal
service need [for battered women] (housing, financial
assistance, social services, mental health, health, and
employment training) and 19 federal programs (ranging
from Aid to Families with Dependent Children. . . to the
Federal Surplus Personal Property Donations Program) and
directly related to these service needs (Davis and Hagen,
1988: 651).

For an administration's intent on cutting social

programs, and in particular those which may alter traditional

forms of the family, structural, costly solutions to the

problem of wife abuse were not well received.

Definitions of domestic violence presented in the

Commission of Civil Rights report were congruent with feminist

grass-roots construction of the problem of domestic violence.

The definitions of domestic violence and proposed solutions to
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address the problem by shelter activists also called into

question traditional gender relations and the traditional

nuclear family.

Since at least half of the monies potentially allocated

were to go to such shelters where women's emancipation was

encouraged and alternative forms of the family readily

accepted, the bill met with resistance from the new

administration. Further, unlike the policing activities under

the mandatory arrest statues that remain within the control of

the male state, shelters were not part of the state apparatus.

The following quote by Senator Humphrey during the hearings

on S. 1843 demonstrates the threat to male dominance and the

nuclear family this bill posed:

We are given a startling revelation of the anti-family
thinking of the administration in a 700-page report that
advocates of the type of legislation we are considering.
The report is published by the U.S. Commissioner on Civil
rights, and mailed at government expense. I might add
that this particular document was much in evidence during
the development of this bill. the report, entitled
"Battered Women" Issues of Public Policy, ' repeatedly
mocks family life.

... I am concerned that the outside interests who are
pushing this legislation are intent on proselytizing at
the taxpayers expense. I fear that would-be grantees
under S. 1843 are opposed to traditional families.
Sixty-four percent of the funding under the proposal
would go to sustain so-called "homes for battered women."
What kind of values and ideas would these "homes"

advance? The federal government should not fund
missionaries who would war on the traditional
family. . . (Quoted in Wexler, 1982: 194).
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The Enactment of the Family Violence
Prevention and Services Act

While leaders in the battered women's movement

experienced defeat in 1980, by 1984 another federal domestic

violence bill introduced and this time enacted by Congress.

The Family Violence Prevention Services Act (FVSPA) was

successful when its predecessor had not been for a number of

important reasons.

One key difference between the earlier failed bills and

the FWSPA was the increased fiscal responsibility of

individual states, the family, and the private sector. This

was consistent with the overall trend of decentralization,

privatization, and the ideology of individual and familial

responsibility so salient under Reagan (Estes, 1984; Navarro,

1984). In order to obtain monies under the FVSPA states had

to provide matching funds of 35% in year one, increasing to

55% in year two and 65% in year three. Increased dependence

on the private sector to provide benefits to victims and to

fund victim hotline services was also part of the report.

Another condition surrounding the passage of the FVSPA as

compared to the earlier bill was the way in which the domestic

violence was constructed differed from the underpinnings of

the previous bills. The supporting document for FVSPA was a

report by the Attorney General's Task Force on Domestic

Violence (under Reagan) which constructed battered women and

domestic violence markedly differently from the report
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commissioned under the Carter administration (Davis and Hagen,

1989). Rather than emphasizing the issue of battered women

and underlying inequities between the genders as a central

issue in domestic violence, the report defined the problem as

one of "family violence" which included child abuse and elder

abuse. The issue of domestic violence was depoliticized in

the Attorney General's report from a widespread problem of

gender inequality to a "deviance" model which constructed

violent "families" as both unusual and "dysfunctional." An

explicit goal of the Attorney General's Report commissioned by

the Reagan Administration was keeping families intact and

"treatment" for abusive "families." According to Davis and

Hagen (1988: 284):

When the legislation was finally passed, its appearances
suggested less clarity as to its intent to serve,
primarily, battered women. Instead there was evidence of
a shift to a more generic conceptualization of the
problem. The bill had, for example, been retitled the
Family Violence Prevention and Services Act and was
subsumed under the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment

Act Amendments of 1984. A National Clearinghouse on
Prevention of Family Violence was to be established that
was to include elder abuse and be coordinated with the
National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect.

Perhaps the most important variation between the FVPSA

and its failed predecessor was the lack of attention to key

emancipatory policies for battered women such as AFDC,

housing, and health care. Notably absent from the Attorney

General's Report were recommendations concerning other such

federal entitlement programs clearly outlined in the

Commission on Civil Rights Document initiated in 1978.
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These policy changes potentially alter family structure by

allowing women to subsist without their abusive partners.

Although the Fvspa was passed in 1984, the funds

allocated under this bill for shelters for battered women

never came close to meeting the national need (Center For

Women's Policies Studies, 1983). While the number of women

seeking shelter from abusive partners increased nearly 100%

since the enactment of the FVSPA, the appropriation of monies

under the bill have remained the same, even decreasing

slightly in 1989. When inflation is controlled for using the

Consumer Price Index, and the number of women seeking services

considered, there has been a huge decrease in the per victim

federal monies since the FVSPA was first enacted. . Studies of

utilization rates of shelters for battered women estimate that

60% of victims seeking refuge are turned away because of lack

of space (National Coalition Against Domestic Violence, 1993).

According to one activist in Pennsylvania:

We have not been able to meet the demand for services.
Last year one of three applicants in Pennsylvania was
turned away. Across the country, the turn away rate is
much higher. As many as three of four applicants are
denied service because of lack of funding. Last year
PCADV [Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence )
conducted a Needs Assessment Survey in all 67 of the
counties of our state. . . . We found that our state was 11.8
million dollars short of an adequate funding base. The
need for more shelter space is critical. Twenty-five of
the 67 counties in Pennsylvania have no shelter
facilities. These are all rural counties where a woman
often must travel over 100 miles to reach the safety of
the shelter. . . (Testimony before the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources, United States Senate, July, 1991: 16,
18).
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Under FVSPA, shelters funded with federal monies were

subjected to restrictions with respect to language and the

construction of domestic violence, the educational levels of

staff and the types of activities and interventions

permissible. A number of feminist grass-roots shelter

organizations opted to forgo such funding because of these

restrictions and faced tremendous financial struggle and even

closure as a result. Through funding shelters for certain

shelters for battered women then, the state was able to coopt

the battered women's movement and blunt its political edge and

goals to a large degree (Piven and Cloward, 1971; 1978).

The Violence Against Women Act

The Violence Against Women Act (S. 15) was introduced by

Senator Joseph Biden combines several types of legislation,

including federal criminal sanctions and federal funding for

shelters for battered women. The Violence Against Women Act

(VAWA) is comprised of five titles. (Committee on the

Judiciary, 1992).

Title II of the VAWA, "Safe Homes for Women," is aimed

primarily at domestic violence. The title creates new federal

criminal offenses for crossing state lines with the intent to

violate a restraining order. Mandatory restitution to victims

and provisions for funding shelters for victims are also

included in Title II.
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Introduced to the Senate in 1990, 1991 and 1992, the bill

has not yet made it to the floor. However, the Senate

Judiciary Committee unanimously approved the bill on October

4, 1990. The VAWA is unique for a number of reasons. First,

the bill explicitly connects several types of violence against

women (Committee on the Judiciary, 1992). Wife abuse, rape,

and street harassment are all defined as part of the same

problem of violation of women. In contrast, earlier bills

such as the Domestic Violence Prevention Services Act focused

exclusively upon wife abuse.

The strategy of combining the different types of

victimization of women is potentially quite powerful. This

definition of violence against women is more congruent with

the view of female victimization held by the battered women's

movement. A second unique aspect of the VAWA is that all

three types of violence (wife abuse, sexual assault, and

street harassment) are considered potentially a violation of

women's civil rights. Title III of the act permits civil

rights remedies and court actions for crimes of sexual

violence motivated by the victim's gender. As opposed to

defining victimization as primarily random acts of assault

against women, children, and the elderly as the FWSPA did, the

act treats violence against women as widespread and as part of

a larger pattern of violating women's civil rights.

It is not surprising, given the record of women's issues

held by the Bush administration and Congress over the past
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twelve years, and the fate of previous domestic violence

legislation outlined above, that the VAWA has encountered

resistance. The primary reason for opposing the bill given by

challengers was related to the civil rights component outlined

in Title III of the act (National Times, January, 1993).

The broad definition of violence against women and the

way in which all types of sexual and domestic assault are

connected to civil rights created friction in Congress.

Because the civil rights clause explicitly ties wife abuse and

other sorts of sexual and street harassment to women's rights,

it presents a challenge to both patriarchy and capitalism.

In addition to the resistance around the civil rights

component of the VAWA, there was tremendous concern during the

hearing about the act over the cost to the courts of enforcing

its implementation. In an analysis of the cost to the federal

government of enforcing the act, it was estimated that the

burden to the courts as a result of Title III total a minimum

of $43.6 million dollars in year one alone. The other four

titles of the act combined were estimated to cost a total of

$18.9, or less than half of the cost of Title III alone.

Although the VAWA has not been successful in Congress to

date, Senator Biden plans to reintroduce the bill as a

priority when the 103rd Congress meets. It is hoped that with

some modifications to Title III, the act will pass Congress

under the new administration. Importantly, as with the FVSPA,

a major component in terms of permanent emancipation for
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victims of domestic violence is missing in the VAWA. There

are no provisions for increasing AFDC allotments, low-income

housing, employment, or health care for victims. As with

previous federal legislation, the major foci are upon criminal

justice solutions and funding for shelters for battered women.

While these are certainly one piece of the solution to

domestic violence, they are only a small part of a much

broader social change program necessary to end violence

against women. Without the backup policies discussed

previously, even if the VAWA is successful in the next

Congressional session, women who are battered will still be

subject to economic, housing, and health care constraints when

attempting to wrestle themselves from abusive relationships.

The Role of the Media

This section considers the media's role in the public

construction of domestic violence. The media play a key role

in shaping the public and the state's response to social

movements (Ryan, 1991). The media shape constructions of

public issues and interact with other public arenas such as

the courts and policy domains (Bosk and Hilgartner, 1988). As

Estes (1984) has pointed out, public constructions of issues

are directly tied to state action and policy changes.

While there are several ways in which the media may

respond to social movements, Herman and Chomsky (1988) have
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pointed out that the media are primarily a conservative

institution with many direct and indirect ties to the state.

Loyalty to state bodies, and dependency upon state funded

"experts" concerning social movement topics from the

environment to domestic violence lead the media to construct

events in ways that benefit the capitalist-patriarchal state

(Gans, 1979; Herman, 1986; Herman and Chomsky, 1988; Molotch

and Lester, 1975). Molotch and Lester are careful to explain

that these findings do not implicate a "conspiracy' theory of

media and media access, but rather point to the structural

system of checks and balances that help to insure that

certain constructions of reality are consistently privileged

over others in the media.

Gitlin (1979) has argued that one way in which the media

coopts or blunts the radical edge of social movements is by

implying a specific individualist or non-structural solution

to issues. The media often constructs the storyline or

"slant" in a way that implies or states individualistic or

victim-blaming solutions to public problems. Gitlin argues

that these mechanisms are quite powerful as they manage they

allow the media to address and incorporate controversial

issues while at the same time directing and influencing the

discourses around them.

Like Gitlin, a number of other sociologists have pointed

out that the public construction of a social problem has

important implications for the solutions proposed and accepted
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for the issue (Edelman, 1964, 1977; Gusfield, 1989). The way

in which the media constructs a social problem has implication

for lines of action, ownership and responsibility of the

problem. In The Symbolic Use of Politics, Edelman (1964)

argues that elites construct problems and cue mass publics to

define issues in ways which elites can later "respond."

In an analysis of the role of the mass media in

constructing women and women's problems, Blum (1982) notes the

tendency of the media to turn radical or threatening

definitions of gender issues into more mainstream, apolitical

constructions of the problems as well as solutions to the

problems. By analyzing the media presentation or the topics

addressed in the popular novel The Women's Room by French

(1977) Blum point to the depoliticizing tendency of the mass

media with respect to feminist issues.

As with a number of social movements, the media played a

key role in constructing battered women as a bonafide social

problem (Gamson, 1989; Gamson and Modigliani, 1989; Ryan,

1991). By the early 1980s, hundreds of articles on battered

women had appeared in the popular and new media on battered

women (Dobash and Dobash, 1992). In addition to news media

coverage, several television movies dealing with battered

women aired including "The Burning Bed," the "Tracey Thurman

story," "When No One Would Listen," "Behind the Crown," and

"Shattered Dreams. " The sheer number of news stories and

television movies on the topic of battered women was important
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to the movement and helped to enlist public support pressure

state officials to intervene on some level. By selecting the

issue of battered women for allocation of scarce public

resources, the media lent the issue of domestic violence as

well as the battered women's movement legitimacy. During the

late 1970s and throughout the 1980s domestic violence has been

widely acknowledged as a bonafide social problem.

However, the way in which the media presented and

constructed the issue of battered women and solutions to the

newly defined problem was antithetical to and cooptive of

movement goals. During the 1980s, the media largely

constructed the issue of domestic violence as a problem of

apathy on the part of the criminal justice system, while

ignoring or suppressing constructions of battered women as a

political and economic issue. The criminal justice system's

apathy to battered women were the central themes of numerous

articles and television programs. Improved policing, arrest,

and clemency for battered women who kill media discourse of

solutions to wife abuse.

For example, The Tracey Thurman Story which aired twice

during primetime in the 1980s is based on the lawsuit against

the New Haven Police Department for failing to protect Ms.

Thurman. Throughout the movie, the police are portrayed as

indifferent to repeated calls for help by Ms Thurman. The

movie ended with a superscript across the screen explaining

that as a result of the brutality suffered by Ms. Thurman and
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the police department's failure to protect her mandatory

arrest legislation was passed in the state of Connecticut.

Another recent made for television movie "When No One

Would Listen" also focused on police indifference and apathy

to the plight of battered women. The main problem or "slant"

of the story was the police and court system's failure to

respond to the victims repeated calls for help. The

inadequacy of the criminal justice system was portrayed as the

main problem for the battered woman and increased police and

court response implied as the solutions to the issue of wife

assault. The political and economic underpinnings of wife

assault were down played or ignored in both of these movies.

News stories over the past decade have also tended to

frame the issue of domestic violence as primarily a problem of

poor policing and lack of protection for battered women. The

most recent trend in news articles on battered women has been

clemency proposals. As with television discourse regarding

the issue, the political, economic and structural under

pinnings of violence against women have not been a major foci

of the media's construction of the wife assault.

In a media search of five major U.S. newspapers between

1988 and 1992, 82 articles appeared under the heading of

battered women. Of those, over half focused the solution of

improved criminal justices policies as the solution to

domestic violence. Largely absent from new articles were

definitions or discussion of gender dominance, women's rights
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and welfare state policy solutions such as AFDC, housing or

health care. As with television's portrayals of domestic

violence, little focus was given to structural changes such as

the need for income and housing for battered women. Only

seven of the 82 articles published the five major national

newspapers reviewed, or 9% made mention of political or

structural solutions to the problem of wife abuse.

The Failure of Emancipatory Policies For
Battered Women During the 1980s

As I outlined in the section on the political economy of

the 1980s, the decade was marked by a shrinking welfare state.

Two programs in particular which had a tremendous impact on

battered women attempting to leave abusive relationships were

cut, Aids to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) and low

income housing programs.

The expansion of the welfare state during the 1960s and

early 1970s had undermined patriarchy and male control of

women's labor in the household. By replacing the male

breadwinner and allowing women to raise their children alone

as single heads of household, state programs such as AFDC

begun to erode the basis of male power. The expansion of the

welfare state during the 1960s and 1970s also threatened

capital as it decreased the supply of cheap, female labor

(Abramovitz, 1988). Women who had previously had to work for

below subsistence level wages were able to leave the labor
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force and remain at home with their dependent children without

being dependent on a male partner for subsistence.

From the perspective of its opponents, the loss of these
regulatory powers meant that instead of supplying the
market with low paid women workers and delegitimizing
female-headed households, AFDC enabled welfare mothers to
avoid dangerous marriages and jobs, to prefer public
assistance to either wedlock or work, and to accept
public aid as a right (Abramovitz, 1988: 352).

As a result of the threat it presented to both patriarchy

and the needs of capital, AFDC was cut drastically during the

1980s. Under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981

(OBRA) AFDC eligibility requirements were tightened, benefits

for eligible recipients were lowered, and work requirements

introduced (Joe and Rogers, 1985). The overall effect of

these changes was to shrink the AFDC rolls and cut the cost of

the program to the federal government by well over a billion

dollars. In the two year period from 1981 to 1983 alone over

700,000 families in the U.S. either lost all their AFDC

benefits or underwent a reduction in benefits. By 1983 only

63 percent of impoverished families with dependent children

were receiving AFDC monies, down from 83 percent in the 1970s

(U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Ways and Means,

1985).

Between 1978 and 1985, there was an overall increase of

25% in the number of households living below the poverty line.

During that same period of time the median income of poor
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families decreased from $4,000 below the official poverty line

to $4,600 below the official poverty line (Hartman and Zigas,

1989).

Another emancipatory policy which was cut during the

1980s and worsened the situation for battered women were cuts

in monies to the Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) to subsidize permanent low-income. Between 1980 and

1989 HUD funding for subsidized housing assistance declined

from 26.6 billion to 7.4 billion. According to Rubin, Wright

and Devine, (1992: 131): "In contrast to claims. . . that HUD

plays a major role in solving the housing crisis through an

infusion of funds into the system, HUD officials, in

concordance with the Reagan administration, have dictated that

they are "backing out of the business of housing. . . . '"

As a result of rising poverty and diminished funding for

housing programs, by the end of the decade in every state of

the union the demand for low-income housing far exceeded the

supply. In 1985 in the state of California for example, the

number of very low income renter households, which are

disproportionately headed by women (defined as the population

of individuals who need low-income/subsidized housing) was

1,084, 277 and the number of existing low income housing units

was 789, 406. Thus the number of families needing low income

housing exceeded the supply by 268% (Rubin, Wright and Devine,

1992). Nationally, in 1985 the supply of low-income housing

was 94% below need.
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Battered women without housing or income often found it

difficult to permanently leave an abusive relationship.

According to the National Coalition Against Domestic Violence

(1993), forty percent of homeless women are fleeing abusive

relationships. Dobash and Dobash (1992: 92-93) note the

importance of permanent housing for battered women:

Beyond refuge is the rest of life. There must be some
place to live. The refuge provides temporary
accommodation and can be personally supportive and
transformative experience. It does not, however, provide
a permanent home, and this can be one of the most crucial
struggles for freedom from violence faced by
women. . . . housing is a basic material necessity of life.

In many ways, lack of emancipatory policies during the

1980s for battered women rendered criminal justice policies

and shelter monies provided by the state nearly useless.

Activists reported that women who called the police and

managed to have their attacker arrested, and who wanted to

leave the abusive relationship, often ended up dropping the

charges against her batterer and returning to the violent

relationship as a result of their economic and material

dependence upon their abuser for survival. Several activists

noted this problem in their work with battered women trying to

escape abusive relationships and the frustration that they

felt in their efforts to aid battered women under these

conditions:

It is so frustrating for me and for the [battered] woman.
She finally manages to get the police to arrest him and
makes it to the shelter. She wants to leave, to have him
put in jail, the whole thing. And you can just watch her
change her mind as she the days pass in the shelter and
she tries to figure out how she can afford to support
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herself and her children. Where will she live, how will
they eat? Sometimes I get to be the one to tell her that
the waiting list for low income housing is several months
long, or that they just cut the AFDC allotments again.
Pretty soon you see her resolve to get out [of the
relationship] disintegrate, not because she wants to stay
with him, but because she hasn't got the resources to get
free. A lot of the time she ends up having to go back to
an abusive, dangerous relationship because she has no
other choice. I really makes me mad. . .

Another activist who worked in a District Attorney's

office, and who frequently prosecuted domestic violence cases

explained the problem faced by battered women with no

Iºes OUllº CeS :

Sometimes I just think the statutes criminalizing
battering are worthless. I run into so many battered
women who end up not being cooperative witnesses because
they can't afford to leave him, or they need his
paycheck. They'll tell me, "I can't have him put in
jail, I need his paycheck."

One battered woman who had come to a battered women's

shelter for the second time explained why she had gone back to

her batterer the first time and the resources she needed to

permanently escape:

I need a place to live. He pays the rent right now. I
can have the police remove him temporarily, but then I
can't pay the next months rent. I have kids. I need
housing, we need some place to stay for the long-term.
The shelter is fine, but they will only let us stay for
so long, and then what?

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY

The examination of a number of policies concerning

domestic violence over the past twelve years provide insight

into the state's response to the battered women's movement and
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to social movements generally. Leaders in the battered

women's movement have sought to enact two types of policies

for victims of wife assault: emancipatory policies which

provide permanent housing and income for victims; and

"protective" legislation such as mandatory arrest policies,

clemency for battered women who kill, and funding for shelters

for battered women.

The state responded to the battered women's movement by

enacting those policies which did not fundamentally challenge

the systems of either capitalism or patriarchy. Criminal

justice legislation remained within the control of the state

and often laws such as mandatory arrest were either ignored or

inconsistently enforced. The class and race based nature of

both of these criminal justice policies is also evident. Poor

women and women of color are afforded even less protection

than their white counterparts by mandatory arrest legislation

and clemency proposals.

Alternatively, the state rejected proposals such as the

DVSPA of 1980 as it defined domestic violence as a political

problem related to widespread inequities between the genders.

Another key reason for the rejection of the DVSPA by state

actors was the fact that the bill called for funding for

redistributive policies such as income and housing for

battered women. Such policies would have supported women's

permanent emancipation from traditional, male-dominated

families.
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In many ways, the media's construction of the problem of

wife abuse and "solutions" to the problem, mirrored the

state's response. While allocating attention to the issue and

helping to legitimate wife abuse as a bonafide social problem,

the media constructed domestic violence not as a structural

problem related to gender inequities, but as an individual

problem best solved by arresting batterers.

Without the existence of income and housing programs for

victims of domestic violence, policing and clemency proposals

(even if they were uniformly and consistently enforced), as

well as shelters for battered women will remain largely

ineffective as permanent solutions to the problem of wife

assault. Cross cultural research on wife assault provides

evidence that the roots of the problem of wife beating are in

fact political, economic, and structural in nature. For

example, Blumberg (1978, 1984) and Mitchell (1990) have noted

that societies with the lowest rates of violence against women

are characterized by high female participation in political

and economic life.

Although the enactment of criminal justice legislation

and the provision of some monies for shelters for battered

women have been limited in their utility for victims of

violence, these policies have served an important function for

the state. Ultimately the enactment of such policies has
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allowed the state to maintain its legitimacy by "responding"

to the issue of wife abuse, without redressing the underlying

structural inequities of the problem.

Navarro (1977, 1984) and others (Piven and Cloward, 1971,

1978; Quandagno, 1990; Quandagno and Meyer, 1989) have noted

that historically, the state has often "responded" to social

movements through a combination of material concessions and

ideological interventions which serve to blunt the political

edge of the movement. These scholars of the state argue that

when the state intervenes in conflict or social movements it

does so in ways which do not alter class, gender, and racial

stratification. This analysis of the state's response to the

issue of wife assault supports these contentions.
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Chapter Three

Meanings and Motives: Gender, Race, Class
and the Interpretive Process of

Becoming an Activist

INTRODUCTION

Companion to the macro question of movement emergence is
the micro question of individual recruitment to activism.
Just as one might ask what broad political, economic or
organizational factors make a movement more likely in the
first place, so too can one seek to identify those micro
level factors that lead an individual to get involved in
collective action. Clearly, the two questions are
closely related. Obviously no movement will take place
unless individuals choose to become involved (McAdam,
McCarthy, and Zald, 1988: 704).

As part of a micro-macro examination of the battered

women's movement, it is important to consider how those who

fuel and sustain the movement--the activists themselves--came

to be involved. This chapter examines the contexts and

processes surrounding women's decisions to participate in the

battered women's movement. The main foci of the chapter

include the development of women's political consciousness,

women's motivations for becoming activists, and the meanings

of activism in women's lives.

For current and ex-activists in the study entry into

the battered women's movement involved learning the role of

activist, experiencing interpersonal violence, encountering

the movement, defining these experiences as political events,

and holding a number of motivations and perceived benefits for
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adopting the role of activist. Importantly all five of these

processes were mediated by women's childhood and adult social

classes, Ira Ce and the intersections between these

characteristics.

Review of Theoretical Perspectives of
Social Movement Participation'

Political sociologists (Lane, 1969; Orum, 1988; Verba and

Nie, 1972) who have developed explanations for social movement

participation and political activism argue that such activity

is largely a result of one's location in the social structure.

Specifically, they argue that social class is an important

determinant of political activism, with middle-class and elite

groups more likely to participate in social movements than

their working-class counterparts. Referring to these theories

as the "biographical availability" hypothesis, McAdam,

McCarthy, and Zald (1988) note that middle-class and wealthier

social groups have fewer time and material constraints which

may prevent them from political action. In his study of

recruitment to the Freedom Summer project, McAdam (1986: 83)

observes that activists were "remarkably free of personal

constraints that might have inhibited participation."

* All of the theoretical perspectives on social movement
participation which are briefly outlined here are discussed in
depth in chapter one.
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In contrast to theories which highlight an individual's

place in the social structure and its association with

activism, other paradigms have focused upon the social process

involved in recruitment to collective movements. The work of

Lofland (1977) on participation in social movements suggests

that activism is a learned role, much like other key social

roles. Lofland argues that actors are socialized into the

role of "activist" in the course of movement activities. Part

of the process of recruitment, then, entails the socialization

of new recruits to the meanings and behaviors associated with

activism.

The work of Gamson, Fireman and Rytina (1982) also

indicates activism may be a learned or acquired social role.

In their laboratory simulation of activism, they found

individuals with a history of prior activism were more likely

to become involved in "social movements" or "rebellious

groups" within the experimental context than individuals with

no such prior experience.

Although resource mobilization perspectives have

traditionally focused upon the ways in which movements garner

resources to sustain activities (Gamson, 1975; McCarthy and

Zald, 1977), resource mobilization theorists have also

attempted to address the motivations for individual

participation in activism (Perrow, 1979). Here resource

mobilization theory has stressed the importance of the
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incentives organizations and movements offer actors for

their participation (McCarthy and Zald, 1973, 1977).

The unit of analysis in these investigations has commonly

been the social movement organization rather than individual

social actors. In their emphases on incentives and benefits

offered by organizations, resource mobilization perspectives

have glossed over the possibility that actors may define

"costs" and "benefits" differently based on their own varied

definitions of situations. According to Ferree and Miller

(1985: 40), "The definition of costs and benefits in this

[order] model is premised upon the existence of abstract and

universal rationality, which gives a uniform meaning to

outcomes."

Recent work on individual participation in social

movements has stressed the need to examine both the strategies

employed by organizations to recruit new members and the micro

definitional and interpretive processes associated with

individuals' decisions to participate in activism. According

to McAdam, McCarthy, and Zald (1988: 710): "Broad

macroprocesses only create a more or less favorable

opportunity for collective action. Mediating between

opportunity and action are people and the subjective meanings

they attach to their situations."

Using social actors as the unit of analysis, Ferree and

Miller (1985) developed a theoretical hybrid between resource

mobilization theory and social psychology as a way of
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connecting "mobilization and meaning." They posit a social

psychology based on attribution theory and the sociology of

knowledge to explain the ways in which objective social

relations are translated into collective grievances by actors.

Combining the works of Mead (1934) and Marx (1846, 1852),

Ferree and Miller (1985) hold that ideologies, or beliefs

about situations and events, are constructed through

interactions with other social actors. While Marx (1852) held

that the objective social conditions (primarily the relations

of production and ownership of the means of production) would

eventually produce a group consciousness, he did not emphasize

the ways in which the meanings attributed to social conditions

were constructed through group interaction.

The construction and dissemination of ideology is central

to Ferree and Miller's "mobilization and meaning" perspective.

The adoption of a particular definition of the situation or

ideology is necessary for actors to define material conditions

as within their interests. "... [T]he interactionist and

Marxian models specifically point to ideology as the crucial

mediating variable between objective interests and their

subjective realization" (Ferree and Miller, 1985: 42). In

order for actors to become involved in a social movement, a

specific and dominant Western "individualist" ideology which

attributes social outcomes to individual efforts must be

rejected and replaced with an external attribution or social

structural definition of the situation. A fundamental task of
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social movements, then, is to replace the dominant Western

ideology held by actors with one which attributes fundamental

aspects of individuals' life situations to external,

environmental and social conditions. "Movement recruiting

provides people with a basis for seeing their outcomes as the

result of controllable forces external to themselves. . . we

argue that a perception of a stable external causality is a

prerequisite to sustained action for change" (Ferree and

Miller, 1985:44).

Gramsci (1971) also addressed the development of a

"collective will" or a structural and political perspective as

necessary condition for actors' participation in social

movements (Adamson, 1980; Gramsci, 1971; Showstack Sasson,

1980, 1987). Gramsci asserted that in order to become

involved in political activity, individuals must overcome

historically specific hegemonic or "common sense" explanations

of the functioning of society and of the explanation of actors

life problems.

Such hegemonic or common sense definitions of human

problems include that actors' material situations and

experiences of life problems are individual in nature and

cause and unrelated to social, economic, or political

conditions (Binney and Estes, 1988; Estes, 1982; Minkler,

1984, Ryan, 1976).” Gramsci asserted that hegemonic or common

* For a further discussion of the development and
dissemination of dominant individual or "victim-blaming" ideologies
see Chapters One, Two, and Five.

-
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sense definitions of "private" troubles which were actually

political and economic in nature, were produced, supported,

and distributed by the state as well as the ruling class for

the purposes of maintaining class stratification. While all

of the theoretical perspectives of movement participation

reviewed above point to important structural issues and social

processes, none of these perspectives have tied structure,

learning, motivation, and meanings together in a comprehensive

examination of activism of the life course. Further, these

theories have not adequately explored the way in which gender,

race, and class operate in the lives of actors to lead them to

movement participation.

Findings

It is important to note that all of the women interviewed

for this chapter became involved in the battered women's

movement after it was already established. Although there is

quite a range of variation in terms of the number of years of

participation in the movement (from 6 months to twelve years),

none of the women were movement founders. Thus, the issues

explored in this chapter center on decisions to participate

and recruitment of new members to an extent of social
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movement, rather than the "start-up" or initial phases of

collective action.*

Based on emergent categories from interview data, I have

categorized women's social class into three major groups that

were meaningful to the analyses." The first group of women

are middle-class activists. This group is the largest

subsample in the study (n=14) and consists of those women with

college educations who had one or more parents who also

completed college. The educated parents of middle-class women

work primarily in professional or white collar occupations.

Often it is the father who is educated and employed and the

mother works in the home. However, in a number of cases both

the mother and father earned formal degrees and work outside

the home in professional occupations. All of the women in the

study from middle-class backgrounds are themselves college

educated. These women are either working in professional

occupations or married to someone who is working in a middle

class occupation.

The second group of women I have labeled "transitional

class activists" (n=5). These women moved from one social

* For a further discussion of the start-up phase of the
battered women's movement see Britton (1993), Schecter (1982) and
Tierney (1982).

* social class is somewhat problematic concept because of the
difficulties associated with defining the term with respect to
women in the U.S. (see Wright [1989) for a discussion of the
complexities of this issue). The categories used in the analysis
in this chapter emerged from the data and are informed by existing
sociological definitions of social class (see Orum, 1988).
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class to another between their childhood and adult years.

This group is comprised of women from working-class

backgrounds who attended college as adults. Neither parent of

transitional-class activists is college educated and the

fathers and/or the mothers of these women work in blue collar

or manual labor type jobs. Transitional-class activists

childhoods were characterized by working-class values,

experiences and activities. During their adulthood, these

women attended college and acquired many of the experiences,

values, language and actions of the middle class. These women

tended to identify with and be friends with middle-class

social groups during adulthood.

The third and final subgroup with respect to social class

in the study is comprised of working-class activists (n=8).

These women came from working-class backgrounds, with neither

parent attending college and one or both parents working in

blue collar, pink collar or manual labor type positions. As

adults these women did not attend college and tended to remain

in working-class social worlds and occupations and/or be

married to working-class men.

Learning To Be an Activist:
Role Models of Activism and Resistance

Becoming an activist involves several processes of role

learning, defining situations, and decision making on the part

of women in the study. The first step in the process of
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becoming an activist is learning the role of "activist" or how

to "resist" authority figures and institutions as a child or

in during adolescence. While the women in the study did not

necessarily have female role-models of activism or resistance,

nor were the role models of activism necessarily focused on

"women's issues," or battered women, they nonetheless acquired

important values and skills from role models that they later

applied to understanding and acting upon their own or a loved

one's experience of victimization.

Although all of the women in the study had witnessed and

interacted with other activists or "resisters" as I have

termed them, during their childhoods, early adolescence, or

when they were adults, the nature, timing and quality of these

interactions differed according to the intersections of the

social class and race of activists.”

* The sample of activists of color interviewed for this
portion of the dissertation consists of five women of color. Three
of these activists are Black, one is Latina and one from India. A
further discussion of sampling strategies and the problems
encountered when trying to locate and recruit activists of color is
included in the methodology appendix where I argue that the
difficulties I encountered in my attempts include women of color in
the study are data in themselves. Further, limited data were
collected from an additional sample of women of color who were
contacted but did not ultimately participate in the study. While
no depth interviews concerning the processes, meanings and
motivations involved in becoming an activist were conducted with
these women, my relatively brief encounters with them did provide
some insights into the struggles that women of color face in their
activism in the battered women's movement. These data have been
incorporated into the discussion in the following chapter
concerning problems and struggles among activists in the battered
Women's movement.
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Childhood and Adolescent Encounters
with Activism and Resistance

Most of the women with middle-class or college educated

parents recalled childhood experiences of witnessing and

interacting with other activists in what can be defined as

traditional social activism activities. Generally, the

individual with whom interviewees had these encounters with

was a parent or close relative.

Middle-class parents were frequently politically active

themselves and often took study participants, during their

youths, to political rallies or marches. In addition, middle

class parents often provided their children with literature

about social movements and movement activity which study

participants recalled reading during their early years. News

articles and television news programs were sometimes viewed by

the entire family and the political and social implications of

public events were discussed.

One activist with both a mother and father who had

completed college recalls participating in civil rights

marches with her mother on several occasions. T h e

following quote from this activist illustrates how women

witnessed and learned the role of activist through involvement

with a parent or relative:

... I was on my first civil rights march at age 12. And
so very early on I was very interested in activism. I
remember those early days of really, really wanting and
doing it. . . doing something about it [racism]. And then
I was active, again at an early age, in the civil rights
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movement and reading books and writing papers and all
that kind of stuff around racism.

Another activist with college educated parents, whose

father participated in marches and frequently read literature

on civil rights and labor leaders, recalls the activism in her

family during her childhood and adolescence:

. . . certainly my compassion for working, my ability, it's
a very very vocal family, it's a very dynamic family,
it's a very articulate family, everybody in it. And so
I was certainly influenced in those regards. . . . The
sociological part comes a lot from my dad. It's
interesting, I guess he was also a sociologist of sorts.
My dad was extremely active in the civil rights movement.
I mean, he was doing sit-ins, nothing out of the ordinary
for that point in time, he was imprisoned a couple of
times for a short period of time, although one time the
number of three weeks or three months sticks in my head.
And I remember he had when he come home from jail. Here
my dad was going to do these really right-on politically
correct things which were very important. . . . then he would
give me things to read all the time when I was a kid,
like all the stuff that he was reading. . . a lot real
radical stuff, a lot of Marxist stuff, avant garde,
really neat stuff, and I began borrowing his books.

The following quote from another college educated

activist with middle-class parents demonstrates how she

witnessed and learned the role of activist from her parents

while growing up:

It was just a really political house, that's for
sure. My mom especially. Her and my grandma were
real involved in political stuff that was going on
then. They would go and do stuff together, like go
to these political meetings all the time. Then
they'd talk to me about it a lot. There was a lot
of discussion around what was going on in the world
at that time, civil rights and that kind of thing.
If there was a news report or television show on
that was political, we always watched it and talked
about it together. I started getting interested in
the newspaper and finding out more about what was
going on. . .
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Another middle-class activist comments:

Well, my father works for the [national] government
in the Foreign Affairs Office. So he was
interested in politics and my mother was interested
in politics. My father was sort of loosely in the
[national ) underground during the war but more as a
journalist than a solider. . . he was put in prisoner
of war camps twice. I just was around a lot of
political stuff when I was growing up I guess.

While white middle-class activists' parents had been

involved primarily in civil rights struggles during women's

childhoods, some participated in labor or other types of

social movements. However, all of the middle-class activists

of color explained that their parents were involved in

activism related to race. One middle-class Black activist

explains:

Both of my parents were quite active in the movement when
I was young, the civil rights struggles. . . Mostly my dad
would go to things, marches, riots. I think there was
some concern over my mother's safety going to some of the
demonstrations back then, but she did go with him to some
things.

Another activist of color who was raised in a middle

class Indian family in her country of origin also notes that

the activism she was witnessed took place in the context of

her culture. Her father was involved in activism concerning

arranged marriages in India. Additionally, he arranged his

daughter's marriage in a different way than most Indian

fathers, trying to allow her some input into the process, as

well as allowing the man to meet her and make a decision

regarding compatibility prior to the marriage. Further, in

participating in the arrangement of his daughter's marriage,
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he was careful to select a liberal man who would allow her to

continue her independence and education, which she had began

with her father's assistance:

My father was working to change some things about India
and how women were treated there. My parents didn't
marry me right away because I was changing. They wanted
me to finish my education in case something happened I
could stand on my feet or can get a job and help the
family and stuff like that. So they didn't pressure me.
In fact, my father was not even looking for a groom for
me because he wanted me to finish my education. My
husband's cousin, who was the one who fixed us up,
approached my father. He said that "She doesn't need to
finish her education." *Why don't you think about a
boy?" My father said "I'm not interested right
now. ". . . Well since my plan was to go for higher education
and I got married that was a different thing. My father
helped find a husband that he knew that once I go out I
will have more opportunity to study, because in the sense
that it's different when you are in India. You get
married and you go into family and you get into family
stuff. In a joint family. . . it's hard to get the
opportunity to go out and work. And my sister-in-laws
are working but to study it's a little bit hard because
there's a lot of family obligations. My father knew that
* If she marry outside, her husband would be more liberal
and he would allow her to study more." And that's what
my husband was like. He wanted me to be independent. . .

Activists with college educated parents often said that

they had other adult family members such as siblings who were

also activists as adults. As the parents shared their

political beliefs and took the entire family on political

events and rallies, these interactions influenced other

members of the family toward political activism as adults:

There was something there [in my family background] that
I think instilled in all three of us children, that
feeling towards politics... I will say that my sister is
a card-carrying member of the Communist Party, the
Trotskyite Spartacist Party, and that is pretty much---I
mean she's also a union electrician. But her career
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definitely is her politics, and she's been living in
Berlin for about a year and a half. And she joined the
party while she was going to UC Santa Cruz in
college. . . . my brother is also very political.

In contrast to middle-class activists, women from

working-class backgrounds, (working-class and transitional

class women) whose parents had not attended college and whose

parents worked in blue collar or manual labor occupations, had

childhood and adolescence experiences which were centered on

"resistance" activities rather than formal political activism.

These activities might be termed everyday or nontraditional

"activism" or "resistance" as they did not include attending

political events or rallies or reading literature on social

movements or political leaders.

Rather, working-class and transitional-class women

recalled repeated events during the growing up in which a

parent or both parents rejected authority figures and norms

around socially acceptable behavior because the parent (s) felt

it was the "right thing to do." One interviewee in the study

explained that these interactions which she witnessed growing

up taught her how to be an activist because she had learned to

"stand up for what you believe in."

For example, one activist from a working-class family who

never attended college herself explained that her father's

outspokenness and generally anti-establishment perspective

during her childhood taught her "not to take shit from people"

no matter their social position.
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The following quote demonstrates the type of resistance

witnessed by working-class activists during their early years:

My mother did a lot of what most people would consider
weird stuff I think. Like she didn't always go with what
everyone else what doing, especially if she didn't agree
with it, which seemed to be a fair amount of the time
[laughs]. But like, talking back to people at work to
her boss if she thought he was really unfair. Like, we
got pulled over once and got a ticket that she thought
was unfair so she argued with the officer for a long time
a nd then insisted on going to fight the ticket and not
have to pay it 'cause it was unfair. . . stuff like that all
the time.

Another working-class activist recalls:

... I got my determination. ... my spunk and my drive
from my dad. . . It's like he taught me to fight for
what you think is right. . . since I was a kid. . . that
comes from him. . . he always did that, and so I knew
I could to.

Another woman recalled that although her mother was not

an "activist" in the traditional sense, she did a lot of

resisting when she was young. This white activist explained

that her mother had been the first woman in their small

Southern town to venture into the all Black church, even

though this was considered unacceptable by her family and

community:

She was the first one in the family that graduated from
high school and she was born in 1898, so we're talking
about kind of old parents. But she was the first on in
her family that graduated from high school. She was the
first woman in her town, young woman, who drove a car,
you know, those kinds of things. She was born and raised
in [the South], and of course, being in the South there
was all this racism, my God. So anyway, they had a Black
church down there that they were opening. So she got a
girlfriend to got with her and they were ushered up into
the from pew--it was a Catholic church--and they were
ushered right into the front pew and they were welcomed
by the priest and the whole thing. They were the only
whites in the church.
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A transitional-class activist recalled:

My mom was on welfare trying to raise two kids by
herself. We never had money. My parents still work.
They're blue collar people. I think a lot of it [being
an activist] came from my mom. I mean, she's a real
strong person and a survivor and always taught us to be
that way.

While these activities would not be considered political

activism in the traditional sense, as was the case for the

parents of middle-class women, they nonetheless provided

exercises in and examples of critical analysis and resistance

to authority and dominance. Activists articulated that

witnessing these activists were salient parts of their

memories of growing up and contributed to their adult interest

in becoming activists. Thus, while women from working-class

backgrounds did not necessarily observe and learn the role of

conventional "activist" or employ structural or political

analysis of the world, they acquired attitudes and behaviors

characterized by resistance during their childhoods.

The parents' resistance of both of the working-class

activists of color were framed by the intersections of social

class and race. For example, a Latina woman explained that

her mother was an immigrant from Nicaragua and did domestic

work to support the activist and her siblings. It was in the

context of her oppressive work environment that the Latina

woman's mother resisted abusive practices by her employers:

My mom was always getting ripped off at work, or else
working for some married guy who tried to touch her and
get her to have sex with him. She really needed the
money, because we were poor and she wasn't in the U.S.
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legally then. But she always stood up for herself to
them. She would change jobs a lot it seemed like and
when I'd ask her why, because it was always really hard
times when that was going on she'd say, "It's not right
M., I'm not gonna have that going on." She taught me
that, you know. "Stick up for yourself M."

Adult Encounters With Activists

As during their childhoods, middle-class women

encountered further interactions with formal or traditional

activists during adulthood, largely on college and university

campuses. Some attended political events during their college

years, others had friends who were involved in a social

movement of some kind, and still others reported that their

professors were quite outspoken about issues and were

perceived by middle-class women as "activists."

These encounters with other activists coupled with

childhood experiences with political activity and dialogue all

took place before middle-class women heard about the battered

women's movement. Thus, between their childhood and adult

experiences, these women had often had more than one, and

sometimes several, ongoing relationships with activists before

being recruited into the battered women's movement.

One middle-class activist recalls her college experiences

with other activists:

My friends share my politics. I sort of like have an
eclectic mix of friends, most are political people,
political activists. I met a lot of them through school.
Like I was in school, the ethnic studies department had
all the interesting classes. I mean there was a class in
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our school... like there was one called the history of
America and Vietnam that was very interesting to me. So
then there was a class in the history of U.S.
intervention in Central America. Some of my friends in
school were Vietnam vets and we took the class and stuff.

Some middle-class activists of color also had college

experiences and adult relationships with other activists.

However, these relationships were with other women and men of

color who were active in race or culturally specific social

movements. Middle-class Black women had friends who were

involved primarily in civil rights related political

activities:

... I have political friends, I still do, they seem to all
be that way now that I think of it. It's important to me
because it's part of what I'm interested in . . . but for the
most part they're not in a feminist movement, they are
working with the community and the Black people's
movement. . .

Like middle-class activists, transitional women from

working-class backgrounds who attended college also had

experiences with activism during college and through

friendship circles before encountering the battered women's

movement. Although they did not have encounters with

traditional political activists while they were growing up,

enrolling in college put them into a middle-class social world

and into contact with more traditional activists.

A transitional-class activist explains:

So in school, I was taking a lot of women's studies
classes and I made friends with women, who were
political. I also had a couple of professors who were
totally political and involved in different
organizations. . .
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In contrast to the social worlds and friendship networks

of white, Black, and Indian middle-class activists and white

transitional-class activists,” working-class women's adult

relationships did not usually include political activists.

For these women, their first encounters with other activists

was through their involvement in the battered women's

movement. As adults, working-class women were not likely to

spend time on college or university campuses or to be closely

connected to middle-class social networks where activism was

taking place.

Experiences of Interpersonal Victimization

Women in the study explained that they or someone they

loved (and many times both) had been the victims of

interpersonal violence perpetuated by men before becoming

activists in the battered women's movement. Women articulated

that these experiences were related to their later decisions

to become activists in the battered women's movement.

Some interviewees had been victims of domestic or sexual

assault by male partners, relatives or acquaintances. Other

women had been victims of incest during their childhoods,

while still others had been the recipients of repeated street

harassment and threats of violence from strangers. These

* None of the transitional-class activists in the study are
Wºº' Omen of color.
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experiences were salient aspects of these women's lives, which

they often discussed at length during their interviews.

Although all of the women in the study explained that

they had undergone victimization experiences, there were

differences in the type, frequency, and timing of violent

assaults suffered by women. As with the encounters and

interactions with other activists discussed previously,

violent experiences were framed by the intersections between

women's social class and race.

Childhood Victimization

A number of working-class activists had been the victims

of incest or childhood sexual assault by a family member,

while others had been physically abused as children. These

women often grew up to encounter severe domestic violence and

beatings in their relationships with their male partners. In

short, working-class women's childhoods were characterized by

more sexual and physical abuse than any of the other women.

Four of the eight working-class activists said that they had

been victims of incest or sexual abuse by a family member or

relative on numerous occasions.

Not surprisingly, these women recalled these experiences

as traumatic and upsetting. In the following quote a working

class activist recalls the way her step-father sexually abused

her during her childhood:
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And my family was abusive. My stepfather was sexually
and physically abusive to me... and it was sexual abuse
and it was for a long time. And he beat my brother, and
he was just a clod. So I had that in my background and
I didn't want that in my life.

A Latina working-class activist explained that she had

been the victim of forced sexual encounters with her uncle

when she was a child. She explained that in her family

talking badly about her uncle or a male relative would "shame

the family" and she was pressured to keep quiet about the

attacks:

When my mother would leave me at her sister's house,
because she had to, we were really poor my uncle would
rape me over and over. . . it was horrible, I was just, I
was young. I didn't know why he was doing that and I
couldn't control him. I tried telling my aunt and she
told me just to forget about, not to think about it and
not to tell anyone no matter what. Then I ended up
having to go back there again and I didn't want to. But
I had to. . . and he started doing that again.

Working-class women's childhoods were also characterized

by frequent physical beatings and emotional abuse as well.

Activists recall being hit frequently, with assault resulting

in bruising and even scarring:

Yeah, my family had a lot of problems when I was a
kid. Like my dad would beat me, hit me really hard
and whip me with a belt until I had welts all over
my legs. . .

Another working-class activist explains:

My dad was pretty violent towards us kids. Like
not just a spanking or something but he would beat
us bad when he was mad.

Another working-class woman discussed her violent

childhood:

Int: So can you tell me a little bit about your
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childhood and growing up?

R: Well, I don't know. It was OK, but then it
really wasn't. There was all this. . . well it was
how my parents punished me . . . Hitting me, my dad was
really violent and did a lot of hitting. He would
even kick me and slap me in the face and head and
that kind of thing.

In addition to physical and emotional violations some

working-class women had witnessed domestic assaults against

their mother by their father while growing up. These

interactions were defined as violent and disturbing to

interviewees who later came to define them as "domestic

violence" once inside the battered women's movement.

R: I think they got divorced because he was always
beating her up. So he was physically abusive. And
I saw that, and I watched. . .

Int: Him beating her?

R: Yeah, I saw him beat her up. I can remember
that scene really vividly. So I had physical abuse
I guess and domestic violence. . . during my
childhood.

One Black working-class activist also explained that her

mother was badly and frequently beaten by her father when she

was growing up. However, the mother had difficulty escaping

the abuse or securing help because she was afraid of further

racial or sexual abuse from white police officers:

My dad was a mean man. He was always beating on my mom
when I was a kid, and I watched it all the time. Or else
I could hear her screaming from their bedroom. When I
got older he was still doing it and so I asked her "Why
couldn't we do something?' We had to stay with him
because of money. She worked, she always did but she
didn't make too much. She wouldn't call the police
either because they did things in the past I think, she
just didn't trust the white cops. I still don't trust
them myself.
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While women from middle-class families had also

experienced the type of victimization addressed by the

battered women's movement during their childhoods, their

experiences were different than their working-class and

transitional-class counterparts. None of the middle-class

women said that they had experienced sexual abuse or physical

abuse during their childhoods, although several explained that

one or both of their parents had been emotionally abusive to

them, or that their fathers were controlling and verbally

abusive toward their mothers. The childhood abusive

experiences of middle-class women where mainly characterized

as neglect, insults, assaults on their self-esteem (put-downs,

name-calling, etc.) and disinterest or the lack of involvement

on the part of their parents.

One middle-class activist explained that her father was

emotionally abusive toward her mother while she was growing

up:

They were divorced while I was in junior high. But
looking back on it still, even though they're no longer
together, it's painful in a lot of ways since I'm close
with my dad. To look at ways he was very controlling
within the relationship and verbally and emotionally
abusive. That's really hard to say but it's true.

Another middle-class activist comments on the fact that

her mother was emotionally and verbally abusive to her at

times when she was growing up:

I come from a somewhat upper middle-class family. . . My
mother had been very badly abused as a child and she was
abusive with us when we were children. I think she was
unable to express what was going on with her. And so she
did better than her father but didn't do great. Growing
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up, I left her house at kind of a young age due to the
abuse. I just reached a point where I couldn't deal with
it any more. . . it was emotional, verbal stuff. She would
yell at me and my sister a lot, put us down and really go
off when we did something she didn't like. And she
started throwing me out of the house all the time for a
night at a time or whatever, so I chose to leave when I
was 16. And although I left very definitely because of
the abuse---well I remember very distinctly I would be
home and I would know absolutely that there was no way my
mother could be home and yet I would still hear her
yelling at me, and I would go up and look for her just to
see because it was just sort of this thing would happen.
And of course she wasn't there, so I said, "Well, this
isn't good."

The emotional abuse during the childhood of the middle

class Indian activist illustrates the inter-relationship

between her race, gender, social class and childhood

victimization experiences:

I grew up in New Delhi. I lived in a joint family when
I was a child, and the lifestyle is totally different.
When you live in a joint family there's a lot of moral
obligations and the lifestyle is totally different. I
found my parents listening to their mom. . . While I was
growing up, I was the first daughter in my house, and my
grandmother was not at all happy when I was born because
I was a girl, and that's the big thing in India because
there wasn't the firstborn to be a boy because he's the
one who's gonna carry the family name and the daughter is
the one who's gonna go into another family and carry
somebody else's name. And plus there's a lot of dowry
involved. Like my father had to give a lot of gold. So
it's not good news, even though my parents, it didn't
bother them, but my grandmother was so upset that she
dominated the mood in the house. So it was really hard
for me. Even though in joint family I had four cousins
and they were all boys, she was still not happy that I
was girl. So it was really hard on my parents. And I
remember my grandma was really mean to me lots when I was
growing up for no reason because I was girl. I remember
a few scenarios where she was really mad at me without
any reason. And I could see how she treated me
differently as compared to my cousins. I remember a
little bit to her reaction when my brother was born. She
was totally elated. Her reaction to him was completely
different than me. And when I left and then went back to
India all these painful stuff came out. The reason I

-
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would say all these feeling were suppressed because
nobody in the family questions elders, so we never talked
about it. Even though my cousins used to tease me how
different my grandmother was to treat me, it used to hurt
me a lot but I never said a word. . . the painful memories
are hard.

A middle-class Black activist also talked about her

gendered racial victimization during her childhood. Although

not perpetrated by her parents, it nonetheless was a salient

experience for her. She articulated that she had many such

incidents in which she was victimized for being a Black

female. The following quote illustrates the one of the types

of victimization she encountered:

I went to an all white school, there was only one other
Black kid in the whole school, and it was a big school.
I got given a really hard time there by other kids, even
the teachers and principal would make racist, sexist
comments to me... I had this white boyfriend for a little
while, he went to my school and lived in my neighborhood.
I remember his parents were just furious that he was
dating a Black girl. They used to say things about me
and then he would tell them to me. I only got to go to
their house once and then they said I wasn't allowed in
anymore...And at school, it was really really bad. The
other kids, mostly the boys did not like it that he was
dating me. And one time in front of me a group of white
guys said to him, "Why are you with that nigger when you
could get a real girl, a white girl.' Then also, they
said stuff to him when I wasn't around about me and asked
him stuff. ... like sexual things about me.

Adult Experiences of Victimization

In some ways, the pattern of adulthood victimization

among the women mirrors that of their childhoods. All three

groups of women reported victimization experiences during

their adult lives, but working-class women's lives were
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characterized by more frequent and more severe assaults than

the other two groups of women.

Transitional-class activists had entered the middle

social class via their college educations and occupations.

Many of these women now spent most of their time in middle

class social worlds. Thus, while the group of transitional

class activists' childhood interactions with "resisters" and

their experiences of victimization were much like those of

working-class women, their adult victimization experiences

more closely matched those of their middle-class counterparts.

Similarly, as during their childhoods, middle-class women

experienced less severe and less frequent adult violence than

did more economically disadvantaged women. Again, the race of

these activists interacted with their social class status in

framing their adult episodes of violence (discussed later).

All seven of the working-class adult women had been

victims of wife abuse. These relationships tended to be very

physically and sexually violent, sometimes resulting in

hospitalization, broken bones and/or stitches for the women.

Additionally, the abusive relationships these women

encountered often lasted for a number of years after the

violence began. Working-class women articulated that they

wanted to leave the relationship much earlier but did not have

the financial resources, were afraid of being murdered by

their abusers, or felt pressure by family members and friends

to continue to try and "work things out."
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Working-class women with children were particularly

vulnerable and stayed in abusive relationships longer than

those without children. In addition to suffering more

physical and sexual violence and often sustaining serious

injuries during attacks, moreover, a number of the working

class women were involved in more than one violent

relationship as adults. These women explained that when they

left one relationship and entered another one (often related

to financial needs because they had children) their partner

again turned out to be very physically and sexually violent

toward them. These women also reported that they often had

friends and/or relatives who were also in battering

relationships for some length of time.

The following quote from a working-class activist who'd

been in two abusive relationships as well as being sexually

abused as a child demonstrates the typical pattern of violence

in these women's lives:

It seems like that [violence] has been a major part of my
life, the incest when I was little, and then when I grew
up I got into a few relationships with abusive men too.
My husband was really violent. He was mean to me. He
used to beat me so bad sometimes. One time he kept
punching me in the side of the head and I couldn't see
out of that eye anymore. I had to go to the hospital
that time 'cause I kept going unconscious.

Another working-class activist who was physically and

sexually abused as a child and then was physically assaulted

by two different male partners as an adult explains:

My husband was really abusive. . . that is when I was
still living on the East Coast, I came out here to
get away from him, used to hit me and rape me, the
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whole thing. He was so jealous and controlling of
me and always putting me down, saying bad things
about me. After he beat me up one time he told me
I was ugly and that no one else would ever want me.
Back then I believed him. . . This most recent
relationship, the one I was in the shelter for was
violent. My boyfriend at the time was hitting on
me and stuff again, it was pretty bad. I went to
the shelter because I was scared of what he might
do to me.

Another working-class woman had been the victim of incest

and was later involved in an 11-year long relationship with a

very physically abusive man who injured her badly enough to

require medical treatment on several occasions.

My husband was really brutal to me and my son. Beat us
up a lot and I had stitches more than once. I have the
scars to prove it. . .

Of all the working-class women in the study, the women of

color had sustained the most violence during their adulthoods.

Their violent experiences were complicated by blocked access

to help of any sort because of their race. The progression of

the Latina activist's life story illustrates the way in which

both her race and class worked simultaneously to shape her

adult victimization. During her early teenage years the

Latina activist had left home and "hit the streets" to escape

the ongoing sexual abuse of her uncle. While out on the

street she was recruited into prostitution because she saw no

other options for economic survival. During her years as a

sex worker she was badly beaten by her pimp. She was also
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raped by a number of different tricks while on the street.

She called the police but they told her she was a prostitute

and they couldn't help her.

After leaving prostitution she got married at a

relatively young age and had a baby. Her husband was

extremely physically abusive to her, hospitalizing her with

serious injuries on more than one occasion. She also called

the police during assaults by her husband but realized early

on that they weren't interested in helping her. This second

experience with the police when victimized lead her to the

following conclusions:

So my husband was beating me again and I had told myself
I had to call the police next time, I was afraid he was
gonna kill me or really hurt the baby. He was beating
the hell out of me and I had managed to call 911. When
the police came I was standing outside of our
apartment. . . we lived in the projects then. I was
bleeding and he was still hitting me and I was screaming.
I had my son in my arms. They [the police] told me there
was nothing they could really do and that I needed to go
back inside because I was disturbing the peace. But
like... I was screaming and he was kicking me back into
the house and they saw that... him kicking me, and they
didn't do anything. . . Then we I got back inside he raped
me after he finished beating me, he always did it that
way. . . You know then I started to realize that, like when
I called the police and I was turning tricks I figured
they didn't care 'cause I was a whore. But then this
happened and I just thought, they don't care nothing
about me... I am just trash to them.

Although seemingly different in nature and frequency, a

number of the transitional and middle-class activists had been

involved in abusive relationships as adults. During their

adult lives, more than half of these women had been abused by

an adult partner. Although clearly violent physical episodes
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occurred in these women's adult lives, physical violence

tended to be a one or two time event, with abusive

relationships characterized primarily by emotional abuse and

controlling behavior on the part of their partners.

One middle-class activist recalls her short lived

relationship with an abusive boyfriend:

It [relationship with a boyfriend] was just emotionally
abusive to some extent. . . and it was a very short
relationship. . . it didn't last very long. But there was
some physical abuse toward the end to. I mean this man
was six foot something and was a piano mover and I never
got very badly hurt. But I left that relationship when
he threw me into a wall so hard that I blacked out.

Another middle-class activist discusses her relationship

with her exhusband:

. . . I realized that I really, that I wanted more, that I
had been able to take care of myself before and that I
was sort of being treated like someone who was young and
naive and not very intelligent. And so I started
speaking out and started wanting to be more independent,
and the more that I became that way, the more he became
controlling. And he would try to--he would be
controlling with a temper, you know. And I didn't see
this as sort of a cycle that was going on. I didn't
realize it was happening at first. And then I would
leave. And then one day, in the morning we were having
an argument and he told me I should have been an
attorney, and I just couldn't stand it any more and I got
up and walked out. [laughs]

Middle-class women in verbally and physically abusive

relationships tended to end the relationships shortly after

the physical violence began to occur. Although exiting the

relationship was not a simple or easy process, these women

often had access to resources such as jobs and/or parents'

money to help facilitate a speedy exit from the abusive

relationship. The exceptions to the quick-ending abusive
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relationships were two middle-class activists with children

who were married to their abusers. Even when these women had

some financial resources available, they explained that they

were not able to live on their own financially for any

extended period of time and support and care for their

children. However, eventually both women managed to figure

out a way to subsist without their abusers and left the

relationships.

Middle-class women who had not been in abusive

relationships had other interactions during their adulthood

which they defined as a form of victimization related to their

gender. These included sexual harassment, cat calls on the

street, and threats and unwanted attention from strangers on

the street.

Although I may not have experienced abuse on an
interpersonal level myself, I certainly have experienced
cat calls on the street. I've certainly experienced
discrimination... I've certainly experienced all sorts of
oppressive sexist practices against myself.

Another middle-class activist explains:

I've never been hit by a man or anything like that but I
have been sexually harassed at work frequently, I
encounter sexism, jokes, negative remarks about women,
degrading comments, you name it. . . all the time.

While middle-class women of colors' violent experiences

were similar to their white middle-class counterparts in some

regards, these women also experienced racial slurs, exclusion,

and threats on the street during adulthoods. Being Black and

female led one woman to have oppressive interactions with

white men and women as well as with Black men. In the
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following quote she discusses being harassed at work by a

Black man because she was Black and a feminist and he felt the

two didn't go together:

And in terms of the Black community, Black men have been
resentful and angry towards me. And I've gotten it from
my boss, a particular Black man who is just real down on
feminism, the “F word' he calls it in front of people at
work. He really considers it an F word. He's an
attorney, very intelligent and very articulate and we
can't even have a conversation without him harassing me
because of his feeling "How can you be a feminist and be
[B] lack."

The middle-class Indian woman's adult experiences of

victimization were also tied to her race and social class.

She was in a relationship with a man that she was very

dependent on because he had a "green card" and had brought her

into the U. S. Because of the increased options for women in

the U.S. relative to India she wanted to stay. However, she

explained that the relationship was, at times, abusive:

I have all these duties towards my house, towards my
husband, towards my child. I think I still have that
Indian training drilled in me even though I've been
changing. I've changed a lot. I have become outspoken.
I used to not talk... but my husband was brought up in
India really conservatively. He does not allow me to go
out like after seven. I am not allowed to go out with
men and women in the night, but during the day he does
allow me. And my husband is really strict on me, and I
fight with him quite a lot. My mom has tried to work
with me to change his plans, but he won't and we are
fighting a lot.

She went on to explain how Indian women's social class is

related to their abusive experiences. She explained that even

though she was in an uncomfortable and controlling

relationship her experiences were different than that of many

other Indian women.
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It [abuse] is different for some women. . . Women coming to
them [shelters for battered women] are not coming to get
out of the family situation. They are coming to them to
get the abortion done... because they just found out it's
a girl, the family were treating them really badly, so
they just want to get out and get the abortion done.
Plus, it's the middle income group and the high income
group, like really rich and in the middle, they are not
coming out of their homes and talking about the situation
[violence ). It is the low-income woman who is really
stressed out, who have to go and work and make an
earning, who are more blatantly abused by their husbands.
So it is different. It's just it's the shame factor and
the way you are being isolated. Like if you're in a
joint family, everybody would pressure you to keep quiet.
And most of the feelings they just repress--like [in the
U. S. J this factor is there, and it's there for me. If a
girl goes back and says that, "My husband is abusing me,"
the parents would tell her to go back and work it out.
*This marriage is serious. You should take it seriously,
You should. . . " And that's all the same thing in India.
If she goes back and tells her parents, the parent would
just tell her to go back and work things out. They would
say, ‘Oh, even if he does it once in awhile, just ignore
it." So that's a different factor. It's a lot of family
pressure, a lot of society pressure. Society pressure,
I say, is because if you do decide to leave you husband
your changes---the chances of remarriages would be
nil. . . If she does that [leaves her husband due to abuse ],
all the negative stigma is gonna come on her, and not on
him for beating her. Because the men always cover their
tracks and the woman, she is the one who breaks the home.
So that's the unfortunate thing. Even if she does decide
to leave her husband, then she is a big burden on her
parents, first of all, nobody would remarry her because
it's different. Even if a woman dies, he is married
twice, he would still find a new young bride, because
it's all a matter of money. . . it's a lot of dowry
involved. So if she does go back and tried to get
married again, her parents, it would be like a severe
additional burden for them. They would always worry
about her. And if they wanted to even think about her
marrying, maybe some guy with some kind of different --
different in a sense he may be physically deformed or may
have some bad thing going on-- may accept her with a lot
of doubting. But that's like throwing away your daughter
and no parents would like to do that.
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Encountering The Movement

The contexts of encountering the battered women's

movement and its structural definition of the situation for

middle-class activists from either type of background was

primarily the college environment. Often times an advocate

from the battered women's movement came to speak to a college

class in which the interviewee was enrolled. On other

occasions professors told women of opportunities to

participate in the movement which included a brief discussion

of the political nature of the organization. Still other

middle-class activists first encountered the movement by

seeing campus bulletins or reading about the movement in their

college newspapers.

Conversely, working-class activists tended to have their

initial encounters with the movement when they were living in

a shelter for battered women while fleeing an abusive

relationship. The only other source of initial contact or

encountering the movement for working-class women was the

media.

Adopting Social and Political
Definitions of Violence and Women's
Re [definitional J Processes

Ferree and Miller (1985) Navarro (1984, 1986) and Estes

(1984), Minkler (1984) and Binney and Estes (1988) have all
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noted that in the current historical context, hegemonic

definitions are primarily focused on individual or victim

blaming explanations of social phenomenon.” Conversely, a

central aspect of the battered women's movements recruitment

strategies has been the articulation of the problem of

violence against women and as a structural and political

problem related to women's disadvantaged social positions vis

a-vis men."

During recruitment efforts one of the solutions to

widespread violence against women proposed by spokeswomen is

political activism in the battered women's movement.

In public lectures and recruitment efforts, activists

emphasize the frequency, and commonality of violent assaults

and harassment among women by male perpetrators. Movement

members define violence against women broadly and include

events from incest to rape to battery to sexual harassment on

the streets and in the work place to other forms of gender

discrimination on a "continuum" of violence against women.

Through the use of the analogy of a continuum, activists posit

that these seemingly disparate events are in fact different

manifestations of the same phenomenon--violence against women.

7 For a further discussion of the prominence of individualist
explanations in public and political discourses in the current
historical period with respect to domestic violence see Chapter
Two. For a discussion of individual or victim-blaming
constructions of drug users see Chapter Five.

* For a fuller description of the battered women's movements'
definitions of violence against women see Chapters One and Two.
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During recruiting efforts activists often argue that

while women in varied social situations may experience

different types of victimization, virtually all women have

been and/or will be victimized in one or more ways in their

lifetimes. Spokeswomen employ statistics concerning the

number of women who are victimized yearly and daily in order

to support their assertions concerning the frequency and

shared nature of the continuum of violence against women.

Social research is offered as evidence of a structural and

political definition of violence against women and to refute

what activists refer to as "myths" or individual definitions

of female victimization.

Definitional Processes for Would-Be Activists

As Gramsci (1971) noted, although dominant or hegemonic

cultural themes and explanations of situations are often

internalized by individuals, actors are capable of, and even

likely to, adopt new more political and structural definitions

of situations when they encounter them. According to Gramsci

such adoptions only take place if new explications are tied to

and explain actors' material and life circumstances and

experiences. New world views or perspectives on situations or

events are not likely to be accepted or legitimized passively

by actors, but rather they must "make sense" or account for an

element of an individual's lived experiences.
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Through their encounters with actors in the battered

women's movement, would-be activists adopted political and

structural definitions of violence against women, as well as

of their own personal experiences of victimization. Further,

some women articulated consciously how they had rejected

individual explanations of victimization they held prior to

encountering the movement and deciding to become activists.

When women in the study recalled their first encounters

with battered women's movement activists, spokeswomen's

definitions of violence against women were key parts of the

interaction for would-be activists. Spokeswomen's assertions

concerning the nature and causes of violence against women

were central to women's memories of these encounters.

Would-be activists recounted hearing and contemplating

these definitions of the situation. Interviewees critically

evaluated explanations of the social and political nature of

violence as well as the evidence presented for this definition

offered by movement spokeswomen. Definitions offered by to

would-be activists explained what they considered a principal

component of their biographies, interpersonal victimization.

Some recruits explained that they accepted and legitimated the

definition offered by the movement immediately, while other

activists recalled contemplating for some period of time

before adopting the new definitions.

Activists' class backgrounds were key variables in

explaining the variation in time, process and previously held
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definitions of violence against women. Middle-class activists

explained that they had begun to see human problems as related

to political issues during their youth when interacting with

parent and relative activists. Rather than individual

deviance, pathology, personality flaws, laziness, intrinsic

lack of motivation, genetics or a number of other variants

upon the individual emphasis or explanation of social

problems, these women had encountered other ways to define

human events and problems prior to encountering the battered

Women's movement.

For such women, the political activities they attended,

political, philosophical and sociological works they had read,

as well as family discussions about news events during their

early life, functioned to introduce them to a structural

interpretive world view. Social definitions of situations

experienced early in life by middle-class activists were most

often with respect to civil rights and labor or leftist issues

as opposed to gender. Moreover, interviewees had not applied

these definitions or interpretive frames to their own gendered

experiences of victimization until coming into contact with

the battered women's movement. However, early life encounters

with structural and political analyses made the movement's

definition familiar and easily accepted by middle-class women.

In short, they were adding gender to other social categories,

such as race and class.
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In the following account, an interviewee referred to her

mother's world view and associated activism and demonstrated

the learning of social-structural explanations of phenomenon

during adolescence:

My mother was involved in civil rights stuff when I was
a teenager. She used to talk about it all the time.
It's like I started to see it's not you, its not the
person, it's what their born with. Some people are
middle-class and have more from the start, other
people. . . are born with nothing. I began to see the
structure of what was going on... like there's a pattern
here you know?

Another activist's story of the reading that she did

during her childhood illustrates how middle-class women's

early life experiences helped facilitate the adoption of a

"system attribution" world view:

Reading those things, I began to see the socio-political
aspects of all that was going on and what my parents were
doing. The relationship between society, the government,
our economic system and what was happening to everyday
people all the time. You just start to look at things
that way and it sticks with you, after that I couldn't
really see things another way.

Another middle-class activist explains:

When I heard the woman [from the battered women's
movement] give a talk about abuse and violence
against women, it made sense to me right away. And
it made sense to my life and what had happened to
me with J. [abusive partner] . The way that she
defined domestic violence was political . . . totally
political. Everything else in my life was defined
that way already--since I was just a kid.

In addition to childhood interactions with activists,

middle-class women had had encounters and relationships with

activists and political definitions of situations during their

adulthood. The university environment was frequently cited
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as a place where further contact or experiences with

structural definitions of situations took place. Through

friendship networks, campus activities, and course work these

women were again exposed to non-individual world views.

Transitional-class activists had also had experiences

with structural interpretive frames or definitions of

situations before encountering the battered women's movements,

although they had not encountered such world views until

adulthood. "Resister" working-class parents had provided role

models of action and nonconformity to their children but not

structural or political definitions of situations. FOr

transitional-class activists, initial encounters with

structural frames usually took place in the context of a

university environment. These women met and made friends with

other activists during college or participated in activities

or college course work which introduced them to political

definitions of human events and problems.

Many of the transitional (as well as middle-class) women

in the study had majored in ethnic studies, sociology, or

women's studies during their undergraduate careers. During

their course work in these areas, would-be activists recalled

hearing, in a number of different classrooms, structural

explanations for the problems of certain oppressed groups

including people of color, economically disadvantaged groups,

and women.
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One transitional-class woman, who did not have her first

close personal relationship with an activist until college

demonstrates the adoption of a social/structural world view or

definition of situations that she learned though her

interaction with her activist partner:

. . . the man that I have been with, have lived with for
three years now---we've lived together--he's a heavy duty
political activist. It's his whole life, basically. And
we moved to the Bay Area because he got a job as the
regional director of [name of SMO], and now he's the
coordinator of the [name of SMO]. I think he had a big
influence in my life. . . watching what he did and how he
sees things. . . We were sort of opposite. I looked a lot
at the personal and he looked at the big picture all the
time, political, social, what's happening. And I think
that his influence in my life made me see things
differently.

When middle-class and transitional activists encountered

the battered women's movement and its definition of violence

against women, they readily extended their already held

structural or external causality frames (Ferree and Miller,

1985; Snow et al., 1986) to this new phenomenon.

One college educated woman with a long history of civil

rights activism in her family, who had taken a number of

courses in women's studies, and who had been repeatedly

exposed to social definitions of human problems, explained the

definitional "click" that occurred for her when she

encountered an activist from the movement:

The woman who came to speak to our class. . . the way she
defined abuse and violence and oppression as all related
to one another. It all made so much sense to me. . . . it
was like this budding awareness that I had at that point
in time in taking some classes, talking about feminist,
talking about what that all means, connections were being
made all over the place for me and by me. . . it just fell
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into place. . . The woman coming to talk from the shelter,
it was like another piece of the puzzle, putting it all
together.

For many middle-class and transitional-class women,

little time was taken to think over the movements definition

of the violence, which activists asserted "made sense" to them

right away. One activist said, "even though I'd never sat and

thought it [the definition and causes of violence against

women] over, it was like, well I already knew it."

A transitional-class activist who had been involved in

women's groups and women's studies classes during college

recalls her first encounter with the battered movement's

definition of violence against women:

And there was a guest presenter, actually, who really
motivated me, and she came and spoke about domestic
violence. . . all the statistics she presented. ... I could see
the whole picture. . . It all just clicked as soon as I
heard it. Even though I didn't know it exactly, I had
already had a sense that this was a social problem, not
an individual one . . .

Another middle-class activist explains her first

interaction with a battered women's movement activist and her

definitional process:

I had certainly been exposed to this kind of thing. . . or
perspective before I saw her [activist/recruiter in the
battered women's movement] and listened to what she said
about what the cause of wife abuse is... I mean all types
of situations for me were like this, like what she was
saying. Political problems, social and political issues.
That is how I had always defined race issues and other
things... and it was true reflecting on my own abusive
relationship. I saw that also as a political issue after
that.

Further evidence of these women's rather immediate and

comfortable adoption of their newly encountered definition of
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violence against women was the speed with which they made the

decision to become involved in the movement. Middle-class

activists generally signed up to volunteer or inquired about

paid positions soon after hearing about the battered women's

movement (sometimes in the same session as they encountered

the movement), its definition of the situation and the

possibility of involvement. The middle-class Indian activist

explains:

I was a studying in a class called "Cross-culture
of Illness in Counseling." And basically the class
was for---one of the group activities in the class
was that we choose a minority group and then do
some research on it. I want more interest in women
as a minority group, plus the abused women, because
in this country it's considered a minority group,
abused woman. So I wanted to find out more
research. Especially in India, there's a lot of
abuse going on... like you can see it everywhere.
Like in India, it's like you can see it on the
road. The woman would be beaten and nobody would
say anything, but here it's behind closed doors.
So I got more fascinated and I came to X [battered
women's organization] to get more information about
it. I called up to get some information and at
that time, at the movement she told me about
violence against women and their view of it I got
real interested into it and signed up right there
for the next training.

In contrast to middle and transitional-class activists,

women from working-class backgrounds often did not have their

first formal adult encounters with a traditional "activist"

until they encountered the battered women's movement as

battered women. Although prior exposure to "resisters" and

related values and behaviors had provided these women with

models of resisting authority figures and standing up for

one's beliefs, structural definitions of situations had not
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been formally articulated by role models. Encounters with

activists in the battered women's movement were commonly these

women's first formal contact with traditional activism and

with system attribution or political world views.

The definitional processes were somewhat different for

working-class women when compared to middle-class and

transitional women. Working-class women explained that the

definition of violence against women by a movement spokeswoman

was somewhat "surprising" and "different" from what they had

heard or believed about the nature and causes of violence

against women previously.

These women explained that they had held definitions of

victimization, in particular their own victimization as

related to an individual woman's problems, characteristics,

deficiencies, and even a little bad luck. The following quote

from a working-class activist illustrates the nature of these

women's response to the battered women's movement's definition

of violence against women:

So I'm driving around and I hear this P. S.A., public
service announcement about X [battered women's
organization]. I remember I was absolutely stunned. I
thought 'Oh my God." There was a place that had this
name that was for women and about violence. And I didn't
know any--' cause I thought it had to be me, I was sick,
I had to be crazy or else why would he do this. You
know, all those things were like self-blame--I thought I
was one in a million. I hadn't a clue up to that
point. ... I mean it was like a big "Wow.' Then after I
decided to go check out this organization. . . It was the
first time things started making sense. I could see
there was a bigger picture and things started making
sense. ... I knew it wasn't just me and I wasn't crazy.
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Another activist articulated her definitional process

regarding violence and her own victimization when encountering

the movement as a "switch" in the way she thought about and

defined these events:

I took all kinds of other trainings before coming here.
I took dance therapy training and this training and that
training. And its a different mentality. It's like
*Yeah, we create our own lives. ". . . And I think that's
how the New Age mentality is. I don't know, there's a
certain whole belief system and structure in everything
around their way of explaining violence against women.
It is like totally focused on her. . . . But it was so
apparent to me that something else was missing. ... I could
see it [violence against women] happening everywhere and
there is some place where I made the switch of, "It's not
like there's something the matter with me, ... I mean more
than any other woman. . . . and its an important point, I
think, which is just that when you finally begin to see
that it's just not that you're fucked up, which is the
major thing.

For working-class women, encountering the movement's

definition of violence included abandoning a previously held

individual "frame" and the adoption of a new, structural and

political explanation.

Another working-class activist recalls her individual

definition of violence against women prior to encountering the

movement:

I believed that it was a flaw in the woman's personality
for putting up with it... like a flaw in me for staying
and being victimized ... it's like they're sick or
something. . .

Working-class women reported that during their shelter

stays they watched and listened to activists in the battered

Women's movement. One ex-shelter resident explained:

I didn't know... why it [wife beating] happened
until I came to [name of SMO/shelter]. I came to

- *-
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[SMO] as a client, when [name] was beating me
again. ... I thought it was my fault, something I was
doing to make him this way. Then, I started
reading all this stuff about battered women at the
shelter and talking to the staff. . . It was like gee,
there are so many women who this is happening to,
it's not my fault or the woman's fault... I found
out that it was like a social or political
problem. . . The women in the shelter were taking
action, they were trying to do something about the
problem. I watched what they did and figured out
doing something about this problem instead of just
being a victim was a better way to deal with it.

A working-class activist explains the "transformation" or

conversion from a victim-blaming perspective to a social

definition of the situation of wife abuse which took place

inside of a shelter explained:

When I first heard what they [the battered women's
movement] thought about violence against women. ... I
had to think about it. I always thought it was
more of the woman's problem. . . That's what I used to
think. ... like it was her fault. And what had

happened to me I thought was my fault too.

The working-class Latina activist explains her encounters

with activists and her definitional process which began inside

the shelter:

R: I was staying a X [shelter for battered women] when
I first started thinking about the political part of my
life and what I was going through with J.

I: What made you start to think about it like that, like
the political aspects of it?

R: Lots of things that were taking place then, inside of
the shelter with the volunteers and staff people, and
even the residents. The staff talked about the cycle of
violence, the continuum of violence and how it's all
related to women's place in the world and status and
power. I wasn't used to thinking like that and actually
L., who still works there and is a good friend of mine
now, I didn't like her at first and all the political
mumbo jumbo. But after awhile, I realized she was right.
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As well as experiencing a different process of defining

violence against women the act of defining violence varied

temporarily between middle-class and working-class women. The

process of adopting and legitimizing the movement's definition

of violence against women, its causes and shared nature among

women was not as immediate for working-class women as for the

other women in the study.

These women often recalled living in the shelter, reading

shelter literature and interacting with activists and other

residents for some time before completely "believing" this new

definition of the situation. Although movement definitions of

violence interested and intrigued working-class women right

away, they did not complete their change in definitional

processes for some time after encountering the movement.

Additionally, working-class women often did not sign up

for activism or agree to be involved in the movement as

quickly as did their middle-class and transitional

counterparts. Several days, sometimes weeks or months elapsed

between their first encounters with the movement and when they

decided to become activists.

One working-class interviewee who first heard of the

movement through the media recalled contacting the battered

women's organization responsible for the announcement,

acquiring literature on woman battering, and contemplating

joining the movement for a time:

... but I was terribly isolated in a violent relationship
so I didn't know about the beginning movement or shelter
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programs and hotlines and the battered women's movement.
I didn't know anything about it. So I heard it on the
radio and I started---I would drive to the office and
pick up some brochures and then call for more
information. I kept reading it and thinking about what
they were saying about violence and battered women. . . and
connecting it to what had happened to me... it was all so
new to me . . .

The variation in the definitional processes and

transformation or extensions of political consciousness for

women of color in the study were similar to those of their

counterparts in the same social class. However, some of the

women of color reported contemplating the decision to become

involved in the battered women's movement because of their

other pulls to race-based social activism. These women also

noted while they either "switched" to a political definition

of violence against women or "extended" an already existing

frame if they were middle-class, the process of deciding to

become involved in the battered women's movement was different

than for their white counterparts.

Some of the women of color articulated a struggle or

dilemma in their decisions to participate in this particular

movement as opposed to one which primarily addressed the

problems and oppressions of ethnicity. Two of the Black women

felt torn between activism in the battered women's movement

and civil rights activism when presented with the opportunity

for activism in the battered women's movement. The Indian

activist said that she felt compelled to be involved in the

battered women's movement in India instead of, or in addition

to, her participation in the movement in the U.S. :
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The resources for the battered women's movement in India
are really poor. It's hard for a woman to get out they
are isolated so much. . . there was so much society
pressure, there's so much family pressure. The
circumstances are totally different. So I have tried to
go back to India. I went back to India last year, I went
back and went to a battered women's shelter and tried to
find out what kind of resources they had and what they
needed there. I brought stuff to them from the U.S. from
Our movement.

The working-class Latina activist did not express

interest in another political movement, but did articulate she

had also been contemplating volunteering in the church in

order to "help Latina youths."

Activists of color also explained that the multiple and

simultaneous oppressions they had experienced during their

lives made choosing a social movement difficult. As well as

experiencing gender related oppression, all five women of

color articulated a number of encounters with racism during

their lives. Activists of color said they felt that they also

wanted to dedicate their activism to their respective ethnic

communities because of the racism they had encountered.

One Black women activist articulated that she felt at

this particular historic juncture there were few choices for

women of color who wanted to address both racial and gender

related oppression simultaneously (particularly violence

against women) in a social movement. This Black activist

expressed the need for a specific social movement for women of

color:

You know, it's that there is the violence and sexism in
my life, but racial discrimination was always there when
I was growing up and it's still there now. So it's hard
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to decide what to do politically---the movements in my
community are important to me also. . . . So it's like,
definitely I want to do something political to deal with
that to and the sexism and violence. ... I think it would be
so helpful if there was a [B] lack feminist movement that
was supported by people. . . feminists and the [B] lack
community. [B] lack women still should be in white women's
movements, don't get me wrong. We need to do both to
change things.

Making Meaning Out of Oppression: Motivations for
Participation in the Movement

In exploring women's reasons or motivations for becoming

activists several issues emerged. Motivations for

participation were related to the race and class mediated

violence perpetrated against women discussed previously.

Other motivations and perceived benefits for participation

including friendships among women, and the hopes of obtaining

paid employment or college credit were also related to women's

classes and races.

Women in the study frequently tied their movement

participation to their class and race mediated personal

experiences of victimization. Middle-class, transitional

class and working-class activists alike commonly explained

that involvement in the battered women's movement provided an

avenue for giving meaning to or "making sense of" their own

violent or oppressive experiences:

My activism in the battered women's movement is very
connected to my life, the violence mostly. It helps me
with that, to understand it and to make sense of it to do
this kind of volunteering.
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Activists pointed out that involvement in the movement

helped them to reconstruct early traumatic or negative

experiences in a more positive light. WO m en some time

referred to their work in the battered women's movement as

"therapeutic", "healing" or an avenue for "dissipating their

anger" about their own or a loved one's experiences of

victimization.

One activist who encountered physical and sexual assault

as an adult explained the meaning activism had in her life and

in reconstructing past events:

Int: Anything you think's relevant in your biography to
why you became an activist in the battered women's
movement.

R: Yeah. Well. . . One thing is... I'm a formerly battered
woman. It turned out that [name of partner] was . . . a very
violent abuser behind closed doors. So essentially I
spent. . . five years in a very brutal and violent
relationship, finally left, moved from Southern
California to Northern California. He found me and

harassed me for over a total of another four years. So
from beginning to end, it took a nine year chunk out of
my life... the physical abuse and the emotional abuse and
then, later, the nightmares and the psychological abuse
and the harassment and the threats. . . An it was all about
survival. Coming to this movement helped me make sense
of that. It helped me heal from the abuse and to
understand what had happened. Don't get me wrong, the
damage is permanent. I'll never be the same after what
he did to me. But being in this movement has been a
lifesaver for me.

Another activist explained the way in which activism

contributed to the reconstruction of her victimization:

Doing this work, being in the movement, has been a very
important part of my healing processes from my own
abuse. . . And I work to use that anger about what has
happened to me to energize me, instead of being self
destructive. . .
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One interviewee explained the relationship of her current

activism to her mother's victimization by her father when she

was growing up:

I think in a lot of ways this [family dynamics] was the
beginning al all of this [her wanting to be an activist]
in that my father was real domineering. I do remember
several instances of him being very physically abusive to
us. The children. He definitely had a temper and he
lost it some times. Anyway, I do remember certain
instances. I remember when I was in high school, my
father losing it at me. . . And he was eating an apple, and
I remember him getting mad at me because I rolled my
eyes. And he threw the apple just real hard and hit my
mother in her breast. And that really stuck with me,
that incident. My mother just sort of started
crying. . . He meant to hit me, but she was standing between
he and I at that time. And I think in general that I
grew up being very close to my mother and liking my
mother. . . and on some level, I think that is the roots of
why I chose what I chose.

Helping stop violence against other women and helping to

emancipate women from violent situations like those they had

experienced made their own victimization easier to live with:

I've had violence in my life, and that is a main reason
why I am here. It all makes sense doesn't it? What
happened to me is happening to these women who I am
helping and fighting for. It's like I'm fighting for
them and for myself at the same time. My violent
experiences, being a victim it's all a big part of what
brought me here.

The Latina activist explains the meaning that involvement

in the battered women's movement held for her:

R: Being in the movement definitely is about my own past
and the violence, abuse, shame. . . all of that.

I: What do you mean when you say "about" my past violent
experiences? Can you, like say more specifically how you
think it's related?

R: Well, it's hard to say exactly, but it's a way of
changing what happened to me by helping stop this from
happening to other women like me . . .
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Another motivation Or anticipated” benefit of

participation in the movement was a "sense of sisterhood" or

shared community among women. Again, women from diverse class

backgrounds often expressed this desire and perceived shared

community and values among women as a benefit of working in

the movement. Women hoped to make new friendships during

their work in the movement with other women who shared their

definition of violence against women and desires for activism

around the issue. One activist explains:

Another reason I joined the battered women's movement is
that I was looking for friends and for... like a family.
I felt like this would be a good place to meet political
women and get together.

Another activists comments:

I like women, I like their company, to be around other
women is great. Especially women who understand, who
have been there and have empathy, compassion and
understanding about women's victimization. I knew that
I would find a group of women like that at X [battered
women's organization] .

Another activist joined because "I wanted to have other women

to share my feminism with and to go be an activist with."

Women of color also articulated the hopes of finding

sisterhood among activists in the movement. They explained

that they were aware of the fact that the movement was

initially formed and still composed largely of white women.

However, they explained that they expected to find "different"

* I use the term "anticipated" here to refer to the benefits
women believed they would receive for participating in the movement
before they began their activism. As I discuss in depth in Chapter

some women found that they did not obtain the benefits they
had expected once inside the movement.

*
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white women who wanted to work together on issues of violence

against all women regardless of their race.

In addition to making meaning out of oppression and a

shared community and friendship among women, middle class and

transitional-class activists often had additional reasons or

motivations for participating in the movement related to

employment or education. A common reason for involvement

among these women was the hopes of securing paid employment at

a battered women's organization. Although some middle-class

women began their tenure in the movement as volunteers, a

number of them had plans from the outset to move into paid

positions. Volunteering was viewed, in part, as a mechanism

for gaining experience for a paid position they hoped to

obtain later.

One white middle-class activist who started in the

movement as a volunteer and later moved into a paid advocate

position within her organization explained part of the reason

for her initial involvement:

. . . when I placed my initial call here, I expressed my
commitment to the movement but also expressed an interest
in making a career change and working on a paid salary
and having a full-time commitment to the agency. And
they informed me that there were no positions available
at that time but that they do, on occasion, hire from
within, meaning many volunteers have gone on to work in
the agency as a paid staff person. So I went through the
training and worked as a volunteer on the hotline for
about two months, and then a position did make itself
available and I applied and was hired as a family
advocate in the shelter.
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A Black middle-class activists explains how she began as

a volunteer in the movement and then moved into a paid

position as she had hoped to:

I don't know if I got college credit, I don't think so.
But I did end up with a job and that was what I really
wanted anyway. I volunteered for the first year, got a
part-time really low paying position. Later I was job
hunting to get out of that and got this job [with a
movement organization] .

Other middle and transitional-class women who did not

have specific plans of obtaining paid employment in the

movement explained that they were near the end of their

undergraduate educations when they had entered the movement

and had received or were receiving college credit for their

participation.

One activist who graduated shortly after entering the

movement and was enrolled in college full time when she began

her activism explained the importance of receiving college

credit for her participation:

I came to be [to the battered women's organization] a
volunteer, but simultaneously realized that I could
receive a field study credit for it and did, in fact,
received school credit it for it as well. I would have

just volunteered but I was doing so many things, going to
school, trying to keep my grades up. ... receiving college
credit really helped me make the decision.
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Another activist remarks about that she would have

entered the movement regardless of the college credit but that

this was an added benefit for activism:

They told us, my professor said before the woman spoke
that we could receive credit for working with this
organization. I wanted to sign up as soon as I heard
her--I was really interested for a lot of reasons. But
it was also nice, like an added bonus that I could get
credit for it.

Still other middle-class and transitional women who were

unsure if they wanted or would be able to obtain a paid

position in the movement, felt that the experiences would be

very valuable on their resumes and would help them obtain paid

employment elsewhere:

I figured also that it would be good experience for
later, when I was job hunting, that I'd volunteered for
this type of organization.

In contrast to the aspirations of middle-class and

transitional women concerning work related and educational

benefits of movement involvement, none of the working-class

women cited hopes of obtaining either as an initial motivating

factor for becoming activists. Although some did obtain paid

employment once inside the movement, this was an unanticipated

benefit of their volunteerism. These working-class women were

somewhat surprised, although quite happy about the offer to

get paid for their work.

The following working-class activist recalls how she was

offered a job after volunteering in the movement:

I guess I kind of happened upon this job here. I didn't
ever think about getting a job when I started
volunteering here. But the shelter coordinator
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approached me and told me that they had an opening and
that I should really apply for it. She said my
experience in a violent relationship plus already working
here made me qualified.

One of the major motivating factors for involvement in

the movement for one working-class activist was receiving

credit for her volunteer work in exchange for serving a brief

jail sentence. This activist had been offered a choice of

several organizations to volunteer for by the criminal justice

system. However, because of the violence in her past she

explained that she choose to work in a battered women's

organization. She had been a resident of the shelter in the

recent past when fleeing an abusive boyfriend. During her

shelter stay she had developed positive relationships with the

activists working at the shelter. In lieu of a 90-day jail

sentence she "served her time" at the shelter. However, when

her sentence was up and she had completed all her requirements

for the criminal justice system she remained on at the shelter

as a volunteer:

There are a few reasons I ended up here as a volunteer.
Well, you already know about my past and stuff. But
originally I was here because I was doing community
service instead of jail time for getting busted. They
let me pick a place to do community service work instead
or doing time. They gave me all these cards to pick from
of different places to work it off at. I saw the one
about battered women and immediately latched onto it. I
was there as a resident and they were so helpful. You
know, and my ex-husband and my last old man beat me and
were abusive so I wanted to do something about violence
against women. I finished my time about two months ago
and I'm still here because I really like it.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY

Extant theories of social movement participation have

pointed out that class is a key variable in explaining

political activism (Lane, 1969; McCarthy and Zald, 1973; Verba

and Nie, 1972). However these paradigms do not address the

ways in which an individual's place in the social structure

beyond their class location may contribute to their activism.

In addition to social class, both an actor's gender and race

appear to be important structural locations to consider in

discussions of social movement participation. Further, these

class-based theories of activism have not outlined the

specific mechanisms or processes through which social class

may operate in actor's lives to lead them to general or

specific movement involvement.

Other theories of activism have been attentive to the

social processes and interactions associated with entry into

a social movement. Each of these perspectives has outlined a

number of different "micro" aspects of becoming and activist

including role learning (Lofland, 1977) and interpretive

processes such as defining events as political issues (Ferree

and Miller, 1985; Gramsci, 1971; Snow et al., 1986). While

these discussions have been useful in calling attention to

more micro processes related to activism, they have not

connected these mechanisms to actor's gender, class or race

positions in the social structure. Scholars asserting micro

perspectives of movement participation have also tended to put
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forward only one of the important interpretive processes

involved in becoming an activist at a time. None has argued

for combined actions of these processes in a more

comprehensive and conditional theory of activism which

examines the development of an activist over time.

Additionally micro theorists of political actions have not

addressed the ways in which more structural issues such as

actor's gender, race and class positions may be related to

these processes and themselves interrelated.

Here, I have named many of the ways in which class,

gender and race may simultaneously operate in the daily lives

of social actors to lead them to take part in a social

movement. While middle-class women (white and of color) may

have more opportunities for activism and be more

"biographically available" for this role, disadvantaged women

and poor women of color may also be pulled into activism under

certain conditions. Victimization experiences, encounters

with other movement participants, and the meanings that

activism held for women were all important contributors to

their entry into political activism. Although working-class

and middle-class women as well as women of color from diverse

backgrounds had different life experiences and motivations for

entry into the battered women's movement, they all encountered

oppressions and meaningful political opportunities through

which to redress these violations.
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Future research and theory development concerning

political activism may benefit from the incorporation and

integration of both the structural issues and the micro social

processes which are involved in movement participation. Some

of the most promising avenues for pursuing and developing

theories of activism are found in the recent scholarship of

women of color (Hill-Collins, 1989; hooks, 1990; Hurtado,

1989; King, 1989; Mohanty, 1988; Spelman, 1988). While not

specifically pursing a theory of activism, these scholars have

noted many of the ways in which the intersections between

gender, race and class actually operate to help create

experiences, victimizations, meanings, and encounters in the

everyday lives of social actors. Borrowing from their

insights may be the most fruitful direction in which to move

in order to begin to understand the complexities of how and

why different women come to engage in political action under

varied conditions.
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Chapter Four

*What About the Sisterhood? : 00
Struggles Among Activists

In the Movement

INTRODUCTION

Thus far, I have addressed the political and economic

conditions facing the battered women's movement over the past

12 years and the circumstances surrounding actor participation

in the movement. This chapter examines the problematic

experiences of activists during their tenure in the movement

and the consequences of such experiences for their decisions

regarding continued participation.
Just as social movement actors need to recruit

participants in order to sustain their efforts, they also need

to retain activists, especially if a movement is to endure

over any length of time. Therefore, the questions examined in

this chapter are: What are the problems being experienced by

those currently in the movement that may lead them to leave?

and Why did activists leave the battered women's movement?

While approximately half of the activists interviewed for

the study were working in some capacity in the movement at

the time of their interviews, the other half had already left
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the movement. This sampling strategy' allows for the

exploration of problematic experiences for both groups of

activists and comparisons between those who remained and those

who have left the movement.

Review of Relevant Theoretical Perspectives*

A number of scholars have examined the struggles and

problems faced by women's social movements (Buechler, 1990;

Ferraro, 1983; Freeman, 1975; Giddings, 1984; Ginzberg, 1990;

Hirsch and Keller, 1990; hooks, 1990; Morgan, 1980; Morgen,

1986; Murray, 1988; Ruzek, 1980; Tierney, 1982). One problem

which has been widely explored is the cooptation of feminist

social movement organizations (Ahrens, 1980; Andler and

Sullivan, 1980; Baehr, 1980; DeVries, 1980; Dixon, 1977;

Johnson, 1981; Morgen, 1986; Murray, 1988; Ruzek, 1980; Simon,

1982; Sullivan, 1982; Tierney, 1982; West, 1987). Like Piven

and Cloward's (1971, 1978) classic discussion of the

cooptation of the unemployed workers movements in the U.S.

during the 1930s, investigators of women's movements note that

feminist organizations in the women's liberation, women's

health, anti-rape, and battered women's movements have all

' see the methodological appendix for a depth discussion of
the sampling techniques employed in the study and how and why
decisions surrounding who to include were made.

* All of the relevant theoretical perspectives briefly
outlined here are discussed in depth in Chapter One.
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encountered the processes of cooptation. There are a number

of definitions of cooptation and mechanisms through which it

may take place. Generally, cooptation takes place when the

state offers "concessions" of some sort (funding, a policy

change, etc.) to movement organizations in order to control

their political strategies, tactics, and daily activities

(Piven and Cloward, 1978). Such allowances provided by the

state often require specific changes in structure or activity

on the part of movement organizations as prerequisites for

receiving funding or other resources. Ultimately, when

concessions of this sort are offered” to social movement

organizations by the state, they function to diminish the

potential for the broad scale social changes called for by

activists (Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1978).

Although a number of scholars have noted the processes of

cooptation in women's social movements, they have not always

connected these mechanisms to the specific historical

circumstances and ideologies of the state. Further, such

discussions have not tied cooptative processes of movement

organizations by the state to individual movement actors

within organizations, or the activists places in the wider

social structure such as race and class locations. Finally,

theories and investigations of cooptation have not examined

* See Chapter Two for a depth discussion of the way in which
the state implemented cooptative processes in the policy arena with
respect to the battered women's movement.
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the possibility that these processes may be contributors to

activists attrition from a movement.

In addition to the problems of cooptation, feminist

movements have experienced internal strife over issues related

to class, race, and sexual orientation (Cavin, 1990; Davis,

1981; Dubois, 1990; Geraci, 1996; Giddings, 1984; Glazer,

1991; Gordon, 1976; Hewitt, 1990; hooks, 1990; Joseph and

Lewis, 1981; King, 1989; Lobel, 1986; Schecter, 1982; Walker,

1986). Privileged white middle-class heterosexual activists

have often excluded or limited participation in gender based

social movements by women of color, working-class women and

lesbians. By failing to incorporate the class, race, and

sexual orientation related material conditions and life

experiences of these groups of women in movement strategies

and priorities, women's movements organizations have often

left the needs of women of color, working-class women and

lesbians unaddressed in their political activities.

Although useful in outlining struggles among feminist

activists, this literature has not examined the relationship

between actors of race, class, or sexual orientation and

cooptative processes by the state. For example, are certain

movement actors more likely to be targeted by or effected by

state funding mandates than others? Again, the relationship

of an actor's race, class, and sexual orientation to attrition

also needs to be addressed in the scholarship concerning

struggles in women's social movements. Finally, few studies
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of women's movements have thoroughly analyzed the contexts and

conditions under which activists decide to leave a social

movement. Beyond cooptative processes and race, class, and

sexual orientation issues, questions concerning other

potential reasons why feminist activists exit movements to

which they were once committed remain largely unexplored.

A Brief Organizational History of The Battered
Women's Movement

In order to understand and explain the variety of

struggles articulated by activists in the study, a brief

organizational history of the battered women's movement is

necessary. The battered women's movement has been in

existence in the U.S., for nearly 20 years. The movement can

be divided into two phases with respect to organizational

development, resource dependency and tactics. The early or

start-up phase," roughly covers the period from the movements

inception in 1973 to 1978. The second or "cooptive" phase of

the battered women's movement approximates the period 1979

through the present.”

* Discussed in depth by Schecter (1982) who covers the period
since the movement's inception in 1973 until about 1980.

* These are not neatly separable phases and in fact they
considerably overlap. For instance there are still a few extant
collective or consensus organizations left over from stage one of
the movement, functioning apparently quite successfully. For a
discussion of one such shelter still in existence in Hilo, Hawaii
see Rodriguez (1988).
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During the initial phase of the battered women's

crusade, there were relatively few shelters and movement

organizations compared to number in existence in the later

stage. During the start-up period, nearly all of the movement

organizations were grass-roots in nature and characterized by

non-hierarchical, consensus decision making processes

(Schecter, 1982; Yancey-Martin, 1990). Shared power in

organizational decision making and planning among activists

and battered women alike was the dominant organizations model

(Leghorn, 1978; Schecter, 1982).

While consensus organizational structures are not

without their problems (see Freeman, 1975; Simon, 1982), they

did provide the basis for the beginnings of what activists

hoped would be an egalitarian movement, in which all

participants points of views, concerns, and material needs

were ideally taken into account. According to Braden (quoted

in Schecter 1982: 64) one of the founders of the movement:

The importance of a collective, rather than a hierarchial
model of work [and organizational structure] was
emphasized as the shelter founders drew the connections
between theory and practice. We want women to be able to
take control of their own lives, and to share in an
environment which supports their doing just that. For
many women and children, being at the shelter may be the
first time they have been outside the controlling
authority of an abusive relationship. Each woman who
lives and works in the shelter is encouraged to trust
herself to make decisions which are best for her. Here,
there is no boss who has the answers. It isn't easy, but
together we are learning to trust in ourselves, and in
each other, to determine what is best for us.

These early organizations relied heavily upon money and

time donated by individuals and volunteers. For the most
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part, during the initial stage of the battered women's

movement, organizations were operated with no funding or

IreSOUlrCeS from federal, state, local, Or large

corporate/private sources. Shelters and political meetings

were conducted primarily in donated spaces and in activists or

relatives of activists homes.

One of the major political strategies of these early

organizations were ongoing public rallies and marches which

were often covered by the media around the issue of violence

against women. Tierney (1982) notes a drastic and rapid rise

in media attention to wife abuse during the earliest period of

the movement, between 1973-1975.

In response to pressure from activists and media

attention to the issue, state actors were compelled to act or

* due to the growing tension and conflictrisk delegitmation

around the issue of violence against women. The state began

to respond to the movement and movement organizations by

7 The extension ofoffering a variety of concessions.

concessions by the state marks the beginning of the second

phase of the battered women's movement.

* See Chapter one for a discussion of the state's response to
social movements and the role of state concessions in maintaining
social harmony and the legitimation of the state under capitalist
patriarchal social systems.

* For a depth discussion of policy concessions to the movement
on the part of the federal government during the major portion of
the "cooptive" phase see Chapter Two.
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The second, or "cooptive" stage of the movement began in

1978 and continues through the present. This phase of the

movement is distinguished by the introduction of state and

federal monies for shelters. Further, during the cooptative

phase of the movement, scattered large corporate donors began

to take up the cause of battered women and donate monies to

movement organizations across the country.

During this cooptative period, activists began to face

struggles with state bodies about acceptable organizational

structures, tactics, and activities as contingencies of

receiving funding. Rather than granting allowances and

structural changes that might lead to broad-scale social

change with respect to violence against women, the state

offered limited funding and on occasion other resources to

those shelters willing to comply with stage regulations

concerning organization structure, tactics and activities.*

For many battered women's shelters, the second cooptative

stage of the movement was an organizational turning point.

During this period, many battered women's organizations were

forced to make difficult decisions regarding the acceptance of

desperately needed funding with anti-feminist "strings"

attached. Many times organizations held to their original

operating principals and philosophies and turned away state

monies. Some organizations faced closure when they failed to

* See chapter one for an extensive discussion of the
cooptation theses and its application to the battered women's
Incºvement.

-
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generate enough revenue to survive through non-cooptative

sources (Schecter, 1982).

A large proportion of the battered women's organizations

that have remained opened through the present, and new

organizations that have been established in the recent past,

have been transformed into, or began as hierarchically

structured organizations (Ferraro, 1983; Morgan, 1980; Murray,

1988). While still often labeled as "feminist" organizations

by actors within and outside of them because they address a

"woman's" issue, these organizations are characterized by the

unequal distribution of power among members and workers.”

FINDINGS

"What About The Sisterhood?: "

Expectations and Disappointments

I love to work with women, with the battered women who
come to the organization, I really do. They are strong,
powerful and an inspiration to me... the only reason I
would leave here is because of some of the internal
politics which are very painful, not because I don't want
to continue to do the work. But there are some power and
control issues, you know, power issues, hierarchy issues
that go on within the agency that sometimes are just so
painful---There are women who have internalized the abuse
of power...And even though they're working in the
movement, even though they call themselves feminists,
they still operate out of that patriarchal model. And
it's real painful when you have to be up against the wall
all the time and dealing with that all the time, and it

* For a discussion of organizational structures, actions,
goals, and outcomes that can be considered "feminist" see Yancey
Martin (1990).
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just adds so many more layers of exhaustion and stress.
And for me, that's where I am right now, actually. I
don't want to leave here, and yet there's a possibility
because of the internal struggles that are going on that
I may have to for my own survival. And that's really,
really, really painful for me. . . women doing this to each
other. ... (working-class activist in the battered women's
movement).

As I outlined in the previous chapter, one of the reasons

women decided to become involved in the battered women's

movement had to do with their expectations concerning

"sisterhood" and friendship among activists. Many activists

explained that they hoped and expected to find a "sense of

community" among women who shared their definition of violence

against women. As one activist explained:

Why did I become an activist? I guess there are a lot of
reasons, but one of the major reasons is to connect with
other women. . . to find other women who shared the same
goals as me... really to gain a sense of sisterhood and
community with other women.

Women also articulated that they would be working for a

feminist cause within a "feminist" organization. Initially it

was not clear exactly what activists meant by a sense of

sisterhood or what women's expectations were for actions

within a "feminist" organization. However, it became apparent

during women's discussions of their struggles and

disappointments that one aspect of their definitions included

shared power and limited hierarchy among activists.

One of the most salient disappointments and personal

struggles for activists in the movement was the lack of a

collective or shared process and input with respect to

organizational decision making. Activists explained that they
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had anticipated that hierarchy within the organization would

be very limited or non-existent and that all actors would be

treated equally and allocated at least some power in the

organization.

However, all of the activists in the study were working

within organizations which were officially hierarchically

structured." Yet many activists were not cognizant that

this structure would translate into the experiences and

interactions they had during their tenure in the movement.

Power struggles among actors in battered women's

organizations were perceived by activists as contradictory to

the goals and philosophies of the movement. The battered

women's movement is a "women's movement" based largely upon

the principles of egalitarianism, and minimizing or

irradiating hierarchies (Schecter, 1982). One of the goals of

the movement is a more equal distribution of power in society.

Actors in the movement expected that these principles and

philosophies would apply in their relationships and

interactions with other women in the movement, as well as in

their efforts to change the outside world. Thus, interactions

which involved organizational actors wielding power over

others violated activists' expectations of interactional

processes within the movement. One activists articulates the

" one activist was involved in an organization during its
transitional period from a consensus-collective structure to a
hierarchical model.
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violated expectations of sisterhood and shared power that she

encountered in the movement:

I thought this movement was supposed to be about shared
power, and the empowerment of women. Then you come to
find that this is not always the case. We are supposed
to be against hierarchy, and you don't even have to look
outside this organization to find lots of it.

Another activist explains:

It's like, there are some really. . . well abusive women in
this movement that I have encountered, and I never
expected it. . . And it really hurt me and made me angry
to be treated that way by women in a women's movement.
I used to cry everyday when I came home from work. It
just wasn't worth it... So I left the agency, I couldn't
deal with it anymore.

Another activist remarks:

I didn't expect it here you know? Of all places, in a
feminist organization trying to help other women. And
there are so many power dynamics. Women controlling
other women. . . . for me it's just like being battered all
over again. Why do women doing this to each other. What
about the sisterhood?

Expectations of shared power and/or the minimization of

hierarchy within the movement were reinforced during the

recruitment and training processes. Established activists

spent time talking and teaching about undesirability of

hierarchies and power to new recruits during trainings and

recruiting talks. Individuals who wielded power over others

were often defined as abusive and oppressive, and the general

organizational goal of irradiating social hierarchy was often

articulated. Organizational leaders in charge of materials

for trainings had often articulated goals, actions, and

philosophies which contradicted the actual practices within

organizations:
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During the training, well it was great. We talked about
classism, domination among men and women and how wielding
power over others in a certain way was abusive. All the
isms and that kind of stuff. It was all about how bad

hierarchies can be. But then when I started working
there I found out the way the organization is run is
different than the impression I got in the training.
There is hierarchy and all the isms right here. . .

Another activist remarks about the contradiction between

her expectations and her experiences in the movement:

There is so much abuse of power in the organization. The
administration is not against hierarchy, they're for
it. . . except when you go through the training. Some of
the administration was there for part of it [the
training] ... like we got in a circle and held hands and it
was suppose to represent our shared power and
strength. . . Well that's not what they really live by in
the organization, that's the problem. ... I just thought it
would be different, more egalitarian between us you know?

Many of the violations of sisterhood and shared power

among activists were tied to the organizational positions and

class background of activists. White-middle class activists

more often held positions of power including member of the

board of directors, organizational director, and associate

director. Women in these highest organizational positions

tended to have advanced degrees beyond a bachelors and/or many

years of experience working in some type of administrative

position (though not necessarily in the battered women's

movement). Through this positions, these women were able to

impose their wills on others in the organization.

There were also middle-class, college educated women in

"middle management" type positions who headed up some section

of an organization such as shelter coordinator, public

relations coordinator, and the like. These women held less
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organizational power than the women discussed above, but more

than their primarily working-class, direct service

counterparts. While there were some women of color in these

middle management positions, I found no women of color in the

more elite positions at any of the organizations I had contact

with.

One working-class activist remarks about the way in which

the director and associate director her organization wielded

power over her and other lower organizational actors:

. . . when I first started here it was great, like
everybody's input matters. . . sort of like our own little
democracy. . . and then when it came down to deciding what
to do about certain issues, the director or associate
director just decided. ... just like that... our input didn't
really matter, they had the power to decide things
without us and they did. . .

The State, Cooptation and Violations
of the Sisterhood

Many of the violations of the sisterhood and absence of

shared power among activists were tied to decision making

around the acceptance of cooptive state monies. White

middle-class, highly educated elites frequently made decisions

regarding such funding without the input of other less

powerful organization actors. These decisions were

particularly "violating" to women's expectations of sisterhood

as they were perceived as more than a personal power struggle.

Such decisions and overriding the input and concerns of lower
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ranking activists were seen often seen as cooptive of the

organization and perceived as a political risk to the entire

movement.

One activist who was concerned about her director

repeatedly accepting funding from "non-feminist" funding

sources which held apolitical definitions of violence against

women (such as victims requiring "help" and "counseling"

rather than viewing battering as a political problem)

explains:

We got into the feminist thing, and I said, "Well, it's
been really hard for me to try to do this job when we
have such differing views about who to get money from."
I mean, there have been a lot of issues like around
United Way funding. She [the director] wanted to like
apply for United Way membership, and I said "Oh, gee,
great. They're so conservative. They usually support
men's organizations and have a pretty conservative
agenda. " I said, "I sort of feel like that's selling
out." And she said, "Well it's also a guaranteed source
of income every year." And I said, "Well, I think we
need to diversity our sources and not rely solely on
something like United Way. ' And we ultimately ended up
doing United Way. I mean she made that decision over my
head and I wasn't real happy about it.

Another activist discusses her dismay and anger at her

director's willingness to accept state funding which required

that the shelter staff do some sort of "counseling

intervention" with the battered women they accepted:

I have really had a problem with X [organizational
director] deciding to accept certain state money. . . She's
really made some bad decisions. . . taking money from state
sources that tell us we have to do counseling or whatever
with battered women. She [director] tried to put it over
to us [staff ) like it was no big deal and nothing would
really change in X [battered women's organization] .
Yeah, well I've heard that before. We got the money and
started doing "groups," pretty soon it got to be that
staff had to do this one on one stuff, like counseling or
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therapy with women two times a week. Now it's evolved
into some kind of treatment, it's not political stuff we
are supposed to be talking about with them [battered
women] in these mandatory "sessions." She [director] has
now gone and hired a woman with a professional degree a
psychologist, I think, to "work on issues" with women.
It has changed our work and the way that survivors look
at themselves, like they did something wrong or need
help... I came here to do political work, not psychology
or counseling.

Another family advocate (staff worker) comments on

changes in the same organization and they way in which

accepting monies which require counseling has changed the

orientation of the director herself as well as the battered

women's movement:

I don't think she'd [director] know a battered woman if
she stepped on one. She has no idea of the issues facing
these women, the conditions of their lives. Money,
housing, food for their kids. . . no place to escape. I
heard her the other day talking about one of the women in
the shelter saying that it was her fault she was beaten
again because she had gone back to him. It was all this
victim-blaming stuff that we are trying to fix in the
movement. . . She said to this woman, "Sounds like you still
have a lot of issues you need to work on."

Other issues connected to cooptative state processes and

funding requirements which angered activist were related to

providing "treatment" for the batterers themselves. Again, as

with funding sources which required counseling for battered

women, staff activists saw the acceptance of such monies as

antithetical to overall movement goals.

Increasingly over the past decade, services to batterers

has been a priority of funders. Due to conservative political

environment and the emphasis on keeping families together

(see Chapter Two) which has characterized the past decade,
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funders have increasingly called for "treatment" for

batterers. Battered women's organizations which agree to

provide such services often are able to seek money from an

increased number of sources than those who opt not to do so.

One activist commented on the trend toward batterers services:

You know, I for one am fed up with the whole trend I see
happening with respect to batterers programs.
Increasingly, in an era of shrinking money for battered
women's shelters there is money for treatment programs
for batterers. Over the past several years hundreds of
programs for batterers have opened across the country and
many are attached to shelters for battered women.

Organizational elites such as directors, associate

directors, and other administrators angered activists with

less organizational power when they made key decisions

regarding cooptive funding which required treatment for

batterers without their knowledge and/or input. Such

decisions were seen as central to the movement and the work

activists were doing and their lack or power and what they saw

as administrators "selling out" their organizations created

animosity.

An activist explains the decision regarding this issue

made by administrators in her organization and her dismay at

this processes:

And the state of X wanted to throw a lot of money into
abuser services. So R. [executive director] thought that
solely to get money, we should start doing abuser
services, which was a big point of contention among a lot
of staff people. And L., for example, and a couple of
other people said that if that ever happened they'd quit,
that's totally against our mission, that we're there to
serve women, that we barely have enough to scrape by and
help the women we do, I mean turning away 200 or however
many women we turn away a week. I mean this whole issue
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of like why help the men when it's in fact proved even
not to be that helpful? It doesn't work.

Another source of conflict around funding was the

requirement of some funders that men be permitted to volunteer

and/or work for the organization. Allowing men into the

organization, particularly into the shelter or on the hotline

was deemed inappropriate by many activists. Battered women

come to organizations to escape abuse and obtain support and

information from advocates. Activists in the movement have

pointed out that men working on the hotline or in the shelter

may present a threat to women fleeing abusive environments

(Schecter, 1982). One activist explained:

I just don't think women at the shelter would feel
comfortable with a man working there. Often times she
has been raped by her batterer and her kids sexually
molested too... I don't think women and children feel safe
spending the night in a building with a strange man.

Further, activists explained that allowing men into the

movement could potentially change the goals and philosophies

of the entire movement.

I don't care how much money they're going to give us, we
can't let men in here. You get them at the shelter, on
the staff, in monthly meetings and pretty soon they take
over the whole organization and you just have a different
orientation all together. I'm not going to stay in this
movement if we start taking men. . . it won't be a women's
movement anymore.

Another activists explains:

We had this meeting about letting men volunteers come to
the shelter, to do yard work and that kind of thing.
Well, I work at the shelter and I feel very strongly
about it. I do not want them there, and many of the
women who work in the shelter feel that way. So, there
is this meeting and they [higher up administrative staff]
ask for my input around this issue. I told them how I
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felt and why, and that it was very important that this
not happen. It was symbolic to our organization. Well,
they thanked me for my input and all . . . three days later
I find out that they decided to let men come to the
shelter... I almost left the organization over it.

Cooptative Processes: Connections to
Race, Class and Sexual Orientation

In addition to dissention between activists over the

acceptance of monies seen as antithetical to the movements

political goals and philosophies and power differences among

organizational actors in making such key decisions, activists

engaged in conflicts over requirements imposed by the state

which selectively disadvantaged certain groups of battered

women and/or activists. Specifically, less educated and

working-class women, women of color, and lesbians were

targeted by the state for exclusion from either organizational

service provision and/or activism.

Imposing educational requirements for activists to work

in shelters (in specific paid as well as volunteer positions)

was one mechanisms through which the state excluded working

class women from participation. Again, organizational elites

sometimes choose to adhere to such requirements in order to

secure funding. These decisions angered activists and were

again sometimes experienced or defined as violations of

sisterhood and shared power among activists.

Activists from working-class backgrounds, without formal

degrees who labored in the movement were angered and dismayed
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by the power and cultural capital of professionals with little

experience working with battered women and little sense of the

lived reality of wife abuse. Formally, during meetings and

trainings, the validity and contribution of women's life

experiences, in particular the experiences of formerly

battered women, to the movement were acknowledged. However,

in actual practice, women with a good deal of experience in

the movement and/or physical abuse in their background were

marginalized relative to their more educated organizational

counterparts. One activist explains:

I'm gonna try to go back to school, but that's just to
get my B.A., because that's the other thing with
[battered] women's organizations. It used to be that
women's experience was valued and that my experience as
a formerly battered woman meant something as opposed to
having to have a credential or a degree. . . And that's part
of the backlash. . . over the past few years. . . that more and
more is being required, even within the women's movement,
that you have to be credentialed and degreed to show that
you're worthy of doing this work, and that the
experience, the life experience of women, is not being
valued as much as that piece of paper. . . . I train MFCC's
and MSW's and Ph. D. 's all the time who never have had in
their entire schooling any course on battering dynamics.
And for me it's like scary in that I'm being edged out.

Another activist explains the problem privileging

educated activists in the movement:

. . . It seems like things are going down hill in the
[battered women's J movement in some ways. Things are
getting more competitive and less cooperative with women.
I know a woman who works in the movement, at a different
agency than mine. ... they told them they all had to get
college degrees from now on to work there. . . her whole
agency, they were required to get certain credentials to
hold their positions. And she, after being there for
several years, had to leave because she didn't have that
credential. And this was a woman with tremendous
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experience in the movement. . . and she was a formerly
battered woman. . . and she had to go. She was forced
out. It makes me want to leave the movement

myself.

Women of color may also be more often excluded through

the avenue of state requirements that activists hold college

or advanced degrees. Women of color in the U.S. are

disproportionately more likely to be poor or working-class

than white women (Wilson, 1988). Because of widespread racial

discrimination in the educational systems (Wilson, 1988), in

employment practices and a number of other key institutions,

women of color are less likely to find themselves in an

economic and social situation conducive to enrollment in

higher education. Another indirect avenue through which the

state and private funders facilitated the exclusion of women

of color from activism was through denying them top or elite

positions in battered women's organizations. Organizational

elites bending to requirements or perceived preferences by

funders for white activists may prevent women of color from

attaining higher, more "visible" positions within their

organization.

In one instance, a white activist explained that the

board of directors and other administrators in her

organization were resistant to hiring and retaining women of

color as representatives of their organization. In this

particular organization, a woman of color was forced out of a

high ranking director of fund raising position when

organization elites expressed privately that her appearance
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and mannerism were "too Black" and did not bode well with

funders. Her "language" and "appearance" and "insistence" on

wearing "ethnic jewelry" (race) offended some funders when she

had met with them to ask for monies and the organization

rallied to have her removed from the organization:

We had this woman who was the fund-raiser in our
organization. She was Black, and really a neat woman.
Very smart. But she dressed and talked and wore ethnic
jewelry and that kind of thing. She was educated but she
chose to retain some of her culture. . . Well funders didn't
always like her for that reason and that made some of the
people in the organization nervous that we wouldn't get
the funding we needed. . . So she basically got forced out
of the organization by some of the members of the board
of directors.

Another group of socially disenfranchised women who were

often targets of state disapproval were lesbians. Major

federal funders of battered women's shelters including the Law

Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) insisted that

lesbians be excluded from memos, public presentations and

discussions of domestic violence in battered women's shelters

receiving their funding (Britton, 1993; Schecter, 1982). In

congressional debates concerning pending funding for shelters

senators made reference to concern about lesbians and the

influence of their "immoral" behaviors on heterosexual women

and their children in these organizations.

Perceiving the widespread antagonism on the part of the

state toward lesbians, shelter directors and other elites

sometimes excluded these women from services and/or activism.
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On activist explains the history of this issue and her

directors willingness to bend to cooptative requirements of

funders:

Providing services to battered lesbians used to be in our
mission statement, in our fund raising letters and
everything. When I got to the organization it wasn't
included. ... I wanted to know why and I did some checking.
I found out that our director had rewritten all this
stuff, or had it rewritten by other people so that any
mention of battered lesbians was taken out. I don't know
if it was because she was homophobic or because she
wanted to get money and all costs and not offend funders
and that kind of thing. ... I mean it's probably a
combination of both. So what finally ended up happening
was I kept moving up my leave date because I was getting
so fed up with all the politics and tension. . .

Another lesbian activist explained that she felt a great

deal of tension in her organization and antagonism toward her

because of her sexual orientation and the money that her

choice may be costing the organization:

Currently, we do have lesbians here. . . but it is hard and
sometimes I'm not out to some people. You'd think in a
feminist movement my choice would be accepted, even
supported [laughs] . But it's not always the case. I
feel like there are some people here, in particular X and
Y (organizational elites) who either do not want me here,
or do not want me to come out to anyone. They feel I'm
a "risk" to the reputation and viability of X [battered
women's organization] . Yeah... it hurts me that they're
not willing to stand up for us. There is just generally
a lot of lesbian hating going on now culturally and so
we're [lesbians] not good for the organization.

One very insightful activist, who had been in the

movement a number of years and had watched the evolution of

her organization, nicely summarized the historical changes

that the organization had undergone, its relationship to state

funding, and the way in which it had effected different

organizational actors:
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This organization was built very grassroots. It didn't
come out of the mental health system, for example. It
was set up by four women who raised money and started a
hotline because they knew there was a problem and nobody
else would admit to it and the police said, "We don't
have that happening here." And they set up a hotline.
And they, these four to six women, for the first few
years, did it all themselves. And then they had a safe
home in the county, and then they were finally able to
purchase---they did write a grant and they were able to
purchase the first shelter in 1977, a permanent shelter
site. And it's part of our heritage that we tend to be
real---I certainly am--real proud that this was started
by women for women, very grassroots, typical fashion. We
took it on and answered the needs, answer to the call of
the needs of other women, and have built on it every
since. Now, indeed, funders get in the way in the sense
that--what I'm gonna call get in the way---in that they
often do, then, tend to start controlling what you can
and what you can't do. Like having men here, like having
to bring them into the organization, like batterers
services, like how long women are allowed to stay in the
shelter before they have to leave. And in fact, in my
opinion, many women's organization and programs have kind
of sold out to keep their funding and they've lost their
feminist vision and their womanist vision and they've
taken on a different approach to keep their money. Folks
then will do whatever it takes, and often, in the long
run, that turns out to be detrimental, that you have to
give up so much of who you are and your vision and your
values. . . And I've watched that happen, actually, around
the country as I go to conferences. And I understand the
survival issue but it also changes the organization so
much, and the way we, activists treat one another in the
organization. We are now a hierarchy because of funding,
we had to restructure. And there is lots of fighting and
exclusion of activists going on. Classism, racism,
competition and anger among activists. Yet the funders
are constantly, I mean there have been a lot of demands
and expectations for us to change, we're constantly
having to justify ourselves to them. And then the power
dynamics in the organization shift and change, and the
original feminist vision of including all women, and
sharing power among us it is hard to hang on to and it
can just get lost. . .

She goes on to explain:

Well, the big picture is, and this is something I know
from the work that I do, that in this country only 6% of
all funding money, and foundation money goes to women and
girls' programs. So again, women's issues are not
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important they're not valued. And I see it as part of
that whole again, and that's a very social problem for me
in terms of women being devalued. So that's historical,
national, international, and local. And it's obviously
institutionalized. I mean it IS institutionalized on
every level in the society. So in terms of funding,
yeah, funding for the shelter, we never--it's a very
intense game, sometimes an intense battle, and sometimes
in competition with each other to get money.

"Caught In The Middle: " The Contradictory
Roles of Organizational Elites

Interviews with organizational elites and middle managers

shed further light on the structural constraints faced by

these women and provided insight into their apparently "non

feminist" behaviors. Not surprisingly, these actors were

absorbed and concerned with trying to secure enough money for

their organizations to survive. Troubled by the strife within

their organizations, these women were caught in a kind of

catch-22 in which they felt compelled to ensure organizational

survival, but at the same time were criticized by others for

their strategies. One high level organizational administrator

explained the dual, contradictory issues facing directors,

fund raisers and the movement generally:

There are a lot of splits in the movement right now. I'm
worried about the movement, in some ways it really is a
mess right now. A lot of it stems from funding problems.
I mean it was a Washington-based--it's the criminal
justice system who really put down some guidelines for
getting money. . . . organizations have to do certain things
to get funding. ... it's really caused deep friction within
programs who said, "We'll do anything to get money' and
programs who said "We won't sell out morally or
politically just to get money." So there's this huge
split, which I think is a question that faces non-profits
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in general. Is there such a thing as clean money? I
mean will you take money from a corporation who has
investments in South Africa but who might give you
$300,000 in the course of three years or something?
That's a pretty hard dilemma for an organization who's
facing laying off staff because they can't get their
deficit budget funded. ... I mean try to get people to care
about a drug-addicted, HIV positive woman who's being
abused by the man she lives with . . . I mean these women are
less appealing to mainstream America, who is part of the
foundation-corporation world and the people who write the
checks. . .

Another woman who was the director of an organization

which had undergone a good deal of struggle over power

differences among activists and over how to reorganize due to

outside pressure for funding explained that she felt "caught

in the middle." Concerned about her organization's fiscal

picture and with providing services to women and obtaining the

funding to keep everyone employed, she felt torn over the

pressure from the outside world to make compromises which were

antithetical to movement goals. When she began her term as

director she had held a feminist vision for her organization

and had hoped to be able to refuse funding which imposed anti

feminist restrictions on her organization.

This ex-activist had worked a shift a week at the shelter

in order to stay in contact with the direct service workers,

as well as battered women. Herself, a formerly battered

woman, she felt committed to minimizing hierarchy within her

organization as much as possible while still securing funding.

However, eventually the contradictory role she found herself

in became too much for her and she left the organization. She

explained:
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As director, I tried to work both sides of the fence. I
worked with the women at the shelter, I did community
service work and I hustled money, wrote grants, begged
borrowed and stole to keep us afloat. . . But it was hard
and I got tired. And the thing is, when I left, X
organization was just at the point of having to make a
decisions about. . . transforming ourselves from a consensus
to a hierarchy... allowing men to be on the board of
directors. ... letting men into the organization and about
providing services to batterers. . . . The board was really
pressuring me in meetings, "J. there's a lot of money out
there to be had, you just have to go out there and get
it. . . It was a decision we had to make about getting
money from funders to keep providing the services to
women or hold fast and refuse their money because we
didn't want to change our organization. Well, the
membership [staff and volunteers] was leaning toward
saying no to these things [allowing men and providing
batterers services], but they still wanted me to get
funding. This is getting harder and harder to do these
days, especially when you have some feminist principles
you'd like to adhere to. I had to go because my job
would have been impossible. If I would have taken any of
that money, the advocates would never forgive me . . . If I
didn't the board would come unglued and we might not make
it fiscally. I had to go. . . I just couldn't put myself in
that position.

Other Struggles Between Activists:
Race, Class and Sexual Orientation

Sources of Class Conflict

Along with struggles among activists, disappointments and

violations of the sisterhood related to a number of different

cooptative requirements imposed by funders, activists

articulated dissention and disappointments which can be tied

to class differences among activists.

One issue that was mentioned by several less educated

working-class activists (including activists of color) were
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the salary differences between low-ranking, less educated

staff and higher, In Ore educated, primarily white

administrators. Again, as with other sources of conflict,

activists were troubled not only by salary discrepancies but

the lack of shared power and sisterhood that these differences

came to represent.

One working-class activist explains:

I was working at the shelter, as a family advocate,
getting treating horribly, they [the director and
associate director] were making all the decisions that
affected my life and my work. . . and do you know how much
I was making compared to them? They were making almost
50,000, at least the director, and I was not even making
20,000. I was making 18, 000 a year working my ass off.
This is not how a feminist organization is supposed to be
ITUI) e.

Another activist explains the anger and emotional pain

she experienced when she first discovered some of the salary

discrepancies between less educated women in the organization

and elites:

Well L. [the director of the organization] never wanted
anybody to know what each other's making, to the point
where she told the bookkeeper---one time she yelled at
the bookkeeper. The bookkeeper had the---I guess she
copies checks, and so she had them turned up where people
could see who were coming by. And L. said "No, don't you
do that, " and da da da . . . Well it turns out the
inconsistencies in pay in that place were flabbergasting
and so hurtful that I was very upset. I mean, it made me
physically hurt that one of the people, they were getting
paid so low... there's a woman who's been working there
for years, doing wonderful work... She's getting paid so
low, she's getting paid quite a few thousand dollars less
than me and I had just started, I wasn't making much.
And the director makes a good deal more than any of the
direct service people or advocates, I mean a lot more.

Activists explained that differences in pay within the

organization represented the privileging of education over
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experience, something the battered women's movement purported

to be against (Schecter, 1982). One volunteer who had worked

in the movement for a number of years and was applying for a

paid job at a battered women's organization explained the way

in which the issue of salary was handled by more powerful,

educated organizational actors and the schism between

organizational ideology and practice that this event

represented:

Well first, the way that they hired me was really
abusive, I mean their hiring practices were really
bad. . . . And right when they hired me they said something
I think was quite politically unsavory, because they told
me they were gonna give me the middle---they had from 23
to 25 thousand. And they said, "Okay, we'll give you
24. ' And I said "Now wait a minute. I want to know why
I'm getting 24. I'm gonna give a hundred percent to this
job and I want to know why I'm not getting the hundred
percent, the 25. ". . . They said well the 25 would be
reserved for someone with more education. . . And I looked
at her and I said to her, "I've raised a 19 year old son.
And I have done all the coordinating in the world, let me
tell you.' ... I thought that this would be counted. . . Just
because I don't have a college degree? I thought this
was a feminist organization. . .

In addition to class-related conflict over salary

discrepancies between lower ranking, less educated women in

the organization, the division of labor between working-class

women, middle management women, and organizational elites was

also problematic for activists. Lower paid organizational

members most commonly worked directly with battered women,

while higher paid, white middle-class activists held positions

that required little or no contact with victims. Staff
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sometimes interpreted elites and middle managements lack of

contact with victims as intentional distancing from battered

women clients.

Staff, or "direct service" workers also articulated that

organizational elites often had little experience or

understanding of the lived experiences of the battered women

they worked with. These activists were often concerned and

angered over the lack of experience and/or training concerning

battered women which characterized their directors, board of

directors, and some administrators. Further, from the

perspective of the direct service workers, the lack of

experience with battered women on the part of some

administrators resulted in insensitive and poor decision

making with regard to the everyday practices of working with

battered women. One activist explains:

So the executive director we have now, she came to us
because of her experiences as an administration. She had
administrated for X organization and was in a position
where she was executive director overseeing several
different programs, but nothing---I don't think there was
anything in her background or training to do with
domestic violence. And she just didn't know what she was
doing. She used to make the most ridiculous rules about
how to run the shelter, with no experience or
understanding of daily life at the shelter and what it's
like to try and work there.

Direct service workers articulated that directors and

organizational elites were unwilling to get down in the

trenches and "work with the women." Lack of contact with

victims became a symbolic stand-in for class differences

between more elite activists and battered women:
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At our organization the director and the associate
director are each supposed to take one shift a week on
the hotline. R. [the director] won't ever go out and get
a woman and bring her to the shelter. She just tells
whoever her backup is that she won't do it and they have
to. That's not fair, and that's not how it's supposed to
work. It's like she just doesn't want to have any
contact with battered women... it's like that's our job
and she's too good to do it.

Further, advocates articulated that they felt their work

was less valued and seen as unimportant by directors and other

organizational elites.

There's a lot of what I really feel like is disrespect of
the people doing the direct service work, doing the work.
On the part of the management and the board. . . the board
always seems to support the executive director and the
executive directors on the whole seem to be really
disrespectful of the work that's going on. ... I mean, in
an organization that's suppose to be for women.

Often, women who held the highest positions in the

organization spent the least amount of time or contact with

the battered women themselves. Issues of the "value" and

"respect" for advocates work were compounded by pay inequities

between direct service workers and administrators. One

advocate, who worked directly with the battered women, made

considerably less than the directors, associate directors and

other organizational elites remarked:

I didn't feel tremendously supported working in the
shelter with the women. I felt as though I was something
of a peon as the family advocate. I was. I was being paid
a laughable salary. There was no connection between me
and the associate director. I really felt like a peon.
I felt like my opinions didn't matter... I felt incredibly
challenged around my opinions when they didn't reflect
the powers that be . . .

Other task assignments and organizational privileges

extended to elites and some middle management women, but not
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less educated direct service workers became symbolic to lower

ranking activists of the differences between themselves

andother activists that "weren't supposed to be there" in a

feminist/battered women's movement organization.

For instance a number of activists referred to the

traditionally "female" tasks performed by the woman working

and/or volunteering aS the organizations secretary/

receptionist like making coffee or xeroxing memos. Even the

label that activists attached to this individual in their

organization was problematic. In discussions concerning this

position or individual within their organizations both elites

and less privileged organizational actors had trouble with

language and how to label this position/individual.

On a few occasions activists would refer to her as the

"secretary" and then pardon themselves and change her label to

"receptionist," only to again excuse their label and change it

to a title such as "office manager" or "administrative

assistant." One activist discussed the way in which certain

organizational actors in lower status, lower paid positions

were treated in the everyday interactions around the

organization which came to represent class differences in the

organization:

R: So there are just tremendous class issues here,
classism is really prevalent and it's tremendous.

I: And what are those? Tell me, can you give me an
example of my life in the shelter or the organization
where a class issue comes up?
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R: Yeah, yeah, 'cause I mean especially coming through
here. . most women come here with the very best intentions
and wanting to help and all of that. But I mean, we come
from a tremendously classist society, but here it's
really downplayed. And we have just all internalized
just like all the other issues in the culture, so
struggling through that. So, it's just for example,
someone who may have a high staff position who treats the
front officer worker differently. Now, they may not even
think about that they're treating the front office worker
differently, but they certainly don't treat them like a
peer, like they treat someone coming to visit who's say
another department head in our organization or someone
from the head of another organization. You know, they do
get treated different than the person who answers the
phone at the front desk, even though we talk about being
totally egalitarian and mutual and equal. And yet those
class issues can still interfere in a place like this,
working even amongst women.

Other issues that arose which served to symbolize power

differences between activists included matters like the

provision of parking space for more higher ranking activists

or the exclusion of working-class activists from the social

activities of their more privileged counterparts.

One working-class activist commented:

I know this might seem dumb to you, but I don't like it
when [organizational elites] get together and go have
coffee and lunch or something. I mean, I never get
invited or asked along and sometimes I'm like standing
there and I'm available and they know that.

Sources of Racial Conflict

Beyond the problems for women of color in the movement

mentioned in the discussion of conflicts related to cooptative

process, women of color discussed a number of other
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difficulties they had experienced as activists that were

related to race.

Activists came into conflict with one another over which

group (s) should be allowed access to the diminishing pot of

organizational resources. As the demand for services rose and

organizational resources shrank, historically marginalized

groups of women began to be excluded from service provision.

Activists explained that money for services and outreach to

battered women of color had been cut when funding to the

organization diminished.

The way in which funding cuts were handled by

administrative personnel and the groups targeted for exclusion

mirrored patterns of exclusion and discrimination in wider

society. As one activists commented:

When money got tight we stopped doing outreach to women
of color, cause it takes more time than we have.
According to the administration it uses a lot of
personnel hours and that kind of thing. . . they keep saying
we will include it soon and it will get addressed, but it
has been a long time since we had money or time for
outreach activities to battered women of color.

In another instance of race related struggles among

activists over the distribution of scarce organization

resources, a volunteer who had been working on the hotline

with a woman who had been a victim of sexual and domestic

assault was admonished for "spending too much time" on the

hotline with the woman. The director charged that the

battered woman was "abusing" organizational resources by

"calling too frequently" and "talking too long" on the
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hotline. However, the activist explained that the woman had

been badly abused as a child and as an adult, was quite poor

and needed a good deal of assistance from her organization.

The advocate felt that the woman was "hanging on by her

fingernails" emotionally and the time on the hotline with her

was warranted. The director and the hotline worker came into

repeated conflict over whether precious organizational time

should continued to be allotted to the woman of color.

Eventually, the director intervened and talked to the victim

directly and told her to curb her calls and requests for help.

This intervention and withdrawal of services angered the

hotline worker involved in helping the victim.

The hotline worker explained that the director's limiting

of services to this woman was likely related to her race

because other white women had called the hotline and talked

for just as long without it being noticed or acted upon:

I was working with this woman, she was a teenager and a
victim of domestic violence and incest. She called the

hotline and asked for me a few times. . . she was really
hurting and in bad shape. . . she had been through some
serious abuse. Our director at the time kept hounding me
that I was spending too much time with her and that this
woman was abusing the hotline. Well I didn't think she
was at all. The director and I got into several
disagreements over this and one day when I wasn't working
she just intervened. She told the woman to stop calling
the hotline and that she was taking too much of our time.
I couldn't believe it... it made me really angry. . . it
really traumatized me that something like this could
happen.

Another problem encountered for women of color in the

movement was what some felt to be a lack of respect or

attention for their activism. While activism by women of
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color was at times acknowledged by white women in the

movement, most of the "talk around the organization" centered

on the accomplishments, both historically and currently of

white activists. One woman of color who had been involved in

the movement for many years and had facilitated the passage of

major state and national legislation around battery and sexual

abuse of women explained:

I think women of color have been activists far longer
than white women and have never received the credit in
the movement or the national attention of the media, and
it sounds like a cliche but certain types of cliches have
truth in them. The problem is that they're sometimes
overused. But the cliche is that until a white person
does it's never considered legitimate, and in some ways
I think that's true of women's movements. Women have
been involved in women's movements before white women
because the slavery movement was really not just a
women's movement, it was a people's movement. And out of
it came a lot of issues particular to women. I mean,
obviously, one of the most famous people, Sojourner
Truth, was definitely a human rights advocate and a
women's rights advocate. You just don't hear about the
things that women of color do in social movements, it's
mainly the white women. . .

Another woman of color wrote a long letter to all the

members of her organization and included the monthly

newsletter. It had recently been history month and no mention

was made of the issue in and around the organization. She

explained that during women's history month and every other

holiday that activists could possibly tie to white women's

accomplishments and activism they had. However, the entire

month dedicated nationally as history month and activists'

accomplishments throughout history had been ignored by her

organization. She wrote a long, painfully open letter to the
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members of the organization explaining her disappointment and

hurt at their ignorance and marginalization of activism on the

part of women of color.

Other women of color explained that the racism in their

daily lives, outside of the movement, also affected their

activism and led to feelings of isolation and exclusion. For

example, the Latina activist explained that when groups of

activist got together for group meetings and support, which

they did on occasion, white women talked about "different

things" than she wanted to. She explained that while she

shared some of their problems, group discussion often focused

on issues of importance or that caused stress in the lives of

white women. Her experiences of race and class related

' during her childhood and adulthood were what sheviolence'

had wanted to talk about on different occasions. The Latina

activist said she had tried to bring up race and class related

experience in these group activists settings but was met with

silence and had not tried to bring it up since that time:

It is hard to talk about some things, important things in
group for me. Like having been an incest victim, then
being a prostitute, I'm embarrassed and I just don't
think the other women want to hear it or know what to
say... so that can be hard. . . sometimes I'll just sit in
group, not say much and think about it by myself.

The Indian activist also faced racism and isolation

within the wider culture that she was not always able or

comfortable sharing with white women in the movement. A

" see chapter Three for a depth discussion of these issues.
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number of times during the interview she apologized for the

way of her cultural background and explained that being an

Indian woman in the U.S. was sometimes embarrassing as white

feminists sometimes looked down on what they considered her

less "liberated" status.

Women of color also said they felt isolated inside the

movement because, despite occasional discussions by white

activists about recruiting women of color, there were few of

them in the movement. One activist explains:

... I think the women's movement, this movement and the
official women's movements to like that's comprised of
NOW and a lot of major organizations, National Women's
Political Caucus and just millions of various feminist
women's organizations, there aren't very many women of
color. When I attend events, and this is not a put-down,
but really, there are hardly any women of color. And I
am just like "You know, I just don't want to do this."
I just don't want to be--I'm tired of being the pioneer,
the only spec in the sugar or whatever... I have come to
find out lately that a women who considers herself a
feminist is really on the edge, because in terms of white
women in terms of the battered women's movement, you're
kind of on the periphery, not necessarily included.
You're always joining their organization, not really like
being a part of the organization. . .

Women of color also experienced pressures and conflict

related to their activism from outside the movement that white

activists did not encounter. Activists said they that had

been pressured by members of their communities to engage in

activism in the community instead of in a women's movement.”

* The conflict from their communities experienced by women of
color as a result of their involvement in the battered women's
movement is also discussed in the section of Chapter Three
regarding race and class differences in decision making around
movement participation.
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Activists explained that they had been treated poorly on a

number of occasions by other women and by men for siding with

the "white folks" and not dealing with more pressing issues of

racism in their communities.

The Indian activist also articulated that there were

cultural barriers for her as a Indian woman trying to engage

in political activities. Both her husband and family had

pressured her at times to remain at home and give up her work

in the movement:

When I first started to volunteer, it was really hard at
first. It was real hard that first year on me because of
all the cultural transition. Plus I got married to this
guy, I didn't know him very well, and then there were all
my family obligations. . . he did not want me to go to X
organization at first. For a woman to go out like this
working and doing activities at the organization, it was
hard for him to understand. Also my mother back in India
did not like it either she thought it was too hard for me
and too many responsibilities for me to go out of the
house with a baby.

Another issue which faced women of color in the movement

was racism in the criminal justice system with regard to

domestic violence and rape. One activist explained that both

women of color who are victims and men of color who are

attackers face deeply ingrained racism in the courts when they

are involved in a crime. Cultural myths regarding men of

color as violent and assaultive of white women angered

activists. This combined with harsher more violent treatment

by white police, attorneys and judges when men of color have

assaulted women of color complicates decision making in

reporting for these women.
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Activists explained that white women inside the movement

did not always understand or address this issues in their

discussion of violence against women and the proposed

solutions to the problem. Leaving this vital information out

of public speeches or movement groups discussions of violence

angered activists of color. One activist explained the

complicated and difficult situations with the criminal justice

system that women of color find themselves in:

Like what does a woman do who is raped by a man. What
kind of situation are you being put in terms of the
stereotype that all men are rapist," which is a racist,
unfair, unjust, cruel, degrading, dehumanizing stereotype
that is till extremely pervasive today. I think a lot of
white women are afraid of men, and a lot of men are
alienated, feeling accused of something they haven't
done. And so here you have, if a woman is raped by a
man, and statistics show that you are most like to be
raped by someone of your same race, that a Black woman is
very likely to be raped by a Black man and a white woman
is likely to be raped by a white man and an Asian woman
by an Asian man and a Latina woman by a Latino man. So
therefore, it's sort of like I've had one man say to me
* If a woman is raped by a man, and especially if he's
prominent, she should not go to the police. She should
not go to the establishment, the traditional one. She
should take it to the community and let us deal with it
in our own community the way we would deal with it,
because the white race's media will just latch on to it
and just run with it and make it into this big Mike Tyson
type case. ". . . And then you have to look at like, ‘Well,
what about the woman? Why can't women of color have
access to the criminal just system as much as you get?
I think that as a woman, having access to the criminal
justice system is some what of . . . joke. But at least I
should have the right to approach the system. And not to
even be allowed to have access to the system, however
poor the system is, is just outrageous to me. And I just
feel like it's just one more example of how women of
color are really, really being oppressed unlike other
people. The issue is not an issue for white women. And
it's sort of like not only are you having to deal with
being raped and all the horror and trauma that comes with
that, but now you've got to make all these political and
social decisions that you really shouldn't have to deal
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with. So issues like that are issues for women and
women of color. They're not issues for white women.

Like other women who encountered struggles and dissention

within the movement, activists of color were disappointed at

finding so many racial problems, exclusions, and denials of

the problems by women purported to be their sisters. When

entering the movement, activists of color had also hoped to

find a sense of community and "different" white women with

respect to attention to race-related issues:

It's really kind of painful when you think about it, to
not really be a part of things in the movement. . . to be
working for everyone, every woman and not have them
necessarily working or caring about you and the issues
you face as a woman of color who is battered.

Conflicts Related to Sexual Orientation

Beyond the cooptative processes which affected lesbians,

activists, and lesbian victims of violence, seeking shelter or

other kinds of help, there were struggles among staff

concerning the treatment of these women in the organization.

Cutting services to battered lesbians or failing to take

the time to do relevant outreach to these women was a point of

contention for some women. Both lesbians and heterosexual

women were concerned with this problem. One activists notes:

I know money is short around here. But is seems like
every time there is a funding cut it is services and
outreach to [battered] lesbians that they take the money
from.
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Lesbians in some of the organizations felt that not

enough time or attention was allocated to a very serious

issue. They pointed out that lesbian battering has been a

problem that has been very uncomfortable politically for the

battered women's movement. The dominant analysis of domestic

violence by activists in the movement centers on socially

based power (economic and political) differences between the

genders.

While the movement's analysis of the "causes" or reasons

for domestic violence is simplified here, the basic assertion

that battery happens due to these gender related power

differences is a major aspect of the movements explanation

(Schecter, 1982). However, lesbian battering, which is in

many ways the same (from the victims perspective as well as

from the perpetrators) as wife abuse perpetrated by men

conflicts with and complicates some of the movement

assertions.

Movement activists have articulated that acknowledging

and dealing with the issue publicly could prove dangerous for

the movement as powerful political actors and right wing

groups would latch on to the issue and use it to debunk the

battered women's movement altogether (Lobel, 1986).
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Lesbians in the study, as well as heterosexual women,

explained that lesbian battery was downplayed, ignored, or

left out of service provision and group discussions in some

organizations because it conflicted with the movement's

explanation of wife assault.

One activist explained that due to the movement's

tendency to ignore the issue of battered lesbians, these

already highly stigmatized and often times isolated women

become further isolated and victimized. One activist

explains:

I know it [battering within lesbian relationships] is a
tough issue for the movement, but ignoring it hasn't
helped us any. Certainly it hasn't helped the victims,
but it also hurts the movement. Lesbians become isolated

and marginal to a movement that has been a big part of
our community. We have a lot to offer, and have been
around in the movement for a long time and have lots of
experience with activism. And yet, some of us are
feeling pushed out now, like we're not wanted anymore.
*Thanks for the help, " and when we ask for something in
return, as women, as lesbians, of women--from our
"sisters," we are turned away. ... We have begun forming
our own little coalition on the outside of some of these

organizations and meeting on our own. There have been
many suggestions among the group that we simply split off
from the mainstream battered women's movement at this

point.

Struggles On Behalf of Others

Although the problematic issues discussed were related to

activists' social class, race, or sexual orientation, other

activists sometimes engaged in struggles on behalf of these

groups they felt were being disadvantaged in their
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organizations. Middle-class women and higher ranking

activists sometimes remarked about the dismay they felt about

the discrepancies in power within their organizations. Women

who were on the "plus" side of organizational differences,

with higher salaries and access to other privileges were

sometimes quite troubled by their privileged positions.

In some cases middle-class white women in middle

management positions would engage in conflict with more

powerful actors over how they were treating their less well

off activist counterparts, including decisions concerning

which groups should get funding cuts or allocated more or less

of the scarce pile of resources. One organizational

administrator explained (after repeated questioning and

reassurance that her responses during her interview would

remain confidential):

You know, now that you do ask about conflict and
problems, there are some other things I haven't talked
about yet that do bother me... I mean the things I've
already mentioned are important to me to, but there are
some problems here.

I: Like what do you mean by "problems?"

R: Between some of the staff and the director and the
associate director, well, let's just say the powers that
be. I don't always agree with what happens and I don't
always think it's fair, the way things are run around
here. Sometimes the staff are treated horribly or like
they're not allowed any input, or they get lied to
sometimes about what's really going on here, and I don't
approve at all. I mean, I guess sometimes I'm a part of
that, and that's really bad. I guess I need to work on
that one. But sometimes I have tried to stick up for the
staff, I have said that's not fair and I disagree.
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The combination of a number of different unanticipated

power struggles among activists led some women to leave the

battered women's movement. The disappointment and unexpected

nature of these power dynamics were salient aspects of some

women's experiences in the movement. Activists articulated

that while they loved the work itself and working with

victims, the oppressive interactions among their supposed

"sisters" was contradictory to their expectations and

sometimes contributed to decisions to leave the movement:

I liked being a volunteer in the movement... and being a
paid advocate later as well. I would have stayed longer,
it's just that there were so many fights between the
administration and the advocates that I never expected,
they were hard to take. It really hurt my feelings and
made me sad. I came here to be with other women, to
bond, to fight against the widespread oppression of women
in this society. But then I found women oppressing each
other within the movement, within my organization. The
sisterhood was really a mess you know?

Another activist nicely summarized a number of issues

that activists, including herself felt were painful and

problematic in the movement:

Oh, and it's painful for me when there's dissention, I
mean, in those areas that we need to certainly work
through and--it's gotta be worked through. But it is
real painful for men when we get into all these
adversarial camps. . . sometimes it seems like it's women of
color against white women, and then it's times where it's
lesbian women and non-lesbian women or adversarial with
lesbian women, and trying to find the common grounds. But
it's so easy to find things to split us up and to
splinter us. And having to confront homophobia and
heterosexism within the movement and racism and all that
stuff, I mean, it's got to be confronted. . . And all the
class issues, classism in the movement is tremendous. . .
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We've all got to be working on it all the time.
And it's just painful because it causes real
breakdowns where we become hostile and almost like
enemy camps and we're competing and we're
adversaries and we lose sight of our commonalities.

Other Struggles: Feeling Ineffective

Another problem cited by some women in the movement was

a lack of resources with which to help battered women. Just

as struggles among organizational actors violated activists

expectations of a sense of community and sisterhood among

women, activists' inability to provide victims with needed

resources violated expectations of "helping other women".”

A number of activists explained that part of the reason

for their initial involvement in the movement was to help

emancipate women from violent relationships and "preventing

this from happening to anyone else." Helping other women

provided an avenue for "making meaning out of oppression or

making "sense of" their prior experiences of victimization:

One of the reasons I decided to become an activist in the
movement was to help other women. I have been through so
much abuse in my life, and it somehow makes it better to
help set other women free.

Activists expressed dismay, disappointment and anger at

the material conditions facing the movement and the battered

women they were trying to help. The lack of organizational

* See Chapter Three for a discussion of the role of helping
other women, and its relationship to making sense of one's own
victimization, as anticipated benefits of participation in the
battered women's movement.
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resources coupled with the political economy of the 1980s made

activists' jobs extremely difficult. Women explained that

offering shelter and support was of some help to victims, but

that many battered women they encountered needed material

resources that their organization did not have. In

particular, lack of housing and income were mentioned by

activists as complicating their jobs and leading them to feel,

at times, ineffective in their efforts to aid victims.

Activists invested in helping emancipate women sometimes left

the movement when they felt their efforts were fruitless:

Women would come to the shelter and need things. . . and
there was always a paucity of resources at the shelter
and other places that we could offer them. . . Like getting
Section Eight housing is extremely hard. We have some
women, like the counselors, I mean they're on the phone
just all the time calling here and there and pleading all
of their cases and all of this. I mean, it's a never
ending battle. . . The resources are very meager for
battered women. And I mean, that frustrates me no end
and I get angry when I think about it. And because there
are so few services, it keeps a lot of women from getting
out. .

Another activist explains:

You know, it's really hard to do this job with so few
resources. ... I mean sometimes I just feel like I can't
give these women what they need. . . Like a job, a place to
live... even AFDC isn't enough for them to live and pay
rent. . .

Another activist articulated her frustration with the

lack of resources for battered women:

My job is frustrating. . . you know battered women are still
in the same place they were years ago when I started in
this movement, I mean money wise and things like
that... it's even worse in some ways now. . . We just had
another cut in the AFDC. ... I mean, it's only a little. It
seems like a little, $31 a month. But if you're only
getting $600 and you have three kids. . .
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Other activists explained that their organization itself

was so strapped for resources that they often had to turn

women away who were seeking shelter. This meant that

activists were only able to offer someone to talk to over the

phone and referrals to other community resources. Activists

pointed out that other community resources were either

inappropriate for battered women or were full to capacity as

well. One activist explains the problem of organizational

resources and the role it played in her decision to leave the

movement:

I started working on the hotline. I was really ready.
I enjoyed the training and I wanted to help these women.
But the shelter was always full . . . most of the time when
I was working the hotline and someone needed to come in
the shelter was full. ... I could offer these women nothing
but referrals. ... I just got frustrated and decided to
leave the organization. ... I wasn't helping these women.

Personal Constraints to Participation

For some activists personal time and financial

constraints made participation in the battered women's

movement difficult. Personal constraints to involvement in

the movement arose for both volunteers and paid staff.

Volunteers had difficulty fitting activism into their

schedules which often included paid employment elsewhere

and/or child rearing:

There were a number of reasons I stopped volunteering.
I guess the main one was time. I had my kids and I got
divorced. I had to start working full-time to take care
of things and I just didn't have the time anymore.
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Another activist explains:

Volunteering is getting harder and harder. I am in
school full-time now and I have a four year old. When I
do my hotline shift I do it in the evenings after she is
in bed and hope to God that she won't wake up while I am
on a crisis call. I am just juggling so many things. . .

Activists with paid positions explained that the low pay

and long hours made working in the movement difficult. Three

activists who worked full-time as paid staff in the movement

had to work second jobs in order to "afford" to work in the

battered women's movement. One woman discussed these

difficulties:

Well, I work full time at the shelter. I usually get off
around six and then I head to my other job, bartending in
the evenings to make ends meet. They don't pay me much
at the shelter and I can't make it on that. I suppose I
could do better elsewhere, but I want to stay involved in
the movement.

Another activist who was a single parent and trying to

support two children on the meager salary she earned working

at a shelter explained how she worked two different shelter

jobs to try and make ends meet:

I have two kids and I need to support myself on my own,
so I took another shelter job, besides the one I have
In OW. I worked days at one shelter and nights at the
other. I'd leave one job, the night job, and I'd pass my
house and see if there was any mail, and then I'd go
right down to the other job and work eight hours there.
I worked a fourteen hour shift from seven at night until
nine in the morning. Then I could go to bed after 11:00
at night and I had to be up and working by seven in the
morning. But I rarely got to bed at the shelter before
One e Then there were more funding cuts to one of the
shelters and we all had our hourly pay cut back, and it
wasn't much to begin with.

Another working-class activist in the movement was

getting paid so little for her work that she also took other
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jobs to maintain her ability to work in the movement:

There was no way I could survive on the job here a X. I
wasn't making enough. So I did all these other things.
I was a plumbers assistant and I was a carpenters
assistant and I did housecleaning and I worked in a
chiropractic office doing body work. [Laughs]. I did all
those things so I could do this work, * cause I'm
committed to this work and working for women's issues in
empowerment and for safety and for stopping violence, in
particular violence against women.

Another activist who was volunteering and had a child

explained the difficulty of mixing these two activities:

Well, you know, every since the baby has been born I have
been taking 6 to 9 shifts in the morning. It's been hard
in the sense that sometimes when my baby was small he
used to get up and my husband didn't understand and he
wouldn't really help me. So I would be trying to deal
with the baby and talk on the hotline. And also when I
have to... well I want to, go to the shelter for trainings
and to do role plays and that, it is really hard with a
small baby to get out of the house for very long. . . also
I am so tired all the time with the home responsibilities
and then the baby and volunteering.

The Role of Conflict and Personal Struggles
in Activists' Decisions to Leave The Movement

Both the group of activists in the study who were

involved in the movement at the time of their interviews and

those who had left the movement articulated a number of

different conflicts and struggles they had experienced during

their tenure in the movement. It is important to note that

both the women who had remained in the movement and those who

had left often explicated a number of problems and it is

therefore complicated to pinpoint a single or primary reason

for activists' attrition. However, there were some important
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differences between those who stayed and those who had left

the movement.

First, those women who focused largely upon violations of

the sisterhood in the discussions of problematic experiences

within the movement (stemming from a number of sources

including unanticipated power differences between activists,

cooptative state processes and race, class, or sexual

orientation struggles with other activists), and considered

these experiences major contributors to their leaving, were

primarily women who were employed full-time in the movement as

opposed to volunteers. Women who were paid and working full

time in the movement spent far more hours at their

organizations each week did than their part-time and volunteer

counterparts.

In addition volunteers sometimes worked only on the

hotline and had relatively little and infrequent contact with

other movement members when compared to employed women.

Employed women were also viewed and treated somewhat

differently by organization actors than Volunteers.

Volunteers were seen as precious commodities whose donated

time helped make nearly everyone's work in the movement

easier.

Among the employed women who were more likely to leave

over power struggles and violations of the sisterhood, women

who held middle management positions, and in one case a

director, left more often than did working-class, direct
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service workers. Initially, this seemed somewhat surprising

as working-class women were quite focused upon these

sisterhood and power struggles. However, the women who left

primarily over power and other struggles between activists

were mostly middle management, middle-class women, with

bachelor's degrees who had other employment already lined up

when they decided to leave.

Further questioning of activists who departed over

dissention and power struggles revealed that these women had

acquired well-paid positions in some other line of work prior

the leaving the movement. These activists also said that they

felt confident in their abilities to find work elsewhere, and

so felt they did not have to remain in their unpleasant work

environments.

One white, middle-class activist who had been engaged in

a number of cooptative problems and struggles within her

organization left primarily because of these problems once she

had secured a better paying job working in a victim's witness

assistance program in her state:

After all that had happened there, the fighting and
politics among us, I was very pained. As soon as I
secured the position, I'm still in now, I gave my notice
and left the organization. It was very hard, but for the
best.

Another middle management activist who had frequently

experienced unanticipated power struggles with organizational

elites and at times been excluded in the movement as a lesbian

explained how she obtained another position before leaving:
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After all the politics and problems, I finally started
looking around for something else, put my resume out
there and made some phone calls. I had a couple of
offers that were pretty good right away---that's when I
really decided to go. It made me feel like, "Hey, I
don't have to live like this, I don't have to keep doing
this to myself, it's hurting me and I'm worth more... I'm
wanted other places."

Although working-class women and women in lower

organizational positions also discussed at length power

struggles and violations of the sisterhood, middle-class women

who were dismayed by the struggles they encountered (either on

behalf of others, or directly with higher organizational

actors and members of the board of directors) had the personal

resources to obtain work elsewhere.

Conversely, working-class employed activists who

articulated numerous conflicts and power struggles with other

women in their organizations, rarely left the movement as a

result. One working-class employed activist explained that

she badly wanted to leave her organization due to these

problems but felt she "had no other place to go" and "wouldn't

be able to find another job."

Another working-class activist explains how she had

considered leaving over the painful struggles and problems

with other activists but felt "trapped" by the difficulty in

securing other work without the benefit of a college degree:

I: When you talk about all this stuff and that maybe you
would leave the movement over it, where would you go?

R: Well that does scare me, part of the reason I'm still
here I think is because I don't know where to go. . . And it
does scare me when I think about, "Where am I---okay if
I can't survive here, where can I go?' And knowing what
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the status of women's non-profits are out there, boy,
it's deadly. Everybody has got a college degree now a
days, sometimes you have to now to get hired for
anything. . . So as I'm actually looking around to answer
those question for myself right now, I'm not seeing many
answers. And then I feel really trapped, and it's really
hard. And then also thinking, "Well, I gotta pay rent
and I gotta pay bills and I gotta eat, and where can I
go?' I don't know. I don't really know.

Both the women who remained and those who left the

movement discussed personal constraints and problems related

to feeling ineffective. However, volunteers were more likely

to leave over these issues than were paid activists.

Both paid women and volunteers had experienced a good

deal of frustration around the lack of resources they were

able to provide for battered women during the current historic

era. However, volunteers were not receiving paychecks for

their movement activities and were often out of touch with

other activists because they spent far fewer hours at the

organization than their employed counterparts (so had

diminished opportunities for positive as well as negative

interactions or violations of "community" and "sisterhood").

Thus, for these women, the denial of the reward of freeing

women from abusive relationships and feeling "ineffective" was

quite problematic.

A volunteer who left the movement because of frustrations

and feelings of inefficacy related to lack of resources for

battered women explained why she left:

I realized one day, not long after becoming involved in
the movement that I was dealing with a really
disenfranchised group of women. They needed more than we
could give them. They needed housing, money, everything.
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They just needed so much help.. and I couldn't really help
them, I mean we could offer some things, but they needed
so much more I just felt ineffective. I finally left the
organization because I just felt like I wasn't really
helping.

Finally, women who left over personal constraints were

also primarily volunteers as opposed to employed movement

members. In addition to being volunteers, women who left for

reasons related to personal constraints often had children.

Women from different social backgrounds and races, both

employed and volunteering sometimes articulated that movement

work was difficult, time consuming, and draining on their

personal lives. However, volunteer activists with children

who had left the movement explained that personal constraints

were a central aspect of their decisions to leave.

Additionally for the volunteer activists who left the

movement due to life constraints, personal situations had

often changed with respect to children and partners since

entering the movement. One women with children and a partner

when she entered the movement ended her relationship and

became the primary (and almost sole) caregiver for her

children. In addition, she had to begin working full-time

(from part-time) in a paid position she held outside of the

movement to sustain herself. Although she discussed numerous

political problems in the movement, it was the two events in

her personally life that "pushed her out" of continued

volunteer work:

---
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It's kind of hard to say exactly why I left, you
know. . . there had been things that bothered me a lot, like
I said, lack of the things. ... resources these women
needed. . . but also after my divorce, having to take care
of my kids by myself now, working more, I decided I
couldn't fit it into my life anymore.

However, she goes on to explain that perhaps she would

have stayed had she felt more effective:

... but, I don't know, who's to say, maybe I would have
scraped by and kept doing it [volunteering] if it was
working, I mean really helping other women.

Her complex story and multiple reasons for exiting the

movement points to the difficulty in pinpointing the events

that "caused" women to exit the movement.

Another volunteer had worked in the movement for some

time and after having a baby was forced to curb her activism

due to the constraints on her free time that this had added.

Again she had discussed race related struggles and isolation

during her tenure in the movement, but hadn't left until after

the birth of her baby.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY

The findings discussed here concerning struggles faced by

activists in the battered women's movement and the

relationship of these problems to activists decisions to leave

are quite complex. A number of different dilemmas, painful

experiences and unanticipated struggles were faced by

activists once they entered the movement. The sources of the

varied problems encountered by activists are multitudinous.
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First, it is clear that the state and movement

organizations needs for funding set the stage for many of the

problems encountered by activists in the movement. The

historical evolution of the movement from primarily grass

roots, collective organizations to a movement comprised mainly

of hierarchical institutions, which were highly dependent on

state and federal monies for survival, shaped many of the

interactions and problems within the movement. State

requirements imposed on organizations in order to receive

monies led to tremendous strife among activities.

Previous theories of the cooptation of social movements

are quite relevant in this regard. Clearly, as Piven and

Cloward (1971, 1978) and numerous other discussions of social

movements have pointed out, the state extends concessions to

movement organizations in order to blunt their political edge

and to reshape the direction of the movement. However, these

theories have not tied macro process of cooptation and its

effects to different organizational actors and positions.

Neither have cooptation theories examined the ways in which

this process differentially impacts more disadvantaged, less

powerful organizational actors.

Activists holding lower organizational positions (which

are tied to activists places in the wider social structure)

and those who come from historically marginalized groups such

as the working class, women of color, and lesbians are often

the targets of, and disproportionately affected by, the

--
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state's demands on organizational behavior. Further,

disadvantaged working activists in the battered women's

movement had fewer resources available to them with which to

react to or protect themselves from violations related to

cooptative processes.

Women with more cultural capital, primarily white middle

class women were able to react to painful struggles related to

state cooptative processes by securing other positions and

leaving the movement. Conversely, working-class women who

wanted to escape an oppressive organizational environment

related to cooptation had fewer employment options and routes

of escape from their painful experiences.

These findings regarding the way in which cooptation

works in the lives of individual women within the context of

organizations have not been discussed in the cooptation

literature. Tieing together wider state processes with the

structural and organizational positions of activists is a new

avenue of exploration.

The major thesis in the cooptation literature concerns

the ability of the state to shape the direction of a movement

and movement demands. The contribution of cooptation to

activists' decisions to leave a social movement, thus

potentially diminishing the number of "political people"

available and interested in participation is also important.

Further, the role of the state in "dividing women among

ourselves" and creating conflict is critical to consider.
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Cooptation processes may be a key mechanism for pushing women

out of political activities, creating internal dissention, and

ultimately very effectively distracting us from seeing our

commonalities and pressuring the state for social change

together, in a way that would benefit all groups of women.

As Hirsch and Keller (1990: 1) point out in their

discussion of the conflicts among feminists activists as well

as scholars that have plagued us for the past decade:

To say that the economic and political realities of the
1980s were unconducive to such idealism and enthusiasms
is not only to say the obvious, but egregiously to
understate that obvious. Even though the focus of this
book is on conflicts in feminist theory, rather than on
the extensive erosion visited by Reaganomics on the hopes
and accomplishments of 1970s U.S. feminism, no discussion
of either feminism or feminist theory in the 1980s can
begin without at least acknowledging the hostility of the
larger political, economic, and cultural climate which we
have had to endure. Thus, if many of us are wiser and
more sober as we enter the 1990s, and considerably sadder
and more troubled, it is undoubtedly that larger climate
that is in the first place responsible.

It is also likely that, at some point, if departed

activists are replaced by those willing to tolerate cooptative

processes, the nature and characteristics of a movement's

participants may also change over time. Perhaps less

political women who hold more individual analyses of battering

will come to dominate the movement over time. These questions

remain open for the time being, but present an important

avenue for future research on cooptation and social movements.

As previous investigations of struggles and conflict

within women's movements have noted (Dubois, 1990; Giddings,

1984; Ginzberg, 1990; Hewitt, 1990; hooks, 1990; Ryan, 1992),
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I also found a number of conflicts among activists related to

race, class, and sexual orientation differences among women in

the movement.

These problems were also multiple and complicated. While

the sources of race, class, and sexual orientation struggles

were many within the movement, the overarching theme of these

issues is that critical differences among women and needs

based on these differences were not always attended to by

white middle-class activists who dominate the movement.

Certainly periodic efforts have been made to include women

from varied backgrounds and take into account the different

life experiences and oppressions of different groups of women

within the movement (NCADV, 1992; Schecter, 1992).

However, it appears that the model upon which the

movement is built and the assumptions which underlie the

services it provides, largely benefit white middle-class women

at the expense of their less privileged "sisters." From

ignoring Black history month and the contributions of

activists of color throughout history, to failing to bring up

and provide services for battered lesbians, to stripping

working-class women of organizational power and privilege, the

movement has veered from its original vision and mission of

shared power and inclusivity of all women, from diverse

backgrounds. As Nancy Hewitt (1990:1, 11) notes:

Though feminists, including scholars, have perceived
community as a source of support and solidarity for
women, both history and politics affirm that a strong
sense of community can also be a source of exclusion,

:
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prejudices, and prohibitions. For the past decade, the
women's movement itself has been accused of forming its
own exclusive community, characterized by elitism,
ethnocentrism, and a disregard for diversity. . . . In
highlighting the importance of collective action for
women and the centrality of woman-constructed networks
for community wide campaigns, feminist scholars have
demonstrated women's historical agency. Now We must
recognize that agency is not only our legacy but also our
labrys, and like any double-edged weapon, it cuts both
ways: women influenced and advocated change, but they did
so within the context of their particular social and
material circumstances.

It is here that some of the findings in this chapter

provide an exciting intersection between feminist theory and

practice. Feminist theory itself has been plagued and

enriched by the difference/sameness debate among women (de

Lauretis, 1990; Hirsh and Keller, 1990; hooks, 1990; Spelman,

1988). The dilemmas and debates in feminist theory over the

past decade around essentialism versus diversity can be

addressed by the findings presented here. While I have been

attentive to and focused upon conflicts and differences among

feminist activists in a social movement, there are many

important shared characteristics among these women that

underlie their activities and experiences which I have not

formally articulated.

First, by their involvement in a social movement

activists have demonstrated a shared desire and willingness to

engage in difficult work and political activities to enact

social change on behalf of women qua women. Although

activists' differences were tremendous, so were their

similarities. Each sought out and chose a gender-based social
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movement and shared the goals of helping other women, and of

altering oppressive, violent patriarchal social structures.

Many felt pained, disappointed, and deeply hurt over their

inability to obtain shared dreams, directions, and power.

Women from diverse social and cultural backgrounds came to the

movement, at least in part, to find sisterhood, equality, and

work in a diverse community toward similar goals.

de Lauretis (1990) argument that the essentialism/

diversity debate within feminism is a "red herring" which

serves to distract us from our larger project is relevant

here. She holds that this debate in both our theory and our

practices has prevented us from moving on to create a

perspective and way of being which is not an either or

dichotomy, but rather attentive to both our strong

commonalities and our differences. She advocates, as I do,

moving toward developing theory and political practices "who's

constitution and who's modes of social and subjective

existence include most obviously sex and gender, but also

race, class, and any other significant sociocultural divisions

and representations; a developing theory [and practice ] of the

female-embodied social subject that is based on its specific,

emergent, and conflictual history" (de Lauretis, 1990: 267).

f
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Chapter Five

Exclusionary Practices Toward
Drug-Using Victims of Violence

In the Battered Women's Movement

INTRODUCTION

This chapter explores an organizational policy at most

battered women's shelters concerning drug-involved victims of

domestic violence. Despite official mission statements and

movement philosophies which hold that all victims of violence

should be included in service provision and movement activism,

drug-involved women have often been excluded from both.

Research concerning the consequences of domestic and

sexual violence has documented that the use of illicit drugs

among victims to cope with the physical and psychic trauma of

victimization is common. Yet, all of the organizations

represented in this portion of the study (twelve total)

excluded battered women who used drugs from service provision

and activism. Here, I explore the rationales surrounding

these policies.

I argue that the exclusion of these women is related to

the intersection of the structural conditions faced by the

movement and a historically-specific ideology concerning drug

use and drug-using women. Specifically, diminished resources

to battered women's organizations combined with negative
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state, media, and other public constructions of drug use and

drug-using women led actors in the movement to exclude drug

using victims of violence. These public construction began in

the late 1970s when many shelters were beginning to open and

were heightened during the 1980s war on drugs campaign.

The heightened awareness and media constructions of drug

using women during the past decade have disproportionately

focused upon poor women and women of color. Drug use among

women in the public discourse has largely become a stand in

for race and the underclass. This public discourse has been

used to explain and reinforce poor women and women of color's

already disadvantaged social positions.

Research on the etiology of drug use and interviews with

drug-using battered women suggest that there is a schism

between activists constructions of drug-using battered women

and these women's lived realities and actions. While

advocates in the battered women's movement commonly held that

drug-using victims of violence were unable or unwilling to

care for their children, were highly consumptive of scarce

organizational resources, were powerless to leave an abusive

relationship, were unable to participate cooperatively in

shelter life, and were incapable of political activism, drug

using victims are not restricted to these lines of action.

Activists required that battered women enroll in drug

treatment and be abstinent from use before they would be

allowed access to organizational resources. Activists'

:
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requirements for treatment is discussed as an individual

solution to the structural and political issue of drug use.

Like domestic violence, illicit drug use is related to the

material conditions of women's lives which often includes

poverty and battery. However, the movements constructions of

drug-using women and the requisite for "treatment" of battered

drug users by advocates contradicts the movement central

philosophy and political analysis of violence against women.

The movements long-standing commitment to examine and address

economic and political circumstances and constraints that

contribute to women's actions stand in stark contrast to their

apolitical and individual analyses of drug-using women.

I argue that ultimately, the exclusion of this group of

women from the battered women's movement not only restricts

drug-using women's options for assistance in leaving an

abusive relationship by denying them access to shelter and

hotline services, but inhibits potential political alliances

between all battered women in a social movement. In

particular, the movements analysis and practices concerning

drug-involved women are likely to disproportionately deny

services and political participation of poor women and women

of color who have largely become the targets of public

campaigns around drug problems.
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Historical Circumstances Facing
The Battered Women's Movement

As outlined in Chapter Two, the 1980s were characterized

by diminished and underfunding for a number of programs which

affected women. Battered women's organizations were no

exception. The enactment of the Family Violence Services

Prevention Act, limited criminal justice monies, individual

states, and private donations furnished some monies to

shelters for battered women. However, these sources were

insufficient relative to the demand for services. Funding for

battered women's organizations throughout the decade was

inadequate. Shelters across the country were overrun with

more calls for help from battered women than they were able to

respond to (Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 1991). A

number of shelters faced closure during the 1980s. The

National Coalition on Domestic Violence (1992) estimates that

two-thirds of women seeking shelter are turned away due to

lack of space. According to Testimony before the Committee on

Labor and Human Resources, United States Senate (1991: 76–77):

The funding in most states is shrinking. In some states
shelters are closing and domestic violence shelter
workers are being laid off. For example, Connecticut is
cutting its domestic violence programs by 20 percent. In
Texas domestic violence programs are threatened with
budget cuts due to that state's budget crisis; this is in
a state where services are available in only one-half of
its 254 counties. Funding in Indiana was cut by 10% this
year, and funding in Rhode Island was reduced by 5%.
Funding in Massachusetts was cut by 12 last year. . . New
Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Michigan and Vermont have had to
lay off staff. Funding in New Mexico, South Carolina and
Kansas is so low that state coalitions do not have a
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staff. . . In Philadelphia. . . a state with a population of
nearly 2 million, there is only one shelter to serve the
needs of battered women. Consequently, three women are
turned away for every one that is sheltered. The shelter
is always filled to capacity and maintains an unending
waiting list.

Women's Drug Use and Domestic
and Sexual Victimization

Drug-using women's lives are characterized by high levels

of domestic and sexual victimization (Murphy, 1992; Woodhouse,

1992). Battered women may use drugs to self medicate for

physical and physic injuries sustained in a violent attack

(Lowrance, 1990; Reed, 1991). In an ongoing National

Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) study of drug-using women, we

found that more than 60% of these women had been involved in

an abusive relationship in their lifetimes and more than 30%

were currently in a violent relationship (Britton,

forthcoming). Despite research documenting high levels of

domestic assault among drug-using women, battered women's

shelters commonly exclude these women from service provision

and activism.

A number of studies have also linked wife abuse or

battery to social class (Collins, 1980; Farrington, 1977

Steinmetz, 1977; Straus, Gelles, and Steinmetz, 1980).

Although violence against women and battery does cut across

all social classes, women in working class and poor families

are more likely to experience frequent and severe violence and
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sustain injuries as a result. Farrington (1977) and Johnson

and Morse (1968) point out that women in higher income

families are more likely to be educated themselves and to have

greater access to contraception and abortion and to limit

their fertility, a factor that Blumberg (1978) has linked to

violence against women.

Women of color are also at higher risk than white women

via two avenues. First, women of color are more likely to be

poor in the U.S. than are white women (Abramovitz, 1988).

During the 1980s, the number of women of color living in

poverty increased faster than the number of poor white women,

and exacerbated this preexisting schism. As poverty is

related to the likelihood of gendered violent victimization,

and women of color are disproportionately likely to be poor

when compared to white women, they are more at risk for

violence.

Secondly in studies which examine racial differences in

wife abuse, black women were found to be more at risk than

white women (Straus, 1979; Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz,

1980). When income was controlled for in these

investigations, the highest levels of abuse were found among

poor women of color.

Both poor women and women of color (through increased

likelihood of poverty and diminished avenues of support) may

be more likely to use illicit drugs when they are battered

than their middle class counterparts as these women have less
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access to other supports to cope with battering including

employment and personal and family economic resources

(Prescott and Letko, 1977). Diminished access to medical care

and prescription medication for physical and emotional

injuries resulting from battery may also increase the

likelihood that poor victims of violence will resort to

illicit drug use relative to their middle class counterparts.

Additionally, racism within the criminal justice system

may complicate and limit the ability of women of color to seek

help through this avenue. Violent and discriminatory

treatment of black offenders, and general cultural myths

concerning black men as violent may prevent women of color

from turning to the police when they are violated. Further,

battered women of color are themselves commonly revictimized

and treated poorly in the criminal justice system, making help

seeking difficult. This limited access to systems of support

or protection may lead battered women of color to use drugs to

cope with the trauma and pain of assaults.

The War on Drugs

The 1980s was characterized by and increase in public

attention to the issue of drug use. While negative public and

political discourse around drug use existed in the mid to late

1970s when the battered women's movement emerged, attention to

the issue was heightened during the Reagan and Bush
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administrations. It was in the early 1980s that the "war on

drugs" emerged (Reinarman and Levine, 1989; Rosenbaum, 1989).

Political and media attention to the issue of drugs and drug

use rose sharply over the past decade. Illicit drugs

generally, and crack cocaine in particular were the subject of

numerous news articles and media presentations. In one month

in 1986 the three major television networks aired 74 evening

news segments on drugs and drug users (Diamond, Accosta, and

Thornton, 1987). In 1987, five major national newspapers ran

more than 1,000 stories on crack cocaine alone (Inciardi,

1987; Trebach, 1987).

CBS and gallup poll data indicate that media and

political attention to the "drug problem" had a significant

impact on public opinion. In a CBS national poll done in

1985, less than 1% of the individuals polled believed that

illicit drugs were a critical national problem. However, by

1989, 54% of those polled believed that drugs were one of "the

most important problems facing the country today" (Reinarman

and Levine, 1989:129).

Like other ideologies which emerged during the late 1970s

through the 1980s (Binney and Estes, 1988; Estes, 1979, 1984;

Minkler, 1984, 1986; Ryan, 1976) the war on drugs can be seen

as an individual or victim-blaming ideology. Largely ignoring

structural precursors to drug use and drug problems such as

poverty, unemployment, and battery individuals were held
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responsible for their own drug use and problems associated

with use during the campaign.

The rise of the war on drugs during the past decade

served to deflect attention away from the growing structural

economic deprivation of the underclass (Reinarman and Levine,

1989, Wilson, 1985). Historically "drug scares" have emerged

during lean economic times in which the disenfranchisement of

the underclass has deepened (Reinarman and Levine, 1989).

During drug scares, political discourse and media attention

shifts away from economic conditions to what is defined as the

widespread and critical social "problem" of drug use.

According to Reinarman and Levine (1989: 555-6):

We use the term *drug scare" to designate periods when
anti-drug crusades have achieved great prominence and
legitimacy. Drugs scares are phenomenon in their own
right, quite apart from drug use and drug problems, and
have recurred throughout American history. . . during drug
scares all kinds of social problems are blamed on one
chemical substance or another. . . During the 19th century,
the temperance movement claimed that alcohol was
responsible for most of the nation's poverty, crime,
violence, mental illness, moral degeneracy, "broken
families, " and individual business failures.

As with other historic drug scares, media and political

attention to drugs during the 1980s largely constructed the

drugs and drug use as responsible for the growing rate of

poverty, increased violence in the inner cities, as well as

the breakdown of the family.

The war on drugs was largely supported (both politically

and financially) by the state. Through the funding of the

production of specific knowledges (Navarro, 1977) concerning
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the etiology and consequences of drug use, state-funded

research provided the foundation for many of the public claims

concerning drug use. During the 1980s, a plethora of medical,

psychiatric, and psychological research on drug use funded by

the state emerged. The major foci of this research was

individual etiologies and pathologies that lead to drug

addiction, as well as poverty and unemployment as the

consequences of drug use.

Key state actors including Ronald and Mrs. Reagan, George

Bush and many of their appointees actively campaigned in the

war on drugs. State actors commonly referred to drug use as

the "cause" of the nation's ills including poverty,

unemployment and inner city violence (Reinarman and Levine,

1989; Rosenbaum, 1989). In his 1989 address to the nation,

President Bush declared drugs as an underlying cause of the

nation's ills, claiming that drugs were responsible for

"turning our cities into battle zones and murdering our

children" (Reinarman and Levine, 1989 : 118). Despite public

constructions of drug use as the cause of poverty, a number of

studies have found that individuals who enter into drug use

are poor prior to their initiation of use (Murphy, 1992;

Murphy and Rosenbaum, 1992; Zinberg, 1984). These studies

note that drug users often begin their illicit drug use as a

result of poverty, violent victimization, and the alienation

and hopelessness which accompany such problems. Fu r the r

evidence which contradicts assertions about drug use as the
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cause of growing inner city minority poverty is provided by

studies of "controlled" drug use (Beck and Rosenbaum

[forthcoming] ; Murphy, Waldorf, and Reinarman, 1989; Waldorf,

Reinarman and Murphy, 1991; Zinberg, 1984). In a study of

primarily middle and upper-class drug users, Beck and

Rosenbaum (1994, forthcoming) found that social groups with

steady meaningful employment and assets such as homes rarely

become poverty stricken or suffer serious social consequences

as a result of their illicit drug use.

In a classic study on the importance of social context in

drug use titled Dru Set and Setting, Zinberg (1984) also

notes that social class is an important variable in

determining outcomes associated with drug use. Regardless of

substance, Zinberg found that middle class social groups with

"ties to conventional stakes" and meaningful social roles such

as employment were able to control their illicit drug use and

avoid the health and economic outcomes often contributed to

drug use.

In a recent comparative case study of women and cocaine,

Murphy and Rosenbaum compared the life circumstances of a

middle class cocaine user with those of an underclass user

prior to and after use. According to Murphy and Rosenbaum

(1992: 386–87):

Social class is an essential variable in interpreting
drug use patterns. Being a member of the middle class
means having material possessions and/or the resources
(e.g. family help, education, job skills) with which to
acquire material possession. In other words, the middle
class has something to lose. Individuals who possess
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life options tend to control their use of psychoactive
substances. In contrast, being a member of the
underclass means having few (if any) possessions, no
resources with which to acquire them, and no reasonable
expectation that circumstances will improve in the
future. Monique and Becky's experiences illustrate that
the consequences of crack or cocaine use are a function
of context--in particular the socioeconomic circumstances
of the user--not the drug.

This evidence contradicts the widely supported assertions

during the war on drugs that "drugs cause poverty" and are

largely responsible for the poor economic health of the

nation. While drug use and associated problems are highly

correlated with social class, with the underclass

disproportionately at risk for drug problems, poverty was

rarely constructed as a contributor to drug use. Rather,

public constructions of the "drug problem" during the war on

drugs commonly held that the relationship between drug use and

poverty was the converse--individuals are poor because they

use drugs. According to Reinarman and Levine (1989:127) :

Once in office Reagan and his appointees attempted to
restructure public policy accord to a radically
conservative ideology. Through the lens of the ideology,
most social problems appeared simply as the consequences
of individual moral choices. . . Drug problems fit neatly
onto this ideological agenda. For the New Right, people
did not abuse drugs because they were jobless, poor,
depressed, or alienated [but because ] they were weak,
immoral, or foolish enough to use drugs.

A favored solution to the drug problem in public and

political discourse over the past decade has been drug

treatment. Self-help and treatment methods such as Narcotics

Anonymous and "cognitive-behavioral therapy" called for
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psychological interventions, individual introspection and

"inner strength" as the major mechanisms for addressing drug

problems.

The low success rate in many drug treatment programs

points to their inability to address the structural and

economic underpinnings of drug use. A recent media article on

the failure (which then called for persistence in these

efforts) of drug treatment titled "Getting Junkies to Clean

Up," explained:

New York city stumbled when it spent $120 million in the
late 1980s to persuade 150,000 wavering students to stay
in high school. The city hired extra guidance
Counselors, offered wilderness training to some
youngsters to build their confidence, and rigged up an
automatic telephone dialing system that rang the truants'
home and reminded them to come to class. The effort

failed; the dropout rate remained at 28% (Fortune, May 6,
1991: 104).

Gender, Race and Class In the War on Drugs

One of the major thrusts of the media and political

attention to the drug problem during the past decade has been

underclass women of color's drug use (Higginbotham, 1992;

Maher, 1991). Research over the past decade on drug use by

poor women of color has largely concentrated on the effect of

drug use on these women's mothering skills and the effects of

maternal drug use on fetal outcomes (Gomberg, 1982, 1991;

Maher, 1991). Poor, drug-using women of color were

constructed in media and political discourse as unwilling and
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unable to care for their children (Maher, 1991; Murphy, 1992).

Drug-using women of color were commonly portrayed as unfit

mothers, with little or no regard for the welfare of their

children (see for example Hinds, 1990; Toufexis, 1991). An

article appearing in the New York Times in 1990 titled "The

Instincts of Parenthood Become Part of Cracks's Toll" read:

Crack can overwhelm one of the strongest forces in
nature, the parental instinct, specialists in drug
addiction say. *The maternal instinct" gets
blocked because the only thing that matters is the
addiction.

Public attention to and constructions of drug-using

women, which often translated into poor women of color,

focused on these women's "appalling" mothering skills. Drug

using women were defined as selfish, uncontrollable women who

chose to indulge in habits that endangered their own children.

Another, typical news article on women's drug use entitled

"Saving the Children: How Can We Control Public Menace Who

Can't Control Herself?" focused upon the "growing plague of

mother's drug use" and the threat it posed to the future of

the nation.

Many of the news articles and televisions shows pictured

only poor women of color in their discussions of the "drug

problem." Sometimes mentioning the issue of race and

sometimes not, predominately picturing poor women of color in

major news articles and documentaries on "drug use" served to

deliver the message that women of color were the "drug

problem" the nation was facing.
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In her recent article, Higginbotham (1992) argues that

there is a "metalanguage of race" that is employed in public

and political discourse. This metalanguage is found in a

number of the states' ideological apparatuses such as schools,

welfare agencies, hospitals, and television and the press. It

is laden with power but at the same time subtle, nebulous and

formless.

Through the use of a metalanguage of race, negative

cultural issues and events become associated with and

signposts for race:

For example, the metaphoric and metonymic identification
of welfare with the [B] lack population in America has
resulted in tremendous generalization about the supposed
unwillingness of many [B] lacks to work. Welfare
immediately conjures up images of [B] lack female-headed
households. . . Likewise, the drug problem too often is
depicted in the mass media as a pathology of [B] lack
lower-class life set in motions by drug dealers, youthful
drug runners, and addicted victims of the ghetto
(Higginbotham, 1992:254).

The historical construction of women color as oversexed,

lustful, animal-like beings who embody and are sexuality

(Gates, 1986; Higginbothum, 1992; hooks, 1990) was also used

in the war on drugs. This long-standing construction of Black

women's sexuality was easily carried into the public campaigns

around drug use. Drug-using women of color were often held to

be highly sexually deviant prostitutes. News paper articles,

television documentaries, and popular music over the past

decade commonly asserted that drug addicted women of color

would engage in any and every sexual act for a "hit" (Maher,

1991). Part of women of color's, it seemed was that she was
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willing, and even enjoyed, frequent, abusive sex with

strangers who owned the drugs she wanted.

Like other public discourse on drug use, individual

women were held largely responsible for their drug use and

consequent poor mothering skills and sexual permissiveness.

The role of poverty and racism in leading women to use drugs,

and the difficulties of black mothering in poverty aside from

drug use, were rarely considered in the public discourse on

women's drug use. The fact that most drug-addicted mothers

were poor and life-long victims of racism before they began

using drugs (see Murphy, 1992) was largely ignored.

According to Higginbotham, through the use of the

metalanguage of race, white America deploys racialized

constructions and metaphors to maintain or increase their

power over people of color. Public constructions of drug use

among women of color implied that their drug use had "caused"

their poverty and inabilities to mother rather than the other

way around. During the 1980s, the metalanguage of drugs/race

constructed drug use by poor women of color as creating their

own poverty and growing disenfranchisement. The role of

predominately white institutions and policy makers in creating

economic policies and engaging in employment practices which

severely disadvantaged women of color was not part of this

discourse.

The rise of the war on drugs and the attention to the

effects of poor women of colors' drug use on their maternal
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roles can also be seen as part of the wider backlash in

response to progress (although little) made by women of color

during the women's movements and civil rights movements of the

1960s and 1970s. The 1980s were characterized by changes in

both public policy through which women of color lost some of

their earlier, albeit minimal progress. Cuts in AFDC and

unemployment benefits, as well as worsening economic

conditions and increased joblessness among women of color was

coupled with the rise of conservative ideologies concerning

both Black and white women's maternal roles (Abramovitz, 1988;

Ryan, 1992). As the war on drugs helped to deflect attention

away from growing poverty and joblessness of inner city males

(Reinarman and Levine, 1989), it also diverted attention away

from the growing disenfranchisement of poor women and women of

color. Public gaze was shifted from the policies of the

Reagan and Bush administrations which profoundly impacted poor

women to underclass women's drug use as the "cause" of many of

their problems. According to Gomberg, (1982:21–22):

In the history of men, women and substance usage, there
are differences in the sanctions for . . . use of substances,
and in attitudes toward drug abuse. . . Drug and alcohol use
among women is a political issue, linked to gender roles,
power, ambivalence. . . . The idea that intoxication
produces sexual acting out among women is part of a set
of social attitudes toward women and their sexuality.
The idea that intoxication impairs women's primarily
responsibility, her nurturing role reaches its current
expression in campaigns of fear about "neonatal
addiction". . .

As with the portrayal of drugs in public discourse

generally, the proposed solution in public and scientific
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constructions of women's drug use over the past decade has

been "treatment" which often consists primarily of a

therapeutic or counseling interventions. Hundreds of

scientific articles were published during the decade of the

war on drugs evaluating and promoting different forms of

psychological interventions and treatments for drug-using

WOInern e The role of poverty and race and changing women's

material situations was again absent from such proposals.

Such constructions and knowledges assume that women's

drug use is unrelated to the material conditions of their

lives including poverty, racism, unemployment, and lack of

access to affordable childcare. Rather than constructing drug

problems as political issues, they are seen as individual

difficulties in which treatment and "fixing" or manipulating

the person is the only solution.

Findings

The Construction of Drug-Using Victims of Violence
By Activists in The Battered Women's Movement:
Minimizing Workload and Maximizing the
Chances for a Successful Outcome

Interviews with a number of activists and organizational

leaders revealed that exclusionary policies did not stem from

funders' regulations. Generally, funders did not require that

drug-using women be excluded from service provision. Rather

activists attempt to minimize their work loads and maximize
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their chances for a successful interaction (defined by

activists as one in which the battered woman leaves her

abuser) led them to exclude victims of violence who were using

drugs from organizational resources. Public constructions of

drug users as problematic which began in the late 1970s and

the heightened attention to the issue during the war on drugs

of the 1980s provided the ideological underpinnings for the

constructions and exclusion of drug-using victims from the

battered women's movement.

Many features of the constructions of drug-using women by

activists were related to the material conditions of their

work and to their attempts to minimize tremendous work loads

and maximize their chances for a "successful" outcome in their

interactions with battered women. Activists were often

stressed by the tremendous workload and more requests for

assistance from victims than they could respond to. This,

coupled with few organizational resources and the limited

availability of emancipatory programs such as housing and

income (see Chapter Two) with which to assist battered women,

led activists to try to control their work loads.

Within and across the shelters, direct service workers

(both volunteers and paid staff), as well as administrative

personnel held "collective representations" (Loeske, 1992) or

constructions of drug-using victims of violence. These

constructions then served as the bases for the exclusionary

policies employed by shelters. Of the 12 shelters (eight in
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California and four out of state) represented in my interviews

with activists, none "officially" allowed women who were using

drugs access to services.

Several aspects of the constructions of drug-using

victims by activists emerged including: that drug-using women

are poor mothers and thus unable or unwilling to properly care

for their children in the shelter; that drug-using battered

women are unable to follow house rules and are therefore more

difficult to manage at the shelter; that drug-using women are

controlled by their batterers because of their drug use and

are not trustworthy because of their desperation to obtain

drugs and hence pose a threat to the security of the shelter;

that drug-using women are unwilling or unable to leave their

batterers; that drug-use is an individual problem which

requires counseling or therapy as the primary solution.

Importantly, although most activists had limited or no

direct experience with drug-using battered women, advocates

feared that drug-using women would require more resources and

time to manage in the shelter than victims who did not use

drugs. Actors in the battered women's movement were concerned

that both on the hotline and in the shelter, drug-using

victims would be difficult to communicate with and supervise.

Movement workers and volunteers held that these women were

unable to hold coherent conversations due to their altered

states of consciousness and thus would require more time for
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interaction, with little chance of a meaningful conversation

taking place:

If they're high, they forget all the time and repeat
themselves. I don't think they know what's going on at
all, so why talk to them?

Another activist explains:

They [drug users] don't remember what you say or what
they say. They can't understand a conversation. . . do you
know what I mean. . . they're just too out of it, too high.
It would take too much time to talk to them when they are
in this state. We're not suppose to talk to them at all.
If they call we are suppose to give them referrals and
then hang up.

A hotline volunteer explains why she doesn't talk to

"drug addicts" who call the crisis line:

Because, if they are a drug addict they aren't able to
talk and make sense of things. They might forget what
you said later or what you're saying right then to them.
They are too incoherent to talk to. We get lots of calls
and we need to take the ones from women who can listen
and understand, it's a waste of our time and of the
hotline otherwise. . .

Actors held these constructions despite the fact that

other non-drug involved battered women also had a difficult

time talking because of their level of trauma and activists

sometimes had trouble distinguishing a drug user from a

battered women who is not using drugs:

I: How can you tell if a woman is loaded when she calls?
Well, mostly slurred speech and repeating
themselves. . . Except I think everybody in distress repeats
themselves a lot... I guess lots of women repeat
themselves on the hotline who aren't high. It's just
hard to discern who is loaded and who is not.

Another activist points out:

Well I've talked to these WOmen on the

hotline... before I knew they we're loaded, or when
I wasn't sure at first. Sometimes they repeat
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themselves, but I feel that they do understand and
remember the conversation sometimes. . . and I mean
women who aren't loaded also repeat themselves or
go on and on... So it could be that it's not the
drugs. . . It could be that that's part of their
personality.

Drug involved victims of violence were constructed by

activists as too demanding of personal and organizational

resources to be included in service provision. Activists held

that drug-using women were "more trouble" to manage in the

shelter than those women who did not use drugs. One activist

explains:

Women who are high and use drugs would take a lot of our
time at the shelter. We don't have time to worry about
them and take care of everything else.

Another activist remarks:

If we tried to deal with drug addicts and all their
problems we wouldn't have time for the other battered
women who don't use drugs. They [drug-using women] have
a lot of problems and we don't have the resources to deal
with them. . . it's hard enough to do this job.

In the shelter activists feared that drug users would not

follow house rules, be incoherent at group sessions or be

incapable of participating in communal living. From the

activists' perspective, this inability to follow the rules and

norms at the shelter meant that these women would require

extra time and energy to manage:

I just think they won't do their share around the house
[shelter] like cleaning up after themselves and that kind
of thing. That's how drug addicts are... all they care
about are their drugs. . . they're always trying to get more
drugs or whatever... and they won't attend meetings like
they're supposed to in the house.
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Another activist remarks:

They're [drug users] disruptive of things at the
shelter. The other residents might not want them
there. And what if other residents are in
recovery? It could jeopardize their recovery
process. Then you have to deal with problems
between clients and get in the middle of things.

Another activist explains the problems she believes drug

users would cause in the shelter:

There are rules. . . at the shelter... I mean certain things
are required of residents so everyone can get along and
do their share. We don't believe that a woman with drug
or any . . . alcohol addiction would follow the house rules,
participate in groups, not disrupt the other residents or
cause fights. . .

Often times activists' claims concerning the increased

resources required to care for drug-using battered women

centered on their inability to take care of their children in

the shelter. Shelter workers held that drug-using women were

too high to notice when children needed care. Despite limited

experience or even direct interactions with drug-using women,

advocates held that these women would be unable to care for

their children in the shelter. Drug involved women were

commonly constructed as poor and unconcerned mothers:

These women, when they're using drugs they can't take
care of their kids. They're too spaced out and high to
care about their own kids.

Another activist remarks:

Drug addicts don't wash their kids or look after them.
Their kids are always dirty and that kind of thing.

Another activist explains:

One of the major problems with these women is how they
deal with their children in the shelter. Because they
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aren't paying attention and can't take care of them it
would be a real problem. . . it really bothers me how drug
addicts are about their children. . . it's sad... that's one
way I can tell if a woman is using drugs when I go out to
screen her is how well kept her kids are . . .

Another activist explains the primary reason for

excluding drug-using women from the shelter:

In the shelter... there's no time for extra help for
residents. Women who are on drugs need help with their
kids. They [the children] misbehave and act out more
than others. . . and the mother doesn't know what to do

about it... she's a drug addict first and her parenting
skills are really bad.

Drug-using women's purported inability to care for their

children was also often related to the work load at the

shelter and the increase in shelter workers' time that

monitoring drug users children would require. Again activists

were apprehensive that these women's drug use would translate

into more work for advocates when shelter workers would be

forced to pick up the slack or watch over drug-using women's

children:

Well... I mean if we let them in, and they don't take care
of their kids, and I think that's how they [drug users J
are . . . they're too focused on drugs to deal with their
kids, then we'd have to monitor their kids. Lots of
times it's just me at the shelter and I couldn't watch
their kids and do everything else.

Another activist remarks:

We'd just have to watch them all the time. . . what if they
overdose or do something to their kids? We'd have to
supervise them all the time to make sure they didn't
leave their drugs laying around for their children to get
into.

However, advocates also noted that battered women who do

not use drugs often have trouble managing their children and
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that shelter staff had to intervene as a result. Activists

explained that due to the domestic violence and trauma that

this causes for both the mother and her children, women may

have trouble in shelters managing children.

Activists were also concerned that drug-using women were

not trustworthy and would give away the location of the

shelter when they were high and/or attempting to obtain drugs.

Activists often felt that drug-using women were totally

controlled by their batterers and would thus be willing to

give out the location of the shelter to him. Advocates

believed that because of her drug use, a woman could be

coerced into giving away the location of the shelter to obtain

more drugs:

I: Why is it that you don't allow women who use drugs
into the shelter?

R: It's a policy we've had for a long time. . . and it's
because . . . You can't trust someone who is high out of
their mind. I can't trust someone like that not to give
away the location of the shelter. Say they need more
drugs and they're willing to tell their batterer where
the shelter is just to get more drugs.

Another activist explains:

I don't want someone in the shelter who is a security
risk and who'll disclose the location of the shelter. If

a woman is using drugs she's more likely to tell someone
where the shelter is... she's just not in control of her
life. . . she can be coerced into anything by her batterer.

Another activist argues that:

Drug addicts are totally controlled by their batterers.
They'll tell him anything to get drugs. ... like if he wants
to know where the shelter is... we're concerned that she
might violate our confidentiality policy.
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Another facet of the construction of drug-using women

that emerged in interviews with activists was that such women

were unable to leave their batterers. Hotline and shelter

workers alike believed that drug-using battered women were

incapable of escaping the abusive relationship, plan for the

future or "take control of their lives" as one activist put

it. Activists expressed both a sense of accomplishment and

personal fulfillment when battered women who they interacted

with left their abusers. For a number of activists,

facilitating women leaving a relationship was an important

goal and impetus for their activism in the first place.'

I: So tell me the good and the bad of this work for you?

R: Well the good, the best part is when you can talk to
a woman, she comes to the shelter and she eventually
leaves her batterer. I feel like that's really a success
then. Like I've really accomplished something.

Activists sometimes became frustrated and disillusioned

when WOInern returned to their batterers.” Thus,

interpretations and constructions of drug-using battered women

as unable to leave an abusive relationship while involved with

drugs made activists less willing to allocate already scarce

resources to these women:

I'm not going to waste my time with someone who doesn't
know what's going on. If she's stoned or something she's

' see Chapter Two for a discussion of the meaning of
activism and the role of helping other women as a motivation to
participation.

* See Chapter Four for a discussion of struggles in the
movement and "feeling ineffective" in freeing battered women as
problematic for activists.
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only thinking about that and can't make an escape plan or
stick to it. . . her life goes around in circles until she's
off the drugs and she'll keep going back [to her
batterer]. We have to keep the hotline open for women
who can. . . are able to leave the relationship and who are
willing to do what it takes to leave.

Another activist notes:

I want to keep the hotline and the shelter available for
women who are really ready to leave... Women with a drug
problem, well it's all they can think about. . . drugs
and . . . they don't get out of the relationship until they
stop using drugs.

Another activist explains her concern over drug-using

women's inability to exit an abusive relationship:

They're just really caught up in their drug life and that
means with the batterer too. He's often the one giving
her the drugs and she can't or won't leave him because
she needs him to get high . . . If we were to help a woman
like that she could be taking up the time [on the
hotline J of a woman who might leave her abuser.

While drug-using women were thought to be incapable of

leaving their batterers, the role of limited resources such as

housing and income which activists acknowledge constrained

non-drug-using women's options for leaving were not addressed

in terms of this group of women.

Thus, in their efforts to maximize their chances at

"successful" interactions and outcomes with battered women--

defined as leaving their abusers--activists excluded drug

using women from shelter and hotline services.

A final facet of the construction of drug involved

battered women by activists was that they were in need of

"treatment," "therapy," or "counseling" for their drug

problems. Activists held that the drug use and the
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accompanying problems (poor mothering skills, being a security

risk, inability to leave her batterer, etc.) were results of

individual women's problems with drugs that could only be

solved with therapy:

We can't help them in our organization. They need to get
into drug treatment or counseling to deal with their drug
issue first.

In fact a requirement for ex-drug users to be allowed

into the shelter or use of the hotline was that they be in

"recovery" or "treatment: "

We won't let them in unless they've stopped using and
they're in a treatment program. We'd like them to be
clean and sober for at least 30 days. They need to get
into a drug program.

Another activist responded:

I: So what do you do when these women [drug users] call
the hotline?

R: We give the referrals for counseling or therapy to
deal with their problem. They have to get into
counseling or something like that. . .

Another activist explains why drug-using women aren't allowed:

I try to tell them about AA or NA. . . This is what we
insist upon for women with a drug or alcohol problem.
They can't be in the shelter or use the hotline until
they're in a group or in therapy first.

Although contradictory to the main movement ideology of

defining women's problems as social and political in nature,

activists explained that women's drug use was related to their

families of origin or genetic deficiencies and thus required

individual interventions:

I: Why do you think women use drugs?

R: Well. . . It's because she has it in her background, you
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know like she comes from a dysfunctional family or
something.

Another activist explains:

R: Mostly it happens [drug or alcohol problems) because
women have a predisposition for drug and alcohol use that
is inherited from a parent or something. . . and drugs just
become more appealing to her because of this different
gene she has. Some people are more sensitive to drugs or
maybe like them better than others because of their
genetic makeup.

These definitions of the situation with respect to drug

use and calls for counseling, treatment or therapy as the

solution to drug problems contradict one of the main tenets of

the movement. Namely that women's lived experiences and

problems stem solely from structural, economic and political

conditions rather than individual pathology, family

dysfunction or genetic predisposition. According to a recent

statement from the national grass-roots organizing body of the

movement:

Battering is a political issue of sexism. . . One of our
assumptions is that sexism and other oppressions which
lead to violence are structural and institutional in
nature. . . Many perceive battering as primarily an issue of
individual attitudes and behavior which can be changed
through persuasion and/or therapy. They believe that we
will be able to solve the problem of battering if we
educate, demonstrate how unjust battering is, help
individuals understand themselves better, change their
minds, attitudes and behavior. We, however, maintain
that individual changes are not enough. Such cultural
values are institutional in nature and as such require
social change. . . a restructuring of society in such a way
that social power is... redistributed. Reliance on
mental health and social service methodology as the
primary approach to social political issues. . . is a
particularly offensive and misdirected trend...Therapy
and social service models have frequently led to
inappropriate interventions which revictimize the
battered woman (NCADV, 1992: 4-5).
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Although drug use is also a structural issue stemming

from the conditions of women's lives (including poverty and

battering) like domestic violence is a structural and

political issue, individual interventions such as treatment

and therapy were recommended by activists rather than

political action and social change.

A final aspect of the construction of drug users and

exclusionary practices which stemmed from this construction

was that drug-using women were unable to participate as

activists in the battered women's movement. Activists held

that women's drug use, and the concomitant altered states of

consciousness, lack of control over one's life, and inability

to cooperate in a communal life (required of a shelter

resident) would make drug-using women's activism impossible.

Drug users were restricted from working or volunteering for

organizations in any way. One activist points out the policy

held by her organization:

Well certainly they can't work for our organization. How
could they possibly? They're too high, too out of
control to do anything like volunteer or work here. We'd
never consider it.

Another activist explains:

Like we talked about early, we don't even let them into
the shelter if they are beaten. They wouldn't be allowed
to volunteer or anything like that for all the same
reasons we don't want them in the shelter.
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Another activist remarks:

No, no. . . of course not. They aren't into that [political
life/volunteering] anyway. It's not something they can
do. They're using drugs and out on the street and that
whole thing. Volunteering or like that. . . no, we wouldn't
allow it.

In addition to official policies against letting women

who use drugs volunteer for the organization, these women are

also excluded from opportunities for activism by way of

denying them access to the shelter. One source of new

activists in the movement, which has been a mechanism for

recruiting non-middle class activists and creating diversity

in the movement, is shelter and ex-shelter residents. During

their shelter stays advocates inform residents of the

possibility of participation in the movement as a way of

working toward social and political change on behalf of

battered women. Sometimes ex-residents return to the

organization to volunteer or work as paid staff. Because

drug-involved victims of violence are excluded from ever

entering the shelter, they are cut off from this potential

avenue of involvement in political activities.

Sources of Knowledge About Drug Users

Despite the constructions of drug-using women held by

activists, few advocates had, to their knowledge, direct

experience with drug-using women. The most common source of

information for activists concerning women's drug use and
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effects on their behaviors and consciousness, were drug and

alcohol "specialists" who came to talk to women working at the

battered women's organization. Individuals providing training

and information to shelter and hotline workers were often

employees of other state agencies, such as mental health

workers, or were private practice therapists.

Drug and alcohol specialists held definitions drug use

which coincided with the dominant discourse concerning the

problem. As mental health workers and therapists, these women

adhered to individual definitions of the problems of women's

drug use. The roles of social class and poverty in leading to

drug use were not included in these trainings. Drug or

alcohol treatment (which consisted primarily of therapy or

counseling) was proposed as the solution to the problem:

I learned about this [women who use drugs] from a woman
who came to an in-service to teach the advocates about

drug and alcohol addiction and how to handle addicts on
the phone. The main thing that I remember from her
session WaS that they need treatment. ... like
counseling. . . to deal with their problems. She said drug
addicts or alcoholics can't deal with anything else until
they stop using and drinking. They just. . . well. . . are
unable to like leave the batterer or look at why they're
in an abusive relationship.

The same woman explains that the content of the training

includes the effects of drug use on women's mothering

abilities:

She [the drug and alcohol specialist] told us about how
to tell if a woman is using drugs. . . one thing she said is
how it can affect her children, that they have problems
too from her being an addict.
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Another organizational administer explains how she

ensures that their staff learns about drug-using women and how

to deal with them:

R: We have someone come to the training and teach the
volunteers about drugs and alcohol.

I: Who is that?

R: She's a therapist I believe. She works for county
mental health. Anyway, that's her thing, drugs and
alcohol and she knows all about it. She comes to X

[battered women's organization] every time which have a
training. . . which is several times a year. . . to teach us
about drugs and alcohol and counseling for
addicts. . . . Also we sometimes invite her to give an in
service and talk about these issues with the staff and
Volunteers.

One of the main tenets of the argument for treatment for

drug-using women made by experts was that they were "unable to

handle any other part of their life" while they were using

drugs. This included mothering, decision making and life

planning, and leaving her batterer. Constructions of drug

using women in popular discourse were reflected and upheld by

mental health workers and other experts who provided

information to battered women's organizations. The need for

individual treatment for drug users was a major tenet of these

experts and their trainings. Again issues of poverty and the

material conditions that lead to drug problems were not

addressed in these constructions of the problem and solution

to drug use.
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In addition to drug and alcohol specialists providing

training and information to movement workers, activists also

explained another source of information for them concerning

women's drug use as well:

Also... I try to keep up with these things [drugs]. I
have read a lot about it in the paper.

Another activist remarks:

Besides the woman who came to give the training, I
watch T.V. and read the paper, of course, and you
can learn a good deal about drug users from
that... I try to use that information too.

Another activist explained the role of the media in her

information gathering concerning drug use:

I did attend like a little training session or
something on it a while ago. . . but also I've read a
lot about it in the news and stuff. . . they also had
a special on T.V. about drugs a while back... on
crack moms that helped me understand the problem.

As discussed previously, like those of therapists and

mental health counselors, media constructions of drug users

and drug use are largely individual and astructural in

nature.”

Cracks in the Constructions and Contradictions

Both previous research and interviews with drug-using

battered women contradict the constructions of drug-using

battered women held by activists and the policies based on

* See Chapter one for a fuller discussion of theories of the
media.
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these constructions (Murphy, 1992; Kearney, Irwin, and Murphy,

1993). Findings from interviews with drug-using women who

gained entry and managed to conceal their drug use while in

the shelter also provide evidence that drug involved women can

function in shelter and political life.

In Murphy's recent research (1992) on crack-using

mothers, she found that these women were often able to care

for their children and engaged in a number of strategies to do

so, in spite of their drug use. While drug use may complicate

mothering, it is difficult to separate the effects of poverty

from those of drug use.

Kearney and colleagues (1993) also found that pregnant

drug-using women are concerned about their children's health

and well-being and employ mechanisms for care-taking that

involve personal risks to themselves, including incarceration.

While drug-using women are heavily stigmatized by social

service agencies and prenatal care providers, they nonetheless

sometimes seek prenatal care when they feel their unborn

child's health is at stake. In this study, Kearney and

colleagues also note that poverty complicates pregnancy and

help seeking as well. The cause of these women's mothering

problems are not clear as the sample is characterized by

extreme poverty, with many homeless and living on minimal

public assistance checks (Rosenbaum, Britton, and Murphy,

1992).
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In addition to evidence which suggests that drug-using

women can in fact provide care for their children, research on

the effects of battering on children suggests that battered

women who do not use illicit drugs often have difficulties

with parenting as well. Children may be traumatized as a

result of witnessing violent attacks against their mothers

regardless of drug use. Further, children of battered women

are frequently victimized by the batterer (Pagelow, 1984).

Research on the effects of battering on children has found

that these children are 1,500 times more likely to be

physically abused than are the children of women who are not

being beaten (NCADV, 1992). As a result of witnessing

assaults and being the recipient of attacks, battered women's

children are likely to suffer from behavioral effects that

make them generally more difficult to parent.

During trainings, in newsletters and in interviews,

activists discussed the problems of parenting for non-drug

using women in domestic violence situations. It was commonly

held that battered women have a difficult time in the shelter

and may be inattentive to their children because of the trauma

of their own victimization. Women in the shelter environment

have many concerns from their safety to securing housing to

court hearings against their batterer. The effects of abuse

on children are frequent enough that some shelters employ a
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"child advocate," whose primary role is helping children in

the shelter deal with the problems associated with domestic

violence.

While activists constructed drug-using victims as unable

to leave their batterers, non-drug-using battered women also

sometimes remain with or return to their abusers after shelter

stays. Research on battered women has found that one of the

reasons frequently cited for remaining in the relationship is

lack of housing or income outside the relationship (Dobash and

Dobash, 1992; Murray, 1988, NCADV, 1992).

Drug-Involved Women Who Leave Their Batterers

There is also evidence to suggest that drug-involved

battered women do, in fact, leave abusive relationships.

While the leaving process may be complicated by poverty, lack

of housing and lack of access to the assistance and

information provided in shelters, some nonetheless escape

these relationships. One heroin-addicted battered woman

explained her involvement in an abusive relationship and

exiting the relationship because of the violence:

. . . he started physically abusing me, but the thing is he
was very evil. Very manipulative. He was just doing all
kinds of really hateful things... I couldn't even go the
bathroom for five minutes without him going, "What are
you doing in there?' Real, real bad and I'm very
independent you know? Anyway, but it was just so bad
that I just said "Forget it, " and left him.
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A battered woman who was a regular crack cocaine user

explained:

[He was J knocking and always hitting and beating me and
all this shit. Told me how I'm no good, all this
bullshit, so, I left him.

Another crack using women illustrates addicts ability to

leave an abusive relationship:

When he punched, he hit me three times, just once each
different time. But that was just enough to shake my
brain to realize, “Okay, this guy's actually physically
hurting me, not just saying things. " You know, sticks
and stones may break my bones, but words can never hurt
The e That's just the attitude I had till he started
physically hurting me. And it started to look like he
was going to start hurting the kids. . . So, that's when I
panicked. I just grabbed up my kids one day and
disappeared basically. And it was weird. It was really
weird. Because, it was like, I was doing it. I mean, I
felt fine doing it.

In addition to interviews conducted with drug involved

battered women who escaped violent relationships, three drug

using victims who managed to gain entry into shelters despite

their drug use were also interviewed. These women became

aware of the shelter regulations which disallow drug-using

women through friends who had attempted to gain entry and were

rejected or through their own failed previous attempts to gain

entry to a shelter in the past. Alerted to these rules but in

need of a safe place to escape their batterers, these women

successfully concealed their drug use from hotline and shelter

workers.
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One woman explained:

I knew before I called, "cause I had tried to get in
before" but they said I wasn't allowed in because I was
using. . . since I knew... I know I shouldn't maybe have, but
I just didn't tell them on the phone. I had to fill out
a form when I got there [to the shelter] and when they
asked about drugs I said "No, I'm not using."

Another battered woman who used heroin regularly

explained:

I didn't tell them about my habit. . . it's against the
rules in these shelters. ... I wore long sleeves all the
time to cover the tracks [marks on her arm from injecting
opiates]. I was always worried they'd find out and throw
me out of the shelter. . . cause I didn't have any place
else to go right then.

These women managed to stay in the shelter, follow the

house rules, and not disclose the location of the shelter to

their batterer.

R: I stayed in that shelter for around 2 weeks.

I: Did you ever tell anyone where the shelter was?

R: No, no. You're not suppose to, it's dangerous.
Besides I was there to get away from him and I was scared
I didn't want him to find me.

All three women were still using drugs during their

shelter stays. While facing similar problems of other

battered women such as housing and money, the drug-using women

in the shelter were making plans to leave their abuser and

trying to garner the resources to get out of their abusive

relationships. One drug user staying in the shelter explained

her need for housing:

I need a place to stay badly, I need an apartment or
something. I don't have money for a deposit or for rent.
I'm on the Section 8 list, but it takes forever to get
it.
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Another drug-using woman in the shelter explains:

I: What resource would help facilitate your leaving him
at this point?

R: Being able to have first and last available to me,
first and last month's rent. I have no credit rating at
all.

Although only three drug-using battered women in shelters

were interviewed, one of these shelter residents explained

that there were other drug-using women in the shelter she was

staying in who had also managed to hide their use from the

staff and gain entry:

I: So another question I was gonna ask is do you think
anyone else is using it in the house [battered women's
shelter] 2

R: Oh, absolutely. Absolutely.

I: . . . what do you think they're using?

R: Crack, stuff [heroin J . . . . there is talk about
drugs. . . you know... I know because there's a little clique
of . . . women who all call beepers and beepers call them
back. And I mean, you know, they're always looking for
matches and they get blisters on their fingers [from
smoking crack from a pipe J . It's easy to tell.

Drug Users and Political Participation
and Organization

A final crack or inconsistency in the construction of

drug-using victims held by activists is evidence of

participation in political activism by drug-using women. One

of the drug involved women interviewed who had been in a

battered women's shelter later returned to the shelter to Work

as a volunteer. This woman had been working in the movement
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for nearly a year while using drugs without ever disclosing

her drug use to other activists or shelter residents. While

she found it uncomfortable to hide her drug use as a volunteer

she was enjoying her work in the movement and had recently

received a "volunteer of the year" award from her shelter:

I love the work at the shelter. It has it's ups and
downs and all that, but mostly I've enjoyed it. I think
I'm doing a really good job too and the other women who
work and volunteer at the shelter seem to really like my
work. I just got an award for being an "outstanding
volunteer" they said. That made me feel so good. Yeah,
but it's hard, having to lie to everyone about my drug
use. I'm afraid that if they ever found out that would
be it for me there... I'd lose my friendships with the
other women too. They don't accept that kind of
stuff... they really have a strict kind of way of looking
at drug users.

Other ethnographic studies of drug-using social groups

also suggest that such groups are capable and effective at

political organizing and participation in political life

(Freidman, Broadhead and Price, 1993; Moore and Wenger, 1992).

Intravenous drug user (IDU) unions called "junkie bonds"

currently exist in Australia and Holland (Friedman, et al.,

1987). These organizations were conceptualized and built by

drug addicts in order to change laws, politics and cultural

attitudes toward drug use and drug users in these countries.

In a study of heroin addicts in the San Francisco Bay

Area, Moore and Wenger (1992) found intravenous drug users

were actively participating in the organization and daily

operations of a political and service organization called

Needle Exchange:
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Our data indicates that IDUs played an integral role in
the conception, development and ongoing implementation of
Prevention Point. Through their participation in
outreach, education, fund raising, and needle
distribution, IDUs are taking an active role in changing
the social norms in their community (Moore and Wenger,
1993:46)

Race, Class and Activists'
Constructions of Drug Users

Directly addressing the issue of race and class with the

activists interviewed for this chapter proved difficult.

Questions regarding discriminating or limiting access to women

based on either race or class were not well received.

Activists quickly explained that their organizations "did not

discriminate against women of color or poor women" when

deciding who to extend their services to.

Further questions around race and drug-using women were

also responded to in the same way. Activists quickly pointed

out that they would not discriminate based on race or social

class when deciding who was a drug user and who was not. It

was simply the constructed characteristics of "drug-using

women" that were given as the basis for exclusion.

Given the limitations on during data collection and the

fact that many of the interviews used in this chapter were

conducted over the phone, it is impossible to firmly establish

whether poor women of color were more likely to be excluded

from services than their white counterparts.
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However, as Higginbotham (1992) has argued, during the

1980s, drugs have largely become a sign post for race.

Additionally, while activists were reluctant to discuss the

issue of race during their interviews, they did employ race

based public constructions of drug users. Future research on

the exclusion of drug-using women from shelters and from the

battered women's movement which employs ethnographic

techniques is an important avenue to pursue. This methodology

would allow for a more thorough investigation of the race and

class of the women who are excluded from the movement as a

result of their drug use.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY

This chapter explored in depth the exclusion of a group

of victims of domestic violence from service provision and

activism across a number of organizations in the battered

women's movement, despite their high risk of domestic and

sexual victimization. The limited resources and high demand

for services in the battered women's movement coupled with the

historically specific ideology of the war on drugs resulted in

particular constructions Of drug-using victims and

exclusionary practices toward these women based on these

constructions.

Drug-using battered women were constructed and perceived

as more draining of scarce organizational resources than their
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non-addicted counterparts. Drug using-women were held to be

poor mothers, security risks, unable to escape abusive

relationships, and incapable of participating in a battered

women's organization as volunteers or staff. Activists'

attempts to control their highly demanding work environment

coupled with their desire to reserve resources for victims

they perceived as willing and able to leave an abusive

relationship led them to exclude drug-using women.

However, both previous research and current interviews

with drug-using battered women provide evidence which

contradicts the popular constructions of drug users employed

by activists in their decisions to exclude these women. Drug

using battered women appear to be capable of following shelter

rules, ending an abusive relationship and participating in

political life.

The exclusion of drug-using women from service provision

and activism has several important implications. First, the

limited existing research concerning drug use among battered

women indicates that a large proportion of these women may be

involved in abusive relationships. Drug involved women

seeking information and a route of escape are cut off from

services and assistance provided by shelters. While drug use

is often experienced as problematic for these women, poverty

and social stigma complicates these women's lives further.

The lack of information and assistance from one of the major

sources of help for battered women, movement shelters, may
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make exiting an abusive relationship and securing temporary

safety more difficult for these women. As one drug-using

battered woman who was interviewed asked after talking about

being beaten by her partner:

Do you know of any place I could call or go stay. I
really need somewhere to get away from him where he
couldn't find me for awhile. I wanted to go to one of
those shelter places but I heard they don't take heroin
addicts. Is that true? Do you know some place else I
could call for help... for like being battered and stuff?

As women of color are more likely to be both poor and

involved in crack and heroin use (NIDA, 1991), as a result of

poverty and diminished life chances, excluding drug-using

women may mean lack of access to services for battered women

of color.

From the point of view of activists taking on more

difficulties than they had already experienced in their

difficult jobs was not an appealing prospect. However,

because drug-using women are socially constructed by

activists, with limited experience and attention to the actual

lived experiences of drug users, it is not clear whether

managing these women in shelter life or serving them on the

hotline would be possible or not. The evidence presented here

concerning drug-using women's ability to manage inside of a

shelter points to the possibility of their cooperation and

functioning inside of a battered women's shelter.

The exclusion of drug users directly from political

activities and indirectly through participation in shelter

life has important implications for the political potential
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and viability of the movement. One fundamental goal of social

movements is the expansion of the movement base and

inclusivity of large numbers of political sympathizers.

Already experiencing issues of cooptation via dependency on

state and private funding sources and the divisions among

activists that these issues lead to," the movement cannot

afford to cut itself off from any potential political allies.

Women of color are more likely to be excluded from the

movement as they are more at risk for illicit drug use due to

their limited resources and disenfranchised social contexts.

Additionally, women of color were disproportionately the

targets of negative media and political constructions of drug

UlSelTS •

Other research on the battered women's movement has also

noted issues of control and exclusion between movement

activists and clients of battered women's shelters. In an

ethnographic study by Ferraro (1983) of shelter life in a

battered women's organization, she found that women who

refused counseling or therapeutic interventions during their

shelter stays were often forced out of the shelter, regardless

of whether or not they were ready and able to leave the

shelter. She argues that battered women who were perceived by

* See Chapter Four for a discussion of the state's cooptation
of the battered women's movement.
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shelter workers as unable or unwilling to do what she termed

"self work" expected of them by advocates were removed from

the shelter.

Ferraro also ties these practices to wider structural

constraints experienced by activists in an organizational

context. Namely, state funders requirements that clients

receive a certain amount of "counseling" during their shelter

stays. Ferraro points out that in order to obtain state

funding, the organization she studied agreed to requirements

for counseling or therapy for battered women even though these

practices contradicted the philosophy of the movement and its

structural definition of battering. As a result of these

regulations activists in the organization in Ferraro's study

shifted their focus from a political definition of battering

to an individual one. Battered women who refused to adhere to

these requirements were removed from the shelter by activists:

Defining both the troubles that brought women to the
shelter, as well as their behavior in the shelter was
carried out within an interpretive theory of the mental
health problems of women. Numerous psychological
characteristics were used to describe women in defining
the source of their troubles, such as "immature, "
passive/aggressive, ' depressed, " "rebellious, " and 'self
destructive' . . . to a large extent, shelters have been
coopted into the traditional welfare, social service
bureaucracy. . . . Therapeutic intervention is an integral
aspect of this bureaucracy at an ideological level and a
major technique of social control within specific
agencies. . . (Ferraro, 1983: 381, 384).

Murray (1988) also undertook research in a shelter for

battered women and found divisions between clients and shelter

workers and exclusionary practices toward some battered women.
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She observed that shelter residents were frequently

"counseled" by activists and attempts were made by shelter

workers to "empower" clients through psychological techniques.

Murray notes that shelter residents sometimes resisted or

resented these attempts to delve into their psychological

backgrounds as opposed to offering them concrete resources

such as housing and income as a solution to their situations.

She points out the contradictions between the feminist

ideology of the battered women's movement which holds that

battering is a structural, economic and political problem and

the actions of activists who were sometimes punitive toward

residents who failed to engage in or adhere to individualistic

and psychological solutions to their largely material

problems.

Murray ties staffs insistence on psychological

intervention with battered women to activists frustration with

lack of material resources to offer residents. She posits

that because shelter workers are often unable to garner the

resources from the state necessary for battered women to

emancipate themselves (such as housing and income), activists

may focus on those tangible events and processes they are able

to control such as therapy for battered women.

The organizational policy and practice of excluding drug

using women found in my study can also be tied to the state.

First, the conditions of scarce resources in the shelter as
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well as limited emancipatory policies and monies” set the

stage for the daily life within battered women's

organizations. Tremendous work loads, and few resources with

which to operate leads shelter workers to try to control their

work loads by limiting access to women perceived as difficult

to manage. Lack of or diminished funding for battered women's

organizations led to lay offs of shelter staff and frustrating

work conditions for advocates. Cuts in emancipatory policy

monies such as AFDC and low-income housing (see Chapter Two)

makes activists' jobs of helping battered women permanently

escape battering relationships even more difficult.

In their stressful work environment framed by limited

state resources and their search for battered women who reward

activists' efforts by leaving their batterer, activists

excluded women perceived as troublesome or unlikely to escape

an abusive relationship.

A second and important way in which the state influences

these exclusionary organizational policies and their

accompanying individual definitions of the economic and

political situation of drug use is through the support of

individualistic ideologies such as the war on drugs. Through

financing of certain types of research (which is often cited

in media and political constructions of the "drug problem")

* See Chapter Two for a discussion of the political economy of
the 1980s and its effect on the movement.
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the state supports the creation of specific knowledges and

constructions of reality (Navarro, 1977).

During political campaigns, key state actors engaged in

defining drug use as an individual and apolitical problem.

Widespread dissemination of these constructions of reality

through the media (an institution with many ties to the state

—see Chapter One) further facilitated the infusion of these

beliefs into the battered women's movement.

Through this combination of limited resources to

shelters, diminished emancipatory programs for shelter workers

to offer battered women, and support for the war on drugs, the

state has effectively created and supported the conditions for

the division or prevention of potential political alliances

among groups of women. While drug users are held to be

incapable of political activity and organizing, there is a

body of evidence concerning the lived actions of these

individuals which contradicts this notion.

As Foucault (1980, 1981a) and Gramsci (1971) and Brown

(1992) have all noted, the state may work in diffuse and

indirect ways in controlling the masses and protecting its

interests as a representative of capital. Creating divisions

among women and groups of potential political allies is an

important mechanism for distracting, coopting, and perhaps

ultimately rendered impotent a social movement which

challenges the state.
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Although Piven (1990) and Ehrenreich and Piven (1983)

have argued for the possibility of a state centered feminist

politics and alliances between state workers and their

clients, Brown has argued that both the direct and subtle

operation of the state makes such alliances improbable. Piven

argues that women's increased dependence upon the state as

both workers and clients should facilitate mass protest

political alliances these two groups of women. However, the

findings presented here call into question Piven's (1990) and

Ehrenreich and Piven's (1983) assertions. As Brown (1992: 11

12) points out:

Largely on the basis of hypothetical alliances (between
middle-class women in the welfare state infrastructure
and their clients) and imagined possibilities for
militant collective action (in the vein of welfare rights
actions of the 1960s), Piven and Ehrenreich argue that
the welfare state is not merely a necessary holding
action for millions of women but constitutes the base for

a progressive mass movement. "The emergence of women as
active political subjects of a mass scale is due to the
new consciousness and new capacities yielded women by
their expanding relationships to state institutions."
Ehrenreich and Piven are sanguine about precisely what I
place in question, that U.S. women's "expanding
relationships to state institutions' unambiguously opens
and enriches the domain of feminist political
possibilities. Do these expanding relationships produce
only * active political subjects, " or do they also produce
regulated, subordinated, and disciplined state
subjects? . . . bold from here: And how might the
abstractness, the ostensible neutrality, and the lack of
a body and face in the latter, help to disguise these
processes, inhibiting or diluting women's consciousness
of their situation qua women, thereby circumscribing
prospects of substantive feminist political change?
(emphasis in original)

The shifting political and economic tide of the 1980s and

1990s has clearly had an effect on the movement. Originally
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characterized by grass-roots organizing efforts and shelters

with few ties to the state, the movement started in the early

1970s as an inclusive and political women's movement. When

the battered women's movement began, the economic situation of

the state and the masses was considerable different than in

the 1990s. Riding on the wave of a number of social movements

including the women's liberation movement and the "war on

poverty," one of the major tenets of the battered women's

movement at that time was widespread adherence to a political,

economic, and structural analysis of women's lived realities

and oppressions. Challenging both patriarchy (and capitalism

as the two interrelate) the battered women's movement

originally represented a potential threat to the states

legitimacy and dominance. In it's early analysis of

battering, the movement held that:

... battered women. . . it is not you that is sick. It is
our society which is responsible, in its structure of
sexual domination, for conditions and perpetuating this
behavior and the institutions that sustain it (Leghorn,
1978: 447)

However, in the past decade and a half the number of

battered women's movement organizations has grown and the

movement has been marked by an increasing dependence on state

funding to support this growth (although the growth in state

support has not kept pace with movement needs). This

dependence has been accompanied by deteriorating economics of

the state and the masses and a political era marked by the

rise of individual victim-blaming ideologies, such as the war
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on drugs as explanations for the crisis of both the state and

the economy (replacing analysis and movements such as the war

on poverty of the 1960s and early 1970s).

I have presented evidence here that apolitical analyses,

ideologies, and practices have trickled into the battered

women's movement and have served as a basis for a diminishing

feminist and political consciousness and for usurping

potential alliances between diverse groups of women within the

movement. The combination of state supported individual

explanations for social situations and problems coupled with

limited movement resources has facilitated divisions among

women in a social movement and effectively limited our

potential for transforming state and economic structures.
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Chapter Six

Conclusions and Implications For Theory

Chapter One: Review of Major Research Questions,
Methodologies, and Theoretical Perspectives

This dissertation has attempted to answer a number of

questions concerning the battered women's movement in the

United States. A number of theoretical perspectives were

employed to frame these questions. The objectives of the

research presented have been twofold. The first major aim was

to answer specific questions concerning the battered women's

movement. The second major aim of the dissertation has been

to shed light on mainstream sociological theories of: social

movements; women and the state; recruitment into social

movements; and struggles within women's movements including

problems which may lead to attrition.

In the dissertation, I have employed historical and

qualitative methods of data collection and analyses'. In

depth interviews with 27 activists presently working in the

battered women's movement or who had recently left the

movement were completed to address questions concerning entry

into the movement, the phenomena of activism, problems

' Appendix A provides and in depth discussion of my research
methods including major paradigms which informed and underlie the
data collection and analysis process, sampling strategies, coding,
analysis and memoing of the data and a number of other important
methodological issues.
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encountered by activists, and the reasons women left the

movement. Field research in two battered women's shelter

organization was also undertaken in order to gain a fuller

understanding of organizational life for activists and for the

battered women served by these organizations.

Focused interviews were conducted with an additional 20

activists concerning specific topics such as organizational

practices and policies in shelters, and strategies of grass

roots organizing among national domestic violence

organizations. Original documents have also been read and

analyzed as part of the research including: drafts of federal

initiatives; transcripts of testimony before Congress

concerning battered women; national and local battered women's

organizational newsletters; and shelter training and policy

manuals. In addition, selected original news articles from a

search of five major national news papers over the past decade

were read and analyzed.

As the dissertation was theoretically driven, and the

development of research questions and as well as the analytic

techniques employed most closely matches the critical

ethnographic methodologies employed by Burawoy and his

colleagues (1992), relevant extant theories were briefly re

accented at the beginning of each chapter. Additionally, as

"reconstructing social theory" is one of the major emphasis of
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his work and the dissertation, the implications of findings

for sociological theory are also discussed at the close of

each chapter.

The dissertation opened with a review of a number of

literatures relevant to my research questions. Theories of

the state are outlined, with particular attention to Marxist

and class-based perspectives of the state. As both a

compliment and critique to these very important paradigms,

feminist theories of the state including the key works by

women of color are reviewed. State-based theories of social

movements and feminist social movements are then evaluated

with attention to the ways in which the state has historically

extended concessions to gender-based movements in order to

blunt their political edge.

In addition, complex relationships between women, women's

social movements, women of color, and the media were examined.

The multiple and often subtle connections between the

"independent press" and powerful state and capital actors were

discussed here. The idea that the media are essentially hand

maidens of other capitalist, patriarchal and racists social

structures was set out.

Next, I reviewed theories of actor participation in

social movements. Macro, class-based theories of movement

participation by political sociologists were first delineated.

Theories of movement recruitment which focus upon more "micro"

interpretive process of becoming an activist were contrasted
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to the more macro political perspectives. This section ended

with a call for a theory of movement participation which

connects macro structural issues with micro interpretive

processes. Promising theories which have begun to move in

this direction were discussed.

As one of the battered women's movements' main goals has

been to eradicate violence against women, the next section in

Chapter One was devoted to a discussion of theories and

research on violence against women. Feminist and Marxist

feminist perspectives which examine the economic and political

nature of wife abuse were considered. Then, work by feminist

scholars of color who have begun to complicate strictly

feminist or Marxist-feminist arguments concerning domestic

violence were addressed. These theories are important new

contributions to the field of violence against women as they

bring to bear the ways in which the intersections between race

and class affect women's experiences of victimization and

their outcomes of violent assault.

The final section in the theoretical reviews of Chapter

One concerns struggles among activists in women's social

movements. The role of the state in creating dissention among

women (largely via the cooptation of feminist organizations)

was elaborated upon. Other struggles among activists in

gendered social movements which have historically plagued

women's political actions were also outlined. Specifically,

diversities among women including race, class and sexual
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orientation differences have often been a source of tension

and fragmentation in women's political organizing.

Chapter Two: Major Findings and Implications For Theory

In Chapter Two, the question of the state's response to

the battered women's movement and to battered women in the

U.S. was analyzed. Here, I explored a number of movement

demands and reactions to those demands by state actors in the

context of the political economy of the 1980s. The fates of

several pieces of key legislation sought by battered women's

activists during the 1980s provided the basis for answering

questions regarding the relationship between the state and

women's social movements.

In Chapter Two, I argue that leaders in the battered

women's movement sought two types of policies over the past

decade. First, "emancipatory" policies which would provide

women with permanent housing, income and other resources

necessary for subsistence outside of abusive relationships

were pursued by activists. The second type of policy lobbied

for by activists during the late 1970s through the present has

been "protective" legislation such as mandatory arrest

policies for men who batter, clemency for battered women who

kill their abusers, and funding for shelters for battered

WOI■ len .
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In analyzing the state's reaction to these proposals, I

argue that the state responded to the movement by enacting

those policies which did not challenge capitalist,

patriarchal, or racist social structures. Rather, in order to

stave off negative political attention and demands by

activists, the state provided limited concessions which did

not fundamentally alter the social structures which help to

create and reinforce violence against women. These

concessions or "solutions" provided by the state in response

to the problem of wife abuse included laws to arrest batterers

(which are often poorly and non-uniformly enforced) and

limited monies to some battered women's shelters.

In Chapter Two, I also investigated the ways in which the

media have constructed the issue of domestic violence over the

past decade. Here, I found that the television and news

media's framing of the problem of and "solutions" to violence

against women largely mirrored and reinforced state proposals.

While allocating attention to the issue and helping to

legitimate wife abuse as a bonafide "social problem," the

media presented domestic violence as an individual issue best

solved by arresting batterers rather than as a manifestation

of structural and political problems related to gender

inequities.

The findings presented in Chapter Two have implications

for theories of the state, theories of social movements and

for understanding the relationship between the media, the
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state and social movements. In offering only limited

"protective" concessions and failing to support "emancipatory"

policies on behalf of battered women, the state was able to

conserve its legitimacy as a "protector of the citizenry,"

while at the same time maintaining the systems of

stratification with which its historical alliances lie. Brown

(1992), Eisenstein (1983), O'Connor (1973) Navarro (1977,

1984, 1986), Piven and Cloward (1971, 1978), Quandagno (1989,

1990) and a number of other scholars of the state have argued

that indeed the state ultimately functions to support

capitalism, patriarchy, and racism in its actions.

Media theory which has argued that the state is connected

to the media through a number of complex avenues (Gamson et

al., 1992; Gitlin, 1980; Gramsci, 1971; Herman and Chomsky,

1988; Molotch and Lester, 1975; Ryan, 1991; Stallings, 1990)

is supported by the findings in Chapter Two as well. The fact

that the media's construction of the problem of wife abuse

largely matched that of the state's, supports the contention

that the press is not in fact "independent" but supportive of

the status quo with respect to gender, race, and class

stratification.

The findings in Chapter Two also support theories of the

relationship between the state and social movements (Brown,

1992; Navarro, 1977, 1984, 1986; O'Connor, 1973; Piven and

Cloward, 1971, 1978, Quandagno, 1989, 1990) which hold that

cooptative processes are essential avenues through which
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capitalism, patriarchy, and racism have continued almost

completely unabated. While the content and form of social

movements and their demands may change historically, and the

state's specific responses to different movements has varied

from movement to movement, few large scale structural changes

have been made since the inception of the welfare state in the

U. S. Here the insightful title of an article by Marxist

scholar Robert Alford (1972) provides an accurate and

illuminating summary of the findings in Chapter Two and their

theoretical and practical implications. Referring to the

political economy of health care, which he argues is also

reflective of the political economy in general and the way in

which the state and capital have functioned historically, his

article is titled, "The Political Economy of Health Care:

Dynamics Without Change," (emphasis mine).

Future research which may shed further light on the

question of the relationship between the state and women's

social movements includes cross-cultural investigations of

battered women's movements and the state's response to these

movements in different countries. Feminist scholars in a

number of locations have outlined the rise of a battered

women's movement in their countries. Beckwith (1987) has

delineated the rise of a battered women's movement in Italy;

Bush (1992) has discussed the relationship of the movement to

the state in India; Dobash and Dobash (1992) have made cross

cultural comparisons between the movements rise in Britain and
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the U.S. ; and Watson (1990) has begun to explore the emergence

of the battered women's movement in Australia.

Specific research questions for future research

concerning cross-cultural differences in these battered

women's movements might include: Does the state respond

differently to these movements in cultures which have varied

state structures compared to the U.S. 2 Does the role of women

in the economy and political arenas in different countries

influence both the level of violence they experience and/or a

movements ability to push for emancipatory policies? For

example, the recent work by Dobash and Dobash (1992) on the

battered women's movement in Great Britain points out that

housing is considered a human entitlement in the U.K.

(although this rapidly deteriorated under Thatcher) and few

battered women face the problem of homelessness in trying to

leave abusive relationships. Although not elaborated by

Dobash and Dobash, the Labor party and the history of labor

based movements in Britain is quite different than in the U.S.

and may contribute to the lack of homelessness among battered

and formerly battered women in the U.K.

Thus, another important direction for further research is

cross-cultural investigations of state responses to social

movements in varied countries in which other social movements

have been relatively successful. Specifically, does the

existence of a strong left or civil rights movement facilitate

and "emancipatory" response by a state to a battered women's
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movement? Do activists in countries characterized by strong

left, labor, or other social movements have less head-way to

make in order to free battered women due to concessions gained

for the entire citizenry through other social movements?

Chapter Three: Major Findings Implications For Theory

The dissertation continues with an analysis of the

contexts and processes surrounding women's decisions to

participate in the battered women's movement in Chapter Three.

The main foci of this chapter include the development of

women's political consciousness, women's motivations for

becoming activists, and the meaning of activism in women's

lives.

Through the analysis of in-depth qualitative interviews

with 27 activists in the battered women's movement five major

processes of "becoming" an activist emerged. While these

experiences were articulated by women in the study as part of

their pathways into activism, the contexts and conditions

under which these micro interpretive processes were

encountered and experienced varied among the women in the

study. Specifically, these key processes were mediated by

women's locations in the "macro" gender, race, and class

Orders.

First, during women's childhoods they articulated

experiences and interactions with other activists or
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"resisters" which I argue contributed to their adult desires

to participate in political activities. Middle-class

activists had early childhood experiences with traditional

"activists" involved in social movements such as civil rights

or labor struggles. These models of activism through which

middle-class women began to learn the "role" of activist were

often parents or close relatives.

Conversely, while working-class and transitional-class

women did not encounter other "activists" in the traditional

sense during their childhoods, they did have salient

experiences with individuals whom I have termed "resisters."

Again often a parent or close relative, these resisters were

influential role models during these working-class women's

childhoods. These resisters engaged in behaviors such as

rejecting social norms or rules they felt were unjust or

oppressive. Through witnessing such interactions, working

class and transitional-class women began to view critical and

non-conformist actions as acceptable and even desirable.

Another key part of becoming an activist in the battered

women's movement involved experiencing interpersonal violence

during childhood, adolescents and/or adulthood. These

experiences were usually quite traumatic and disturbing for

women. Working-class and transitional-class activists appear

to have higher levels of violence during their childhoods than

their middle-class counterparts. As transitional activists

moved into middle-class social worlds during their adulthood,
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their violent experiences during this time became more

characteristic of their middle-class counterparts. However,

for working-class activists, adult experiences Of

victimization were often as severe and frequent as they had

been earlier in life.

In addition to women's varied experiences of violence

which were related to social class, the lives of women of

color were characterized by different forms and types of

victimization when compared their white counterparts. The

relatively small number of women of color in the study

provided important insights into the ways in which gender,

race, and class may simultaneously shape women's experiences

of domestic and sexual victimization. While women of color

were assaulted as children and adults by family members and

partners, they also experienced race related victimization

that their white counterparts did not undergo.

For example, one Black woman in the study explained how

her interactions with her peers during high school included

gendered, racial insults and exclusions. As a Black

adolescent, she was ridiculed for dating a white peer and

accusations were made about her social worth and sexuality by

white male school mates. Other women of color explained that

options for help seeking when they were assaulted were quite

narrow as sexism, racism and classism pervaded policing

practices and the criminal justice system. Not only were

women of colors', and in particular poor women of colors',w
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calls for help neglected by police, but these women were

cognizant of the discrimination they would face in court if

they decided to prosecute their abusers.

Another step in the process of becoming an activist

involved encountering and the movement and its political

analysis of violence against women. Here, activists engaged

in definitional and redefinitional processes of violence

against women as well as their own prior victimization

experiences. Again, defining the problem of violence for

would-be activists varied among the women in the study. Some

women (primarily middle-class and transitional-class women)

rather immediately adopted the movement's structural and

political definitions of violence against women. These women

often explained that when they heard an activist from the

battered women's movement articulate the "causes" of violence

against women, the position immediately "clicked" or "made

sense" to them. I argue that because of their exposure to

activists and political definitions of situations throughout

their lives, middle-class and transitional-class women simply

extended their already held "structural" or "external

causality" world views to the issue of violence against women.

While working-class women also came to define their own

victimizations and violence against women as structural and

political issues, their definitional process were somewhat

different than their adult middle-class counterparts.

Working-class activists often held explanations of human
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problems, including violence against women, that were

individualist and "victim-blaming" in nature when they

encountered the movement. I argue that these women had had

less exposure to "external causality" frames than other

activists when their lives intersected with the battered

women's movement and thus they were initially surprised and

even resistant to such analyses. Nonetheless, working-class

women came to see their own life situations and those of other

victimized women as economic, political and structural

problems.

In Chapter Three, I also note that would-be activists

anticipated that a number of positive personal benefits would

result from their participation in the movement. Many women

explained that their decisions to enter the battered women's

movement were related to their own prior victimization.

Becoming politically active and "helping other women" who were

assaulted diminished the negative impacts that previous

domestic and sexual assaults had upon activists.

In addition to changing or reinterpreting one's own

victimization through helping others, would-be activists

anticipated that other positive benefits would come from their

involvement in the movement. These anticipated benefits also

contributed to women's decisions to enter into activism.

Again, some of these motivations for activism were related to

women's social class and race. For example, middle-class
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activists anticipated paid employment in the movement, while

working-class activists were less focused upon this issue.

The findings in Chapter Three have a number of important

implications for extant theories of movement participation.

As in other substantive areas of the discipline of sociology,

research and theory development concerning actor involvement

in social movements has tended to investigate either "macro"

correlates of activism such as social class (Lane, 1969;

McCarthy and Zald, 1973; Verbra and Nie, 1972), gender (Hess

and Torney, 1967), or race (Orum and Cohen, 1973), or to

examine and develop theories of the "micro" or interpretive

aspects of activism (Lofland, 1977; Snow et al., 1986) such as

role learning or actors' definitions of situations.

Macro investigations and theories of activism generally

assert that there is a relationship between one's social

position and the likelihood of participation in political

activities. These theories have failed to capture the

complexities and the actual mechanisms through which gender,

social class, and race may lead to activism.

While there have been repeated calls for "micro-macro" or

meso level theories of movement participation (Ferree and

Miller, 1985; McAdam, McCarthy and Zald, 1988), and some

attempts at building such theories (Ferree and Miller, 1985)

I believe that there no comprehensive, micro-macro theory of

activism yet exists. Such a perspective must tie actors'

structural locations in the social world with the micro
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interpretive process they undergo in what is clearly a process

of becoming an activist.

The analysis of the data in Chapter Three has begun to

move in this direction. I have connected important structural

issues including gender, race and class to key micro processes

actors undergo on their pathways into activism. Chapter Three

outlines five specific "micro" mechanisms or processes which

are mediated by gender, race, and class and which appear to be

key contributors to social movement participation. From

"learning" to be an activist through interactions with other

key social actors, to experiencing gendered interpersonal

violence, to adopting structural/political definitions or

world views, to the meanings and motivations involved in

decisions to enter a social movement, micro processes

themselves are framed and mediated by gender, race, and class.

The findings discussed in Chapter Three also point to new

avenues of research concerning social movement participation.

First, it appears that the methodology one chooses in pursuing

research and theorizing on activism is key. Large scale

quantitative research has documented gender, race, and class

differences in rates of participation in political actions

(Orum, 1988). In contrast, it has been predominantly

qualitative methodologies that have been able to describe

important processes involved in entry into activism. Mixing

these two methodologies may prove to be especially productive

in future research on social movement participation.
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Quantitative studies Of activism could benefit by

incorporating questions concerning the processes of becoming

an activist discovered through qualitative research. Specific

questions could include: Do patterns of violent victimization

which I found to be contributors to participation in the

battered women's movement hold across larger, representative

samples of women? Do childhood encounters with other

activists, motivations for involvement in political action and

definitional processes which emerged in my study vary by

social class, race and gender in larger representative studies

of activism?

In addition, further qualitative research on social

movement participation which explores other sources of

variation and/or other possible processes involved in becoming

an activists would be valuable. In particular, qualitative

studies with a wider range of variation with respect to race

and cultural contexts might lead down new theoretical and

empirical paths. For instance, there were no Asian women and

only one Third World activist in the study. How do these

contexts frame women's pathways into activism?

Moreover, other qualitative research needs to be

undertaken on social movements other than the battered women's

movement. It is not surprising that violent victimization was

a key contributor to activism in a movement which is aimed at

eradicating such violence. How does the issue or problem
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addressed by a given movement change the processes, meanings

and motivations to activism?

Chapter Four: Major Findings and Implications For Theory

Just as social movement actors need to recruit

participants in order to sustain their efforts, they also need

to retain activists, especially if a movement is to endure

over any length of time. Therefore, Chapter Four explores the

struggles encountered by activists in the battered women's

movement and the contexts under which activists left the

movement. While approximately half of the women in the study

were working in the battered women's movement at the time they

were interviewed, the other half were not actively working in

the movement when they were interviewed. Through talking to

both of these groups of women about their struggles and

problematic experiences in the movement, I was able to

illuminate some of the conditions which contributed to

activists' attrition from the battered women's movement.

Activists articulated a wide range of conflicts and

struggles encountered during their tenures in the movement.

In Chapter Two I argued that the state largely coopted the

movement in the policy arena by offering limited, apolitical

solutions to the problem of wife abuse. Likewise, in Chapter

Four, I found the state's cooptative mechanisms at work.

However, in this case these mechanisms led to tremendous
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struggle, conflict, and in some cases attrition among women in

the movement. Through offering desperately needed funding to

battered women's shelters with depoliticizing "strings"

attached to monies the state was able to limit the tactics,

strategies and actions on the part of these organizations.

State monies often required that shelters provide

"therapy" or "counseling" to battered women. Other state

requirements of shelters receiving funding included allowing

men to work directly with battered victims in organizations,

setting up "treatment" programs for batterers, and excluding

certain groups of marginalized women such as lesbians from

organizational participation. When organizational elites in

shelters accepted such monies, it generated dissension among

activists who were concerned about the political impacts of

these changes on their organization and on the movement as a

whole.

Through a number of avenues, historically marginalized

groups of women were disproportionately affected by these

cooptative processes. Lesbians were affected when state and

private funders were antagonistic toward explicitly including

these women in activism or service provision. Women of color

were the victims of "cooptative" exclusion when organizational

elites were reluctant to place them in high ranking, "visible"

organization positions. Battered women's organizational

administrators and boards of directors perceived that funders

were less likely to act favorably in decisions to donate money
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when they encountered women of color as their organizational

representatives.

Working-class women were negatively affected by state

requirements when funding was accepted by organizational

leaders which required that all or most of their staff obtain

college degrees to work in the movement. Working-class women

with a good deal of experience in the movement were forced out

of their positions when such monies were accepted by

organizational elites. Other sources of struggle and tension

among activists in the movement were not tied directly to the

state or funding requirements. These included race, class,

and sexual orientation related frictions among women. Again,

as with state cooptative processes, historically marginalized

groups of women were excluded from certain activities and

decision making processes when other movement actors failed to

acknowledge or include them. As white middle-class women

were more likely to hold positions of power in battered

women's organizations and were not members of these "other"

groups, they were most often engaged in these exclusionary

practices.

Women of color also articulated that white activists were

sometimes inattentive to the different material conditions and

lived realities of women of color. Racism within the criminal

justice system and in the day-to-day lives of women of color

was not always addressed, discussed, or even acknowledged by

white activists. Lesbians also confronted a lack of concern
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and attention for the issues they faced as lesbians in wider

society and as victims of battery. Like women of color they

were dismayed at the way they were treated by their "sisters"

in the movement.

An over-arching theme of the struggles outlined above

which were articulated by activists during their interviews

was that of "violations of the sisterhood." For a number of

reasons, when activists entered the movement they anticipated

shared power among women and lack of hierarchy in decision

making within movement organizations. These expectations were

reinforced by organizational elites during recruitment

campaigns and training sessions.

When activists' expectations contradicted their actual

experiences in the movement they were often disappointed and

sometimes deeply emotionally pained. The lack or loss of

shared power, community and a sense of "sisterhood" by

activists in the movement was a source of sadness, anger, and

personal pain.

Along with the problems encountered by activists already

discussed, two additional issues emerged as troublesome for

women in the movement. First, the lack or resources to offer

victims of violence who contacted their agencies led activists

to feel "ineffective" in their attempts to help other women.

Cuts in AFDC, lack of affordable housing, and overcrowded

shelters sometimes made activists' jobs impossible. Shifts in

federal fiscal priorities and changes in social policies,
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which diminished resources for women generally during the

1980s, impacted the work advocates were engaged in. Activists

explained that the paucity of resources for battered women

sometimes meant that the victims they were trying to help had

to remain in abusive relationships.

Secondly, many activists articulated that participation

in the movement was complicated by constraints in their

personal lives. In particular, single women trying to support

children had a difficult time either supporting themselves on

meager movement salaries or finding extra time to volunteer in

the movement.

In examining the question of why women were not longer

formally active in the battered women's movement in Chapter

Four, I note first the difficulty I confronted in trying to

answer this question. Activists in both groups (those who

stayed in the movement and those who were no longer working in

the movement) enumerated a number of different struggles

encountered in their work in the battered women's movement.

However, there were some notable differences between the group

of women who remained in the movement and those who left.

First, women who focused largely upon violations of the

sisterhood in the discussions of problematic experiences

within the movement, and considered these major contributors

to their leaving, were primarily women who were employed full

time in the movement as opposed to volunteers. Women who were

paid and working full-time in the movement spent far more
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hours at their organizations regularly than did part-time

employees or volunteers.

Among the employed women who left their organizations

over violations of the sisterhood, middle-class college

educated women were more likely to leave than their working

class counterparts. Initially, this finding seemed somewhat

surprising as working-class women had less organizational

power (and more negative "sisterhood" experiences as a result)

than middle-class women. However, middle-class employed women

who left the movement either already held or felt confident

they could secure paid employment elsewhere. Conversely,

although working-class women were dismayed and angered over

their experiences, some said that they felt they "had no other

place to go" and would not be able to obtain paid employment

outside of the position they already held.

In examining other reasons for attrition from direct

activism in the battered women's movement in Chapter Four, I

found that volunteers were more likely to leave because they

felt "ineffective" or due to personal constraints than were

paid activists. Both paid women and volunteers had

experienced a good deal of frustration around the lack of

resources they were able to provide for battered women during

the current historic era. However, volunteers were not

receiving as many other rewards or "benefits" for their

activism as their employed counterparts. Volunteers were not

being paid for their work in the movement and were often out
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of touch with other activists because they spent fewer hours

in and around their organizations than did paid women. Due

to this, volunteers had diminished opportunities for positive

as well as negative interactions or violations of community

and "sisterhood." Thus, for volunteers in the movement the

denial of the reward of freeing women from abusive

relationships or feeling "ineffective" was quite problematic.

Volunteer activists who left over personal constraints

often had children who limited the time and energy they had to

devote to activism. For volunteers who left the movement due

to life constraints, personal situations with respect to

children and partners had often changed since they had become

activists. Some women divorced after entering the movement

and had begun trying to balance single motherhood, full-time

employment and activism. When things became unmanageable in

their personal lives as they attempted to juggle many

activities, the "extra" or "luxury" activities as one departed

activist put it, were no longer possible.

The findings presented in Chapter Four have a number of

implications for feminist theories of movement struggles as

well as for feminist political praxis. First, as I found in

my analysis of domestic violence and public policy in the

1980s in Chapter Two, the state appears to again create

obstacles to social change on behalf of women. In this

instance, rather than leading to apolitical constructions and

solutions to domestic violence through the implementation of
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"protective" as opposed to "emancipatory" legislation in the

policy arena, the state plays a major role in creating

conflicts among women in social movements.

By targeting different groups of women for exclusion as

prerequisites for funding, demanding college educations for

employed activists to retain their jobs, and encouraging or

requiring hierarchy and power differences among activists

within organizations, the state has facilitated and/or

enhanced one of the most powerful mechanisms for diminishing

a movements potential for social change: divisions and

factionalization among activists. Further, power struggles

over the state's cooptative funding requirements lead some

activists to leave the movement. Thus, it appears that state

cooptative processes promote attrition from political

movements by those once committed to such activities.

Theories of cooptation have not addressed the complex

ways in which the state may interact with social movements.

Extant theories of cooptation (Piven and Cloward, 1971, 1978)

discuss the way in which state requirements may shape the

direction of a movement or organizations within it, but have

not addressed the differential impact of these processes on

actors in a movement. Specifically, these theories have not

linked the more macro process of cooptation with individual

activists locations in the social structure.

I found that women who are socially and economically

disadvantaged by their class, race, and/or sexual orientation
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are disproportionately affected by the states cooptative

processes of feminist social movement organizations. Women

with more cultural capital, primarily white, middle-class

women were able to react to the painful struggles related to

cooptative processes by securing positions outside of the

movement. Conversely, working-class women who wanted to

escape oppressive organizational environments related to

cooptation had fewer employment options and routes of escape

from their painful experiences.

Theories of social movements and cooptation have not

considered the possibility that cooptation may contribute to

attrition of activists from social movements. This appears to

be another important affect of state actions and policies upon

social movements which warrant further investigation.

Many of the other findings outlined in Chapter Four,

including reasons for activist attrition, can be also be tied

to the state. Because the state has severely limited funding

for programs such as AFDC and low-income housing upon which

women fleeing abusive relationships often depend, activists

working in the movement felt, and in many ways were,

ineffective in their efforts to emancipate victims of

violence.

Further, feeling ineffective on the part of activists was

related to low funding levels for shelter organizations. In

some cases, not only were activists unable to offer income or

housing to the victims they came into contact with, but their
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shelters were so short on resources that they could not even

provide temporary safety for these women.

Personal constraints which sometimes lead to attrition

can also be connected to the state. If women were in better

economic positions and/or had access to services such as state

provided daycare, it seems possible that they may not have

been forced out of activism. It appears that in the current

political and economic climate, certain groups of women are so

busy trying to survive that they are unable to engage in the

very activism that might change their situations.

In terms of theories of women's political activism and

understanding struggles faced by activists in gender-based

social movements, these finding indicate that future research

and theory development has much to gain by refocusing upon the

state and employing a micro-macro analysis of the

relationships between the state and women's social movements.

The state interacts with feminist social movements in

multitudinous, complex, and subtle ways, many of which have

not been addressed by feminist theories of the state.

In terms of feminist praxis the finding presented in

Chapter Four highlight the state as a problematic site for

women's political actions. As Brown (1992) cautions, it is

necessary to continue to critically examine women's complex

and historically specific relationships to the state. Brown

is critical of the tendency of some feminists scholars

(Ehrenreich and Piven, 1983; Piven, 1990) to be overly
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optimistic about the emancipatory potential of the U.S. state

for women and argues against an exclusively state-centered

feminist politics.

Finally, and quite sadly, while the majority of the

findings in Chapter Four can be tied either directly or

indirectly to the state, some cannot. Rather, there were

instances in which privileged white, middle-class activists

excluded or ignored disenfranchised and stigmatized groups of

activists. From ignoring or "forgetting" Black history month,

to excluding working-class activists from social activities,

to withdrawing SCarce organizational monies from

disenfranchised victims such as battered lesbians, issues of

diversity and difference among activists were not always

attended to within the movement. Attending to difference and

diversity among women, while at the same time acknowledging

shared, gender-related oppressions is a central project for

feminist praxis in the coming years. As we face extremely

harsh conditions in the political economy, it will require a

strong, large, committed, and diverse group of women to enact

any sort of social change in the years ahead.

Chapter Five: Major Findings and Implications For Theory

The final substantive chapter in the dissertation,

Chapter Five, examines an organizational policy held by many

battered women's shelters concerning drug-involved victims of
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violence. During my field research and in-depth interviews

with activists concerning the major research questions

initially outlined for the dissertation, an organizational

policy which mandates the exclusion of drug-using victims of

violence from service provision and activism in the movement

emerged. As this policy stood out as quite contradictory to

movement goals and philosophies of inclusivity of all victims

of violence, I investigated the context surrounding the policy

further through focused interviews with an additional 20

activists.

Analyzing the policy and activists' responses to

questions concerning its creation and enforcement in the

context of the political and economic environment in which the

battered women's movement emerged and grew provided a complex

answer to the question of : Why are these women who are

disproportionately at risk for victimization left out of the

movement?

I argue here that the exclusion of these women is related

to the intersection of the structural conditions faced by the

movement and the emergence and increased attention to an

ideology concerning drug-use and drug-using women. I posit

that diminished resources for battered women's organizations

combined with negative state, media and other public

constructions of drug use and drug-using women to lead to the

exclusion of these women. These public constructions emerged

in the late 1970s when many shelters were beginning to open
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and were heightened during the 1980s war on drugs campaign.

The heightened awareness and media attention to and

constructions of drug-using women during the past decade has

disproportionately targeted poor women and women of color.

Drug use among women in the public discourse has largely

become a symbolic stand-in, for race and for the underclass.

I argue that this public discourse has been used to explain

and reinforce poor women and women of color's already

disadvantaged social positions.

When comparing extant research on the etiology of drug

use and interviews with drug-using victims to public, media,

and activists' constructions of drug-using women I found that

the lived realities and actions of these women often

contradict popular constructions. Specifically, activists in

the battered women's movement commonly held that drug-using

women were unable to care for their children, were highly

consumptive of organizational resources, were powerless to

leave abusive relationships, and were incapable of political

activism. However, research concerning drug-using victims of

violence and interviews conducted with drug-using women

themselves illuminated that they are not restricted to the

lines of action which activists held them to be.

Importantly, activists' analyses of the "causes" and

solutions to drug-using among battered women stood in stark

contrast to their structural and political analysis of the

problem of wife abuse. Activists explained that drug use was
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an "individual" problem which required "therapy" or treatment

to resolve. Rather than being attentive to the oppressive

conditions faced by drug-using victims, and the relationships

of race, poverty, and violent victimization to women's drug

use, activists employed mainstream, apolitical explanations of

these women's behaviors.

As I pointed out in my discussion of Chapter Four, these

findings have important implications for feminist political

theory as well as feminist political praxis. Previous

research on battered women's organizations (Ferraro, 1983;

Murray, 1988) also notes that feminists activists may hold

contradictory ideologies and explanations of the problem of

battery itself. In Ferraro's (1983) study she nicely ties

these contradictions to the imposition of state requirements

that battered women undergo counseling during their shelter

stays. In the ethnographic study of shelter life, Ferraro

found that activists in the movement began forcing victims

living in the shelter out of the organization when they

refused counseling or when victims rejected apolitical

analyses of their own circumstances.

As the findings in Chapters Two and Four also point to,

the political circumstances of diminished resources provided

by the state for battered women and battered women's

organizations nicely meshes with other strategies employed by

the state to curb the political direction of the movement.

In the case of the exclusionary practices outlined in Chapter
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Five, diverse groups of women are again excluded from creating

political alliances in efforts to alter violent and oppressive

gender, race, and class economic and political structures.

While the states' role in contributing to the development of

these exclusionary practices is not necessarily a direct one,

the state largely supported and financed the war on drugs

campaign as a distraction to the growing disenfranchisement of

the underclass.

Again, in Chapter Five as in previous chapters, I have

noted the important role the media play in creating and

reinforcing constructions and solutions to social problems

which benefit the state and the interests that underlie it.

Future research on the role of the media and their numerous

ties to the state and to social movements is an important

direction of investigation to pursue.

As Foucault (1980, 1981a, 1981b), Gramsci (1971), Pringle

and Watson (1992) and Brown (1992) have all noted, the state

works in diffuse and indirect ways in controlling the masses

and protecting its interests as a representative of

capitalism, patriarchy, racism and the intersections among

these mutually beneficial systems. Creating divisions among

women, such as between the poor, drug-using women in Chapter

Five and between a number of different groups of women
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discussed in Chapter Four, are important mechanisms through

which the state distracts, coopts, and perhaps ultimately

renders impotent a social movement which challenges it and the

interests which support the state.
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Appendix A

Methodology

INTRODUCTION

For the dissertation research, I employed historical and

qualitative methods of data collection and analyses. In-depth

interviews with 27 activists working in the battered women’s

movement or who had recently left formal participation in the

movement were completed to answer questions concerning entry

into the movement, the experiences of activism, problems

encountered by activists, and the reasons women ceased formal

participation in the movement. Field research in two battered

women’s shelter organizations was undertaken as well in order

to gain a fuller understanding of organizational life for

activists and the battered women served by these

organizations. Focused interviews were conducted with an

additional 20 activists concerning specific topics such as

organizational practices and policies in shelters and

strategies of grass-roots organizing. Original documents

were also reviewed including newsletters from battered women’s

organizations and selected media articles.
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General Epistemological Framework

Two major epistemological perspectives guided the

dissertation and framed the collection, analysis, and

interpretation of the data. First, the tenets of symbolic

interaction and social constructionism (Blumer, 1969; Denzin,

1989) informed my methodology. From this perspective, the

meanings actors give to their social worlds are central.

Blumer (1969) argued that human beings socially construct

their realities through symbolic interaction with other social

actors. "Human beings act toward things on the basis of the

meaning which these things have for them" (Blumer, 1969: 2).

Within symbolic interactionism, meanings are not viewed

as intrinsically a part of things or events; rather situations

are understood to be defined and constructed by social actors

and meanings are emergent. These social constructions often

have material consequences for individuals and social groups.

The Thomas’s Theorem, one of the hallmarks of symbolic

interactionism points to the significance of social

definitions: "If men [sic] define situations as real, they

are real in their consequences" (Thomas and Thomas, 1928: 572).

In addition to the centrality of actor’s perspectives,

constructions and meanings in framing the methodology of the

dissertation, issues of power and the wider political economy

were also important. Specifically, analysis of institutions

such as the state which have not routinely been addressed by
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symbolic interactionism was central to the dissertation and in

guiding my methodology. Theories of the state, of movement

participation, and of social movements which informed the

study were outlined in Chapter One.

Through combining the tenets of symbolic interactionism

with analyses of power and the political economy, I attempted

to employ a "micro-macro" methodology and epistemology. Here,

I attempted to connect actors’ experiences, constructions, and

meanings to the wider political and economic contexts within

which these interactions took place. The micro-macro

methodology on which I drew extensively in the dissertation is

the recent work of Burawoy and colleagues (1991). In this

edited volume Ethnography Unbound: Power and Resistance in

the Modern Metropolis, Burawoy (1991) outlines a qualitative,

ethnographic method of research that connects the micro and

the macro and theory to data. This method, which he refers to

as the "extended case method" explicates "the link between

micro and macro, and constitutes the social situation in terms

of the particular external forces that shape it" (Burawoy,

1991: 277) [emphasis in original J.

Burawoy and his colleagues seek to glean an understanding

of the life world through the collection and careful analysis

of data, but also hold that explanation (i.e. theory) is of

central importance in qualitative research.
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Contrasting the difference between understanding and

explanation, Burawoy (1991: 3) notes:

We seek to unchain ethnography from its confinement
as a quaint technique at the margins of social
science. In our eyes participant observation is
the paradigmatic way of studying the social world,
and from this point of view anthropology becomes
the paradigmatic social science. By "paradigmatic”
I do not mean that participant observation is the
only technique or necessarily the most appropriate
technique of social research, but rather that it
best exemplifies what is distinctive about the
practice of all social science. Situated at the
cross-roads of the humanities and natural sciences,
social science combines both understanding and
explanation. Understanding is achieved by virtual
or actual participation in social situations,
through a real or constructed dialogue between
participant and observer, or what we call the
hermeneutic dimension Of social science.
Explanation, on the other hand, is the achievement
of an observer or outsider and concerns the
dialogue between theory and data, or what we call
the scientific dimension [emphasis in original ).

Burawoy accomplishes explanation through qualitative

research by employing what he calls an "extended case method."

Using this method he and his colleagues studied a range of

social situations and examined the ways in which external

forces shaped the micro worlds of actors’ everyday lives.

Invoking C. Wright Mills (1959), Burawoy points out that the

extended case method is much akin to Mills’ notion of the

"sociological imagination" in which personal problems are

connected to public issues. By analyzing data in an

historical and power laden context, Burawoy is able to give

attention to the meanings situations hold for actors, while at

the same time acknowledging that these meanings are created

within structured and constrained circumstances.
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According to Burawoy (1991: 6):

The extended case method thus bursts the
conventional limits of participant observation,
which stereotypically is restricted to micro and
ahistorical sociology (if one wants to do research
of a macro or historical kind, one had better leave
the field site for the archive, the survey research
center, or the institute of demography). We
challenged the conventional correspondence between
technique and level of analysis and argue that
participant observation can examine the macro world
through the way the later shapes and in turn is
shaped and condition by the micro, everyday world
of face-to-face interaction.

Burawoy argues that the extended case method requires a

particular kind of process that he has labeled "reconstructing

social theory." This process involves an ongoing relationship

between data collection, analysis and existing sociological

theory. In reconstructing social theory, one uses the data to

"find the holes" or reconstruct relevant existing theories.

Burawoy points out that it is not his intent to "reject bad

theories" but rather to improve upon good ones.

Unlike the grounded theory methodologies (Glaser and

Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990) which generate theory

from data, and then attempt to make basic process

generalizations across diverse conditional situations, theory

reconstruction uses data to reflect upon and rebuild existing

theory.

Grounded theory approaches social phenomena from
the standpoint Of their generality. . . Here,
theoretical advance is the movement toward greater
generality; that is, the inclusion of more
phenomena under a single covering law. In pursuing
generalizations, grounded theory remains at the
same level of reality. By contrast, the extended
case method attempts to elaborate the effects of
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the "macro' on the "micro. " It requires that we
specify some particular feature of the social
situation that requires explanation by reference to
particular forces external to itself (Burawoy,
1991: 9) [emphasis in original J.

Entering a research project with a set of assumptions and

guiding theoretical perspectives that are relevant to the

questions at hand, Burawoy posits that one should look for

what is surprising or unexpected in the data. These anomalies

are then turned into exemplars by modifying extant theories

that have failed to fully explain such "unexpected" findings.

Internal contradictions in data and/or a field site can

also serve as jumping off points for reconstructing social

theory. Burawoy points to the example of Alvin Gouldner’s

(1954) study of a gypsum plant in which he found that

promotion was based on loyalty rather than expertise. This

finding lead Gouldner to reconstruct Weber’s theory of

bureaucracy.

Yet another way in which Burawoy’s method of

reconstructing social theory is useful is to address

theoretical gaps or silences in the literature with respect to

issues of interest to an investigator. "A given theory may

fail to address an aspect of a particular empirical phenomenon

that, once included, compels the reconstruction of theory"

(Burawoy, 1991: 10).

It is important to note here that reconstructing social

theory through qualitative methodologies is not a

"deterministic" enterprise. There is, and must be, room for
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actors’ constructions, resistance, and change. In other

words, one cannot know the "answers" before engaging in the

research, yet a guiding theoretical perspective shapes the

investigation from the questions one asks to the analyses to

writing the text. As Burgess (1990: 211-212) has astutely

noted:

In empirical studies the theoretical perspective
will have some influence upon the questions that
are posed, the data that are collected and the
evidence that is produced. In short, if a
functionalist, interactionist, Marxist and feminist
were to be involved in studying social relations in
the same factory, prison, school or hospital, the
question addressed and the focus of the research
would be different.

In short, I entered the field with a set of "sensitizing"

theories, not unlike Blumer’s (1969) notion of sensitizing

concepts, which he advocated the use of in field research.

These sensitizing theories were then refined, reformulated, or

abandoned altogether if the data did not support them. Table

One provides a brief overview of my initial "sensitizing"

theories for each research question, the major findings

relevant to each question, and the implications of these

findings for extant theory and theory reconstruction.

In addition to research by Burawoy and colleagues (1991),

a number of other sociologists’ work have been informed by a

micro-macro methodology (e. g. Block, 1989; Crawford, 1986;

Estes, 1984; Diamond, 1989; Godelier, 1972, 1978; Littlefield,

1989; Naples, 1991; Smith, 1990a, 1990b, 1989, 1987).

Although more commonly classified as "critical" or "Marxist"
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ethnography, these investigations have employed a similar

method and set of assumptions as Burawoy.

In a critical ethnographic study of everyday life in

nursing homes, Diamond (1989) examined the ways in which

social policy shaped the interactions among workers and

patients in these settings. Through his fieldwork and

analysis he demonstrated that the stratification between

workers and owners of nursing homes reflected and reinforced

gender and race stratification in the wider political economy.

Further, through interviews with patients in nursing homes he

illustrated that there are a set of disadvantaged life

experiences that lead individuals to inhabit nursing home.

According to Diamond (1989: 492):

From the conversations I had with patients in these
homes I conclude that in the United States there is
an economic life course involved in being a long
term care patient. . . One does not " end up' in a
nursing home; one proceeds on a path that is the
consequence of social policy and the embeddedness
of nursing homes within the organization model of
the business and industry.

Crawford’s (1986) work on individual responsibility and

health also falls into the genre of a micro-macro, critical

ethnography. Through qualitative interviews with sixty women

and men in the Chicago area, Crawford illustrated the ways in

which individual definitions of health and personal

responsibility for well being are related to the wider

political economy.

Estes’ (1984) discussion of the social construction of

the aging "problem" in the U.S. can also be considered an
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example of a micro-macro analysis which eloquently combines

both social constructionism and political economy paradigms.

Tracing changing definitions of the elderly since the 1950s,

Estes points out the way in which the social construction of

aging and its solutions are tied to the historically specific

economic and political environment.

Smith’s work (1990a, 1990b, 1987, 1989) also exemplifies

a micro-macro critical qualitative methodology. Substantively

as well as methodologically, her work has examined the way in

which the everyday lived realities of women are shaped by

macropolitical forces. In one of Smith’s recent works, The

Conceptual Practices of Power: A Feminist Sociology of

Knowledge, she proposes a materialist method of research built

upon the work of Marx and Engels (1846). Insisting that

"knowledge itself is problematic" Smith examines the ways in

which knowledge is constructed, socially organized, and laden

with power. According to Smith (1990a: 51) :

Implicit in Marx’s treatment of ideology and
knowledge is the possibility of extending his
materialism of actual individuals and their ongoing
activities to thought and knowledge itself. . . For
knowledge itself is made problematic when we insist
that there are knowers "doing knowing’ and that we
can explore, make explicit, know, the socially
organized practices in and through which we
accomplish knowledge.
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Study Methodology

Like Burawoy and other critical ethnographers, I have

attempted to be attentive to the ways in which social

situations and processes are "shaped from above" and also find

it necessary to look carefully at how they are "constructed

from below" by social actors. These two arenas are then

connected in the analyses and interpretations throughout the

dissertation. While Burawoy and colleagues employed primarily

participant observation as their data sources, I have used a

combination of in-depth interviews, participant observation,

and original documents as my data sources. Despite my

divergence from a strictly participant observational mode of

data collection, Burawoy’s method is quite useful in the

analysis of in-depth interview data as well as data collected

through participant observation.

In-Depth Interviews with Activists

Once I had decided on my major research questions, I

began negotiating entree with two battered women’s

organizations in the Northern California area. With the help

of a key informants in these organizations I began

interviewing activists. At the end of each interview I asked

women to let other activists whom they thought might be
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interested in participating know about the study. Study

participants’ referrals led me to activists working in a

variety of different battered women’s organizations. Most of

the organizations which women in the study were affiliated

with were in the Northern California area. However, a few

women interviewed were working in battered women’s shelters in

other states.

Based on my own previous activism in the battered women’s

movement, and informed by extant research on women’s movements

and my own Marxist-feminist theoretical leanings, I expected

that women from diverse backgrounds might have varied

experiences in the movement. Thus my initial sampling

strategy was to recruit a diverse sample of women with respect

to race, sexual orientation, and social class. In addition

I also engaged in what Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Glaser

(1978) have termed "theoretical" sampling. Once I was emersed

in the study and began to find that actors in different

organizational positions had varied experiences and complaints

with respect to the movement, I began to pursue activists in

a variety of organizational positions. Namely, attempts were

made to include activists in the study who had less

organizational power (direct service workers or advocates) as

well as activists with more power or organizational elites

such as directors and members of the board.

Once women were recruited into the study and human

subjects protocols reviewed with each participant, a number of
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open-ended guiding questions were asked about women’s entry

into the movement, experiences as an activist, and when

relevant, exit from formal participation in the battered

women’s movement. Again, the very nature of the issues I

chose to explore and the framing questions employed were

informed by my own theoretical perspectives. While these

initial questions were important they were altered as the

study progressed and new issues emerged during data collection

and analysis. In subsequent interviews, relevant new

questions were incorporated into the interview process.

The majority of the in-depth interviews were tape

recorded and transcribed. When transcription money dried up

I continued taping interviews and typing field notes, memos,

and quotes from the tapes themselves. At one point in the

study, interviews were not tape-recorded as they were done

long distance over the telephone. However, after completing

two unrecorded interviews and attempting to ask questions,

listen, and take notes simultaneously, I realized the quality

of the data was diminished by lack of either a transcript or

taped interview for later analysis.

At this point I purchased a machine that was able to tape

record two-way conversations over the telephone. Women who

were interviewed by phone using this machine were asked for

permission to use it, and its use carefully explained, as they

could not see it or hear it during the interview process.
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Human subject protocols were read to these women over the

phone and a xerox copy of the form mailed to them to keep.

Description of the Main Sample

The main sample consists of 27 activists who were either

currently working in the movement in some capacity at the time

of their initial interviews or who had been in the movement

but were no longer formally involved at the time I interviewed

them. Fifteen of the activists interviewed were still

formally active in the movement and 12 had already ceased

formal participation in the movement. Including these two

groups of activists in the study allowed me to address one of

my major research questions: What are the contexts and

conditions surrounding activists’ decisions to leave the

movement? This sampling strategy also allowed for the

exploration of problematic experiences of both groups of

activists and comparisons between those who remained and those

who had left the movement with respect to negative

experiences.

Ethnicity

With respect to ethnicity, the sample consists of 22

white women and five women of color. Specifically, with

regard to women of color, three Black activists, one Latina
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activist, and one Asian-Indian activist were interviewed.

Although many attempts were made to include more women of

color in the study, I experienced difficulties recruiting

these women. The recruiting and interviewing processes as

well as other unobtrusive indicators such as organizational

newsletters gave some insights into the difficulties I

experienced in interviewing women of color.

First, as findings discussed throughout the dissertation

indicate, there is a good deal of marginalization and direct

and indirect exclusion of women of color within the movement.

Therefore, it is not surprising that women of color may be

under-represented in the movement as they face a more hostile,

less receptive environment than do their white counterparts.

Other findings discussed in Chapters Three and Four point to

the many pulls on women of color’s political time. Faced with

gender, race and often class discrimination simultaneously,

women of color may choose to participate in other social

movements that more adequately address their needs and the

material conditions of their lives.

Further, during my attempts to recruit and interview

women of color I gained additional insight into why I was

experiencing difficulty recruiting these activists into the

study. While all of the white activists I approached

consented to be interviewed, on two different occasions women

of color declined participation. A completed interview with

one Black activist helped shed light on why women of color may
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be hesitant to participate in research conducted by white

women. This activist explained that she (and I imagine other

women of color may also feel this way) was tired of white

researchers, who make more money and have more power than the

Black women they study, using women of color for "data." This

respondent articulated that white women’s attempts to study

and then construct women of color to obtain advanced degrees

was bothersome and insulting to her. Further she felt that

white women didn’t always understand the issues faced by women

of color. Justifiably, this respondent was quite concerned

with how the data generated during the interview process were

to be used.

This activist’s comments echoed those of hooks (1990) in

which she also points out the power differentials between

white women and women of color in the academy. [H]ooks argues

that white women often miss the mark when interpreting the

lives of women of color. Further, she points out that

constructions of Black women by white academics has often

served as yet another source of oppression for women of color.

This particular interview ended up going quite well.

However, it did further sensitize me to the reasons women of

color may be hesitant to participate in studies conducted by

white women. It also generated some difficult feelings of

guilt and pain on my part which are discussed in a later

section of this appendix.
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Social Class

Of the 27 women in the main sample, 14 are middle-class,

eight are working-class, and five belong to the group I

conceptualized as "transitional-class" women. Although I was

attuned to the difficulties associated with categorizing women

into different social classes (see Wright, 1988), I attempted

to include working-class women as well as middle-class women

in the study. Initially I conceptualized social class using

a Weberian typology (1947) focusing upon status groups rather

than income (although often the two are correlated with one

another). Income was not a focus of class groupings as

parental income would have been difficult to judge given the

different cohorts that respondents parents belong to and the

fluctuation in the real value of the dollar according to

historical period. Further, income does not necessarily

reflect an individual’s membership in a status group as a

middle-income actor may belong to a lower status occupational

or/or social group (Weber, 1947, 1958). Occupational status

and education were the basis of the class categorizations I

employed as they measure an individual’s place in the social

hierarchy relative to other social actors (Hollingshead, 1965;

Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958). A respondent’s occupational

status (or her family or origin’s occupational status) was

judged according to the socio-economic groupings of

occupations used by the U.S. Census Bureau (1960), with
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professional occupations and business managers considered

middle-class and clerical, sales service, domestic and

unskilled or technical service workers designated as working

class.

Working-class women included those activists from

working-class backgrounds (neither parent college educated and

one or both parents in blue collar or skilled or unskilled

manual labor job) and who had remained in working-class social

worlds and occupations themselves as adults. Middle-class

activists were originally conceptualized as women from middle

class backgrounds (one or both parents college educated and

one or both parents working in white collar or professional

type occupations) who had attended college and who held white

collar or middle-management type positions or who were married

to middle-class partners as adults. Naively, I initially

assumed that women’s childhood social class would neatly

correspond with their adult social class.

However, these rather simplistic class categories broke

down under scrutiny as I analyzed the data. As it turns out,

the category of class is more complicated than even some of

the literature on women’s social class suggests. A third

"class" of women emerged which was quite relevant to some of

the processes discussed in Chapter Three. This group of

women, which I called "transitional-class" activists, consists

of middle-class adult women who had attended college and were

working and living in middle class occupations and social
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worlds, but who had come from working class backgrounds.

Another complicating factor with respect to activists’

social classes was the fact that some of the college educated

middle-class activists began to "slip through the cracks" with

respect to income when they were divorced. While these women

held themselves to be middle-class, and maintained the

language, dress, and other symbolic indicators of membership

in the middle-class, they were clearly on the margin with

respect to their incomes and other resources. This group of

women was included with the middle-class women in Chapter

Three where class was an important source of variation in the

processes outlined. This decision was made because this is

where these women best fit and because downwardly mobile

middle-class women were not an important source of variation

with respect to the processes discussed in Chapter Three.

However, in Chapter Four in the discussion of who left the

movement it is clear that women with children who were

divorced and became downwardly mobile sometimes had to leave

the movement for lack of economic and/or other material

resourceS.
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Sexual Orientation

Six of the women in the study identified themselves as

lesbians, and one women identified herself as bi-sexual. The

remaining twenty women in the study identified themselves as

heterosexual.

Age

The age of the activists in the study ranges from 23

years to 60 years old. The mean age of the sample is 37.7

years old (s.d. = 3.2 years) and the median age of the women

in the study is 39.

Focused Interviews with Activists

In addition to the in-depth interviews with 27 activists

concerning many of the major research questions, focused

interviews were conducted with an additional 20 activists

concerning specific topics such as organizational practices

and policies in shelters and strategies of grass-roots

organizing among national domestic violence groups. This

women were shelter workers or administrators at state and

local battered women’s shelters and leaders (administrators,

policy and media specialists) and national organizations.
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Field Research

Field research was also undertaken in two battered

women’s shelter organizations in order to gain a fuller

understanding of organizational life for activists and

battered women served by these organizations. New staff and

volunteer trainings were attended which provided a rich source

of data for organizational practices, policies, and

philosophies. This combined nicely with interview data in a

number of places including Chapter Four in facilitating the

explanation of my finding concerning "violations of the

sisterhood." In addition select other organizational meetings

were attended as part of the research.

I also attended national and local meetings organized

and/or attended by activists as part of my field research.

These meetings served both as a source of new data and as

validation for some of my findings. In particular, the

analysis in Chapter Five concerning constructions of drug

using women and organizational policies toward these women

were enriched by public and private dialogues concerning this

topic during these meetings.

Original Documents

Original documents have also been read and analyzed as

part of the dissertation research. These documents included:
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drafts of federal initiatives; transcripts of testimony before

Congress concerning battered women and policy initiatives

which would affect battered women; selected media articles

concerning domestic violence or battered women; local and

national battered women’s organizational newsletters and

memos; and shelter training manuals and information packets.

Coding and Analysis

Although the guiding methodological framework for the

study was a Burawoyian "theory reconstruction" using multiple

data sources, I also utilized some of the analytic methods

outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Strauss and Corbin

(1990). While not attempting to generate a "grounded theory"

from the data, some of the coding, memoing, and analytic

techniques of Glaser and Strauss (1967) and Strauss and Corbin

(1990) were a useful in the analysis process. These methods

were particularly valuable in analyzing the data from in-depth

interviews with the 27 activists in the main sample. This

combination of Burawoyian and "grounded theory" techniques

allowed me to be attentive to the data and permitted findings

to emerge from the data, while at the same time tieing these

findings to the theories which framed the study.

Data collection and analysis of interview data and field

notes were conducted simultaneously (Glaser and Strauss, 1967;
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Schatzman and Strauss, 1973; Strauss and Corbin, 1990). As

interviews were completed, field notes written, and

appropriate original documents received, they were read and

initial codes generated from the data. These codes were

sometimes "in-vivo" codes (Glaser, 1978: 70) used by the

respondents themselves, while other times they were codes

imposed by myself which I felt adequately identified or

labeled events, issues, or processes. During the preliminary

coding process salient or recurrent themes, episodes, and

events in the data were noted in memos.

As more interviews were conducted I continued with a

constant comparative analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967)

comparing each new case with previous cases with respect to a

similar code, event or process. Additionally, codes

themselves were refined throughout the analysis. Codes or

concepts that began as rather broad, general labels for events

were broken down into their properties and dimensions (Strauss

and Corbin, 1990).

For instance, One initial code WaS "violent

victimization." In refining this code through further

analysis I found that there are a number of different types of

interactions which the activists themselves considered

"violence." These included a wide range of events from sexual

assault by a stranger to beatings by an intimate partner to

"catcalls" and street harassment. Further, each type of

violence had different properties associated with it such as
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physical injuries sustained, frequency and duration of the

violence, etc.

Once a number of processes and themes were noted in the

data, I returned to the literature that informed the study and

began to look at the implications of my data for these

theories. This "back and forth" between the data and my

guiding theoretical perspectives lead me to note the ways in

which my findings "fit" within relevant extant theories and

the ways in which they did not fit, and called for a

"reconstruction" of existing theory.

After coding, memoing, re-reading the existing

literature, and drafting some of my major findings, I again

returned to the data to flush out further variation among

respondents with respect to major codes and processes and to

examine the conditions and contexts under which this variation

occurred. During this procedure I noted that some of my major

codes and processes varied according to activists’ race and

class. For instance, while I had noted in my early coding and

memoing that there were different types of violence, some more

severe and/or frequent than others, I had not yet carefully

examined the conditions under which this variation took place

or tied, this variation to activists’ places in the social

structure. This exercise, promoted by my the chair of my

committee, led to a fuller, richer, and more complex analysis

which also had significant implications for extant theories.

Finally, during coding and analysis memos concerning
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questions to pursue in further interviews were written as were

methodological and theoretical memos.

Adequacy and Validity

Two main strategies were employed to address the issues

of validity and reliability in the dissertation:

triangulation (Denzin, 1989); and a member validation exercise

(Emerson and Pollner, 1988; Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983).

Beyond these, attention to the way in which the data were

mutually constructed between the myself and study participants

and the perspective from which the text were written are also

considered as related to issues of validity and credibility.

Triangulation

Triangulation, or the use of multiple data sources to

validate findings (Denzin, 1989), was employed as one method

of addressing the validity and reliability of my findings. As

Denzin has noted, triangulation may also give added depth and

understanding to the social meanings and events under study.

In addition to interviewing a diverse group of women for

the study, I also gathered data from field research and

through reading original documents pertinent to the study.

For instance, during my field research in battered women’s

organizations I attended two different "training and
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orientation" programs which were quite lengthy. Field notes

from these sessions were quite useful in both validating and

understanding findings presented in Chapter Four concerning

"violations of the sisterhood." The construction of the

organizations and actors in the organizations presented during

these sessions were often quite focused on the importance of

shared power and egalitarian methods of operating.

Another example of triangulation in the study was the use

of "unobtrusive indicators" (Denzin, 1970) to validate and

enrich findings which emerged during interviews with

activists. Organizational newsletters, memos, and even

announcements and notes hanging on the walls in battered

women’s organizations provided insights into a number of the

issues I was investigating. For example a memo circulated in

one organization, written by a lesbian working in the

movement, announced and explained a meeting outside of the

organization for "lesbians in the movement who feel our needs

are not being met." This memo and others like it served as

reinforcement for some of the findings in the interview data

concerning the experiences and exclusion of lesbians in the

movement.

Member Validation Exercise

A member validation exercise involves taking accounts or

major findings back to the individuals and social worlds under
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investigation (Bloor, 1978; Emerson and Pollner, 1988;

Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983). According to Bloor (1978: 548

49) the aim of such an exercise is to:

. . . establish a correspondence between the
sociologist’s and the member’s view of the member’s
social world by exploring the extent to which
members recognize, and give assent to, the
judgements of the sociologist.

However, some scholars have argued that this process is

riddled with problems (Emerson and Pollner, 1988; Hammersley

and Atkinson, 1983; Olesen, 1992), and that information

gleaned as a result of a member validation exercise should be

considered in the context of these criticisms. Hammersley

and Atkinson (1983:196) argue that one of the main problems

with member validation is that the exercise assumes that the

actors under investigation are "privileged commentator[s]" on

their own actions and social worlds. They point out that

social action and meaning may operate at a sub-conscious level

and that actors are not necessarily consciously aware of the

rules, norms, or social structures influencing their actions.

Hammersley and Atkinson (1983:196) point out:

In short, while actors are well-placed informants
on their own actions, they are no more than that;
and their accounts must be analyzed in the same way
as any other data, with close consideration being
given to possible threats to validity.

Emerson and Pollner (1988) point out that while member

validation has utility in qualitative research and should be

preserved as both a measure of validity and as a source of new

insight and data, it is often a politically charged process.
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Members may disagree with sociologists’ accounts of their

worlds, and be quite angered by findings which they feel are

inaccurate or project them in an unfavorable light.

In Ferguson’s (1991) study of the social organization of

a collective cooperative bakery, she outlines the complicated

and political nature of members responses to her findings. In

what follows she reflects upon members reactions after the

presentation of her findings to the group:

As I left, one of the delivery shift members. . . told
me he had some comments on my paper. Later he sent
me six single-spaced typewritten pages. We met
twice in the next few weeks to discuss them. It
was through this discussion and my subsequent
meeting with other collective members. . . that I
learned how people really felt about the paper... I
discovered the ire of one of the new delivery
people, who felt I had ignored how diligent and
committed the delivery team is... the overwhelming
message that I get from the six pages and from my
intense discussions. . . that followed is that this
particular member of the delivery shift was
contesting the formulation that I devised. He
definitely did not agree with what I said about the
role of the delivery shift. He challenged my
assumptions and disagreed with my interpretations
(Ferguson, 1991: 130-131).

With the problems of member validation in mind, I took

pieces of my major findings back to two of the women I had

interviewed. After being quite nervous and tense for the

first interaction it was much to my surprise, quite brief.

Here I ran into a different problem than those discussed

above. In bringing my account and interpretations back to a

member of the study, status and perceived power differences

between my respondents and myself were problematic.

After I presented some major findings to one activist,
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she had few comments, all of which were positive. However,

several times during the interaction she insisted that I was

"in graduate school" and thus must therefore "know" much more

than she did. She explained after agreeing with what I had

found that "she was in no position" to question my

interpretations. I reiterated to her that it was her

perspective on my findings that I was interested in and that

her opinion was indeed important and valuable. However, our

discussion continued along much the same lines, her in

complete agreement with what I had said sprinkled with

comments about my being a "smarter than her," a graduate

student, and the like. While it was reinforcing to have this

activist concur with my findings, I felt strongly that the

differences between her and I (either real or perceived) in

status and access to "knowledge" limited the utility of this

exercise.

Constructing and Writing the Text

Recent attention to the issue of writing and presenting

qualitative accounts (Denzin, 1989; Olesen, 1992; Richardson,

1990; Van Maanen, 1988) has given qualitative researchers and

methodologists cause to reflect upon their role in the

"construction" of ethnographic texts. In so far as the

written text is a reflection of data which are produced during

interactions between the researched and the researcher
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(Olesen, 1992) it can be considered an issue of credibility of

ethnographic accounts. Referring to the attention in the

discipline to the question of how the ethnographic text is

written Olesen, (1992: 4) explains:

This question does not move ethnography in the
direction of attempts to establish "reliability and
validity, ' the conventions of positivistic work,
but, rather to modes of writing a credible account
faithful to and respectful of those who have
participated in interactions in which data are
created.

Olesen points out the importance of considering text

production a mutual enterprise between the ethnographer and

those studied, as the text reflects and includes data that

were generated through interactive processes. She suggests

that ethnographers "self-consciously consider text" (1992:9)

and their role in its construction.

In attempting to address the issue of how the text is

written and my role in the construction of both the text and

the data upon which it is based, I return to the

methodological and theoretical perspectives that informed the

research from the beginning. From the questions I asked women

to my acknowledging my history as an activist in the movement

during interviews to my Marxist-feminist theoretical leanings,

I shaped and played a role "producing" the data which were

used in my analyses.

In addition, my field notes were shaped and "constructed"

in so far as I "saw" certain processes, interactions, memos

and the like as salient, while another ethnographer might very
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well have focused upon other processes and interactions taking

place at the same time. Within the life experiences of

activists and the social worlds of the battered women’s

movement there were and remain many other tales to tell. My

own theoretical leanings and previous experience in the

movement most certainly influenced me to "pick up on" or be

more attentive to a particular set of interactions.

As I employed a Burawoyian model of theory reconstruction

and critical analysis, the text most closely reflects what Van

Maanen (1988: 127) has called a "critical tale." Further,

given the guiding theoretical perspectives in the

dissertation, the text most closely resembles a Marxist

feminist critical tale. While Van Maanen does not consider

feminist-informed ethnographies in his discussion of critical

tales, he does note the strength of critical tales and of

their Marxist leanings:

Critical tales often have a Marxist edge and a
concern for representing social structure as seen
through the eyes of disadvantaged groups in
advanced (and not-so-advanced) capitalist
countries. . . Fieldwork studies are often,
particularly in sociology, strategically situated
to shed light on larger social, political,
symbolic, or economic issues. In industrialized
societies, and for that matter, in all societies,
it is increasingly difficult to argue that
fieldwork alone is sufficient to properly grasp the
life situation of a studied group. Much criticism
of ethnography has, in fact, been directed at what
is seen by some as its parochial, romantic, and
limited vision--its blindness to the political
economy in which all groups must swim to
survive... (Van Maanen, 1988: 127-128).
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Problems, Emotions, and Mistakes in the Research Process

While problems, emotions, and mistakes in qualitative

research have not always been discussed as part of the same

process, some of my emotions which surfaced during the

research process can be seen as both "problematic" and as

"mistakes" in a certain sense. Some of the emotions I began

to experience early in the study (although I did not begin to

reflect upon them until some time later) were the pain and

anger I felt when listening to women’s stories of violent

victimization. On one level, it was not surprising to me that

the activists would bring this issue up as my own personal

experiences in the movement had taught me that activists were

often victims of violence themselves. However, the quality

and quantity of the violence in some of the activists lives,

and their own emotions about being victimized, were more

traumatic and disturbing than I had expected.

Further, my own prior history of victimization

complicated these emotions. I listened intently and sadly to

women’s stories of violence when I asked them how and why they

came to be involved in the battered women’s movement.

However, for a period during my analysis of the "process of

becoming an activist, " I was unable to "see" these stories as

intricately related to women’s activism. Although the women

themselves often made the relationship between their

victimization and activism quite clear during their
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interviews, for some time this connection remained on the edge

of my analyses.

The turning point in my grasping what would seem to some

the obvious relevance and meaning of these events for women

and to their decisions to become activists came after one very

poignant interview. This particular activist was quite

articulate and emotional and the interview included a lengthy

description of her history of severe battery. As the

interview ended, I was both sad and growing angrier at these

atrocities and at the way in which they made me reflect upon

my own life. Thinking to myself that I had set out to study

activism in order to avoid, at least temporarily, the pain of

women’s victimizations I wondered how it was that interviews

were often quite directed at these events. Here I was, I

reflected, trying to study women’s activism and participation

in social movements not violent victimization perpetrated

against women. At this point, I finally began to realize what

the women in the study were clearly conveying to me--activism

was in part, about their own personal victimization--a way of

healing, coping, using, and dissipating their anger. This

experience facilitated my reflecting upon how my own emotions

had stood in the way, at least temporarily, of my analysis of

the meanings and processes of becoming an activist.

Another "emotional mistake" I made during the research

process was the difficulty I experienced in interpreting and

incorporating the important interviews and data from women of
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color. My encounters and interviews with some of the women of

color in the study combined with my readings of the recent

scholarship by women of color (e.g. hooks, 1990) led me to

hesitate in my interpretations of these women’s lives.

One activist of color in particular articulated some

important issues and what she saw as problems with a white

woman engaging in research concerning women of color. Before

our interview began, this activist insightfully pointed out

some of the ways in which white women engaged in research

concerning women of color fail to "get it" when they write and

theorize about the lives of women of color. Further, she

reminded me that published "misinterpretations" of women of

color’s lives are often times used to [re] oppress them. This

was an uncomfortable, emotional, and embarrassing experience

for me.

Because her statements rang true to me and because of the

emotional nature of this experience, I was concerned that I

too might "miss the mark" and write-up findings about women of

color that were not only inaccurate but oppressive. For some

time I all but ignored the data I had collected from and about

women of color’s experiences of activism in the battered

women’s movement. However, eventually her comments (and what

turned out to be a wonderful interview) prodded me to

carefully re-read and consider the scholarship by women of

color and to stick closely to the data in my analyses.

I would like to add here that I am most grateful to this
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activist for her willingness to confront these difficult

issues with me. Once integrated into the analysis, the data

from women of color changed and enriched the findings and

implications for theory in each of the major findings

chapters.

4 OO
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Chapter

TWO

Three

Table One

Brief Overview and Summary of
Applying and Reconstructing Social

Theory in the Dissertation

Initial Theory

The state and state
actors in capitalist
economic systems as
supportive of elites,
corporate interests,
and male control in

the public and private
spheres.

In order to become
an activist in a
movement whose goals
include broad-scale
structural social change
individuals must come to

define "personal" or
"individual" problems
as public and political
issues. The material

Maior Findings/
Implications
for Theory

Reconstruction

In responding to the
the emergence of
social movements

and demands by
movement actors

for system or struc
tural changes (which
would alter the
balance of economic
and political power
if embraced) state
actors implement
polices which main
tain the status quo.
The outcomes of such

"changes" often go
unnoticed by the
public and serve to
lend the state

legitimacy as a
structure without
class-based, racist
or gendered
interests.

Becoming an activist
and the development
of a political cons
ciousness is related
to an actor’s social

class, gender and
race. The micro
interpretive proc
cess of becoming
an activist is
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circumstances of actors
lives must be such that
they are able to devote
time and energy to
activism.

Struggles among
actors in a social
movement are related

to the historically
specific political
economy within which
movement organiza
tions are emersed.
Cooptative actions
and processes by
the state serve to

blunt the political
edge of social move
ments. Attrition
from formal activism
is related to the
material conditions
of actors’ lives.

complex and involves:
learning the role of
activist; experienc
ing interpersonal
violence; defining
these experiences
as political events;
and perceiving bene
fits as a result of
social movement
participation.

The need for and

dependence upon
state monies for
fiscal survival on
the part of batter
ed women’s organ
zations led move
ment actors to curb

their emphasis on
structural social
change. A number
of cooptative req +
uirements by state
agencies diminished
the political
potential of
the battered
women’s movement

over the past 20
years. Cooptative
processes has diff
ing effects on
movement actors

according to their
organizational pos
itions and power.
Cooptative process
es as well as

struggles among
activists related
to women’s race,
class, and sexual
orientation cont
tribute to attrit
from formal

activism by women.
The material
conditions of
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No specific theory
as finding emerged
during the research
process and were not
a planned area of
exploration. Basic
assumptions concern
ing the relationship
of micro events and
meanings as related
to the political
economy outlined
previously in this
appendix were
relevant.

women’s lives
(which sometimes
interacts with the
struggles they exp
ience within a
movement) also
contributes to
attrition from
formal activism.

With the help of
the media, the
state supported
"war on drugs"
campaign trickled
into the battered
women’s movement

over the past de
cade. The rhetoric
of the campaign,
which included in
dividual, victim
blaming explana
tions of women’s
drug use was used
by activists in
battered women’s
shelters for ex

cluding women from
service provision.
Ultimately, this
state supported
ideology served
to divide victims
and activists

against one another
and thrwart the

progression of a
feminist social
movement.
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